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NOTES.

NOTE . 44.

P. Il6. IN THE WAY, NOT OF NARRATION&quot;,

BUT OF ACTION.

TT is^surprising; that so strange a phrase as

-*-
il$uv fyuvTuv forms agentibus should

have passed as genuine with any Greek scholar.

It is still more so, that the obvious opposition of

jouvruv to aVayyAia, and the no less obvious

absurdity of opposing narration to pity and terror,

(a S
a.Tnx.yytXioi.S)

AAAA $C lAsa KOH ipojSa) should

have escaped the notice of any commentator a
.

I should write the passage thus ;
still considering

it as imperfect : xwf* wars rav i\$uv lv TOJ?

* ^ *
[forte AIAj fgttrrw

xxi a J
1

;
&amp;lt;x,Tray-

* See the beginning of cap. iii. Transl. sect. 4. I am

glad to find myself well supported in these remarks by
Mr. Winstanley s note on this passage. Ed. Ox. 1780,

p. 278. I cannot, however, but still regard the text as

defective.

VOL. II. B



NOTES.
^ a AAa ^i sAta xat 0oj3a, x. T. aA.

Thus the word fywruv will retain its proper sense,

and the active imitation of the drama, which

Aristotle every where makes its characteristic dis

tinction, as opposed to the Epic, will be, as we

might expect to find it, in a formal and exact

definition of Tragedy, distinctly marked.

I will just observe, farther, that this mode of

expression fywruv KAI OT h aV. is familiar to

Aristotle. Here however it may be justified by

the necessity of marking clearly the distinction

between Dramatic and Epic Poetry. In other

instances, as, IT^W? xa&amp;lt; pn rov XVTOV
Tgoirov. cap. i.

ug rov aurov xat py ^xETajSaAAovra. cap. iii.

iJW xat pn ayvouv. Eth. A ic. v. 8. it seems

hardly to admit of the same excuse. In the Poets

we are less surprised to find it frequent. Victorius

has pointed out Homer, II. Z. 333.

V7T6f&amp;gt;

and Sophocles :

- - -
yvuTO,, K VK ayvuru poi

TIooffyXQsQ IfAStgovrec;.
- - - Oed. Tyr. c8.

If any man, in reading the antients, can persuade

himself to take such things for beauties, &quot;there is

certainly no harm in it. The fact I take to be,

that composition, even that of Poetry, was not yet

so far improved and refined, as perfectly to exclude

the inaccuracies and redundancies of popular and

familiar speech.
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NOTE 45.

P. 116. EFFECTING, THROUGH PITY AND

TERROR, THE CORRECTION AND REFINEMENT

OF SUCH PASSIONS.

aOa^c-iv. A history of the controversies

which this obscure passage has excited among
critics and commentators, and an exact statement

and examination of the various explanations which

have been given of it, would almost fill a volume.

Among these, however, the opinions, that are

worth regarding, or that can, with any shew of

probability, be deduced from Aristotle s expression,

are, I think, reducible to two. One is, that this

purgation, or moderation, of the passions, is merely

the effect of having them frequently excited, and

of being familiarized with the occasions of them, in

Tragic fiction
; just as the passions of pity and

terror are actually purged, or reduced to mode

ration, in a surgeon, a physician, or a soldier, by
their being accustomed to those terrible or piteous

objects that occasion them. The other inter

pretation attributes the effect to the moral lesson

and example of the drama : Tragedy purges the

passions by the striking pictures it sets before us

of the dreadful calamities occasioned by the un

restrained indulgence of them
; by giving useful

warnings, and preparing us to bear the ills of life

B 2 with



4 NOTES.
with patience. One, or the other, or both, of

these meanings, have, I think, been attributed to

Aristotle by the best commentators and critics.

For the first, the reader may see Mr. Harris s

Disc, on Music, Painting, &c. ch. v. note*.

Hews. De Trag. Const, cap. ii. p. 22, 23. and

Castelvetro, p. 117, 118. For the second, Ma-

dius; D Alembcrt in his letter to Rousseau,

Melanges, torn. ii. p. 414. Dryden. Obs. on the

JEneid. Abb6 Du Bos, Refl. sur la Pocsie, torn. i.

sect. 44. &c. For an explanation compounded
of the two, Robortelli, Piccolomini, and Dacier,

who, by the way, after declaring that all the ex

planations of former commentators
&quot; served only

11
to obscure the

passage,&quot;
and that the true sense

was not to be found in any of them, proceeds to

give us, as that true sense, and as his own dis

covery, exactly what had been said before him *.

Let us first see what Aristotle says. He says,

that Tragedy, by the means of pity and terror,

effects the purgation (x*0f TI&amp;gt;)
of such passions :

i. e. of pity and terror and other passions of the

same kind : for pity and terror seem clearly meant,

by the expression, to be included in the effect.

And this, in my opinion, is sufficient to overturn

the second of-the explanations just mentioned
; for,

according to that, terror and pity are not both the

means and the object of the purgation, as Aristotle,

I think, asserts them to be, but they are the means

only

* See his note 8.
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only of purging other passions those passions,

whatever they may be, which arc supposed to

produce the calamitous events exhibited to our

view. Indeed, according to this idea, the object

is rather the vice that arises from passion, than the

passion itself which is the cause of it. But, be

sides this objection, I do not see any reason to

think, that the moral lesson of the drama, and the

effects it might have in moderating our passions

through the reflections it excites in us, were at all

in Aristotle s thoughts *. The first of the two

explanations seems far more admissible. I believe

it made a part of his idea, but I doubt whether it

was the whole of it. What was precisely his

meaning, and the whole of his meaning, will never,

I fear, be the subject of a perfect, Stoical XKTK*

Xfl4&quot;f to any man. There is, however, one passage

in Aristotle s works, which throws some little light

upon this
; enough, at least, to keep us from false

interpretations, if not to lead us to the true. It is

in the seventh chapter of his eighth book De

Republic^. The Abbe Batteux is the only com
mentator I know of, who has paid a proper
attention to this passage ; but as I do not perfectly

agree with- him, either as to the translation he has

given, or the use he makes of it, I shall produce
so much of the original as appears to be of any

importance to our present purpose, and subjoin a

translation, with some necessary remarks.

_^ The

* See the concluding NOTE.
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The object of Aristotle, in the chapter referred

to, is, to examine what kinds of Music
(i.

e. of

melody and rhythm,) are proper to be used in the

education of youth. He mentions and approves

a division, made by some philosophical writers of

that time, of the different kinds of melodies, into

Moral, Active, and Enthusiastic: -rot. ptv H0IKA,

TO, h IIPAKTIKA, tat, f EN0OT2IA2TIKA. By
the first of these we are to understand a manly,

grave, and simple melody. The sense of v^etxrix

is less clear
;
but I suppose it means a more com

plicated and imitative sort of melody, adapted to

express human actions; for, in the 4gth of the

Harmonic Problems [Sect* 19.] it is said of the

Hypo-Phrygian mode, that it had u0& irgotxnxov,

and was, on that account, used only in the dia

logue and action of the drama, never in the choral

part
b

. And the same epithet, V(&amp;gt;KXTIXOI&amp;gt;,
is applied,

in this treatise, to the Iambic measure c
. As to

enthusiastic, it wants no explanation. Aristotle

then proceeds to observe, that
&quot; Music was to be

&quot;

used,

b He says too xarot, $s mv vvoduftn nai

IIPATTOMEN o wi ofatov sn x,W .
r

&amp;lt; y? o x
AOPAKTOS, X.T.X. The whole Problem, though
mutilated, is curious, and throws some little glimmering of

light upon the Greek drama, as far as Music is con

cerned.

c
Cap. xxiv. TO ptv [i.

e. the Trochaic tetrameter,]

tyxwwcv TO fe, [the Iambic verse,] HPAKTIKON. Whence

Horace s,-&quot; natum rebus agendis&quot;
A. P. 83.
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&quot;

used, not for one useful purpose only, but for

&quot;

several,&quot; which he enumerates; and one of

them is KA0AP2EH2 Ivi-to. : with respect to

which he says ri $t Xsyopw t-nv xaOa^ c-iv , vuv

ptv, aVAwf iraAiv fc, EN TOIZ FIEPI IIOIHTIKHS,

|Uv ff-a&amp;lt;pfoi/ :

&quot; What I mean by Kaflaj &amp;lt;nf,

&quot; or purgation^ I shall now explain only in a
&quot;

short and general way ;
but hereafter, in the

&quot;

books concerning Poetry, more explicitly and
&quot;

clearly.&quot;
And this, I suppose, he had done,

in that part of this treatise which is lost.

He then proceeds thus :

on
xpifBov pev irouroug -roiiq

rov OC.VTOV $
T^OTTOV Trcc.crix.ig

v Tf\v vrattona&amp;gt;v,

[f.

KOLl TOiiq TTOMTlKOtl/ KKl

tv Tra.o aiG UTtctwet ru&amp;gt; $ yrrov ciotQsoei KO.I ry

oiov, EAEOS KAI OOBOS. In

yap VTTO Tccvryg ryg

nvsg i&amp;lt;riv. IK oe TUV Itpuv [teXuv

^, OTUV %py(ruvT(X,i roig e^oo
r

yi&amp;lt;x^&amp;lt;ri
ryv

IATPEIAS

KOLI TVS
eXeirj[/,ovcx.g,

text

-rvq oXtoS TroiQyrncvs TXC, 6 a

QVQV 7T;/3aXA ruv TOIKTUV WOL^U, KXI

B 4
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TINA KA0APSIN, KOCI lUtQifaQeu

[p. 458. Ed. Duval.]
*

In

* This passage may be considered, alone, as a complete

refutation of an opinion published some years ago by
Professor Moor, of Glasgow, on the subject discussed in

this note. He asserts, that by vadwona Aristotle does not

mean passions, but sufferings^ or calamities ; and that the

sense of 5i Ixea x/xi
&amp;lt;po@x TregaiviKrix TW TUV TOIXTUV TraQyfAaTuv

xaOago-iv,
is effecting, or endeavouring to effect,

* the

&quot; removal of sueh calamities&quot; (i.e. as are represented in

Tragedy,) &quot;by
means of exciting the passions of pity and

&quot;

terror.&quot; But the sense, both of xa6a(ris, and of wafa-

liana, is fixed, beyond dispute, by the passage I have

quoted, where pity, terror, and other passions, are clearly

mentioned as the objects of the xaQagais, or purgation.

The Professor also asserts, that the word, which Aristotle

uniformly uses to express the passions, is &amp;lt;?ra0n, and that by

&amp;lt;7ra^n/J.ana,
is

&quot;

always meant sufferings, or calamities&quot; This

is a mistake, Ila&j is continually used by Aristotle in the

sense of sufferings ; and TraSri/jiara sometimes, though less

frequently, in the sense of passions. So Rhet. II. 22.

p. 574. C. xou wqi TUV jj&ov, Hat IIAOHMATUN &quot; con-
&quot;

cerning manners and
passions&quot; See also, Moral.

Eudem. II. 2. p. 205. B. where &amp;lt;naJfa and vrabyMra are

used synonymously. Many other instances, I make no

doubt, are to be found in Aristotle s works.

I should add, that I take my account of this explanation,
and the arguments by which it is supported, from the

Monthly Review, vol. xxx. p. 65 ; not having been able to

procure the pamphlet itself, of which the title is
&quot; On the

&quot; end of Tragedy, according to Aristotle : an Essay, in two
&amp;lt;

f

parts, &c.By James Moor, LL.D. Prof, of Greek in
&quot; the Univ. of Glasgow .* It is mentioned again, with ap-,

probation, in the 64th vol. of the same Review, p. 556,
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In this passage, for otxooaw I have no doubt

that we should read xa0afo-jv.
The similitude of

the words is sufficient to account for the mistake

of the transcriber ;
and the purport of the whole

passage seems to require the correction. For

Aristotle is here shewing, in what manner the

three different kinds of melody were to be ap

plied to the different purposes, which he had just

enumerated : -TT/JO?
MEN TW FIAIAEIAN, T? n 0x.

7T0o? AE TW KA0APSIN, ra? T^ax-nxa*?, &C.

The opposition is clear. And so, afterwards, a

third purpose is mentioned irgo?
ANAHATSiN.

[p. 4,59.] The words immediately following;

Irtguv p8y8j/Twi/, probably contributed to this

mistake. They allude to his doctrine, in the

preceding chapter, that boys should not be al

lowed to practise or perform, themselves, any but

the simplest kind of Music, and upon the sim

plest and easiest instruments, such as were not

Siopivot, p30yj&amp;gt;en? Mnpl/lff. [/&amp;gt;. 457-1 But this

was not the character either of the active and

enthusiastic melodies, of which he here speaks, or

of the instrument used in the accompaniment of

them
d
.

I shall now give what I think a fair and literal

version of the passage.
-

&quot;

It is manifest then, that all the different kinds

&quot;

of melodies are to be made use of; not all,

&quot;

however,

d The A&amp;lt;A-. See Ibid. p. 459 and 457. And the I
st

vol. of this Work, p. 225, note .
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&quot;

however, for the same purpose. For education,
&quot;

the most moral kind should be used: for

&quot;

PURGATION, both the active, and the enthu-
&quot;

siastic; performed, however, by others. For
*

those passions, which in some minds are violent,
&quot;

exist, more or less, in all
,
such as PITY, for

&quot;

example, and TERROR: and, again, enthusiasm;
&quot;

for with this passion some men, are subject to
&quot; be possessed : but when the sacred melodies,
11 intended to compose the mind after the cele-

&quot;

bration of the orgic rites, have been performed,
&quot;

v. e see those men become calm and sedate, as

&quot;

if they had undergone a kind of purgation, or

&quot; cure. And the case must necessarily be the

&quot; same with those who are particularly liable to

&quot; be moved by PITY, or TERROR, or any other

&quot;

passion ;
and with other men, as far as they

&quot;

are under the influence of any such passion;
&quot;

all of them experiencing a sort of PURGATION,
&quot; and PLEASURABLE RELIEF.&quot;

From this passage, though far enough, I am

sensible, from being perfectly clear and explicit,

two things, at least, may, I think, be confidently

deduced. i. That whatever be the meaning of

the term xa(ta&amp;lt;nc, or purgation, here, must also

be its meaning in the treatise on Poetry ; since to

that work Aristotle refers for a fuller explanation

of it. The only difference is, that here, the term

is applied to the effect of imitative Music
; there,

to that of imitative Poetry ; of that species of it,

2 however,
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however, which depended, we know, upon Music,

for a very considerable part of its effect. 2. It

is plain, that, according to Aristotle s idea, pity

was to be purged by pity, terror by terror, &c. ;

contrary to the second of the two explanations

above-mentioned. For Aristotle is here expressly

speaking of the use of enthusiastic Music applied

TT^O? xxQKfw; and he says, that men, agitated

by enthusiasm, were purged or relievedfrom that

enthusiasm by the /*&amp;gt;&amp;lt;* peAn, which were plainly

enthusiastic melodies; i.e. such as imitated, or

expressed, that passion, and were intended to calm

the mind, which had been violently agitated and

inflamed
; not, as M. Batteux understands, by

the sudden opposition of Doric, grave, and moral

strains, [p. 280, i.] but by pleasurable indulgence

of the same passion in imitative Music : Kx?ii&amp;lt;rQcti

p& ySovnt. These melodies were, probably, such

as those of Olympus, which had been mentioned

just before [cap. 5.] and of which Aristotle says,

that they, OpoXoyxptvus HOIEI TAS TTXAS

EN00T2IA2TIKAS. Indeed, from the manner,

in which the Music of Olympus is spoken of by

Plato, and Plutarch, there is great reason to sup

pose, that these
&quot;

sacred melodies&quot; were no other,

than the very melodies of that musician
f
.

With

f
rj vo/xsf TJ ap/jLoiMxs tl-tvsyHW [sc. Olympus.] fig TJJV

E^Xa^a, ofj vuv xquvrai 01 ExAVEf sv ^al$ tc^rajj TUV Qzuv. Plut.

dc Mus. p. 2076. edt H. S. See also Plato in the Minos,

pag. 318.
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With respect to this

x0af&amp;lt;n? itself, Aristotle

by no means gives us in this passage, nor, indeed, ,

professes to give us, a full and satisfactory ex

planation of it. Some
light, however, he has

flung upon it by the expressions, iar^aa, and

xspieo-0i /AtO ticToj&amp;lt;i?,
which he uses as synony

mous to
xa0af&amp;lt;n?

:

&quot;

Purgation, cure, pleasurable

relief.&quot;
The Abbe Batteux understands Aristotle

to mean no more by this, than that the passions

of terror or pity, which, when excited by real

objects, are simply painful, or, at least, have a

predominant mixture of pain, are, by imitation,

and the consciousness si fiction, purged or puri

fied from this alloy of the disagreeable and pain

ful, and converted, on the whole, into an emotion

of delight. His meaning may be clearer in his

own words. Aristotle, he says, had established

it as a principle
&quot;

Que les objets desagreabks
&quot;

piaisent quand Us sont imites, mcme lorsquils
&quot;

le $o?2t dans la plus grande verite . En appli-
&quot;

quant ce principe a la Tragedie, il s ensuit, que
&quot;

c est limitation qui est la cause clu plaisir
&quot;

qu elle produit, et non la nature des objets
&quot;

imits, puisque ces objets sont par eux-mernes
&quot;

de&quot;sagreables.
C est done 1 imitation qui 6te a

&quot;

la

pag. 318. ed. Serr. where he says of the melodies of

Marsyas and Olympus, that they are, 0EIOTATA, KCU

pcva KINEI. See Dr. Burney s Hist, of Music, vol. i,

P- 3S9&amp;gt;
&c.

?
Cap* iv. Trans/. Part I. Sect, 5.
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&quot;

la tcrreur et ci la pitie Taccessoire dsagrablc
&quot;

qu elles ont dans la realite* : c est limitation qui
&quot;

opere la purgation Tragique, en mettant les

&quot;

malheurs imit^s a la place des malheurs rebels,

&quot;

et en separant par ce moyen ce que la piti et

&quot;

la terreur ont d agreable, comme emotions,
&quot; d avec ce qu elles ont de desagr^able, quand
&quot;

elles sont jointes a 1 id^e de malheurs reels
h

.&quot;

This account, which is exactly Fontenelle s solu

tion of the pleasure arising from Tragic emotion
1

,

is liable to a difficulty not easily, I think, sur

mounted. It confines Aristotle s meaning to the

present pleasure of the emotion ;
it supposes all

the purgalion to consist merely in rendering the

feeling of the passion pleasurable ; not in any

good effect which the habit of such emotion may
produce, in correcting, refining, or moderating,

such passions, when excited by real objects. Now,

though it must be confessed, that Aristotle has

not, in that short and professedly imperfect expla

nation given of the xafia^ &amp;lt;n? in the passage ad

duced, said any thing directly pointing to such

effect, yet, I think, the whole turn and cast of his

expression

h
Principes de la Literature, torn. iii. p. 81. I refer

to that work, because the author appears to me to have

explained himself there with more clearness and preci

sion than in the note on his translation of Aristotle in

the Quatre Poetiques.

1 Reflect, sur la Poetique, Sect. 36. Hume s Essay
an Tragedy.
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expression is such, as leads one naturally to con

clude, that it was his meaning. The phrase,

xa&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;f&amp;lt;r9ai /*& rJovijf, does indeed appear to ex

press the present effect only; but I can scarce

conceive, that he would have used such a word as

xa0affl-f,
and still less, IATPEIA, without a view to

something beyond the pleasurable relief or vent

of the moment; especially, in a chapter, where

he is professedly enumerating and examining the

uses of music *
Farther, the words, lA/Aoi/a?,

0o/3iTxsff, 7ra0-nxa?, confirm this idea; being all

words expressive of habitual excess, requiring

correction and moderation *.

But, what still more strongly opposes the Abbe

Batteux s idea, is, that Aristotle is here, as Hein-

sius and others have well observed, evidently

combating the doctrine of Plato, whose great

objection to Tragedy, was, that it feeds and in

flames the passions
m

. It could be no answer to

this, to allege, that the feeling of passion excited

by Tragic imitation is pleasurable^ for this is so

far from being called in question by Plato, that it

is the very foundation of his objection. The

pleasure

k
tua$ EVSKSV -QOEAEIA2

TJJ /USFWJJ %f&amp;gt;Kr0a
dew.

Ubl supra.
1 The same thing seems implied in the word xara,-

KMWIMI ; and in the expression o ya% ntpi Iwa? &amp;lt;rv^cum

TraQ- 4-%J ISXTPHS .

m TPE&EI yf Taura, he says, in his figurative lan

guage, APAOT2A, &ov ATXMEIN. De Repub. lib. x.

p. 606. D.
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pleasure afforded by such Poetry is allowed by

him in its utmost extent &quot;.

&quot; Let its advocates,&quot;

he says,
&quot; undertake to shew us that it is not

&quot;

merely pleasurable, but USEFUL also, and we
&quot;

will lend a favourable ear to their apology ;
for

&quot; we shall surely be gainers by the conviction .&quot;

Now Aristotle, if I understand him rightly, un

dertakes this apology, and points out the utility

required. And no one, I think, can reasonably

doubt, that such was his intention, who has at

tended to the following passage of Plato :

Cf,7roXotvftv Kvxyx. n a,7ro ruv aAAoroiwi/ ft? roe, otxfjo.*

PEYANTA y* sv xi/oif I2XTPON TO EAEEI-

NON, 8
p&amp;lt;W

lv TOK ATTOT HA0E2I KATEXEIN p
.

For, to this objection, there cannot well be a more

direct and pointed answer, than Aristotle s asser

tion, as usually understood that the habit of

indulging the emotions of pity, or terror, in the

fictitious

n Ibid. p. 607, C. D. et passim.

AOJJ(AEV 3e ye wit av KM T

vrEft ai/TYis eiVfJv, if x (Awov HAEIA a

5Tfoj rag 7ro\ntia$ xai TOV @wv rov a.

axucrofjLBQx. xtgbanfi0 7f nx, lav (ja\

KAI n&amp;lt;E&amp;gt;EAIMH. Ibid.

P Ibid. 606. B. &quot; The habit of indulging our pas-
&quot; sions in the concerns of others, will, of necessity,
&amp;lt;f

bring on the same habitunl indulgence in those which
&quot; relate to ourselves: for he, who has nourished and
&quot;

strengthened to excess the passion of pity y for example,
&quot;

by habitual sympathy, in die misfortunes of other men,
&quot; will not find it easy to restrain the same kind of feelings
&quot; in his own.&quot;
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fictitious representations of Tragedy, tends, on the

contrary, to moderate and refine those passions,

when they occur in real life.

But though the Abbe&quot; Batteux s idea of this

purgation appears to me by no means to be the

whole, it must, I think, be admitted as a part,

and an essential part, of Aristotle s meaning.

For the effect depends, not merely, as some

commentators seem to suppose
f
,
on the having

our passions frequently and habitually excited,

but, on the having them so excited by fictitious

representation. Pity and terror frequently ex

cited by such objects and such events in real

life, as the imitations of the Tragic scene set

before us, would rather tend to produce apathy

than moderation. Nature would struggle against

such violent and painful agitation, and the heart

would become callous in its own defence. We
must be insensible; that we might not be wretched.

It is far otherwise with fictitious passion. There,

the emotion, though often violent in spite of the

consciousness of fiction, is always, more or less,

delightful. We indulge it, as one of the first of

pleasures; and the effect of that indulgence,

frequently repeated, is perhaps, that, while it mo-

derates real passion by the frequency of similar

impressions, it, at the same time, cherishes such

sympathetic emotions, in their proper and useful

degree,

* Heinsius De Trag. Constit. cap. ii. Harris On

Music, See. ch. v. note
c
.
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degree, by the delicious feelings which never fail

to accompany the indulgence of them in imitative

representation.

The passions of savages, or of men in the first

rude stages of civilization, are ferocious and pain

ful. They pity, or they fear, either violently, or

not at all. With them, there is hardly any

medium between ungovernable agitation, and ab

solute insensibility. Suppose such a people to

have access, like the Athenians, to theatrical

representations, and to have their passions kept in

frequent and pleasurable exercise by fictitious

distress ;
the consequence, I think, would be, that,

by degrees, they would come to have morefeeling,

and less perturbation. Instead of sympathetic

emotions rarely excited, painfully felt, and soon

extinguished, they would gradually acquire a

calm, lasting, and useful habit of general tender

ness and sensibility. In polished society, where

the passions are accustomed to be indulged in

fiction, either in the theatre, or by reading, and

the pain is converted, on the whole, into one

strong and delightful feeling, by the charms of

imitation, Poetry, Music, aided by the indistinct

consciousness of fiction these passions, even

when excited by real objects, seem to retain, (at

least, in cases where we are not too closely touch

ed,) some tincture of the same pleasurable emo

tion, which attended them, when raised by works

Of imagination ; they are more moderately and

VOL. ii. c agreeably
1
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agreeably felt, more easily governed, and more

gentle and polished in their expressions.

Such appears to me, on the whole, to be the

most probable explanation of Aristotle s meaning :

I must, at least, confess it to be the only reason

able meaning, that I am able to discover. How
far it is true, and founded on solid observation,

is another question, which I willingly submit to the

philosophical and thinking part of my readers.

I cannot omit to observe, that the short expla

nation given by MILTON, in the introduction ta

his Samson Agonistcs, appears to coincide exactly,

asfar as it goes, with my idea of the passage.
&quot;

Tragedy, as it was anciently composed, hath
&quot; been ever held the gravest, moralest, and most
&quot;

profitable of all other Poems: therefore said

&quot;

by Aristotle to be of power, by raising pity,
&quot; and fear or terror, to purge the mind of those

&quot; and such like passions ;
that is, to temper and

&quot; reduce them to just measure, with a kind of
&quot;

delight, stirred up by reading or seeing those

* c

passions well mutated,&quot;

One thing should be added. Aristotle s asser

tion must be considered relatively to his own

times, and nation. He speaks of the effects of

Tragedy on the people of Athens, who, as reading

was then no popular occupation
r

, had scarce any

opportunity of indulging Jictitious emotion, but

at the Theatre, and who, we know, were there

accustomed

* See Diss. I. vol. i. p. 62, &c.
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accustomed to indulge it perpetually. With us,

the case is widely different. The doctrine,

therefore, of Aristotle, that
&quot;

Tragedy purges the

&quot;

passions,&quot; translated, if I may so speak, into

modern truth, would perhaps amount only to this

that the habitual exercise of the passions by

works of imagination in general, of the serious

and pathetic kind, (such as Tragedies, Novels, &c.)

has a tendency to soften and refine those passions,

when excited by real objects in common life.

NOTE 46.

P. Il6&amp;gt; IN SOME PARTS METRE ALONE IS

EMPLOYED, IN OTHERS MELODY.

A passage of very tantalizing brevity. By h&

pirguv MONON, are we to understand, according

to the obvious and literal meaning of the ex

pression, that in some parts of Tragedy the verse

was merely recited, spoken, as in modern Tra

gedy ? This contradicts what, by many writers,

has been considered as a fact thoroughly esta

blished, that the Greek Tragedy was accompanied

by musical instruments, and was therefore strictly

musical, throughout : for as to the dreams of the

Abb6 Du Bos, Rousseau, and others, about a

noted declamation) a declamation accompanied by

Music, yet not sung this is too manifest an ab

surdity to stand in need of confutation. If, as

Rousseau says, it is
&quot;

impossible to understand

c 2 &amp;lt;&amp;lt; wha
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&quot; what the antients have said about their theatrical

&quot;

declamation, without supposing this*,&quot;
would

it not be better to say, at once, that we do not

understand it, than to explain it into impossibili

ties? As for the systematic Abb6 Du Bos, he

was set upon proving his point ;
and he proves it

like a man resolved to prove it, by wresting all

sorts of authors to his purpose, and translating

them as he pleased
b

. All we know clearly, is,

that the antient drama was accompanied, (in part,

at least,) by musical instruments. I conclude,

confidently, that since the instruments could not

speak, the actors must sing : that their declama

tion must certainly have been, strictly speaking^

musical, however simple; the chanting of the

simplest plain chant, being as truly Music, i. e. as

essentially distinct from speech, as the most refined

melody of a modern opera .

If, then, the Greek Tragedy had a musical

accompaniment throughout, it must have been

sung throughout. But here, Aristotle says, as

plainly as words can say it, that in some parts of

Tragedy,
&quot; metre

only&quot;
was employed : &amp;lt;?&amp;lt;*

METPflN Ivi* MONON : that is, as it is necessa

rily implied, without the two other alvr/**T*,

or

a Diet, de Musique, Art. OPERA.
b For a refutation of Du Bos, the reader may see

Condillac s Essai sur I orig.
des ccnnats, humilities

time iii. ch. 3.
c See Diss. II, vol.i. pe 78. note *.
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or seasonings, of Tragic language, just mentioned,

melody and rhythm
d

.

Some commentators, I know, endeavour to

evade the force of this expression, by saying, that

Aristotle means, by &amp;lt;? ^n^w P.OVQV, only the

noted declamation, which, being a sort of recitative,

was not regarded as strictly musical, nor denomi

nated pi\&*. And in support of this, it is

alleged, that the word AIK-, speech, is applied by

him afterwards in a similar manner f

;
as

Aty&amp;lt;r0at

is also by Plutarch, who talks of
&quot; some of the

&quot;

Iambics being spoken with an accompaniment,
&quot; and others sung*&quot;

as we sometimes say of a

singer, that he speaks recitative well. But all this,

I confess, does not satisfy me. It is one thing, to

apply occasionally the word xif or AC^IO^M, in

this comparative way, to such kind of singing as

most resembles speech, and another, to say roundly,

that some parts of Tragedy made use of metre,

or verse, only ;
and that too, immediately after

\\di\mgjived the exclusive sense of pom, by enu

merating the three yfafpatrot of Tragic diction,

which he asserts to be separately used in different

d
Aeyca 5e iftwptlOt VLIV Xcyov,

KM
/-cETfov.

To 3e, Xups TW EJ3wv, TO & METPUN ENIA
MOiNQN

5TEfaivo-6^j
-

.

c So M, Batteux.
f See ch. xii. AEHI2 fax XOPOT.
g Dial, de Mus. p. 2090. ed. H. S. T

{.

C3
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parts, i. C. puO//.-, a^ona, pirgov

h
, RHYTHM,

MELODY, and METRE. They who dispute this

meaning, must at least, I think, allow that if it

had been the meaning, Aristotle could not well

have expressed it with more precision. How
can ptTguf here be taken in the loose and compa
rative sense contended for, when, in the vry
words immediately preceding, it is carefully limited

to its strict and proper sense, by being expressly

discriminated from melody, as well as iroin

rhythm ?

But after all, the fact, that the Greek Tragedy
was su/tg throughout, though often asserted, has

not yet been proved; nor do I think that it can

be proved ; at least, by any passage of antient

authors, that I have seen adduced to prove it.

The Abbe Vatry, in a dissertation, Sttr la recita

tion des Tragedies ancitmics, undertook to prove,

in form, that the Greek Tragedies were sung,
&quot; d\m bout a Cautrc&quot; like our operas. But

how does he prove this? by proving, what indeed

is

11 The reading in all the MSS. is.

xsu MEAO2. On comparing this passage with Aristotle s

other enumerations of the three means of imitation in

cap. i. especially at the end of it, where Tragedy is men
tioned as using all those means, xcna. ^-, i.e.

pvOfjua.
itai

petti (which is synonymous to afpovix elsewhere,) KM

MLTPHj, no one, I think, &amp;lt; an entertain any degree of

doubt, as to the truth of Victonus s emendation, xou

METPON.
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is easily proved , that a part of the Iambics, or

the dialogue, was sung, and then by taking it for

granted, that the antients could not possibly have

endured so barbarous a custom, as the mixture of

speech and singing in the same piece.
&quot;

II ne

&quot;

paroit pas qu on puisse douter que ces cantiqucs
&quot; ne se chantassent ;

mais de cela rn6me je c/w
&quot;

pouwir conclurre, que tout le reste se chantoit,

&quot;

quoique different!ment
;
car le bon sens, et ce

&quot;

que les anciens nous disent, nous conduit &

&quot;

penscr que leur recitation etoit partout de

&quot; meme nature, et qu elie ne se bigarroit point,
&quot;

tantot d une simple declamation, et tantot d un

&quot; chant musical
k

.&quot;

By the same presumptive mode of arguing, the

Abbe* might also have proved, a priori, that the

Greeks could not possibly have been guilty of

the modern barbarous bigarrure of serious and

ludicrous, in their Tragic drama. But the first

Greek Tragedy he had opened would probably

have overturned his reasoning .

A thorough discussion of all the passages of

antient authors, that throw any light upon this

question, relative to the dramatic representations

of the Greeks, would draw me much too far

beyond

1 The 3Oth and 49th of Arisrotie s HarmouL Prob.

Sect. 19. are, alone, sufficient proofs of this paint.

k Mem. de 1 Acad. Roy. des inscriptions, Sec. tome II,

P- 343; octavo.
1 See NOTE 33 in the 1

st vol.

C4
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beyond my bounds. I must content myself with

pointing out (for I think it has not been observed)

the stubborn difficulty which this passage of

Aristotle appears to me to throw in the way of the

common opinion upon this subject; and with

hazarding a merely hypothetical conjecture, that,

if, as Aristotle seems plainly to say, some part of

the Greek Tragedy was spoken, like our Tragic

declamation, without any musical accompaniment,

it was, most probably, that part of the dialogue,

which, as I have before observed, in NOTE 33, is,

in every Tragedy, easily distinguished from the

rest, by its being carried on in a sort of quick

repartee of verse to verse. As, in this part of

the dialogue, we almost constantly find the Tragic

tone lowered to a more colloquial pitch, and even

approaching frequently to the jocular and bur

lesque, it seems reasonable to think, that here,

if anywhere, the musical accompaniment, and the

elevation of lengthened and chanting tones, were

withdrawn, and common conversation left to com

mon speech.

But what, again, are we to understand by

xj TraPuv |T|* hot jueA^j ? Are we to repeat

povov, and understand Melody alone, without the

two other 7(r/*T, Rhythm and Metre ? This

pannot be. For though we may strip the Tragic

language of melody and of rhythm, or, in other

words, of Music, we cannot strip it of metre.

The antlents most certainly did not admit pros$

tatt
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into tlieir Tragedies ; and as little can we conceive

them to have set prose to Music m
.

Dacier, and some other commentators, under

stand by /t*Ar&amp;gt; here, Music, including rhythm.

This sense of the word is certainly warrantable ;

but it can hardly be the sense here : for, surely, an

instance, in which all the three vihvpxTa, were

used, (as they must be, if metre be indispensable,

and
[AfK&&amp;gt; imply rhythm and melody,) would be

but a strange illustration of the XOPJ2 Ixars

fuv ii$uv Y.. r. aA.

1 do not see what remains, but, jthat we take

x* here in its most restrained sense, as distinct

from rhythm, pr time, and synonymous to a^on ;

that sense, in which Aristotle had used it before, in

his first chapter . And if we do this, we must

necessarily,

m The reader will observe that Aristotle is expressly

speaking of the $v&amp;lt;r/Mnet of Tragic speech or language :

teyu tie Y$uffntvov pev AOFON rov !%ovTa pu6/*ov,
&c. Words*

therefore, are equally implied in all these tidvo-fjutra, and,

consequently, Music alone i.e. instrumental Music y is here

entirely out of the question.

pvQfjLu
uxi MEAEI KOI /c*T^, answering to his first

division, pvQiJua
KM toy ttai APMONIA.

The word MEAOS, it may be useful to observe, occurs

in three different musical senses, i. Sometimes, as here,

and in the Greek writers on Music, in the same sense as

af/t*ovja
i.e. melody, abstracted from rhythm, or time.

Thus, Aristides Quintilianus, p. 32, and see p. 7, his ac

count of pttydia, &c. 2. Sometimes, for air, or mcamred

melody ; as in the definition of Bacchius, p. 19. (Ed. Meil.)

3, Sometimes it is used as equivalent to song, including

melody,
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necessarily, I think, understand, that some parts

of the dialogue were sung without rhythm:
I mean, without musical rhythm, or time, though

certainly not without that poetical or prosodic

rhythm, by which in reciting verse, and, indeed,

even in the most familiar conversation, the syllabic

quantity must have been relatively, at least, ob

served, though not, I presume, with the inflexibility

of musical measure, nor with such a rigorous

equality of long to long, and short to short, as is

essential to the execution of what is properly called

Music, and as I suppose to have been observed in

the choral odes . Thus the dialogue of the Greek

Tragedy will appear to have been not improperly

compared

melody, rhythm, and words. Thus Plato TO MEAOS
tx Tgiuv In

&amp;lt;ruyx.iifj.BVOV) toys TE, KM a^oviag, xat
pvQfAX. Rip. iii.

p. 398. D. In another place, however, he uses it in the

Jtt
si and narrowest sense, for mere melody : MEAO2 $ ait

KAI
pvbfjiQv

aviv
pvftoiTuv.

De Leg. ii. p. 669. This third,

and fullest sense of the word is what A. Quintil. ex

presses by (/.&& rzKicv. p. 28.

This has been well remarked by Dr. Burney, Hist, of
Mus. vol. i. p. 161. &quot; The melody of antient declama-
&quot;

tion,&quot; &c. M. Burette goes so far as to suppose, that

no strict rhythm was admitted even in the choral putt of the

antient Tragedy. His authority is the following passage

of Plutarch s Dial, de Mm. pey xfatAXTtxa V VSl
&amp;gt;

*&amp;lt;&

PTMflj, tfoytttftdc |WV s&sra nou r^arfov xexfWTcu. p. 2084.
td. H. S. But the text here is evidently corrupt. The
name of some particular species of rhythm is probably
omitted. See Mem. de lAcad* dcs Inscrip. tome xix.

p. 427. octavo.
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compared to our recitative
; differing from the

chorus, as our recitative differs from the airs, both

in the absence of strict time, and in the kind of

mfloHy, which was also, as mere mdody, less

musical than the choral melody, nnd more imitative

of speech, as well as of action p
. Whether the

monologues, or long speeches the juxxfou pV?,
as Plato calls them* were performed in the same

Way, as the rest ol the dialogue, or, as it has been

imagined, were distinguished by beinj; more mea

sured and musical, is a point not easily Cleared up.

The passages commonly appealed to for this

purpose, from the grammarians Diomedes and

Donatus, about the Cantica of the Roman Comedy,

I look upon as a very frail foundation of any con

clusion with respect to the Greek Tragedy
r

. The

passage of Plutarch above quoted, note 5
,
furnishes

the strongest support I know of for such a dis

tinction. For, if by
&quot;

spoken or recited to an
II

instrumental accompaniment&quot; (TO. psv [sc. ruv

J*jbtj3i&amp;gt;]
AFFE20AI irxoot ryv xpacni/) Plutarch

meant, as I think he must mean, su/tg in recitative,

not literally spoken, (for how could that admit of a

musical accompaniment?) then, aeWO*, which is

opposed

P See Aristotle s Problems, Sect. 19. l
j
rob. xv. and xlix.

1 De Rep. x. p. 605.
r See the Abbe Du Bos, Reflex, sur la Foes 5cc. vol. in.

Sect. 1 1, &c. This writer s explanation of the passage of
Aristotle th-at we have been considering, is worth the

reader s inspection, as a perfect model of misrepresentation,

absurdity, and blundering.
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opposed to it, must of course imply, not mere

singing as opposed to speech, but a more musical

and measured melody.

NOTE 47.

P. 117. TlIE MEANING OF MjELOPOEIA IS

OBVIOUS - * -
,

I have ventured to depart from the common

interpretation, by understanding the word ^wapi^

here, to mean, not the power, and effect, of the

Melopreia itself, but the power, i. e. the meaning
of the term, Aristotle is here, as usual, explaining

the terms he had made use of. It was directly to

his purpose to say, as a reason for omitting a defi

nition in this instance, that the meaning of the word

was well known
; but not at all to his purpose, to

say
&amp;lt; I need not explain the word, because the

&quot;

power and effect of the thing signified by it,,

&quot;

(that is, of Music,) is well known.&quot; ,

Dacier is amusing here. He wanders what

could induce the Greeks to make Music a part of

their drama ;
and at last,

&quot;

apres bien des recher-
&quot;

ekes,&quot; he discovers one principal cause to have

been this that they had very musical ears; but

he does not discover the cause of his own wonder,

which, in all probability, was, that he had not.
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NOTE 48.

P. Il8. OR DELIVERING A GENERAL SEN

TIMENT.

Ii&amp;gt; the Rhetoric, Aristotle defines ytupn by

xaOoAs CMTOpai/fl-K. [Lib. ii. cap. xxi. p. 572.] Thus

below, in this chapter, for airopaiwrat ywpw, his

Jirst expression, we have, xaOoAa &amp;lt;*7ropajvoj/Ta..

This has been loosely and inaccurately rendered in-

all the translations I have seen, except those of

Castelvetro and Goulston.

NOTE 49.

P. 118. THESE PARTS HAVE BEEN EM
PLOYED BY MOST POETS.

Locus, as the critics say, conclamatus. Time is

too precious to be wasted in the support, or refu

tation, of random conjectures upon a passage of

such desperate corruption. How can ax oXiyoi,
&quot;

not a
few&quot;

be tortured into,
&quot;

all,

1

or,
te almost

all?&quot; Yet so Dacier, Batteux, Goulston, &c.

On the other hand, if fairly translated,
&quot; not afew

&quot; Poets have made use of these
parts,&quot;

how

strangely it will follow
&quot;Jbr

EVERY Tragedy has
&quot; them all !&quot; And how is the w? Vv, to be ap

plied ? to Jx oAtyot, Or, to tlfoffi ?

In the midst of these difficulties, all I could do

was to make my version consistent with itself-,

faithful
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faithful to the original, I could not make it, with

out making; it nonsensical.O

Those commentators, who apply the w? il-rr&v to

the word te, seem favoured by eft. xii. where,

speaking of the same essential parts of Tragedy,

Aristotle says &amp;lt;?? /**/ .QS EIAE21 &i ^u-6M.

KOTE 50.

1*. lig. TlIE SUPREME GOOD ITSELF IS

ACTIOX, NOT QUALITY.

See Ethic. Nicom. I. 5, 7, 8. eel Wilk. & JWag-*

Moral. I. 4. p. 149, 150. a/. DuvaL

NOTE 51.

P. 119. THE TRAGEDIES OF MOST MODERN

POETS HAVE THIS DEFECT.

This receives illustration from what Aristotle

presently after says, of
&quot;

the rhetorical manner
tf

prevailing in the Poets of his time :&quot; 01 &
&amp;gt;u*,

fDrag jxw?. cap. vi : and from his observation, at the

close of cap. xxiv. \Transl. Part III. Sect. 6.]

that
&quot;

the manners and sentiments are only ob-

&quot; scured by too splendid a diction.
1

What he has here said of the recent Tragedies

of his time, may perhaps be said, in general, of our

modern Tragedies, compared with those of Shaks-

peare. The truth, I believe, is, that the Tragedy
of a refined and polished age will always have less

i o r!9^*
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*&quot;60&amp;gt;
than that of ruder times, because it will have

more dignity ;
more of that uniform and level ele

vation, which excludes strong traits of character,

and the simple, unvarnished delineation of the

manners. Indeed, what the Greeks denominated

u0*, is the peculiar province of Comedy *, and is

seldom to be found in Tragedy, except in that

stage of its progress, when it is not yet thoroughly

and distinctly separated from Comedy ;
from the

imitation of common life, and natural manners
b
.

Such are the Tragedies of Shakspeare ;
and such,

as I have before ventured to suggest, are those of

Euripides in particular, which, in proportion as they

have less dignity, have more *0&, than the Tra

gedies of Sophocles. But in neither of them, nor,

probably, even in those very Poets here censured

by Aristotle, was the
&quot;

language of Poets&quot; sub

stituted for
&quot;

the language of men c

,&quot;

as it is almost

constantly in the French Tragedy, and, too often,

in our own Tragedies of the French school.

* Illud (rjS-) Comcedia, hoc (srafl-) Tragcedia, si

mile. QuintU. p. 302, ed. Gib.

b
aTTXsy, says Demetrius, KM oarwrov, TO $0-.

Sect. 28. And see Lor.ginus, Sect. 9, where he very justly

calls the Odyssey, rtttfiuMd TIJ nfowyjytni?.
c 4t

Addison,&quot; says Dr. Johnson in his admirable pre

face to Shakspeare,
&quot;

speaks the language of Poets, and

**
Shakspeare, of men.--The composition refers us

&quot;

only to the writer ; we pronounce the name of Cato, but

* we think on ddduou&quot;
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KTOTE 52.

P. lig. POLYGNOTUS EXCELS IN THE EXj

PRESSION OF THE MANNERS.

I see not the smallest reason for the substitution

of vyxQw, for
aya0&amp;lt;^,

which is the reading, we are

told, of all the. MSS. What Aristotle had said

before of Polygnotus, cap. ii. on y.rra? xae

seems not to afford the slightest ground for altera

tion here. [See Mr. Winstanley s ed. p. 281.]

Painters are compared in very different points of

view, in these two passages : there, as imitating

good or bad, serious or ridiculous, elevated or low,

objects : here, only as expressing, or not expressing,

manners. It was directly to Aristotle s purpose

to say, that Polygnotus was a &quot;

good manner-
&quot;

painter ;&quot; (ay*^ rjeoy^a?*) not at all to hi$

purpose, (besides the awkwardness of the expres

sion itself,) to say, that he was &quot; a manner-
&quot;

&quot;painter of good men :&quot; (dyxQw $o

NOTE 53.

P. 120. JUST AS IN PAINTING, &c.

I hope I shall not much shock even the

most conscientious adherents to the established

inaccuracy and authentic blunders of antient

manuscripts, by having ventured to adopt here

the transposition first proposed, I believe, by

Castelvetra
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Castelvctro *. I can only desire those readers, who

ma}
7 be alarmed at rny temerity, to read the passage

wa^&TrAnTJOi yxj) tfi x.r.aAA. to, dx-ova, first,

where it stands in all the editions, and then, where

I have placed it, immediately after the words

lyatra Js
jwu9oi&amp;lt;

xat tru^atrtv
7r(&amp;gt;a,&amp;lt;yf.*&amp;gt;(x,Tuv.

If this ex

periment alone be not sufficient to convince them

of the propriety, or, rather, the necessity, of the

transposition, I despair of the success of any argu

ments I am able to produce in the support of it.

To me, I confess, it is among those things that are

too evident for proof.

NOTE 54.

P. 120. ADVENTURERS IN TRAGIC WRITING

ARE SOONER ABLE, &C.

Aristotle argues here upon a principle rather

rhetorical and popular, than philosophical that,

which infers superior worth from superior difficulty

and rarity : TO xaXnru-rtgw -ACM c-TraviwTEoef, pf0P,

(sc. ayaOo*,) as he lays it down in his Rhetoric,

Kb. i. cap. vii. p. 529.

Lord

* Poctlca d?Aristotele, &c. p. 142. Ed e da sapere, che

di sotto si truovano in luogo non convenevole quests parole,

ifagctTrTwffiov
awova. Le quali parole dcbbono seguitare

frossimamentc dopo wfay^carwy, &c. Heinsius, too, saw the

necessity of the transposition, but appears to me to have,

in a great measure, destroyed the propriety of it, by in

serting tl.e passage, not immediately alter v^ayiMirtav, but

after xvayvotiow, in the ne&amp;gt; t sentence. See his note, in

Goulston s ed. or the Ox. ed. 1780.

VOL. II, I)
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Lord Bacon, in his Essay On Gardens, uses the

same argument, and almost in Aristotle s words,

with respect to the superiority of gardening to

architecture : &quot;A man shall ever see, that when
&quot;

ages grow to civility and elegancy, men come to

&quot;

build stately SOONER than to garden finely ; as

&quot;

ifgardening were the greater perfection.&quot;

The truth, however, of the fact here asserted by

Aristotle, appears, not only from the earlier dra

matic Poets of every nation, but from the defects of

plots in general, whether Dramatic or Epic ; and

from the rarity of those dramatic fables, for which

the Poet has trusted entirely to his own invention,

without recourse to history, or novels, or the pro

ductions of other dramatists *.
&quot; En general, il y

4&amp;lt; a plus de pieces bien dialogues, que de pieces
&quot;

bien conduites. Le Ge&quot;nie qui dispose les in-

&quot;

cidens, paroit plus rare que celui qui trouve les

&quot;

vrais discours. Cornbien de belles scenes dans

&quot; Moliere! On compte ses denouemms heureu-v.

&quot; On seroit tent6 de croire qu une drame devroit

&quot;

etre 1 ouvrage de deux hommes de
ge&quot;nie,

1 tin qui
&quot;

arrangeat, et 1 autre qui fit
parler.&quot; Diderot,

de la Poes. Dram. p. 288.

NOTE 55.

P. 12O. To THIS PART BELONGS, &C.

Aristotle is not here defining Aai/oa, as his ex

pression, T8T0 & E2TI, seems, at first view, to

imply :

* See Harris s Phihl, ln%. p, 160.
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imply : he is only explaining the subservience of

the sentiments to the manners; he is she \\ing why

they are next in rank and importance to the man

ners ; namely, because manners or characters, are,

in great part at least, manifested by the sentiments.

Dacier s note here is good.
&quot;

Aristote suit ici

&quot;

Tordre naturel. Les sentimens sont pour les

&quot;

moeurs, ce que les moeurs sont pour 1 action.

&quot; Comme un Pocte tragique ne peut bien imiter

&quot; une action, qu en employant les moeurs, il ne
&quot;

peut non plus bien marquer les moeurs, que par
&quot;

le moyen des sentimens
;
& par consequent les

&quot;

sentimens tiennent le troisieme rang dans la

&quot;

Tragedie.&quot;

NOTE 56.

P. 120. WHICH, IN THE DIALOGUE, DE

PENDS ON THE POLITICAL AND RHETORICAL

ARTS.

O7T5&amp;gt;,
TTI TUV Xoyuv, TV? TroAmxnf xcu pnrfXt|$

igyw lfj&amp;gt;. I have not seen the words, ivi ruv Xoyw,

satisfactorily explained. I cannot agree with those

commentators, who by Aoyo*, here, understand,

oratory, prose eloquence, as opposed to Poetry :

a sense, indeed, very common, in Aristotle and

other writers
;
but if we adopt it here, how fol

lows 01 TAP af^aiet TroAmxw? EOOIOTN AEyovra??

for here, Aristotle evidently speaks of Poets
;
not

of orators, as Dacier renders it. The passage,

D 2 then,
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then, fairly translated, would stand thus :

&quot;

which,
&quot;

(i. e. the choice of proper sentiments,) in

&quot;

ORATORY, is the business of the political and
&quot;

rhetorical arts : FOR the antient Tragic Poets
&quot; made their characters speak politically,&quot;

&c.

Nothing can well he more incoherent.

ETTJ ruv Aoywv, means, I think, in the speeches,

discourse, or dialogue part of the drama, as dis

tinguished from the choral or lyric part, which

had nothing, or comparatively nothing, to do with

jjO(^ or character, and in which the Poet was, of

course, to draw his
&amp;lt;5Woia,

or thoughts, principally

at least, from different sources; not from the

stores of civil wisdom, or rhetorical art, but from

those of Religion, Ethics, Mythology, and Poetry.

The word Ao-yot, is clearly used in the same sense,

in a passage that presently follows : hoirsg
x

l^o-ii/ u6^ Ivjoi TWV AornN &quot; some of the-

a
speeches, or the dialogue&quot;

NOTE 57.

P. 120-1. FOR THE ANTIENTS MADE THEIR

CHARACTERS SPEAK IN THE STYLE OF POLI

TICAL AND POPULAR ELOQUENCE ;
BUT NOW,

THE RHETORICAL MANNER PREVAILS.

Ot pv yot,^ cZgx&ioi JIOAITIKIIS ITTOIZV

01 &amp;lt;k wv
j fviro^tnu;.

So RJiet. lib. ii. cap. \xu.

p. 573, LTOAITIKfl*
&amp;lt;ruAAoyKT|Uw

a Civil or Ora

torical syllogism, as opposed to the strict dialectic

4 syllogism :
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syllogism : a distinction which he presently after ex

presses by, Vf i(3fr^ov,
and MAAAKHTEPON,

[ibid. I And thus, here, the same term,

,
is used, to distinguish the popular, and

less laboured, though more solid, eloquence of the

Senate or the Forum, from the studied and decla

matory composition of the professed rhetoricians.

A similar use of the word occurs in the passage

quoted in NOTE 229, from the Euagoras of

Isocrates, where, 9vop*.&amp;lt;r\. nOAITIKOIS, is plainly

synonymous with ovopan KTPIOI2. See also Dion.

Halicarn. De Struct. Graf. p. 4. ed. Upton, and

Faber s note.

That Aristotle, however, by Politics
(n* TroAmxrj),

means only, as Dacier asserts,
&quot;

1 usage commun,
&quot; k langage ordinaire des

peuplcs&quot; cannot, surely,

be admitted. The force and extent of the term is

well known*. &quot; CIVILTS SCIENTIA,&quot; says Quin-

tilian, &quot;idem quod SAPIENTIA est
b

.&quot; It com

prehended all the necessary knowledge of the

TroTuTix^
1

,
the vir cmilis, the public man. It

included, of course, eloquence, or the faculty of

public speaking, but that, of a kind very different

from the &quot; umbratile
genus,&quot;

as Cicero calls it, of

the rhetorical schools . What Aristotle says of

the

a See Eth. Nicom. lib. i. cap. \ \. and iii. and Mag.
Moral, lib. \. cap. i.

b Lib. ii. cap. xv. p. 106. cd. Gibs.

c
Cic. fie Or. ii. 15 to 19. where he traces the sepa

ration of eloquence from philosophy* The difference of the

D 3 political
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the old Tragic Poets, that they made their

personages speak like such a man, not like a Rhe

torician, cannot be better illustrated than by

Quintilian s character of Euripides.
&quot;

Illud qui-
&quot; dem nemo non fateatur necesse est, its qui se ad
&quot;

agendum comparent, utiliorem longe Euripidem
&quot;

fore. Namque is, et in sermone magis
&quot;

accedit oratorio generi, et sententiis densus ; et

&quot;

in iis qute a sapientibns tradita sunt, pene ipsis

&quot;

par, et in dicendo ac respondendo cuilibet eorum
&quot;

qui fuerunt ix FORO DISERTI comparandus&quot;

[lib. x. cap. i.]

That Dacier, with so precise and clear an ex

pression before his eyes, as, EIIOIOTN Aiyovraf,

should understand this of the antient orators, and

roundly pronounce Victorius to be mistaken in

applying it to the Poets, seems perfectly unac

countable.

I do not see in this passage any foundation for

the refinement of Castelvetro, Dacier, and other

commentators, who refer the Ivovr* to the political

science, and the a^o-rroi/Ta to rhetoric. The word

ugpoTToi/Tx, has, I think, the same sense as in

cap. xv. and means, such sentiments, or thoughts,

as, being adapted to the person speaking, are ex

pressive

political and rhetorical styles may be well illustrated,

I think, by a comparison of the style of Cicero, (in his

Orations,) with that of Demosthenes : for on this subject,

I cannot but agree with the remarks of Lord Monboddo,

Orig. and Prog, of Lang. vol. Hi. p, 184, and vol. ii.

Z&amp;gt;/. III.
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pressive of the manners : for it is in this view, as

I before remarked, that Aristotle is here considering

the sentiments, or Aai/o&amp;lt;a. Ta ivovra, as Victorius

has observed, is equivalent to rot vir^or ; and

it was clearly the business of rhetoric (furo^Kus

to teach both the wra^arr* and the ff*or-

See llhct. lib. ii. cap. xxii. p. 573, E. and

lib. iii. cap. vii. p. 590, D. /. DuvaL

NOTE 58.

P. 121. THERE ARE SPEECHES, THEREFORE,
WHICH ARE WITHOUT MANNERS --- AS NOT

CONTAINING, &C.

The reading 1 have followed is, I think, fully

authorised, by MSS. and by common sense. See

Mr. Winstanley s note, p. 282. The Abbe

Batteux has given the passage thus, from a MS.

(N 2117,) in the King of France s library. Eri

ft ?60 piv TO romrov, o JViAo* TV
7Tf)Qou(&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;riv,

OTTOKX, rig

lfV SlQTFlf} JJX i^XtriV $* VIO* T&W XoyttM, fV Oif

ax tfi JjjAcv OT
TT^oaiffrai n $tvyn o

The common reading stands thus : Er ft *Q

fit* TO TOJ8TOV, lAOi T1&amp;gt;V ir^tfa^(TV, 07TOIX T

if i? ax tr* JjAoi/, if Tr^oatcttTat, i Qivyi t o

^o7rf ax i^rv i)0(^ in 01 TW Xeyv. Which is thus

rendered by Mr. Harris :
&quot; MANNERS or CHA-

&quot;

JIACTER is that which discovers WHAT THE
&quot; DETERMINATION [of a speaker] will be, in

&quot;

matters, where IT is NOT YET MANIFEST,

D 4
&quot; whether
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&quot; whether he chuses to do a thing, or to avoid it V*

Now if this were true, I do not see how there

could be any n0% in any play, after the first dis-

covery of the speaker s character. In the Avare

of Moliere, for instance, it is sufficiently manifest

from the very first scene in which Harpagon

appears, what his avarice will lead him to chuse or

to avoid, in any circumstance of the drama. Is

there, for that reason, no ^9^, no sentiments that

mark his character, in any thing he says during

the rest of the play ? -Nay, more; according to

this reading, there can be no yQi& at all in any

part of that drama : for the Tr^ai^n; or propensity

of the Miser is completely known to every reader

or spectator from the very title of the piece.

I know, indeed, that Le Bossu, and others, have

given a meaning to this passage, by malting

Aristotle say, what he certainly does not say

viz. when it is not yet manifest
&quot; ex indicio dicentis&quot;

what the will,, or choice, of the speaker is
b

. But

if the common reading were right, we might, surely,

expect to find the words, iv 01? sx Ir* ^AOI/, &c.

subjoined in other places where he defines the

a The words TW Kfjoai^taiv
OTTOIK TJ? Irtv, are not,

I think, rendered with Mr. Harris s usual accuracy,
&quot; what the determination of a speaker will be.&quot; HgOMffffy

here, is not particular determination, but that habitual and

general propensity which is the cause of particular deter

minations.
b Heinsius De Trag. Const, cap. xiv. Le Bossu, Du

Poeme Epique; livre iv. ch. 4.
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is0. Yet we have nothing like it in cap. xv.

initio ;
nor in the second book of his Rhetoric,

where he says only, 0^* &amp;lt;T

l^aeri Aoyot, lv oVoi? chiA*

ji woaf ec-5
c

: nor in other passages of the same

work, relative to the same subject.

Piccolotnini s translation agrees with mine, and

is expressed with his usual accuracy.
&quot; Ma il

&quot; costume nel parlar e&quot; quello, il quale mostra
&quot;

fuora, e apparir fa il volere, e 1 elettion di chi

&quot;

parla. Peroche alcuni parlari si truovano, li

&quot;

quali non hanno costume; come crT in essinon

&quot;

appaia, e non si manifest!, quello, che 6 elegga,
&quot; 6 fugga, con la sua volonta, chi

parla.&quot;

NOTE 59.

P. 122. A BEGINNING, IS THAT, &C.

See Harris, Philol. Inq. Part. II. ch. v. These

definitions must be understood wholly to refer to

the wants, and expectations, of the spectator. He
must want nothing before the beginning, nor expect

any thing after the end. Nothing, however, is

more common than both these defects
;

than per

plexed beginnings, and unsatisfactory conclusions.

Henry Fielding, we are told, used &quot;

to execrate the

&quot; man who invented fifth actsV The inventor

of first acts has not given dramatic Poets much

less trouble. Most modern plays have, I think,

more or less of this intricacy in their beginnings ;

but

Cap. xxi. p. 572. E. *
Harris, Phil. Inq. p. 161.
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but it is especially the case with Comedy. It

seems, indeed, by no means easy for a modern

comic writer, of whom invention, novelty, va

riety of incidents, and ingenuity of contrivance,

are required, &amp;lt;JW,
as Aristotle well expresses it,

K&amp;lt;nrtg
*? mv xttftx, TW a.gxpv i. e. to put the be

ginning fairly into the spectators hand b
. The

spectator, and even the reader, of a new Comedy,
is generally employed, during the first scenes, in

guessing an aenigma ;
and when, at length, he

comprehends what is going forward, his attention,

interest, and sympathy, are disturbed and dis

tracted, by looking back, to understand what he

should have understood at first. Hence the ad

vantage which the Tragic Poet, from the noto

riety of his subjects, generally possesses over the

Comic; and which is so pleasantly described in

the fragment preserved by Athena3us from Anti-

phanes or Aristophanes ,
that I shall save the

reader the trouble of turning to it.

- - -
MaKotgiov \gtv 17 TgayuSia

Kara, TTUVT tly TTgUTOV
01 \0y0l

ruv Qtaruv eiriv

giv
KCU nv eTTstv, uq VTropvyo-ui povov

Aet rov vroiqTyv, OtSiirisv y&p av yt &amp;lt;$ut

Tec, &amp;lt;T aAXoi TTCWT Itra.a iV o

rives

T; 7rei(7e^ ar(^, rt TreTrcivjKW av TrctXiv

ElTTV]

See NOTE 40, Athen, lib. vi. See Casaub. in loc.
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rig AXxpuiuvot, Y.QU ret, irot,i$nx.

gt)0U
itgyxev

on
potveu;

ct

Tyv

e raur VK eiv

ovopotTa, xocivcx,, roc

repOV, TOt VVV TTOtpOVTOl, T1}V

ea-(3oXyv av lv n Ttsruv :

rtg, y &amp;lt;&ei$(iiv TI$, e&amp;gt;

DHAEI Ss TOUT IgtffTt tccct TEYKPIlf vow.

Thus rendered by Grotius
d

- - - Scilicet Tragoedia

Felix poema est : nam principio cognitum

Argumentum omne spectator! est, antequam
Verbum hiscat aliquis : nomen tanturn dicere

Poetas satis est. Oedipum prsescripsero,

Jam reliqua per se norunt ; pater est Laius,

Jocasta mater
;

turn qui nati et filiae,

Quid fecit, quid patietur. Si promiserit

Alcmasona alius, ipsi dicent pueruli,
&quot; Hie ille est qui interfecit matrem insaniens.&quot;

At nobis ista non licent, sed omnia

Sunt invenienda, nomina imprimis nova,

Res antegestae, res praesentes, exitus,

Initia. Ex illis siqua pars defecerit,

Exsibilatur Phido, sive ille est Chremes
;

Ilia alia facere Peleo et Teucro licet.

When

J Exccrpta ex Irag, et Com. Gracis, p. 622,
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When the middle of a drama is not

sufficiently

connected with what precedes, that is, in Aris

totle s language, when it is not, aJr pir dxxo,

a new plot seems to begin : a fault not uncommon

in double and complicated fables
e

. If, on the

other hand, it wants the PIT IKHVO Irt^v, the piece

seems finished before its time. The Sampson

Agonistes of Milton, according to Dr. Johnson,

is deficient in both requisites of a true, Aristotelic

middle. Its
&quot; intermediate parts have neither

&quot;

cause nor consequence^ neither hasten nor retard

&quot;

the catastropheV The criticism appears to be

just. It is seldom, however, that a beginning, a

middle, or an end, is defective in both the condi

tions required. A beginning, which, strictly

speaking, did not naturally require, any thing to

fellow it, (/AT txHi/o IT^OV TTfpuxiv fipat,) would

put even the most attentive spectator into the situ

ation of Shakspeare s drowsy tinker :

Sly. A goodly matter, surely. Comes there

any more of it ?

Page. My Lord, tis but begun
f

.

The most usual defects, and which, I suppose,

Aristotle had principally in view, are those of

beginnings

e Qu y a-t- l de plus adroit que la maniere dont Te
rence a entrelace les amours de Pamphile et de Charinns

dans 1 Andrienne ? Cependant Fa-t-il fait sans inconve

nient ? Au commencement du second acte, ne croiroit-

on pas entrer dans une autre piece ? Diderot, De la Poes.

Dram. p. 283.
f Life of Milton. g Taming of the Shrew.
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beginnings which do not properly, in his sense,

be$itit
and of endings which do not end. The

first perplex us, by supposing something to have

preceded, without clearly telling us what
;

the

other leave us dissatisfied, by disappointing our

natural expectations of something more to follow.

Of this last fault, instances may be found in abun

dance ; particularly in the conclusions of Shaks-

peare
b

. In Piautus, and even in Terence, we

find this imperfection supplied by a very simple

and clumsy contrivance, that, of informing the

audience that the play was over, and telling them

in what manner they were to suppose the catas

trophe completed.

Spectatores, Fabula hcec est acta : vos plausum

date. Plaut. Mostel.

Spectatores, quod futurum est intus, hie ine-

morabimus.

Haec Casina hujus reperietur filia esse e proxumo ;

Eaque nubet Euthynico nostro lierili filio.

Id. in fine Casina.

Ne evpectetis dum exeant hue: intus despon-

debitur
;

Intus transigetur, si quid est quod restat.

Ter. And.

h See Dr. Johnson s Preface to Shakspeare, p. 16.

There cannot be a stronger proof of Shakspeare s haste

in the conclusion of his plavs, thin his passing over in

total silence t!v. interesting character of old Adam, at the

end of As you like it
;

a delect leit, 1 believe, by every

spectator and every reader of that charming comedy.
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The fault opposite to this that, of prolonging

the piece beyond the point of satisfactory conclu

sion has been attributed to the Oedipus Tyrannus

of Sophocles. The criticism is tasteless, on every

account. The reader may see it well confuted

by Brumoy. But one of his answers is alone

sufficient, on the principles of Aristotle :

&quot; Lc
&quot;

spcctateur en effet seroit-il content s il ignoroit
&quot;

le sort de Jocaste, d Oedipe, et de sa fa-

&quot;

miller* &C.
1

&quot;

Oedipus,&quot; says Voltaire,
&quot;

is fully
&quot;

acquainted with his fate at the end of the fourth

&quot;

act. Voila done la piece Jime*&quot;
He might

have learned better criticism from a writer of far

inferior abilities.
&quot;

II faut aussi prendre garde
tf

que la catastrophe ache*ve pleinement le Poeme
&amp;lt;e

dramatique; c est a dire, qu il ne reste rien

&quot;

apreX ou de ce que les spectateurs doivent

&quot;

s&amp;lt;j
avoir, ou qu ils vueillent entendre ;

car s ils

&quot; ont raison de demander, Quest devenu quelque
&quot;

personnage interesse dans les grandes intrigues
&quot; du Theatre, ou s ils ont juste sujet de scavoir,

&quot;

Quels sont les sentimens de quelqun des princi-
&quot;

paux acteurs apres le dernier evenement qui

fait cette catastrophe, la piece nest pas Jinie,

&quot;

il y manque encore un dernier traitV That

is

1 Theatre des Grecs, i. 376.
k

Critique sur I Oedipe de Sophocle.

1 D Aubignac, Pratique du Theatre, torn. i. p. 126.

This author, though neither a good writer, nor a deep

4 scholar,
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is to say,
in Aristotle?, language, a drama so con

cluded, (as the Oedipus Tyrannus would be, if it

ended with the fourth act,) would want the true

TAiuTi, or end that, after which, axxo *ht

riE$TKEN

NOTE 60.

P. 123. WHETHER IT BE AN ANIMAL, &c.

AXXa roJe ys olpou are (potvcti civ Seiv, TTOCVTIX

hcyov flSIlEP ZflON &amp;lt;rvve?avat, reapcx.
n

auTov CCVTV u^e [tyre AKEOAAON etvoci

AnOYN, XXa MESA TB %eiv, icon AKPA,

Plato, in Pbtsdro, p. 264, ed. Ser.

NOTE 6l.

P. 123. BEAUTY CONSISTS IN MAGNITUDE

.AND ORDER.

There is something singular, something, at

least, not quite consonant to modern ideas, in the

great stress which the antients appear to have laid

upon

scholar, has collected in this book a good deal of curious

theatrical erudition, and made some acute and judicious

observations on the rules of dramatic writing. He was

unfortunate when he attempted to put his theory into

practice by writing a Tragedy.
&quot;

Je 59315 bon
gre,&quot;

said the great Conde,
&quot; a TAbbe D Aubignac d avoir

&quot; sum les regies d Aristote, mais je ne pardonne pas aux
&quot;

regies d Aristote, d avoir fait fairs une si mauvaise

Tragedie a 1 Abbe D Aubignac.&quot;
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upon size, as a necessary constituent of beauty

in the human form. They seem, indeed, to have

despised every thing that was not large ;
and to

have estimated beauty, not by measure only, but

by weight also.
&quot;

Magnanimity,&quot; says the Phi

losopher in his Ethics,
&quot;

consists in greatness of

&quot;

soul, as beauty also consists in greatness of body.
i(

Little men may be called arei&amp;gt; and
C-U/A/AET^OJ,

&quot;

pretty, and well-shaped) but not KAAOI, kand-
&quot;

some, or
beautiful*.&quot;

That magnitude should have entered, as essen

tial, into their idea of a handsome man, is not

surprising. The utility of strength, and the con

nection between strength and size, is sufficient to

account for this. But what appears most singular

is, that they insist no less upon the importance of

magnitude tofemale beauty. HAEIX1N is a^srr,

&amp;lt;ru[AotT(& jix-ev,
xuhX* XKI MErE@O2 b

. HOMER
seldom omits size in his descriptions of this kind.

evt

rt MEPAAH re, KKI at,y\a,ct. egy
elfvict.

Od. 0.416.

Nor let it be objected, that this praise comes from

a swine-herd ;
for Eurymachus}

a suitor, and a

courtier, compliments Penelope, by telling her,

that

Ethic. Nzcom. lib. iv. cap. 3.
b

JRJit t. i. cap. v.~-Xenophon, describing Pantkea, says

, &c. Cyropad. lib. v, initio.
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that she was more accomplished in mittd, hand

somer, and LAUGER, than other women :

i * re, re, e
(pgsvotg

Od. 2. 248.

And, indeed, when Minerva, that Penelope

might faseinate the suitors, anointed her with the

cosmetic wash of Venus, and gave a supernatural

heightening to all her charms, at the same time

that she made her skin
&quot;

whiter than ivory? she

made her also
&quot;

taller and stouter

ot Suoot, &i5, Iva, piv QYIVUIOLT A%aiot

p,ev
01 rrourcx,

TTgca
MTra TS KtzXa,

BUT CiV IYI XoiOlTUV %OpOV l

ptv MAKPOTEPHN KAI HASSONA

ctpx ^iv yKtv 7rp&amp;lt;

Ibid. 190.

Thus, too, of the daughters of Pandarus :

H^IIJ
o

owryariv TTBOI TTOKTBUV dune

E;^(^ KOU TTiMTyv, MHKOS ^ tirof*

ayvy. Od. O. 6.

When Penelope, in the beginning of the twenty-

first book, goes to fetch the key of the repository,

where the bow of Ulysses was kept, Homer de

scribes her as taking hold of the key with her
&quot;

stout hand:&quot;

EiXero $e aXy? evKap7rea XEIPI riAXEIH*.

Od. $. 6.

VOL. ii. E which
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which Ernestus, who allows, that,
&quot; manu

&quot;

crassa, non bent convenit fcmina pulchra et

&quot;

regime&quot;
would fain soften down into the main

potdee of the French.

Quintilian observes of Zeuvis, who drew the

heads and limbs of his figures very large, that,

in this, he followed HOMER,
&quot;

cui validissima

&quot;

qu&que forma, etiam infaminis, placet ;&quot; and,

that he did this,
&quot;

id amplius atque augustins
&quot;

ratus :&quot; and, indeed, these ideas of the antients

relative to beauty, both male and fepiaie, seem to

have been owing, in part, at least, to their ideas

of that majesty and dignity, which they consi

dered as essential attributes of their divinities,

and which imply superior size and strength. To

tell a lady that she was taller and stouter than

most of her sex, was a great compliment : it was

comparing her to a goddess.

It seems, then, that Shakspeare, in the quarrel

between Helena and Hermia in his Midsummer

Night s Dream, has, without knowing it, made

Hermia perfectly classical in her resentment, and

Lysander, in his reproaches :

Her. Puppet! Why so? Ay, that way

goes the game.

Now I perceive that she hath made compare
Between our statures; she hath urged her height,

And with her personage, her tall personage,

Her

XII, 10.
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tierheight, forsooth, she hath prevailed with him.

Her. Little again? nothing but low and

little ?

Why will you suffer her to flout me thus ?

Let me come to her. - - -

Lys. Get you gone, you dwarf,

You minimus of hind ring knot-grass made,

You bead, you acorn !
- - - Act Hi. Scene 8.

i

NOTE 62.

P. 123. No VERY MINUTE ANIMAL CAN

BE BEAUTIFUL - - - NOR ONE OF A PRODI

GIOUS SIZE.

I am by no means perfectly satisfied of the

integrity of this passage; but no better com

ment can, I think, be given upon it, as it stands,

than that of Beni.
&quot; Non priora [i.

e. quae
&quot;

valde pusilla,] quia eorum spectatio [0efi]
&quot; momento pene temporis fiat, ac propterea spec-
&quot;

tatio ipsa confundatur
; quod est, tanta celeri-

&quot;

tate comprehendantur ac vcluti absorbeantur
&quot;

paries omnes, ut non liceat partem a parte, ut
&quot;

caput athorace, internoscere, atque adeo partes
&quot;

conferre mutud, symmetriamque et proportio-
&quot; nem agnoscere et astimare. Non posteriora,
&quot;

[i. e. valde magna,] qiiia, contrario, in tain

ingenti mole ac magnitudine, partium multitude

E 2 &quot;

cognitionem
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&quot;

cognitionem impediat, quee. nbn possit simui

&quot;

[a/*a] hub: ri : dam enim spectatur una, prop-
&quot;

ter distantiam tleperit ct evanetrit
[ol%iT&amp;lt;x,i~\

&quot;

cognifio alterius; ita ut unum ct totum non
&quot;

appareat animal&quot; [Benii Comm. in Aristot.

Poet. p. 205.]

The reader may, after this, be amused with

seeing what strange work Lord Shaftsbury has

made with this passage in his explanatory transla

tion of it. Essay on the freedom of Wit and

Humour. Part IV. Sect. 3.

NOTE 63.

P. 123. EASILY COMPREHENDED BY THE

EYE, &C.

ETSTNOHTON No words furnish a more

striking proof of the richness, compression, force,

and convenience, of- the Greek language, than

those which Aristotle here uses; suc-woa-ron, u-

pvypovtvToo, &amp;lt;rwhx&amp;lt;&. The reader needs only see

to what a feeble length of periphrastic wire-draw

ing a translator is reduced, if he would give their

full value: Easily comprehended by the eye.

&quot;

Que fcfil puisse comprendre et mesurer aisement

&quot;

et tout d un
coup.&quot; [Dacier.]

&quot;

Qui puisse
&quot;

ttre saisi d\m merne coup d asil&quot; [Batteux ; the

most compressed of all Aristotle s translators.]
&quot; Un tout ememble oil la vue ne segare point.&quot;

[Marmontel, Poetique Fr. Pref.]

Of
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Of the same kind are the words, iveirctMtefarov

&quot; such as the understanding can easily follow
&quot; and keep up ttvM*:&quot; evMnrviwr, of a period,
&quot;

that does not put one out of breath b
.&quot;

NOTE 64.

P. 124. IF A HUNDRED TRAGEDIES, &C.

The supposition of a hundred Tragedies per

formed in concurrence seems merely to be a sort

of hyperbolical fling at the known intemperance

of the Athenian people with respect to theatrical

exhibitions
;
and Dacier has rightly,

I think, ac

counted for this
&quot;

exuberantia oratioms,&quot; as

Victorius calls it
c
.

But Dacier, and the Abbe Batteux after him,

make Aristotle s expression too hyperbolical for

hyperbole itself, when they translate,
&quot; S il falloit

&quot;

jouer cent Tragedies en un
jour.&quot;

For if the

Tragedies were only half an hour long, and played

without intermission, they would have required a

day of Jiffy hours. We must understand, surely,

with Beni,
&quot;

Si centum Tragoediae, verbi gratia,
&quot;

toils illis spectac.ulorum diebus recitandae pro-
&quot;

ponerentur
d

;&quot;
which will still leave hyperbole

enough.
Dacier

a Rhet. I. ii. p. 517.
b Ibid. III. ix. p. 592.

c
Qiiis enim non

intelligit hanc (i.e. sxarov

exuberantiam orationis esse ? Viet, in locum.

d Comment, p. 2J I.

E 3
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Dacier is also mistaken, I believe, in concluding,

from what ArJstotle says, that it v as once an esta

blished custom with the Greeks to regulate the

length of Tragedies by the clepsydra, or hour-glass.

His expression seems to imply at least, that it had

been rarely practised, if it does not, as M. Batteux

thinks, imply some doubt, whether it had been done

at all :
to(r#cf

wort xxi aAAors $A2I.

Thus much, however, as to the limited length

of these performances, we may easily conceive ;

that when, to gratify the immoderate fondness of

the Athenians for the drama, an uncommon num

ber of Tragedies were exhibited in concurrence,

and the contending Poets were apt to encroach

upon the patience of the audience, by lengthening

out their pieces in order to shew 0^ themselves, or

their actors
e

,
the Lord Chamberlain of these exhi

bitions might be obliged, in compliance with the

clamours of the people, to confine the representation

of each drama to some limited time.

NOTE 65.

P. 124. A FABLE is NOT ONTE MERELY
BECAUSE THE HERO OF IT IS ONE.

Mr. Hume, in his Essay on the association of
ideas, represents this passage of Aristotle as con

trary to the doctrine he there lays down, and
which is unquestionably true that

&quot;

in all pro-

___________
&quot;

Auctions,

e See cap. ix. Transl* Part II. Sect. 7.
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&quot;

ductions, as well as in the Epic and Tragic, a

&quot;

certain unity is required,&quot;
&c. and,

&quot;

that the

&quot;

unity of action which is to be found in biography
&quot;

or history, differs from that of Epic Poetry, not

&quot;

in kind, but in
degree.&quot;

I see here no contra

riety at all. Aristotle certainly did not mean

to say, that a biographical Poem, if I may so term

it, (a Poem
irs^i ,) has no unity, no relation of

cause and effect, &c. to connect the incidents ;

but only, that it has not that degree of unity,

which is requisite for the purpose of Tragic, or

even Epic, Poetry. Mr. Hume himself allows, that

Poetry
&quot;

requires a stricter and closer unity in the

fable
;&quot;

and this is all that Aristotle appears to

mean. The persons censured by him for con

cluding, that,
&quot;

because Hercules was one, so also

&quot; must be the fable, of which he was the subject,

were right enough, as philosophers, but as poets,

certainly wrong.

This chapter, in which Aristotle considers so

particularly the unity of fable, as distinct from its

totality, led me once to think it probable, that the

word /xia? was originally in the definition of Tra

gedy, cap. vi. as we find it afterwards in cap. xxiii.

TTf^i
MIAN Trgafrv o\r,v xat T&HIX.V. But perhaps

the supposition is unnecessary, and Unity may be

sufficiently implied in the words reXeiaj xai OAU? :

OAOTHT02, as he elsewhere says, ENOTHTOS
TIN02 OT2H2. Metaph, lib. v. cap. 26.

E 4
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KOTE 66.

P. 125. EITHER FROM ART, OR GENIUS.

H eh* rexvw, H A1A OT2IN. It appears from

this, as well as from other passages of Aristotle s

treatise, that in the midst of all the coldness of

philosophical investigation and analysis, he never

lost sight of the difference between that sponta

neous operation of genius and feeling in the Poet,

which produces poetic beauty, and the slow and

cautious process of calm examination and inquiry

in the Critic, whose business it is to discover it

principles. It is not every philosophical critic

that avoids this error. Nothing is more common,

than to suppose that to have been produced by art

and reflection, about which, when produced, art

and reflection have been employed
a

. Thus lan

guages, we are told, must have been originally

formed by art, because they cannot be analysed

without art : Grammarians and Philosophers must

have formed language, because language has

formed Grammarians and Philosophers.

NOTE 67.

P. 125. BUT HE COMPREHENDED THOSE ONLY
WHICH HAVE RELATION TO OXE ACTION, &C.

OJW&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;aj/
yx.^ TTOJWV, SK iTTointnv OLTTOIVTOC. or tx.

e-imj AAA A -m^ piat/ Trgxfcw, oixv htyopiv

* bee Liis. 1. vol. i. p. 8. note*.
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2TNE2TH2AN. So the text stands.

&quot; Non cecinit omnia - - - sed qu& cirea imam
&quot; solam actionem, qualem Odysseam dicimus, con-

&quot;

stitcrunt&quot; \_GoulstoiL\ Victorias reads, AAAA,

and 2TNEITH2EN
;
but does injustice, I think,

to his own reading, by his construction and his

version: -irsi.piv -rrgafrv a-wsrwrsv
m
.

&quot;

circa uiiam

&quot;

actionem MAN SIT.&quot; This is, surely, very

harsh. I should punctuate, and translate, thus :

aAAa
TTf^i (Aiatv Trgoifyv,

oixv Xf-yo^tv, TI/

(rvverif
i&amp;lt;rfv ofj-oius

Si KO.I rnv I\nz$a.. [sc. .

&quot; Sed circa unani actionem, quakm dicimus, Odys-
&amp;lt;l seam constituit

; pariterque Iliadem&quot;
&quot; But he

&quot;

planned his Odyssey, as he also did his Iliad,

&quot;

upon an action, that is one, in the sense here

&quot;

explained.&quot;
And that this is the true reading,

and the true sense, of the passage, I was once tho

roughly persuaded. The construction of the whole

is, thus, clear and natural. The circumstance of

the plural verb &amp;lt;rvvts-w*.v with the plural neuter, a,

is avoided
;

and the word &amp;lt;^u^f^&amp;gt;]&amp;lt;rv retains its

proper and usual sense, as applied, throughout, by

Aristotle, to the composition, or construction, of the

Fable. So, cap. ix. o-urno-ai/TK rov ^uOoi/. cap. xvii.

and xxiii. TH? //,uOa? o-ui/raiat et passim. I will

not, however, dissemble what is against me. The

reading axx a, besides its support from MSS.

answers better to the aV&amp;gt;T o&amp;lt;ra, which precedes :

ou&amp;gt;c iTTOwfftv AITANTA otra otvrif &amp;lt;rvvt^n AAA* A

p. TT. Sec, Eut
;
if AA* v. be retained, the pas

sage,
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sane, I think, should stand thus : xx -n-f

Troafrv, [sc. sr,] OKKV Xtyoptv TW OJW&amp;lt;rv, 2TNE2-

TH2EN a
. According to the construction of Pic-

colomini : quelle cose accolse, ch al corpo d una

attione, la qual chiamiamo Odissea, servissero :

and the Abb6 Batteux
&quot;

II a rapproch6 tout ce

qui tenoit a une seule action.&quot; a-wtrwrtv iregi

pia,v Trgxfrv
: i. e. composed his Jable of those cir

cumstances only, which relate to one action. Thus,

immediately afterT* MEPH 2TNIITANAI ruv

Unwilling to make alterations that do not appear

absolutely necessary, I have followed this last

reading ; though with some remaining partiality to

my first conjecture. That the sense would be

clearer, and the construction less elliptical and em

barrassed, is certain. But I am afraid this is but

a questionable

a
I cannot reconcile the commentary of Viccorius on

this passage with his text and his version. His text stands

thus: X?*
Keqi (MOV it%a$,wy

oiatv tayo/jEV rw OJwrcraai/,

rvvtrwEv. His version is
&quot; Verum circa unam actionem,

&quot;

qualem dicimus Odysseam mansit&quot; But, in his re

marks, he translates exactly as if he had read and under

stood the passage in the way here proposed.
&quot; Veruni

&quot;

qua? circa unam actionem, qualem Odysseam vocamus,
&quot;

constituit&quot; And, &quot; Qua circa unam, autem, actionem
&quot;

coagmentasse inquit Homerum.&quot; Again
&quot;

Quare
&quot; vere dici potest, ipsum complexwn fulsse, qua circa illam

&quot;

actionem.&quot; Nor does he give, in his commentary, any
other version, or explanation, or mention a word about

the change of ato a into alto, which he had adopted in

his text.
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a questionable proof of corruption in the writings

of Aristotle.

NOTE 68.

P. 126. TlIE WHOLE WILL BE DESTROYED,

OR CHANGED.

Destroyed, if any part be taken azcay, (Va
&amp;lt;?*-

/&*) disturbed or changed, if it be transposed

(peTK-nQspev*) . In the first case it will be no longer

a whole
;

in the last, not the same whole. This

seems the meaning, as it is well rendered by
M. Batteux :

&quot; Que les parties en soient tellement

&quot;

lies entre elles, qu une seule transposee, ou
&quot;

retrancheCj ce ne soit plus un tout, ou le menie
&quot;

tout.&quot; But 1 cannot think
JiapEfEo-Oat right.

It

is rendered by Goulston,
&quot; diversum reddatur, et

&quot;

moveatur, totum.&quot; So Piccolomini,
&quot;

diverso

&quot;

e mutato,&quot; &c. But, besides the manifest tau

tology, I doubt whether there be any good authority

for this sense of the verb iappE0-9ai i. e. to be

made different, or changed. At least I have not

found any instance of it in Aristotle s writings. If

we retain
&apeE&amp;lt;r0f, it must, I think, be taken in

the sense of disccrpi, dlstrahi, &c. But I am
almost persuaded, that Aristotle wrote AIA$EI-

PE20AI, spoiled, or destroyed. So in his Topics,

$EIPE20AI TO OAON. vol. i. p. 258. B. ed.

Duval.
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NOTE 6g.

P. 127. POSSIBLE, ACCORDING TO PRO

BABLE, OR NECESSARY, CONSEQUENCE..

Compare cap. XV. XfH & xa lv roi? u*0e&amp;lt;ni/. x.r.aX.

[Transl. Part II. Sect. 15. p. 144*.] The expres

sion, JWara K&amp;lt;X,TK roavayxajov,
&quot;

possible ac-

&quot;

cording to
necessity,&quot; appears strange at the first

glance : but in fiction, events may be supposed to

happen, as in real life they do happen, not only

probably, but necessarily ;
that is, not only as they

were
likely to happen, but as, morally speaking,

they could not but happen.
&quot;

Puisque la function

&quot; du vraisemblable dans la Tragedie, est d em-
&quot;

pecher 1 esprit de s appercevoir de la feinte, le

&quot;

vraisemblable qui le trompe le mieux est le plus
&quot;

parfait, et c est celui qui devient necessaire. Un
&quot;

caractere etant suppose, \\ y a des eftets qu il doit
&quot;

necessairement produire, et d autres qu il peut
u
produire, ou ne produire pas.&quot; Again

&quot; La
&quot;

perfection est de faire agir les personnages, de
&quot;

maniere qu ils riayent pas pu agir autrement,
11

leur caractere
suppose&quot;,&quot;

&c. Thus Fontenelle,

in his excellent Reflexions stir la Poetique ;
in

several parts of which, that clear and philosophical

writer has, I believe without any such intention,

coincided with, and illustrated, the positions of

Aristotle. See
particularly, Sect. 58, to 65, in

clusively.

* Vol. i. of this Edit.
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NOTE 70.

P. 127. A SPECIES OF HISTORY- .

Is-ogix
TIE &quot; a sort of

history.&quot;
It is sin

gular, that almost all the translators should have

neglected a word so important as the pronoun is

in this passage. May we not infer from this ex

pression, that if Aristotle had been asked, whether

an Epic imitation in prose would be a Poem, or

not, he would have allowed it to be, wom/** TI,

a kind of Poem, as having the essence of Poetry,

invention and imitation? See NOTE 5. p. 232, &c.

of the 1st volume.

NOTE 71.

P. 127. A MORE EXCELLENT THING THAN
HISTORY.

&quot;ZTx&xirrtfov.
It means no more than, in plain

English, a better thing. The word occurs fre

quently in Aristotle s works, in this general sense.

So, Rhet. I. vii. p. 528, B. xau uv ai

. And, ibid. I. ix. p. 531, E.

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;rsi &amp;lt;nrsfaj0Tfgwv (superior by nature)

i rot
l^ycx,

oiov cti&amp;gt;p(&
J fsc. (TTrgoajoTEfla* cti

i, &c.] n r

yvvxix&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;. See, also, Ethic. Nicom.

lib. VI.
Cttp. vii. p. 78, C. dro-n-ov ytzg

tl TI? TJJU

oAiTjjcn!/ - 2IIOTAAIOTATHN olsrxi

TO API2TON TUV iv TW

Dacier
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Dacier translates the word,

&quot;

morale
&quot;

Batteux,
&quot;

Instructive
;&quot;

but this is rather giving the reason

why it is a-wafaioregov, or, a superior thing.

NOTE 72.

P. 127. Is NOT, LIKE THE IAMBIC POETS,

PARTICULAR AND PERSONAL.

IctpfioTzoioi. Strictly, the writers of the xj/oyot or

satirical invectives that preceded Comedy. [See

cap. iv. Transl. Part I. Sect. 6.] But I believe

Aristotle meant here to include, at least, the au

thors of the first rude Comedy,
&quot;

of the Iambic

11

form
&quot;

TK lotppixM Ihas. See cap. v. Transl.

Part I. Sect. 8.

It appears, that the Poem called
Ia/A|30&amp;gt;,

what

ever it was, was represented, or acted, as well as

Tragedy and the Epic : for, in his seventh book

De Rep. cap. xvii. the philosopher forbids boys to

be spectators of Iambi and Comedies : TXS $s

IAMBHN, STS xuf/.u*h$ 0EATA2

v, irgiv
-n X.T. orX p. 448, E.

*TOTE. 73.

P. 128. WHAT HAS NEVER ACTUALLY HAP

PENED, WE ARE NOT APT TO REGARD AS

POSSIBLE.

This must be restricted to those extraordinary

actions and events, of public and elevated per

sonages, which usually make the subject of

5 Tragedy.
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Tragedy. The best comment I have seen, or

that, I think, can be given,
on this passage, is that

of Piccolomini ;
but it is so long, that I can only

refer to it
a
. We have, however, the substance of

it in the following observation of Brumov. * LaO */

&quot;

Tragediene s est point sous-diviseV (as Comedy,
he observes, had been,)

&quot; en Tragedie reelle, et

&quot;

Tragedie de pure imagination. Je crois en trou-

&quot;

ver la raison dans la nature de 1 esprit humain.
&quot;

II n y a que la vraisemblance dont il puisse
&quot;

tre touche. Or il n est pas vraisemblable quo
&quot; des faits aussi grands que ceux de la Tragedie,
&quot; des faits qui n arrivent que dans les maisons des
&quot;

rois, ou dans le sein des empires, soient abso-
&quot;

lument inconnus. Si done le Poete invente
lf tout son sujet, jusq aux noms, 1 esprit du
&quot;

spectateurse revolte; tout lui paroit incroyable,
&quot;

et la piece manque son effet, faute de vrai-
&quot;

semblance. Mais cornme la Comedie ne
cc touche que la vie commune et ses ridicules, le

&quot;

spectateur peut supposer et suppose en effet,
&quot; en se laissant aller a 1 enchantement du spec-
&quot;

tacle, que le ^ujet qu on lui presents est un fait

&quot;

reel, quoiqu il ne le conrioisse pas. // rien
&quot;

seroit pas de meme, si le sujet comique avoit du
&quot;

merveilleu.c*&quot;

*
Annotation!, &c. p. 141, &c.

b Theatre des Grecs, i. /. 207.
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NOTE 74.

P. 128. A POET SHOULD BE A POET on

MAKER OF FABLES, RATHER THAN OF VERSES.

So Plato, almost in the same words : I

on rov -STOIYITW Jfot, *nrf&amp;gt; jutAXot wonim? elvoii,

MY00T2, AA x AOrOT2. Phadon, p. 6l,

ed. Serr.

NOTE 75.

P. 128-9. NOR IS HE THE LESS A PoET,

THOUGH THE INCIDENTS OF HIS FABLE SHOULD

CHANCE TO BE SUCH AS HAVE REALLY HAP

PENED, &C.

The original, as it stands, (for I doubt of its

integrity,) is very ambiguous and obscure. The

sense I wished to give it, is this :

&quot; Nor will he
&quot; be the less a Poet, though he shouldfound his

&quot; Poem upon fact : for nothing hinders, but that

&quot; some real events may be such, as to admit of

&quot; Poetic probability; and he who gives them
&quot;

this probability, and makes them such, as

&quot;

Poetry requires, is so far entitled to the name
&quot;

of Poet, or Inventor.&quot;

And thus, indeed, the passage is explained by
Robortelli and some other commentators : and

Casaubon seems to have so understood it
; for,

quoting the words &amp;gt;t a.v KPX
&amp;lt;ruju&amp;gt;ti ytvopivot, iroitiv,

X.T. &amp;lt;xA. he says,
&quot; ad ea solum dramata refe-

&quot;

rendum,
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&quot;

rendum, quorum hypothesis ab historia est; ut

&quot; Persarum JEschyli : fabulas vero totius crwOwif
&quot; ab ingenio Poetae&quot;.&quot; I do not, however, see

how this sense can be fairly extracted from the

words, as they now stand. That which I have

given in my translation, and which was first sug

gested to me by the word
eru/*/3fj,

I was afterwards

glad to find supported by the opinion of Vic-

torius.

The expression a,v STMBHt ytvoptvy. TTOJHV,

&quot;

if he should
happen&quot; &c. is very strong, and

hardly applicable to a Poet chming a true story

for the outline of his fable. It indicates acci

dental coincidence with truth. The word tlvx.1,

also, is on the same side :

&quot;

may be&quot; does not

suit the sense above given, which requires,
&quot;

may
&quot;

become&quot; may be made such by the Poet ; not,
&quot;

may be such,&quot; in themselves, which is the ob

vious meaping of roiatme EINAI. Farther; Aris

totle has just told us, that probability is the Poet s

province, and yet, at the same time, that Trage
dies were usually founded, and should, in general,

be founded, on historical fact. Now it would,

surely, be rather strange, after all this, to say,
&quot;

nothing hinders, but that some real events may
&quot; be made to have poetic probability :&quot; aJW

KriATEI Totaura tlvcti oix dv ?x^* ymtrOai,

x. T. aA.

But,

* DC Satyrica, &c. p. 345.

VOL. II. F
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But, to the interpretation which I have preferred,

these expressions are all exactly suitable, and the

meaning and connection of the whole seems to be

this: Aristotle had been opposing Poetry to

fact: he had said expressly, that the ytvopiv*

were the peculiar province of the historian
; the

OHZ otv yii/ojTo, and the fx(^, of the Poet. An

objector, misapprehending, or misrepresenting,

his meaning, might have urged
&quot;

the incidents

&quot;

of this or that Poet have actually happened ;

&quot;

they are yevopwix. ;
and therefore, according to

&quot;

your own doctrine, not proper for Poetry, nor
&quot;

the work of a Poet.&quot; To this Aristotle an

swers, that, though the object of the Poet be U&

truth, yet his invented probabilities may coincide

with truth : andr real events, even of the Tragic
and extraordinary kind, may have happened as

probably and naturally as he has supposed them

to happen. ^ He is still, therefore, no less a Poet ;

not only as having actually invented the incidents,

but as having invented them with true Poetic pro

bability. And thus Victorius :

&quot; Non omnes
&quot;

eos :

qui fortulto incldant in res quas exitum
&quot;

jam habuerint, in culpa esse
; quia fieri possit,

&quot;

ut res aliquse facta, ita factre suit, ut verisi-
11

mile sit illas factas esse
; et esse denique ejus-

modi, ut effici potuerint; quo nomine (inquit,)
&quot;

ille Poeta eorum aliquo rnodo est: officium
&quot; enim Poeta3 est, verisimile sectari, et ea qua;
&quot;

effici possunt sumere : quod in illis rebus illo

&quot; modo
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&quot; modo factis non desiderata r. Retinet igitur,
&quot; Me de causa, nomen Poetas.&quot; I confess, in

deed, that the passage is, in this way, nothing

more than an answer to a senseless cavil. But

such cavils, we know, the sophists of those times b

did not disdain to make, nor Aristotle always

disdain to answer. See cap. xxv. TransL

Part IV.

NOTE 76.

P. 129. OF SIMPLE FABLES, THE EPISODIC

ARE THE WORST.

&amp;lt; Why, of simple fables aVAwv pvQuv ? as if the

fault here noticed were peculiar to the sin/pie

fable ;
that is, as the term is defined in the fol

lowing chapter, the fable that is without revolution

or discovery. But surely this could not be Aris

totle s meaning. Something, I am persuaded, is

wrong : but I have no probable conjecture to

offer; unless it may be thought probable, that

AIIANTflN, abbreviated perhaps by the tran

scriber, might be mistaken for AIIAHN. What

Dacier says in his note is ingenious and true
;
but

by no means, I think, fully accounts for Aristotle s

expression, which implies more, than that these

unconnected Episodes,
&quot;

se rencontrent plus
&quot;

ordinairement dans les fables
simples.&quot;

Victorias

b Such as Protagoras, Euclid, Aripbrades, mentioned

hereafter in this treatise.

F 2
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Victorias states the difficulty fairly, and only

asks, with a modesty which inferior critics often

want,
&quot; An valet quicquam ad eum (scrupulum)

&quot;

evellendum, quod Tragoedia simplex sua sponte
* non valde elegans est; cui si accesserit hoc

&quot;

vitium, me.rit6 deterrima vocari potest ?
&quot;

For

my own part, I must answer in the negative. This

idea has been adopted by Goulston, .and Le Bossu.

They make Aristotle say
&quot;

Simple fables are not

&quot; so good as complex, and simple fables that are

&quot;

Episodic, are the worst of all.&quot; This is to

supply a meaning, not to find one.

For the sense of Episodes here, see NOTE 37,

in the 1st volume.

NOTE 77.

P. 129. IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR

PIECES TO THE PURPOSES OF RIVAL PER

FORMERS, &C.

That actors, as well as Poets, contended for

the prize in these Tragic games, or oiyuns, might

be sufficiently proved by a single passage in the

Ethics of Aristotle, where, explaining the difference

between
TSTJoof ?, and

|3a*j&amp;lt;n?,
he says,

&quot; we may
&amp;lt;c

will, or desire, things not at all in our own power
&quot;

to effect
; as, that such a particular actor may

&quot;

gain the prize :&quot;

u-zs-oxf
nw TIVOC, PIXOU/, I ctlXfTilD

a
.

The

* Ethic. Nicom. Ill iv. ed. Duval. p. 30.

Aywr - CH mOKPITAI. Hesyck.
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The reader may also see a passage in the Rhetoric,

lib. iii. cap. i. which throws some illustration upon

this passage, by shewing the great importance of

the players at that time, and the dependence of the

Poets upon them : for Aristotle there says of

these dramatic contests, that, cx
juoi&amp;gt;

SMVKVTM

NYN TV TTOIJJTCOV ai wsroxfirai
:

&quot;

the actors, now,
&quot; have greater power are more regarded, and
&quot; of more importance to the success of the

&quot; dramas than the Poets.&quot; A revolution some

what similar is recorded by Plutarch to have

happened between the later Dithyrambic Poets

and their avAuTwi, or flute-players : TO
ya.%

tug tig MsAcwzysrtJ*;!/ TOV TUV
i$vfioi[*.Quv

&amp;lt;TUjU.|3j3ixn, T8? ATAHTAS -Era^a TW&amp;gt;

WOIUTWV Aa/Apam* T8?/*j&amp;lt;r6H?,
nPHTArnNISTOTSHS

JwAovort THS JIOIHSEflZ, TWV ^ auAijTwy TOHPE-

TOTNTflN TCK ^&amp;lt;^a&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;caAoif uVffev
^c [i.e. when,

as he says, the music of the flute became more

complicated, refined, and difficult,] xa TTO

Jitpflafu
b

. But all this is nothing, to what we

have heard of the modern despotism sometimes

exercised by great opera singers over the com

posers.

The effect which this influence of the players

might have, in lengthening and disuniting the

action, according to Aristotle s complaint here, may
be easily imagined. Castelvetro observes, with

great probability, ofthese ill-connected tveta-ohcc,
&quot;

E, per
b De Musica. ed. H. St. p. 2*91.
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&quot;

E, peraventura, queste digression! fatte per
&quot;

cotnpiacere i rappresentatori, riguardavano piu.

&quot; & qudlo che i rappresentatori sapevano bene

&quot;

co/itrafare, che alia materla naturale della

&quot;favo/a;
accioche essi mostrassero quello che

&quot;

valessero, in quello dove erano piu essercitati,

&quot;

e percio piu agevolmente ottenessero la vit-

&quot;

toriaV Here, too, the musical reader, will be

again reminded of the privilege so intern perately

exercised by modern Italian singers the lineal

descendants, according to some, of the v-sroKgirou

of the Greek Opera that of setting aside, when

ever they please, both the Poet, and the composer,

by the introduction of such songs, from other

operas, as they think most favourable to the display

of their peculiar talents.

The influence of modern actors upon the pro

ductions of the Poet, is, perhaps, not less than

that of the antient; but it seems to be exerted

most frequently in a contrary way, though one

full as likely to spoil the
t&amp;lt;pt%ns

of the piece that

of

c Poet, d&quot;

1

Arist. p. 220. &quot; Suum igitur quisque,&quot; says

Cicero,
&quot; noscat ingenium, acrernque se et bonorum et

&quot; vitiorum suorum judicem praebeatj ne scanici plus
&quot;

quatn nos videantur habere prudentiae : illi enim, non
&quot;

optimas, sed sibi accommodatissimas fabulas eligunt ;

&quot;

qui voce freti sum, Epigonos, Medumque ; qui gestu,
c
Menalippam, Clytsemnestram ; semper Rutilius, quern

&quot;

ego memini, Amiopam ; non saepe jSsopus Ajacem.
&quot;

Ergo histrio hoc videbit in scaena, non videbit vir sa-
&quot;

piens in vita?&quot; De Offic. I. 31.
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of topping. The distress of a Poet on such

occasions is represented with true comic force by

Mr. Sheridan in his Critic :

UND. PROMPTER.

Sir, the carpenter says it is impossible you can

go to the park scene yet.

PUFF.

The park scene ! no I mean the description

scene here, in the wood.

UND. PROMPT.

Sir, the performers have cut it out, &c.

End of Act II.

NOTE 78.

, P. 129. BEYOND THEIR POWERS .

I cannot agree with the commentators, wl*o

render TSU^O, rw Swotpw,
&quot;

supra id quod ferat :&quot;

referring eJWapv to the fable itself. I think it

means ultra vires, beyond the powers of the

Poets. And so the Abbe Batteux
&quot; audela de

sa
portee.&quot;

The greater the length of the fable, the greater,

evidently, is the difficulty of filling it up with con

sistent probability; without violating that close

connection of incidents, and unity of action,

which the rules of Aristotle, and the nature of the

drama, require.
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NOTE 79.

P. 130. THAT PURPOSE is BEST ANSWERED

BY SUCH EVENTS AS ARE NOT ONLY UNEX

PECTED, BUT UNEXPECTED CONSEQUENCES OF
;5 yaw ii n/ ,;.

EACH OTHER.

is yivtrxi juaXtra rotaura, xaa

ra^a m* &amp;lt;Joav ^i axx^Aa. This is cer

tainly corrupt ;
nor does it seem easy to form any

probable conjecture, how it stood, as Aristotle left

it. Whether the words, xai /xaAAoi/, be right or

not, they serve, as the text at present stands, only

to embarrass a passage, which, if we omit them,

seems clear enough, both in construction and

meaning. In this I perfectly agree with the last

Oxford editor
; though I think they should not

be hastily ejected from the text .

The connection and drift of the whole passage

seems to me to be this. Aristotle is here recom

mending the close connection of incidents, arising

probably or necessarily from each other, in a new

point of view as being of great importance, not

only to the unity of fable, but to the principal

object of Tragedy, the production of terror and

pity. For events are best adapted to this pur

pose, most striking and affecting, when they

happen, not only irot.^ot
TV

&amp;lt;Joav,
but

7ra.^a,
TJIV

&9%M AI AAAHAA : when the wonder arises, not

only

* Mr. Winstanley s edit. p. 287.
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only from their happening unexpectedly, but from

their being the consequences of events from which

no one could have expected them to follow. Thus

connected, as cause and effect, they will be more

surprising, and consequently more affecting, more

terrible or piteous *, than if they appear to happen

by chance *,&&amp;lt;&amp;gt; rs aurojuara xoti TUS
TU%ri&amp;lt;;

-
EI XTJ

MET AAjAa only, not AI aAA^Aa, according to

the distinction in the next chapter
b
. To illustrate

this, Aristotle observes, that even events merely

fortuitous, are more wonderful and striking, when

they are such, as in any degree suggest to the

spectator an idea of purpose and design; like

the accident he mentions of the statue that fell

upon the murderer of the person represented by
it. And all this is connected with what follows,

as well as with what precedes ; evidently pointing

to his doctrine about the Tr^Trmta in the next

chapters.

NOTE So.

P, 130. THE STATUE OF Mirrs, &c.

In Plutarch, thus : &amp;gt;cai TO Miris rx Agyeix, KKTOC.

fxtriv civtx.igsQtvrQ}*, uiifyiotvrK p^aAxav tv ayopa, 0&?

&amp;lt;rif, ip-envM TW HTiivotvn TOV Mmoi/, xoti otvshiw.

[n^i. ra j3^Jwf, &c. p. 980. ed. PL St.}

* 1 he effect ot surprise, when combined with pity or

terror, is, to add force to these latter passions, which ne

cessarily predominate in the combination, and to raise the

whole
feeling to a higher pitch. See Hume s Essay on.

Tragedy.
b
Cap.x. Atafefsi note. X.T.OX.
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NOTE 8l.

P. 130. FABLES SIMPLE, AND COMPLI

CATED.

It is higli
time to discard the technical jargon of

implex fables. usSfr by Addison
a

,
and others, after

the French writers. If any authority were requi

site for speaking English, I have that of Mr. Harris,

who renders Aristotle s ATTACH, and Trrrrhtypwoi, by

simple, and complicated. Phil. Ing. p. 146.

NOTE 82.

P. 130. WHEN ITS CATASTROPHE is PRO

DUCED WITHOUT EITHER REVOLUTION OR

DISCOVERY.

Aveu 73-^iTn-mta? 11 a^ayi/w^Kr/AS ij jtxTa (
Q(ri? yj-

MTa ,. M T(3a(rf, is the change of fortune .which

constitutes the catastrophe of the piece. This,

which is common to all Tragedy, must not be con

founded with the n^wTta, which, however

important, is not essential. Le Bossu, Dacier, and

others, by not attending to this distinction, have

introduced much confusion into one of the clearest

parts of Aristotle s work. Thus, Dacier says
&quot;

II appelle fable simple, celle ou il n y ani change-
&quot; ment &amp;lt;f etat, ni reconnoisance, et dont le denoue-
&quot; ment n est qu un simple passage de agitation
11

et du trouble, au repos et a la
tranqtiillite&quot;

He

*
Spectator, N 297.
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He adopts the language of Le Bossu a
.

Undoubtedly, there are Tragedies without a sudden

and unexpected reverse of fortune
;
but where is

the Tragedy, antient or modern, in which there

is no &quot;

changement d? etat?&quot; This would be no

other than a Tragedy without a catastrophe. T hus,

these writers take
p,rraj3a&amp;lt;r?

to signify the mere

passage, progress, or suite, of the piece
b

: whereas

it clearly signifies
a change; a transition from

prosperous to adverse, or at least from adverse to

more adverse, fortune, or the contrary ;
as Beni has

well observed
c
. The sense of the word is clearly

fixed by other passages ;
and in cap. xviii. he ex

pressly makes the ptvuftourK, such a change of

fortune as is common to every Tragedy. E$-J it

SHS T^ayoxha?, TO [ASV, &&amp;lt;n?,
TO Js, Au&amp;lt;n?.

$e&amp;lt;riv [AM tivoti TW aw* MP%VIS JUJ^P* TSTS ra

tfiv, ^ METABAINEI sit; SVTV^I&V*

TH2 METABASEHS

Mr. Harris, in his Philol. Inquiries, p. 145, &c.

seems to have deserted Aristotle for Le Bossu,- who,

with little reason, in my opinion, passed with him,

as well as with Lord Shaftsbury, for
&quot; Aristotle s

best interpreter*&quot; Throughout his chapter on

^_ this

a
DuPoeme, Ep.ll. lb~

b ft Non si prende (Asraffouris in questo luogo per muta-
&quot;

none, come credono alcuni, ma per lo processo dell*

attione dal principio al fine.&quot; Castelvetro, p. 242.
c Comment, p. 255.
*
Treatise On Music, Painting, &c. p. 83, Note.
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this subject, above referred to, he appears to me to

confound the /txtrapacn?, or change, which Aristotle

makes essential to all Tragedy, with that particular

kind of change which he denominates vcf*TOTEI :

for he uses, repeatedly, the word revolution, (his

translation of -sr^n^eTstx,) to express what Aristotle

means by HAErajSatrif, /wfrajSajfin/, jwTa|3aAAiv. He

speaks of Othello, and Lear, as complicated fables,

and having revolutions. And so, indeed, they

have, if we take the word in Aristotle s sense of

/ouTosjSao-i? ;
I do not see that they have, in his sense

of
Ts-ff

narrfja. In neither of those Tragedies can it,

I think, be said, that the catastrophe is produced

by a sudden change, to the reverse of what is

expected, by the spectator,from the circumstances

of the action. At least, with respect to Othello,

this seems to admit of no dispute. [See the next

NOTE.]

The Abbe&quot; Batteux gives, I think very properly,

the Polieucte of Corneille, as an example of the

simple fable.
* L -&amp;gt; table simple, qui n a ni revo-

&quot;

lution subite, ni reconnoisance
; qui commence,

&quot;

continue, s acheve, sans secousses, ni retours
&quot;

inattendus. Ainsi Polieucte recoit le bapteme,
&quot; son zele lui fait renverser les autels des payens,
&quot;

il est
arrete&quot;, juge, mis a mort: c est une fable

&quot;

simple
e

.&quot;

Victorius, Beai, Piccolomini, and Goulston,

agree with me in my idea of this passage, where the

words,

Principes de la Lit. tome iii.
/&amp;gt;. 84.
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words, &amp;lt;r\)vsx*s
xai t*nxc, are not put to characterize

the simple fable, as Victorius well observes, but

refer merely to that unity and continuity of action,

which had been established as necessary to Tra

gedy in general.

NOTE 83.

P. 131. A REVOLUTION IS - - - A CHANGE

INTO THE REVERSE OF WHAT IS EXPECTED

FROM THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ACTION.

ptv, y ef TO vocvnov TUV

OidofSTEO elpyTOtl.

The sense of these words has not, I think, been

exactly given in any translation I have yet seen,

except that of the accurate and judicious Picco-

lomini :

&quot; La Peripetia intendo io essere una
** mutation di fortuna, che (fatta nel modo die
&quot;

si 6 detto,) accaschi al contrario di quello che
&quot;

dalle cose ordite aspettar si
potesse.&quot;

In literal

English
&quot; When the things that are doing (roe,

&quot;

sr^aTTo/Ajj/a) have an effect the very reverse of
&quot; what is expected from them.&quot; That this is the

meaning, appears plainly from the instance imme

diately subjoined : unng lv ru Oih-sroh

EY&amp;lt;I&amp;gt;?AN,QN TOV ^O^nattv t xxi azs aAAa^wv ra

/ATiTf^a (po|3a, cJVjAwc-a? orK u\ T OTNANTION
EI1OIH2E. As the words n tit TO IVMTIOV rut

wgT. /AST. are rendered by Dacier, and others
&quot;

changemmt de fortune en line fortune con-
tl

traire&quot; they express nothing but what is com

mon
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mon to Tragedy in general ;

and sr^jwmia is

confounded with /*Ta|3a&amp;lt;n?. [See last NOTE.] But,

it is well observed by Piccolomini,
&quot; Non s ha,

&quot;

parimente, da intendere, quando diciamo la pe-
&quot;

peripetia esser mutation di fortuna, ogni sorte di

&quot; mutatione da una conditionc e stato di fortuna
&quot; ad uri altro

;
non potendo esser Tragedia alcuna

&quot;

in cui qualche cos) fatta mutatione non si ri-

&quot;

trovi.&quot; [p. 1 67.] In the usual way of translating

the passage, a circumstance essential to the
-cr^i-

srtTiia, is entirely omitted in the definition
;

its

being surprising, and contrary to expectation *.

This, it is true, Dacier has expressed in his ver

sion, by the words,
&quot;

contre ce quon avoit attendu&quot;

But this is, professedly, his own supplement of

Aristotle s text. And indeed I once thought the

text defective, and that Aristotle had probably

written it pcragetai, IIAPA THN AOHAN, JcaOaTrf^

ilgnTou : alluding to the latter part of cap. ix. But,

as I now understand the passage, this idea is suf

ficiently implied. The words, xaOawri^ fUT*I, have

puzzled and divided the commentators, by their

obscurity of reference. Upon the whole I am
inclined to think, they point to what he had said

cap. ix. [Transl. Part II. Sect. 7.] which, as I

before observed, [NOTE 80.] seems manifestly to

be a preparation for this chapter ; and in which

i ,,v the

3e teyovrai ra ITAP EAHIAA
HOU ovruf vrapa. TPAFIKOI2 ITJ xateVTW, Schol.

. quoted by Robortelli, p. 106.
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the words, TTK^X rw fofav SC dxxn^x events that

are
&quot;

unexpected consequences of each other &quot;-

answer to the definition of Ta^-mr^y,^ as here ex

plained.

That this is the meaning of Aristotle s words,

I have no doubt. But, perhaps, even the words

themselves have been inaccurately rendered, and

should be constructed, not with

i,
but with ivxvrwv : *? TO ivavnov ruv

Trg

i. e. in contrarium eorum qua aguntur.

This was suggested to me by the literal version

which the accurate Mr. Harris has given of the

words in his Philol. Inq. p. 148.
&quot; A REVO-

&quot; LUTION is, as has been already said, a change
&quot;

into the reverse of what is
doing.&quot;

The defi

nition, I think, though its sense be the same in

either way, would thus be more clear, and would

answer more exactly to what follows.

NOTE 84.

P. 131. THUS IN THE OEDIPUS, THE MES

SENGER, &c.

Ex6wi&amp;gt; g tvQpavuv ruv OiJ7rai/, xat asraXAacoi&amp;lt; Tit

irf o?
TW /xrjTtfa &amp;lt;po|3. Alluding, probably, to the

very words of the messenger in Sophocles :

T; V lyuy K TOTAE TOT 4&amp;gt;OBOY
&amp;lt;r\

Ewersreg EYNOTS HA0ON, EHEATSAiMHN;
V. IOI2.
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NOTE 85.

P. 133. THESE THEN ARE TWO PARTS OF

THE FABLE REVOLUTION AND DISCOVERY.

Auo ptv av TX n*u08 /*^ I1EPI TATTA tn, irsgi-

TTITIKX. xaj dvotywaguris. Circa ktfC.&quot; About

what ? What are we to understand by raura ?

Victorius says, TO.
ir^-rro^tvoe. ;

and Dacier, after

him,
&quot;

Qui regardent le
sujet.&quot;

I cannot be sa

tisfied with this. T Tsr^TTo/AEva, the subject, the

action, are sufficiently expressed by the word juu0*.

Would Aristotle have said,
&quot; These are two parts

&quot;

of \hzfable relative to the
fable?&quot; I have,

therefore, neglected the word
-zrtgi

in my trans

lation, in conformity to the probable conjecture of

Madius. Every reader sees how easily it might

get into the text from the word orfgitT* which

presently follows. I rather think, however, that,

retaining TSTJ^,
we should read, wi^i T ATTA :

&quot;

circa easdem res
;&quot;

to point out the close con

nection of these two parts of the fable, as things

of the same kind, and counterparts, as it were, to

each other, co-operating to the same effect the

production of terror, pity, surprise, &c. And
thus they are afterwards mentioned together, as

constituting one species of Tragedy : y piv y&amp;lt;x,(&amp;gt;,

wevrXeyfAevn, n ff TO oXov in IIEPinETEIA KAI ANAF-

NHPI2I2. [cap. xviii. Trans! . Part II. Sect. 19.]

The same mode of expression occurs in the Ethics

ad Nicom. lib. iv. cap. 13. LTEPI TA ATTA &
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o%tjov E2TI xa j aAaoi/aa? jafo-orn? :

&quot;

in Hsdem

vertitur&quot; That is, as appears from the con

text, the virtue, of which he is there speaking, was

of the same kind, or class, with that, which was

the subject of the foregoing chapter. Both were

among the aosrat o/xiAn-nxat. So, in the conclusion

of the subsequent chapter rgeic
%v i

jri^jufif*)
lv

TU )3w jW&amp;lt;rorT?
EISI $ -srao-at ELEPI Koyuv

NOTE 86.

P. 133. DISASTERS, COMPREHEND ALL

PAINFUL OR DESTRUCTIVE ACTIONS, &C.

It seems hardly reconcilable with philosophical

accuracy, to use such an expression as IIA0O2 !$*

HPAHI2 defining the suffering to BE the action

that causes the suffering.

In his Metaphysics he puts it thus : ra ptyAn

TUV
(rv[*&amp;lt;popuv

xai AuTsmowv IIA0H Xtytr&i
a

.

This word, &.$(&&amp;gt;,
in the sense here used, is

very embarrassing to a translator. The word

passion, in this sense, of suffering, is, with us, ap

propriated to a subject, from which it cannot,

without a sort of profanation, be transferred to

any other. The French, however, have done this

without scruple, though the word, when so applied,

must be explained before it can be understood.

Upon the whole, I could find no single words that

seemed

V. 21.

VOL. II. G
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seemed to me to answer so nearly to 5n6 J

,
and

its adjective, ^aOn-nxm/, in the sense in which they

are used here, and in cap. xviii. as disaster, and

its correspondent adjective, disastrous. Their

original, desastre, is explained in the Diet, of tbe

French Academy, by
&quot;

accident funeste.&quot;

&quot; Wherein I spoke of most disastrous chances,

Of moving accidents [?ra9j] by flood, and field.&quot;

Othello, Act I. Sc. III.

NOTE 87.

P. 133. THE EXHIBITION OF DEATH, &C.

Ev TW
Qotvsfu

QOWKTOI. A plain passage, which

the commentators seem to have taken great pains

to perplex with difficulties of their own invention.

The plain meaning of the expression is, exhibited

on the stage : lv jtfe&pois q.iv&amp;lt;&amp;gt;pivx
TOY nA0OT2,

as it is expressed in the Rhetoric, lib. ii. cap. viii.

p. 560.

Aristotle is here only explaining the term TraO^;

not laying down a rule, nor deciding concerning

the propriety, or impropriety, of such exhibitions.

Nothing is more evidently absurd, than the at

tempts of Dacier and other French critics to

transfer the delicacy of their theatre to that of the

antients. The scrupulous delicacy of French

Tragedy was* I believe, as unknown to the Athe

nian
stage, as its rigid and strutting dignity.

A single passage, and that, from the most polished

of the three Greek Tragic Poets whose works are

2 extant,
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extant, may sufficiently prove this ; I mean the

-description of Oedipus tearing out his own eyes, in

Sophocles.

TOIOMT eQvpvuv, TToXXafc/f T6 K ou% otTra^

0/.
7&amp;gt;r.

v. 1284.
* Thus oft exclaiming, he his eyelids raised,

&quot; And rent the orbs of sight ; the bleeding balls

&quot; Imbath d his cheeks, nor ceased the gushing
&quot;

drops,
&quot; But rain d a shower of black and streaming

&quot;

gore.&quot; Potter s Translation.

But Sophocles did not confine himself to descrip

tion. Oedipus himself immediately appears upon

the stage, and exhibits the shocking spectacle of

his bloody eyes to the audience. Certainly, the

French rule,
&quot; de ne pas ensanglanter le Theatre,&quot;

was not much more strictly observed here by

Sophocles, than it was by Shakspeare in his LEAR,

where Gloster s eyes are trodden out, w (pavsgu,

upon the stage.

I cannot quit this instance from Sophocles,

without diverting the reader, (for I am persuaded

it

* This line is, undoubtedly, faulty. The best emen

dation I have seen proposed appears to me to be that of

Mr. Heath, who would read, ai^aro^ i.e. contracted,

G 2
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it will divert him,) with Perc Brumoy s apology,

or, rather, with the joint apology of him, M. Dacier,

and Boileau.
&quot; Le grand CORNEILLE et ses

&quot; successeurs Tragiques, ont cru que ce seroit une

&quot;

chose horrible d exposer Oedipe aveugle et

&quot;

sanglant aux yeux des spectateurs. M. Dacier

&quot;

leur repond tris-bien par ces vers de DES-
&quot;

PREAUX, Art Poet, chant ii.

&quot;

II n est point de serpent, ni de monstre odieux,
&quot;

Qui par 1 art imite ne puisse plaire aux yeux.
&quot; D un pinceau deiicat I artifice agrable
&quot; Du plus affreux ohjet fait un objet AIMABLE!
&quot;

Ainsi pour nous CHARMER, la Tragdie en

pleurs
&quot;

UOedipe tout sanglant fit parler les douleurs
a

.&quot;

This is pushing Aristotle s principle, of the

pleasure we receive from the imitation even of

disagreeable objects
b
,
rather farther than, I be

lieve, he thought of.
(
A critic of much more taste

and much less prejudice, speaking of the Philoc-

tetes of Sophocles
c
,

has observed,
&quot;

that the

&quot;

antients thought bodily pains and wounds, Sec.

&quot;

(trtfiuSvinan
xou Tfuvsif) proper objects to be re-

&quot;

presented on the stage. See also the Trachinia
&quot;

of

a
Theatre des Grecs, \. 345.

b Above, cap. iv. Transl. Part I. Sect. 5.
c See v. 749, &c. particularly, 796,7 : and the des

cription of the bleeding wound, v. 845.
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&quot; of Sophocles, and the lamentations of- Hercules

&quot;

in it
d

.&quot;

Hippolytus, after having been dragged over the

rocks, and almost torn to pieces, by his fiery

coursers, appears upon the stage with his man

gled and bleeding limbs
6

. But, according to Boi-

leau, Dacier, &c. these are all
&quot;

objets aimables.&quot;

NOTE 88.

P. 133. THE COMMOI ARE FOUND IN SOME

ONLY.

The Greek says \$ux. &, TK Vo &amp;lt;rxrvns KAI

xojUjixoj. Here, the Jto/x//.^ and the r aVo
&amp;lt;rxrjnj?&amp;gt;

are represented as distinct things. But in the

definition afterwards, Re,*/!** appears to be the

name given to thejoint lamentation of the chorus

and the actors. KG/A^* &, fyw&amp;lt;& xotin^ ^o^a xt

azaro o-xnvuf. Victorias states this difficulty, but

without giving any satisfactory solution. And
indeed I see no way of reconciling these passages,

unless we suppose Aristotle to have expressed

himself very loosely and inaccurately, and to have

meant, that xo/x/*^ was the name appropriated to

that part of the Xo^txov which joined or alternated

with one or more of the aaro O-XUMI? i, e. the

actors-, so that by, KO/A/U,^ ft, 0fuv(p xo&amp;gt;(S&amp;gt;* x?8

d Dr. Warton s Essay on Pope, vol. i. 73, Note.

e

Hippo/. Eurip. v. 1236, &c. and 1348. In Mr.

Potter s translation, v. 1318, 19, 20; and 1438, &c.

c 3
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x*( Vo *)*?, we are to understand only, that

Kopp&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;
was that fyii^ or lamentation of the

chorus, in which the actors, alternately, took part;

as if the Greek had been thus :
b(&amp;gt;w&amp;lt;& %* a OT

KOINHNOT2IN o&amp;lt; Vo &amp;lt;rxu/if. And SO, T* V
&amp;lt;rxi3vn? KAI xo/xjuot would only mean, the xo/x/^ot of

the chorus a;iVA the * rxnvq? that is, mixed

with the lamentation of the actors, or persons of

the drama.

But it seems more for the credit of our philoso

phical critic, to give up the first of these passages

as corrupt, and to adhere to the plain sense of the

definition. I have, therefore, taken no notice of

the words, roe, aVo o-xww, in my version. Nothing
is lost by the suppression. The sense of the word

xo^iw^ is left, like that of the other terms, to be

fixed by its definition.

NOTE 89.

P. 134. BETWEEN ENTIRE CHORAL ODES.

I confess myself not satisfied as to the meaning
of this expression, OAflN ^o^xuv /xAwv. I have

therefore adhered to the fair and literal translation

of the words. But what is an entire choral ode

or song ? Is it that,- which is in the regular lyric

form, in strophe and antistrophe? So it seems

most natural to understand it. But a difficulty

meets us. For when the n^e^, as it often, and

indeed almost always, happens, is not such a re

gular
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gular Antistrophic Ode, what name is to be given

to that part of the Tragedy, which lies between

the -arafo^ and the first Antistrophic Ode? It

cannot make a part of the II^Acy^, for that ends

with the nfo^. The Exode is out of the ques

tion, There remains only the Episode; and to

that it cannot belong, consistently with Aristotle s

definition of E-arturohov, because it will not be,

according to this sense of
o\&amp;lt;av,

&quot;

between entire

choral Odes.&quot; If we take entire to mean, all

choral, i.e. not broken and interrupted by the

K-a-o a-xivijff, or the persons of the drama, we shall

still be embarrassed with the same difficulty
: for,

whenever the wagoJ0 is not, in this sense, entire,

which is frequently the case
a

,
the part between

that and the first entire Ode, will be without a

name.

Shall we, then, with some commentators, sup

pose Aristotle by GAWV ^ofixwi/ pcAw, to have meant

only, OAS ;03 jucAu* i.e. melodies sung by the

whole chorus
b
? This removes the difficulty. Yet

J can hardly conceive, that he would have expres

sed himself in a manner so wantonly ambiguous,

when

* As in the Tlo^oo- of the Orestes of Euripides, the

Electro of Sophocles, &c.

b So Goulston &quot; Inter plenos choricos cantus ; qui

sell, ab univcrso fiebant choro.&quot; Viet. &quot; Picni mtcgriqiie

cantus.&quot; So-Piccol. &quot;

Intici i canti&quot; Heinsins. Dacier,

and Batteux, avoid the difficulty by omitting the word

c*wv in their translations.

G 4
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when the clear and decisive expression o*

x^&amp;gt;

which he presently after uses, was so obvious.

From an accurate and philosophical writer, one

would naturally expect a chapter of definitions to

be clear. But whoever expects it here will cer

tainly be disappointed. Almost every definition,

to be perfectly intelligible, wants other definitions,

which are not given, and which the obscure and

imperfect information to be found in other antient

authors will not enable us to supply.

NOTE 90.

P. 134. THE PARODE is THE FIRST SPEECH

OF THE WHOLE CHORUS.
V

AEHI2 oAa X ?
8 Though

**?, in its proper signification, is mere speech, yet

it appears to have been occasionally extended to

such melody as imitated speech, and to have an

swered nearly to the modern term recitative.

[See NOTE 46, and particularly the passage from

Plutarch at the end of it.] And such, I have no

doubt, is the sense in which it is here used, to

distinguish the melody of the Parodos from that

of the regular choral odes
;
which I suppose to

have been a more varied, measured, and, as we

may, not improperly, term it, a more musical

melody. For want of understanding this dis

tinction, the commentators have made strange

confusioiij by taking A*?, either, in its literal sense

of
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of mere speaking, or in a sense absolutely syno

nymous with
J*EA&amp;lt;^,

as Dacier does. But it is

hardly to be imagined, that Aristotle would use

the word Af&amp;lt;? without any reason
; and, that the

nfo$& could not be mere speed), or declamation,

such as that of our stage, seems evident enough

from the expression, A^f OAOT xf8 - A num &quot;

ber may sing together, in a kind of measured

recitative, or simple chanting; but they cannot

well speak together, without intolerable confusion.

This would be that very xf^ ^aAx-nx(p, which

Demetrius mentions as a thing absurd and un

heard of
a
.

There is a singular passage in Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, which affords, I think, a strong

confirmation, both of the sense which I have here

given to the word Aegi?, and of the propriety of

its

a Demet.
TTBpi Ef/i*.

Sect. 168, where speaking of some

poems of Sappho, that descended beneath the Lyric

dignitv and elegance, both in subject and style, he says,
&quot;

they were fitter to be recited, than sung, and were ill

&quot;

adapted to be performed by a chorus, or accompanied
&quot;

by the lyre ; unless,&quot; says he,
&quot; there were such a

&quot;

thing as a speaking chorus :&quot; ^ n$ ely x,og- Sia-

ta;m5K
Choral recitative^ indeed, judiciously introduced, and not

continued too long, 1 have often thought, might occasion

ally be so managed as to produce a striking effect. An

example of it, and a very fine one, is to be found in an

Oratorio of that admirable composer, Eman. Bach, of

which the title, in English, is, The Israelites in the Wil

derness.
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its application in that sense to the choral

In the i ith section of his treatise De Struct. Orat.

in order to shew, how little prosody was regarded

by the composers of the Tragic melodies, he cri

ticises the melody of the following lines from the

Orestes of Euripides :

y XBVXOV I%!/o agfivfajs

KTVTTIT

txE;&amp;lt;r, UTFOTTQoQt Kotrug. v. 140.

Now it is remarkable, i. that he calls this,

MEAOS, and yet represents it as said by Electra :

Evf7n&amp;lt;?a MEAHN, a, TrsTroiyxt rnv H\tx.r^tx.v
AEFOT-

2AN 7Tc? rov ^o^ov.^-2. That the melody, to

which these words were set, was the simplest

possible; a kind of chanting recitative. The three

first words, for instance, were set to one note
b
.

. u .

rA C
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gives these words to Electra
c

; but in all the

editions of Euripides which I have seen, the two

first lines are given to the chorus; with more

propriety, I think, if we attend to what goes be

fore. Electra had just said to the chorus, on their

coming in while Orestes was sleeping;

fl (piXTUTai yvvaiKeg, &amp;gt;jVu%w #$
X&&amp;lt;T, py ifftfftiTfj |MjJ&quot;

Ig-u JCTUTT&I-
v. 134.

The words, therefore, which Dionysius, quoting

probably by memory, attributes to Electra, would

seem to come more naturally from the mouths

of the choral virgins, repeating to each other the

caution she had given them. But whether this be

so or not, yet, that this was thejirst entry of the

chorus upon the stage, is clear from the preceding

speech of Electra : and the Lyric part, which

follows that speech, if it does not begin with, pro

bably contains, at least, the irfurw Atu/ OAS ^a ;

being all in the regular choral form of Strophe

and Antistrophe, and, in all probability, set

throughout to melody of the same kind. Perhaps
the whole chorus might not begin to sing, till the

third Strophe, n&amp;lt;mia, WOTVKX, vu. If, as Victorius

contends, this be not the Parodos, it cannot begin

before, v. 316.

Ai, A/,

But, tjie very application of the word

which
e So does the author of one of the arguments prefixed

to the Tragedy : ij f &amp;lt;TJV E*E*rfa r&amp;lt;a w%u.
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which properly signifies the entry, or arrival of

the chorus
d

,
to the ir^urn fofrs, or first speech of

the whole chorus, shews, I think, sufficiently, the

close connection of the two, things ;
and that we

are never to look for that first speech, at such a

distance from ihejirst entrance, of the chorus.

But, it may, perhaps, be objected to the distinc

tion I understand here between AK and
(*&&amp;gt;,

that it will expose us to the very difficulty men

tioned in the last Note : it will make Aristotle s

enumeration of the parts into which Tragedy is

divided, incomplete; because, if we admit it, the

part between the Ilagxx^ and the first ^rao-ipo?

or regular Ode, will want a name. For, if any

thing, it must be ETTHO-O^OV
;

but this, it may
be said, it cannot be, because it will not be, ac

cording to Aristotle s definition, n*rmu p^jxwn

MEAfiN; the Parode being not JWEA^, but \tfrs.

It seems a sufficient answer to this objection, to

observe, that
AJ&amp;lt;?, here, is not opposed to

n*X-&amp;gt;

in general, but only to a particular species of

/*A@p. Strictly speaking, the simplest chant, or

even such recitative, as approaches the nearest to

common speech, is yet as much /xA{^, melody,

music, as the most refined Opera song
c

. It is

called

d
ifuv E120A02 TS %o?s, IIAFQAOI. Jul. Poll

And so the scholiast on Hephsestion: TW Kxteirai n TT^UTQ

TUV x,?y E 7 T &quot;V oww il&amp;lt;To% -. Ed. de Pauw. p. 74.

See the ist vol. Diss. II. p. 78, note *, and the pas

sage of Aristoxenus, concerning the essential distinction

between
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called AK, only comparatively. Nay, the word

ps\&amp;lt;&
is sometimes, in a wider sense, applied even

to speech itself
f

. And so, above, we have texrHtn

APMONIA g
. Aristotle, therefore, in the expres

sion xo
e
txwv MEAflN, may be supposed, without

any inconsistence, to include, what, afterwards, in

the particular definition of Trapoo^, where dis

tinction was necessary, lie denominates \ifa.

It must be owned, that Aiistotle s parsimonious

brevity has left some confusion in this subject;

but, in the illustrations of his commentators, it is

&quot;

confusion worse confounded? And this has

arisen from their applying to the Greek drama,

without the slightest foundation, the Roman divi

sion intoJive acts. It is now, I believe, pretty well

understood, that such an idea is totally inappli

cable to the Greek Tragedy
h

. If we must talk

of acts, it would be more proper to say they had

three ; forming our division upon the three parts,

which, according to Aristotle, were essential to

every drama, the
n^o\oy@&amp;gt;,

the
E7r&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;^cv,

and the

between all speech, and all singing; i.e. that in the one,

the voice moves by slides, in the other, by intervals, or

skips.

{ Vol. i. Dissert. II. p. 77. note&quot;: and Dion. Hal.

Sect. XI. *
Cap. 4.

h Tli is was proved long ago in a dissertation by .he

Abbe Vatry, in the nth vol. of the Mem. Jerjcqd,

Roy, &c. See also the preface to Franklin s Sopho -les.

Yet Lord Kairns says,. positively, of the Greek Tra

gedies
&quot; there arcfive acts in each&quot; -El of Cnt. ii. 41 4.
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E&amp;lt;^; not upon the number of choral odes,

which is different in different dramas. In the

Tracking for example, there are not fewer than

six choral odes. If these are to determine the

number of acts, as Dacier contends, this Tragedy
will consist of seven. Bruinoy, to divide this

piece into five acts, is reduced to admit an entire

ode in the middle of his first act; so that the

Episode, which Aristotle defines to be that part

which is /Airau oAwv ^ogiKuv [AtXw, begins in the

n^oAoyi^, and before the
IIocgo2&amp;lt;&, which, accord

ing to Brumoy, must be the second ode. Another

ode he is obliged to admit in the middle of his

last act; contrary to Aristotle s definition of

Eo&amp;lt;T(^. Dacier makes the prologue of the Oedi

pus Coloneus consist of 700 verses
1
. Nothing

can be more improbable, or more inconsistent with

Aristotle s idea of its purpose. [See NOTE 40 *.]

But he was forced into this absurdity, only by the

supposed necessity of reducing the intervals be

tween the odes to three, and, consequently, the

acts, (adding the prologue and exode,) to five.

For if the true parode be at v. 118, ( O^a * g

w ; x. T. aA.) as I doubt not it is, there w ill then

be four such intervals, and, consequently, six acts.

He repeats the same mistakes in dividing the

PkcEnissce, in which there are five regular odes, as

in many other of the Greek Tragedies. In the

Oedipus Tyrannus he makes the ode,

|
Note on Aristot, p. 177.

* In the ist volume.
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petvTis *?/x, (v. 1096,) come in the middle of an

act ;
and then, because he chose to place it so, is

forced to deny that it was sung, though it is in the

most regular Lyric form
k

.

The expression, IIPftTH Afi? oAa x ?^ seems

to imply, that other choral parts, beside the Pa*

rode, were also *&? ;
i. e. were sung by the whole

chorus in the same sort of chanting and simple

melody. But who will undertake to distinguish

these parts, and to tell us, exactly, what was Air,

and what Recitative ? what was sung by the whole

choir, and what was, a voce sola
l

? I will not

bewilder my reader and myself in a labyrinth

without a clue. .

The scholiast upon the Phcenissee (v. 212.) says,

that the n*poJ- was sung by the chorus,
&quot;

as

they entered upon the
stage&quot; ITapoJ* &, In

wJfl %opa jSa^j^ovT^, a^oy.vn ocpa, Tn
&amp;lt;ro(J, w? TO

2*y, &amp;lt;n&amp;lt;ya,

c. And, indeed, in the example he

here gives from the Orestest the entrance of the

choral

k
Remarques sur FOedipe, at the end of his translation

of that Tragedy.
1 The learned reader knows that this cannot be deter

mined by their speaking of themselves in the singular

number, for this they do almost constantly, in all the Odes.

So, EOTef Em /warn? etfu, just referred to, &c. Nei

ther can we say, what at first view, indeed, seems proba

ble, that whatever appears in the regular Lyric form of

Strophe and
jfntiftrofJu,

was air, as opposed to rethauvc,

or mere chant: for in some Tragedies the tlafcn&
m
it-elf

is in this regular Lyric form ; as, in the Trachinles and

JEJfctra of Sophocles ; Iphlg. in Aul. of Euripides, Sec.
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choral troop is clearly marked by what precedes.

Electra says
-

u I1APEIEI rots ipoa; vpfapueltt

&vvu$oi. - - - v. 132.

And this is frequently the case. Thus, in the

Phceniss&i that the
Tu/&amp;gt;ov olfy xntzv v. 212, (not

Kafyu^
1

IpoXt v. 651, as Dacier makes it,) is the

true Parade, as, indeed, it is expressly called by

the author of the Greek argument prefixed to the

PerseE of ^Eschylus, is confirmed by this passage,

announcing the entry of the choral virgins, in the

preceding Iambics, where the old attendant de

sires Antigone to retire :

O%X- yoto, uq Ta,pot
r

yid^ eiV/jX^sv vroXiv,

XX1PEI [_w coming] yvvcuKuv K^O/; Seyuts
TU-

(&amp;gt;UVVIK&$.
v. 206.

Thus too, in the Oedipus Coloneus, the first

appearance of the chorus is thus announced by

Antigone :

*ya- nOPETONTAI
yotf

.QAE fy rive?

&quot;Koovw TTocXatoi - - -
v. in.

And the Hpoa^ immediately follows, v. 117.

In the Iphigenia in Tauris, the arrival of the

choral women is marked by themselves :

Xo. EMOAON rtvsov; &c. v. 137.

See also, V. 65. OUTTW
7rap&amp;lt;7H&amp;lt;

- - -.

The Parode is not less distinctly marked in the

v. 131. Xo. ExAuoi/ (pwi/^v X.T. a A. in

the
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the Heradidtf, where the chorus is called in by

lolaus, v. 69: in the Helena, v. 179: in the

Hercules, v. 107, &c.

When the attendant spirit, in COM us,
&quot;

opens
&quot;

the business of the drama to a solitary forest,
&quot;

without an audience,&quot; he does no more than

Venus&quot;
1

,
and the ghost of Polydorus&quot;,

and

Iphigenia&quot;,
and many others, in the Tragedies of

Euripides, had done before him. The learned

and ingenious editor of Milton s Occasional

Poems says, that,
&quot;

in a Greek Tragedy, this

* c

objection would have been obviated by the

&quot;

chorus, which was always present ;&quot;
but I am

afraid the want of &quot;

recollection
&quot;

must be trans

ferred from Milton to himself p
. There are not,

I think, more than three or four Greek Tragedies,

in which the chorus is present from the begin

ning
q

.

This IlapoJ^, or entry of the chorus, probably

made one ot the most splendid and popular parts

of the OI2, or shew, of the antient Tragedy. It

is mentioned by Aristotle, in his Nicuniachean

Ethics, as a custom of the Megarians, who were

a luxurious and ostentatious people, to be .it the

expence

m In the Hip-pjlyius.
n Hecuba. Iphig, in Aul.

f Mr. Warton s edit, of Milton s Ore. Poems, p. 129.
&quot; Milcon did not recollect, that the Spirit was opening
tf the business of the drama to a solitary lorest, without
* an audience.&quot;

i See Dacier,/). 170, note 5.

VOL. II. H
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expence of furnishing purple dresses for the npoJ

even of their comic stage
r

. It appears, however,

from a curious fragment of Menander, to have

been a practice, not uncommon with the Greek

Managers, to place mutes among their choral

singers, in order to complete the visible number

requisite :

-----
ctXTTreg

TUV XOQUV

Ov TTUVTSS aoW, aXX oityuvoi duo TW&amp;lt;;

H T^q 7raQS$&quot;qKK(Ti, ETANTUN ESXATOI,
E* TOV

etpiQpov
Kan Ttsff

ofjLoiug TTUI; %*

XwpUV KOCTS^O^V, fy(Tl
5&quot; Dig IffIV J&/.

- - - - - - As in a chorus

All do not sing, but, in the hindmost ranks,

Some two or three stand mute to make a num-

So is it here j^r a?e serve to fill a place ; [her,

They only live, who have the means of
living.

NOTE Ql.

P. 134. THE STASIMON INCLUDES ALL

THOSE CHORAL ODES THAT ARE WITHOUT
ANAPAESTS AND TROCHEES.

0S TO OtVSV

T^op^ata. If we are to understand this
strictly, as

expressing the exclusion of those feet from the re

gular

TV ITAPOArij

. IV. 2. ed. Ox. JFllk.

Menand. and Philem. Reliq. ed. Clerici, p. 221.
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gular odes, I cannot perceive it to be true. Dacier,

therefore, understands only, that those feet were

very rarely used in those Odes, compared with

the Ha.Q$&amp;lt;&, which he calls,
&quot;

premier chant du

choeurj&quot; in which, he says, and very truly, that

they prevail.
&quot; Ces deux pieds

---
rpgnent&quot;

&c.

p. 1 79. It is possible that Aristotle might mean

this
;
but it is not what he says. He says,

&quot; that

&quot;

{*&&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;
that lyric part, of the chorus, which is

&quot; without anapaests and trochees.&quot; I rather think,

he means only those Odes, the regular stanzas of

which are not broken and interrupted by an inter

mixture of anapaestic or trochaic verses xara

ffvrnp*, (according to the metrical language,) like

the Parodos, as I take it to be, of the Antigonet

AXTIC eAs v. 100. that of the Philoctetcs

T xf &quot;
v - 1 3^ an(l f tne Prometheus of ^Eschy-

lus. And this, I believe, will, in general, be

found true of the regular Odes subsequent to the

noJ. For, in the
nx^^&amp;gt; itself, the general

prevalence of the anapa-stic measure must be

evident to every one who turns over the Greek

Tragedians.

NOTE 92.

P. 134. THE COMMOS, &c.

KOMMOY KAI OAOATfTH^&quot;

H 2 The
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The phrase, dvo O-XHHK, is commonly used by

Aristotle to denote the actors, as distinguished from

the chorus; because, as Jul Pollux tells us,

IKHNH IAIV rnOKPITnN Jov, n
c

St ofxurp* ra

p^opa
3

. Thus, Pro. xlix. of &rf. 19, speaking

of the Dorian and Hypopkrygian modes, he says,

they were both, %opw ptv aWp^er&amp;gt; TOJ? &amp;lt;?f awo

raring oI&amp;gt;toTp So, Prob. xxx. and Prob. xv. r

diro &amp;lt;rxuvK, (the dialogue,) is opposed to T T

^opa the chorus. I was much surprised, there

fore, to find the meaning of this phrase so widely

mistaken, in the late Carnb. edit, where aV

encwcTi? is thus explained :

&quot;

id est, dre^y* ad

choragi munus, non Poetce, perrinens
b

.&quot;

An example of the KO/A/EA^, pointed out by

Victorius, may be found in the Andromache of Eu

ripides, v. 1197.

I know not why some of the commentators

confine these joint lamentations of chorus and

actors to the Exode, or what tltcy call the last act.

They are often, I think, to be found in other parts

of the drama
;

&quot; dans le cours des actcs&quot; as

Dacier rightly observes. We have an example of

this between Tecmessa and the chorus, in the

Ajax, v. 90 1 . Iw, pot poi . Another occurs

very early in the Iphigenia in Tauris, v. 1 43, &c.

where Iphigenia, assisted by the choral virgins,

her attendants, performs the funereal libation to the

manes

a IV. 19.
b Ed.Cantab. 1785, p. 125.
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manes of her brother, whom she supposes to be

dead, and sings a funereal dirge. The chorus, in

deed, have so small a part in this lamentation, that

it may be thought hardly to answer Aristotle s

definition of O/JHK^ xoivj &c. But this, in fact,

seems no objection, because the lamentation of

Iphigenia is broken off abruptly, as Mr. Markland

has well observed, at v. 235, by the arrival of the

shepherd. I consider it, therefore, only as an un

finished KO/AJU . But, that it answers to that

idea, appears, I think, from the whole cast of

it; from the frequent occurrence of the inter

jections, &amp;lt;pfu, &amp;lt;pu I,
I aj, ou 01

jtxoi,
&c. and of

the very word, 0puv*, throughout
c

, and, from the

answer of the chorus :

X&amp;lt;?. ANTITAAMOYS ufa
&amp;lt;rct

y C

Tocv Iv 0PHNOI2I

eAeoi/ . v. 178.

To thee thy faithful train

The Asiatic hymn will raise,

A doleful, a barbaric strain,

Responsive to thy lays,

And
c II

Hj fifwotj tyxeifjuu. v. 143.
d &quot; Mortuis mheram.&quot;

&quot;

Quid hoc sit, nescio,&quot; says

Mr. Markland. But, perhaps, it should be rendered,

H 3
&quot; Mortuis
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And steep in tears the mournful song,

Notes which to the dead belong ;

Dismal notes attun d to woe

By Pluto in the realms below.

Potter s Eurip. v. 206.

NOTE 93.

P. 135. THIS RAISES DISGUST, RATHER

THAN TERROR OR COMPASSION.

Literally,
&quot;

for this is neither terrible, nor

piteous, but
shocking&quot; yp poj&pov, *&amp;lt;? iteuvov

TXTO, AAa /xtapov &amp;gt;
. But we certainly must not

understand Aristotle to assert, that no pity is excited

by the sufferings of an exemplary character. This

would be directly contrary to his own account of

pity : Ex*-3

psv, nipi rov dirafciov
a

. He must mean

only, that they are rather shocking, than affecting;

as it is well rendered by Piccolomini ;

&quot; un cosi

&quot;

fatto caso non ha, ne del terrible, (per dir cosi,)

&quot; ne del compassionevole ;
ma piu tosto ha dell

&quot;

abominevole, e dello scellerato.&quot;
(

That is, as

this

&quot; Mortuis variant, inutu
cm,&quot;

in the Homeric sense of

/WEAE!^-. See II. Y. 795 ^@- ouv@- useless, unavailing

praise. So, in Virgil
4t inani muncre.&quot; ^En. vi. 886.

And, ^En.xi. 51.

Nos jnvenem exanimum - - -

- - - vano mces:i comitamur honore.

Mtxe MATAIO2. Suid. and Heycfi.So, Apoll.

Rhod. i. 1249. MEAEH de. bt ETTXETO ^vn.
&quot; Vanus ei

erat clamor.&quot;

a And see Rhet.ll. 8.
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this clear and exact, though prolix, writer has

explained it in his subsequent annotation,
&quot;

quello affetto dell odio e dell abominatione,
&quot;

sopravaiiza in inodo 1 affetto del timore, e quel
&quot;

della compassione. che gli ricuopre, e gli asconde,

&quot;

e supera, in modo che quasi non si fan scntire.

Muzpov shocking,, disgusting, c. because con

trary to our established ideas of justice, and to

every moral sentiment of our nature. History,

indeed, must represent facts as they are; \\ithout

any regard to the sentiments they may excite.

But the case is far otherwise with the fictipns of

the Poet. We think he ought not to make such a

representation of things
b

. We consider it as dis

couraging to virtue, as immoral, even, in some

degree, as irreligious. What reader of CLARISSA

does not find the pity, the pleasurable pity, at

least, which it is the object of such a work to

excite, frequently counteracted, and diminished, to

say no more, by some indignant feelings of this

kind? The story of Sidney Biddulph, though a

work of considerable merit in the execution, is

liable to the same objection. The mind of a

reader is harrassed and revolted throughout by the

most improbable and determined perverseness of

i unfortunate

b &quot; Cum historia vera successus rerum minime pro
&quot; mentis virtutum et scelerum narret ; corrigit earn

Poesis, et exitus et foitunas, secundum merita, et ex
&quot;

lege Nemeseos, exhibet.&quot;

Bacon, DC Aug. SV. lib. ii. c. 13.

H 4
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unfortunate combinations ; and shocked, at last,

by the wanton production of misery, neither de

served, nor likely.
Ou Qofafov, & ixtuwv TXTO,

aXA
pi.o]&amp;gt;.

Fontenelle says, in perfect confor

mity with Aristotle,
&quot;

Plus le heros est aime, plus
&quot;

il est convenable de le rend re heureux a la fin.

&quot;

II ne faut point renvoyer le spectateur avec la

fl douleur de plaindre la destinee d un homme
&quot;

verteux.&quot; Reflex, sur la Poet. Sect. 52.

To do justice to the author s meaning, two other

things should be kept in mind: i. That, by his

T.xf, he here means a character of consummate

virtue, whose misfortunes were not drawn upon

him by anyfault of his own. This is evident from

what follows. The sense of the word is sufficiently

fixed by its opposite, 2$OAPA irowfov, as well as

by the equivalent expression, *f ET AIA$EPX1N xat

Jijcaioo-uvu, in his description of the proper character

for Tragedy . 2. That he presently afterwards

softens a little the rigour of his precept as here

delivered, by saying, that the character should be

either such as he had prescribed, &quot;or better rather

than worse :&quot; |3iATw@&amp;gt; //,AAOX

NOTE 94.

P. 135. FOR IT IS NEITHER GRATIFYING

IN A MORAL VIEW, &C.

OuTf
y&amp;gt;

tfiAANciPnnON . Without entering

into a loi g chscusjnon of all that has been urged

c For Ansioile s account ot
siritmeia, the reader may

consults/A. l\^om. V. 10. ed. Wilk.
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by the commentators in favour of the different

senses they have assigned to the word ^\X.^^UTFOV

here, I shall only say, that, upon the most atten

tive comparison of this passage with another, in

cap. xviii. where the term again occurs, it appears

to me, that the full meaning of it is, gratifying to

philanthropy; pleasing by its conformity to our

natural sense of justice, by its moral tendency.

Indeed this seems to follow from the word
pixgov,

to which
&amp;lt;piXxvQguTrov

is opposed. The represen

tation of a good man (ta-xif) made miserable is

[Atapov disgusting, shocking. Why ? Plainly, on

account of its evident injustice, and immoral ten

dency. The representation of a very bad man

a woMI/)*) punished by calamity, is
&amp;lt;p

iXav-

;
that is, pleasing to the spectator, on the

same principle, from its opposite tendency.

A singular, but somewhat similar, use is made

of the same word in Plutarch s dialogue -srtpi

Ma&amp;lt;nxs ; where, speaking of the wicked innovations

of the more modern musicians, Timotheus, Phi-

loxenus, &c. he says of them piAoxaivoi yeyovao-i,

rov $IAAN@PniION xat fopa-nxo* NTN ONO-

MAZOMENON Awgarrt j. M. Burette s note upon
this is perfectly unsatisfactory

a
. I belive we shoud

read TO &amp;lt;p^xv^unrov xat EATPIKON x.r.aA.

i. e.
&quot;

being lovers of novelty, they affect what is

&quot; now termed the pleasing and theatrical
style.&quot;

The

* Mem. de 1 Acacl. dcs Inscrip. vol. xix. p. 325, oct. ed,

In H. Stephens s ed. of Plut. p. 2080.
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The Theatre, we know, was considered by the

purists of that time, as the great source of corrup

tion in Music. The reader may see how Plutarch

rails, on this subject, p. 2081, and 2089 ;
where he

laments Trotvras TS?
n*a&amp;lt;nxiK aVrojUEj/a? Trpo? rw

EATPIKHN 7rpo&amp;lt;rx%u!pwizL ^Kiroiv. It appears,

from his expression, NTN ovopafypwov, that this

was a new and fashionable use of the word
&amp;lt;piXav-

0/&amp;gt;w7Toi/ ; which, from the sense of pleasing to natural

benevolence, (as in the passage of Aristotle), seems

to have been extended to signify, what wasplcasing,

and grateful, to the popular taste, in general; in

opposition to those more chaste and severe pro

ductions of the artist, which aimed only at the gra

tification of the critical, and the learned. And,

indeed, no sort of philanthropy is more common,
in all times, and in every art, than that of accom

modation to the public taste.

NOTE 95.

P. 136. OUR TERROR, BT SOME RESEM

BLANCE BETWEEN THE SUFFERER AND OUR
SELVES.

Thus, in the Rhetoric, it is recommended to the

Orator, as one method of exciting terror in his

hearers, TH? OMOIOT2 &amp;lt;Tnxvui/a -Trao-^ovTa?, y TCI-

rrovOoTa?
a
. Aristotle s doctrine concerning the

importance of this resemblance to ourselves in the

. object

&quot; s-
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object of the passion to be excited, and the extent

he gives to- the word ojuoiof, may be seen in the

passages of his Rhetoric referred to in the margin
b
.

The resemblance, however, here particularly

meant, is undoubtedly resemblance of character.

This is well explained by M. Batteux in few words :

&quot; Un crime atroce, un horreur de scettrat, revoke
&quot;

le spectateur, et par cette revolte meme, le ras-

&quot;

sure contre la crainte
; parcequ il se sent aussi

&quot;

eloigne* du malheur, qu il 1 est du crime.&quot;

[Quatre Poetiques, torn. i. p. 307.] Or, as it is

more fully developed by Piccolomini,
&quot;

Ripu-
&quot;

tando, per il piu, gl uomini se stessi buoni,
&quot; o almeno non cattivi, ed in somma, non degni
&quot;

di male; e, per conseguente, disximili a quelle
&quot;

personc inigue,
in cui veggon il male, e in questo

&quot;

differenti da esse, die elle lo meritano, ed essi

&amp;lt;f non lo meritano : non vengon a dubitar di ca-

&quot; dere in tai mali, e, conseguentemente, non ne
u nasce timore in loro.&quot; p. 1 94.

NOTE 96.

P. 136. NOR YET INVOLVED IN MISFOR

TUNE BY DE-LIBERATE VICE, OR VILLANY
;

BUT BY SOME ERROR OF HUMAN FRAILTY.

MUTE Sioi xtzxiizv Kan fj.o^i\^iotv ptrotfioiXXuv &amp;lt;? Ttif

^uru^taf, *AAa &amp;lt;?

jixa^Tai/
T*H% .1 hus, in the

Ethic. NicoriL V. 10. p. 69. he uses jno^6pa, and

xaxut,

b Ubi supra. Cap.\m, p. 559, E. Cap.x.jnit.
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xowx, as synonymous : and, VII. 9 ;
where he

says of poxfypHx, that it is 2YNEXH2 tronpu,

a vitious character, disposition, habit, &c. It

also implies deliberate choice and intention,

(
orav Js IK sroa(Tw?) /Aop/On/na, V. 8.) in oppo

sition to a/xa/ma, which excludes TTfooupurn;, and is

vu KAKIAS. (ibid.)

To understand rightly what the philosopher

says in this part of his work on Poetry, and espe

cially his application of his doctrine to such cha

racters as Oedipus and Thyestes, we ought carefully

to take his own sense of his own words. For want

of this, Dacier
a
confounds himself and his readers

in his note about Thyestes. He mistakes Aristotle s

sense of a^a/ma. Dacier s
&quot;

inwlontaire&quot; in

cludes

a A fine writer, M. Marmontel, has fallen into this and

several other mistakes, by following Dacier and other

translators, (for we are none of us to be depended on,J

instead of taking the meaning of Aristotle from Aristotle

himself. See his Poetique Franchise, torn. ii. p. 109,
where he adopts Dacier s &quot;

invo/ontaire.&quot; In another

place he says,
&amp;lt;f Dans

Sophocle, Oedipe voyant arriver les

&quot; enfans qu il a eu de sa mere, il leur tend les bras et leur

&quot; dit : approchez, embrassez, votre- // n acheve pas, et

&quot; le sublime est dans la reticence&quot; Now the fact is, that

this reticence is
solely the property of the good father

Brnmoy, with respect to whom we may apply to M. Mar-
montel the words of Aristotle, quoted below, adM f& psv

tat en, aoim &. Brumoy translates &quot;

approchez, et em-
&quot; brassez votre ---

frere,&quot; &c. Sophocles wrote

raj atyas rav raj
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eludes both axa&amp;lt;noi/,
and aVpo|3a?uurov, which Aris

totle distinguishes; his *wr*i**rot being not

involuntary, but only, 720^ I*
7r/&amp;gt;oaj/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;rf?.

See the

whole cap. x. of lib. 5, as above. One passage,

in cap. ix. of lib. 7, will particularly illustrate

Aristotle s examples. Ch AKPATEI2 (such were

Oedipus and Thyestes, men of ungovernable pas

sion,) AAIKOI
(*&amp;lt;v

a* V, (i.
e. are not unjust

wen not xaxo, poxpngot, of bad dispositions, &c.)

AAIKOT2I ft yet they commit transient and oc

casional wrong, &amp;lt;T* TraSt^, as he says elsewhere
b
.

The objections made by Cornell le, Fontenelle,

and other critics, to such subjects as that of the

Oedipus, which they hold to be improper for

Tragedy on account of the supposed fatality of

the crimes committed, are well and solidly an

swered in an excellent note of the Abbe Batteux

upon this passage.

NOTE 97.

P. 137. UPON THE STAGE AND IN THE

DRAMATIC CONTESTS.

E?rt TOM (TXII&amp;gt;WV xa* ruv dyuvuv i.e. merely, in

the representation. There seems to be no more

foundation for the distinction which Dacier here

supposes, between rxwv, and ywi/, than for the

same distinction between ywv, and uVoxptrat, in the

similar expression, uyuv
3

xa&amp;lt;
USTOX/TI&amp;gt;,

in cap. vi.

b O (AM autpcuTn^ 3f on Qavte) TrgonTEi Sic*

VII. 2. p. 86.
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NOTE 98.

P. 137. EURIPIDES --- THE MOST TRAGIC

OF ALL POETS.

More, however, it has been observed, with re

spect to the emotion of pity, than that of terror.

And so, Quintilian :

&quot; In affectibus cum omni-
&quot; bus minis, turn in iis qui MISERATIONE con-

&quot;

stant, facile
pracipuus.&quot; [lib. x. c. i .] Yet the

powers of this admirable, though unequal, genius,

were by no means confined to emotions of ten

derness and pity. He, too, as one of &quot; Natures

darlings&quot; possessed that
&quot;

golden key,&quot;
which

can not only
&quot;

ope the sacred source of sympa

thetic tears,&quot; but can
&quot;

unlock&quot; also, and at

the same time, the
&quot;

gates of horror&quot; and of
&quot;

thrilling fears.&quot;
As proofs of this, I am

tempted to produce two passages of this Poet,

which I could never read without shuddering.

In that scene between Medea and Jason, in

which, previous to the execution of her horrid

vengeance, she deludes him with feigned recon

ciliation and submission, when Jason, addressing
the children, says,

ifotpt
&amp;lt;T

upon; iurat^

Medea
* &quot; O may I see you blooming in the prime

&quot; Of manhood, and to every virtue train d,

Superior to my foes !

&quot;

[Mr. Potter s Transl. v. 989.]
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Medea turns away her face and weeps : and

when Jason asks the reason of her tears, she an

swers,

Ou$V* TBKVUV TUV$*
fttOtlpbfMy 7T6^

*.

&quot; And
why,&quot; says Jason again,

&quot; lament thus
&quot;

over these children?&quot; Medea, then, knowing,

but veiling in ambiguity, her dreadful purpose of

destroying them, replies,

ETHCTOV auTff ZHN A OT EHHYXOT
TEKNA,

EIEHA0E M OIKTOr, El TENHSETAI
TAAE ! v . 930.

&quot;

I am their mother: when thy wish was breath d
&quot; That they might live, a piteous thought arose,

&quot;

If that might be!&quot;

Potter s Eurip. v. lOoo.

The other passage is in the Electra. In the

fine scene between Orestes and Electra, imme

diately after the murder of their mother, Orestes

asks his sister,

GtOV O&amp;gt; TOL\OLIV luV TTSTTXUV

ed?tS, jttaj-ov
\v (povceig , v. 1206.

JMark d you not, how my mother, ere I struck her.

Withdrew her robe, and to our view exposed

The breast that nourished us
c

!
- - -

I know

b &quot;

Nothing : I was but thinking of my sons.&quot;

c The excellent translator of Euripides will pardon

my having recourse here to a version of my owo, merely
for
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I know not what more can be said to the praise

of Euripides, than, that no one, I believe, can

read this scene without being reminded of the

MACBETH of SHAKSPEARE.

NOTE 99.

P. 137. THAT WHICH is OF A DOUBLE

CONSTRUCTION, AND ALSO ENDS IN TWO OP

POSITE EVENTS, TO THE GOOD, AND TO THE

BAD, CHARACTERS.

SrSTASLS, * - - - 2Y2TAIIN e^str* z. e.&quot;That

&quot;

construction which has a double construction.&quot;

Can this be as the author left it? I cannot

but suspect thejirst &amp;lt;rura&amp;lt;n? to be an interpolation.

Without it, all will go on well. H ptv xv

Jf, [sc. T^aywjTta,] 17 7rpcoTi

U7TO TJI/Wl/ Ifl 15 SlirXW T TW ffVfCtffU/

TXUTW(r, &C.

The particle, TE, here, is neglected by most of

the commentators and translators, who, accord

ingly, of two distinct things make one only ;
un

derstanding Aristotle, by his JWAu o-urao-*?, to mean

only a fable that has a doublt catastrophe, ending

oppositely to opposite characters. But the ex-

_____ pression

for the sake of pointing out more distinctly to the English

reader that particular circumstance of the original, which

strikes me most. Mr. Potter s lines are,

&quot; Didst thou see her, when she drew
&quot; Her vests aside, and bared her breasts v. 1338.
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r-ession is,
&quot;

that has both a double construction,

&quot; and a double catastrophe.&quot; h*\w TE r*v

ffvrcurw. KAI TAvrw&amp;lt;ra X.T. aA. We must not,

however, confound this double construction with

duplicity of action, and what we call double plots.

I believe Castelvetro, who did not let the re escape

him, has explained it rightly.
&quot;

Dice, che questa
&quot;

constitutione di favola e doppia, percioche ha
&quot; due -maniere di persone, Tuna di buone, o di

&quot;

mezzane, e 1 altra di scelerate.&quot; (p. 293.) An

explanation that will come still better recom

mended to the r-eader by the coincident opinion

of the learned and accurate author of Critical

Observations on Books, antient and modern
;
who

has given the following explanatory version of this

passage
*

:

&quot; That constitution of an Epic tale
b

,

&quot; which is reckoned the first by some, is in reality
* but the second in point of excellence, namely,
*

that which, like the Odyssey, has a double set of
*

characters, one virtuous, and one vitious, and
&quot; wherein the action also ends contrarywise to the

&amp;lt;s

virtuous and vitious agents, so that the former
&quot;

terminate in prosperity, and the latter in adver-

&quot;

sity.&quot;
These two things, though closely con

nected, are evidently distinct. There may be a

double

* Number I. p. 3.

b
I do not see the learned writer s reason for inserting

the word Epic. Aristotle is here plainly speaking of the

Tragic fable, though he draws his illustration, indeed,

from an Epic Poem.

VOL. II, I
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double set of characters, where yet there is no

contrariety of catastrophe, but all ends well to all.

Such a fable, as Aristotle describes, though a

very different thing from our plot and under-plot,

yet, as it consists of opposite characters, opposite

interests, and opposite events, may well enough

be considered as of a double construction &amp;lt;Ji7rA?}?

c-urao-ew?. Unity of action, indeed, upon Aristotle s

principles, was essential both to the single and to

the double fable
; yet that unity admits of degrees,

and the double fable was less strictly one action

than the single. The single fable might be com

pared to a single stream : the plot and under-plot,

to two separate, though contiguous, and now and

then intermingling, streams: Aristotle s fable of

double construction, to two opposite collateral

currents, (if such a thing may be imagined,) in

the same channel.

NOTE 100.

P. 138. TlIIS KIND OF PLEASURE IS NOT

THE PROPER PLEASURE OF TRAGEDY, BUT

BELONGS RATHER TO COMEDY, &C.

What is the proper pleasure to be expected

from Tragedy, we have already been told, and

we are told again, more plainly, if possible, in the

next chapter. It is i *Vo !AE xai
&amp;lt;poj3a

HAONH:
&quot;

the pleasure that arises from pity and terror
1

.&quot;

The

* Transl. Sect, 13.
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The double iable Aristotle seems to have con

sidered as not giving this pleasure, or at least, aa

giving it weakly and imperfectly, because all the

unhappiness of the catastrophe falls on the odious

characters, the
&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;pofya ww^a?. In the room of

this pleasure, which Tragedy ought to give, the

double fable substitutes that of a satisfactory con

clusion ;
a catastrophe accommodated to the

wishes of the spectator. But this, says Aristotle,

is a pleasure that rather belongs to Comedy than

to Tragedy : MAAAON THJ xupuh&s tlneta. For

he is not here rejecting this double plan, but only

shewing why it is not, as some held it to be, the

best, TT^WTJJ. Such Tragedies, he says, afford a

pleasure of the same kind, at least, with that

which Comedy affords; though Comedy indeed

goes farther; for there, all must end well; ene

mies, as inveterate as Orestes and jEgisthus,

must shake hands at last, and the spectator must

be dismissed with no impression upon his mind,

but that of pure and unmixed pleasure.

If we understand the passage in this way, it

will not, I think,
J

be necessary to suppose, what,

I own, I was once much inclined to suppose with

Heinsius, that the text is defective; and that, after

the word Otaratf, Aristotle had, originally, men

tioned the third and worst kind of fable, termi

nating in a happy eve. t to all t e characters; to

which, and not to the st&.nd species, v\ hat follows

about Comedy v\as rncvtit to Le applied. Very
I a specious
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specious reasons might certainly be produced iri

support of such a conjecture, if it were necessary,

But we have no encouragement from MSS. to

suspect any omission, and the passage, as here

explained, seems to have little, or no, difficulty.

Tiie chief objection is, that what is here said of

Comedy is not applicable to the double Tragic

fable, in which there is no reconciliation of ene

mies b
,

c. But it was not, I think, intended to

be so closely applicable. All that Aristotle meant

must have been, to shew*, that the pleasure arising

from his second species of fable, differed only in

degree from that of Comedy,- that the circum

stance of ending satisfactorily was common to

both*.

Chaucer s Monk had the true Aristotelic idea

of Tragedy :

Tragedie is to sayn a certain storie,

As olde bockes maken us memorie,

Of him that stood in gret prosperitee,

And is yfalien out of high degree

In to miserie, and endeth wretchedly
c
. p

b See the note of Heinsius. Castelvetro supposes

Aristotle to be answering a tacit objection
u Why not

&quot; a happy termination for all the characters, good and
&quot;

bad?&quot; p. 294.
* The author of one of the arguments to the Orestes.

of Euripides, says, TO & tyapa KHMIKHTEPAN efti njy

c

Canterbury Tales, v. 13979. Mr. Tyrwhitt s ed.

Chaucer, however, uses the word Tragedy in a loose

sens*
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But the knight, and the host, were among the

A20ENEI2:

Ho ! quod the knight, good sire, no more of this:

That ye han said is right ynoiigh ywis,

And mochel more ;
for litel hevinesse

Is right ynough to mochel folk, -I gesse.

I say for me, it is a gret disese, [uneasiness]

Wher as men have ben in gret welth and ese,

To heren of hir soden fall, alas !

And the contrary is joye and gret solas,

As whan a man hath ben in poure estat,

And climbeth up, and wexeth fortunat,

And ther abideth in prosperitee :

Swiche thing is gladsom, as it thinketh me,

And of swiche thing were goodly for to tellc
J
.

NOTE 101.

P. 139. WHO MAKE USE OF THE DECORA

TION TO PRODUCE, NOT THE TERRIBLE, BUT

THE MARVELLOUS ONLY .

One would think, that commentators on Aris

totle might find enough in this work to satisfy the

keenest

sence, (as Dr. Burney has observed, Hist, of Mus. vol. ii.

p. 320.) for a tragical story. And for this he. seems to

have Plato s authority : rag re TPAFIKH2 sroi5

aTTTOfAfvug, kv io/*0Eies,- KAI EN EriESl. Rep.x. And so

presently after, OMHPOT, * xeu M TV@- TON TPA-

m&amp;lt;AIOnOinN : and he calls Homer ST?.TOV

3ifljroww, See, also, p. 152, E. ed. Serr. vol. i.

f V. 14773* 8rc,
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keenest appetite for difficulties, without any assist

ance from their own invention. Yet here, they

have contrived to perplex one of the plainest

passages that can be found. Nothing can well

be clearer than Aristotle s expression: 01 Se MH
TO &amp;lt;K)BEPON, JVa -nj? tytus, d^Xoc, TO TEPATfi-

AE2 MONON, 7rafa&amp;lt;rxufrVTf?.
He is not, as

some critics have supposed
1

, examining here

three different ways of raising terror, but two

only; by the plot itself, which he justly pro

nounces to be the best way, and by the
o4&quot;?

the

spectacle, scenes, dresses, &c. As for those Poets,

he continues, who make use of the oi]/*?, for the

purpose of exciting, not terror, but wonder only,

they are out of the question ; this
&quot; has nothing

&quot;

to do with Tragedy&quot; &c. If Aristotle, by

rsgKTuftt, had meant only, as has been understood,

A monstrous degree of the terrible
&quot; mostruoso

t

&quot;

soprano spavento&quot;
as Castelvetro calls it

b

,
he

surely would not have used so strong an expres

sion as OTAEN TJ T^ywJW KOINHNOTSIN.

lie docs not here exclude even the rsf TW&?, &quot;ab

solutely, and in general; but the mere rsgetrufa ;

Tefarw&f MONON &quot;

only the wonderful;&quot; and

that, & TUS o 4/Eff. The marvellous and super

natural, may, we know, in the hands of a Poet of

genius, be made a powerful instrument of Tragic

terror.

a
Robonelli, Castelvetro, Piccblomini, Beni.

b P. 298. M. Batteux follows this interpretation. He
translates rtfa-rafo,

&quot;

cffrayant&quot;
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terror. Aristotle would hardly, I imagine, have

censured a drama like that of Macbeth, as having
&quot;

nothing in common with
Tragedy.&quot;

The difficulty, indeed, of managing the visible

cf*TJW, so as to produce any serious effect, is

sufficiently great. We have, I think, but one

dramatic Poet who could walk, though others

may have dared to walk,
&quot;

within that circle&quot;

The decoration of the Eumenides of /Eschylus,

and his chorus of fifty furies, with their pvypot,

and their taynol
c

,
their snorings, their screams,

and their torches, may very well be conceived to

have put women and children in a real fright ;

but whether it produced any sympathetic, illusive,

and pleasurable, terror the only terror in ques

tion
d

1 should much doubt. Yet Dacier, very

gravely, produces this story of children fainting

away, and women miscarrying, with the fright, as

an example of Tragic terror excited by the oij/i?

e
.

According to Dacier s account, the allegorical

personage of Auo-o-a, or Madness, in the Hercules

Furens of Euripides, appears in her aerial car,
&quot; with a hundred heads, round which hiss a thou-
&quot; sand serpents*.

&quot;

It is rather difficult to

conceive

c See v. 116, &c.
d See Dr. Campbell s Phllos. of Rhetoric, book I.

ch. ii. p. 323.
e P. 213, and 47, note 36. The story is told by the

anonymous writer of the life of /Eschylus : wre ix
&amp;gt;EX

215.
I 4
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conceive how this could have been managed.

These hundred heads, in the passage of the chorus,

alluded to, v. 884, certainly belong to the serpents,

not to Aua-a-a herself; and the emendation of

Reiske seems probable; IxaroyxspaAotf O$eut

iot.-xv\pc&amp;lt;,&amp;lt;n.

&quot;

centicipitibus serpentum sibilis V*

Even so, I can scarce imagine an Athenian au

dience to have received this exhibition with coun

tenances perfectly Tragic. The arrival of old

OCEAN mounted upon his Griffin, in the Prome

theus of JBschylus, must, one would suppose, have

had as ridiculous an effect, as I remember the

entrance of the Minotaur to have had upon the

audience, some years ago, in the opera of Teseo.

If such a dramatic entertainment as our Pan-

tombne had existed in the days of Aristotle, he

would probably have represented the Tragic Poets,,

whom he here censures, as encroaching on that

province : for, indeed, the T^arwJW (J.QVOV
&amp;lt;JW T?

o^mf Tr&pxtrxsvtz^opwov, would accurately enough

express the -n3vw olxuxv of the pantomime. But,

what would the philosopher have said to a species

of the drama, of which the O^?, which he places

at the very bottom of his scale [cap. vi.], is the

very soul
^x&quot;

J4a&amp;lt; IQV ^VXP an&amp;lt;^ where the

&amp;lt;rxuoiro^, or the carpenter, takes the lead of the

Poet? To do it justice, however, it has its Mu6&amp;gt;,

its fable, such as it is, with its beginning, its middle,

and its
end&amp;gt; though a spectator may be often

puzzled

See the Ox. Euripides.
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puzzled to make, as we commonly say, head or tail

of its plot. It has also its & and its
*u&amp;lt;mr,

its

tiaeuds and its denouement, in great abundance
;

being, indeed, from beginning to end, a continued

series of knots., tied by love, and cut by rnagic.

Here are also
TrsgiTrtTtioti

and aWyvcopjo-Ei?, revo

lutions, and discoveries, in plenty; though the

chief revolution, indeed, be in the scenery ;

rt ? ro ivotVTiov TUV OP-QMENUN pttot,$o\ir\. And
with respect to discoveries, the pantomime may be

characterized as Aristotle characterizes the Odys

sey, ava-yj/w/jjcrEi? yap cTjoAa
&quot;

it abounds through-
&quot; out with discoveries

d
;&quot;

for the poor hero is

perpetually discovered, and very seldom sl? piAta^
6
.

Then there are n&amp;lt;zfa too, disasters the irgoifae

cfanpoti
{
at least, which, to the upper gallery, make

the merriest part of the entertainment. An es

sential character, the clown, is even appropriated

to this purpose of suffering, and his clothes well

wadded for the reception of blows, kicks, and

falls
g
. But Aristotle little foresaw, I suppose,

when

a
Cap. xxiv. Transl. Part III. Sect. I.

e
Cap. xi.

f

Cap. xii. init.

8 The Germans, not many years ago, were, it seems,

so fond of this sort of humour, that Dr. Burney tells us,
&quot; bills were regularly brought in to the managers at the
&quot; end of each week, in which the comic actors used to

&quot;

charge ;
&quot; So much for a slap on the face,&quot;

&quot; So
u much for a broken head,&quot; &c. See vol. i. of Dr.

Burney s entertaining yournal of a Tour through Germany,
^c, p. 223.
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when, he wrote his first chapter, that a species of

drama without words would one day be invented :

still less, probably, could he have imagined, what

to the antients would have appeared the strangest

part of this business, that, though accompanied

throughout by MUSIC, yet it would not imitate

&quot;

by gesticulated rhyth?n&quot;
Six

&amp;lt;r^^&amp;lt;x.T^o^^uv

PY0MHN
;
the gestures of the actors in panto

mime, being not at all regulated by the measures of

the music, or only occasionally, and accidentally,

according to the ear, and inclination, of the per

former
h

.

NOTE 102.

P. 139. MOST TERRIBLE, OR PITEOUS .

After having established, that the terrible and

piteous should arise from the circumstances of

the action itself, Aristotle proceeds to examine what

are the circumstances that will produce the highest

degree of terror and pity, within the proper limits ;

that is, so as to avoid what he calls the piapov,

the shocking, and disgusting. And this, perhaps,

led him here to use the words favoc, and oxrpa, as

being, if I mistake not, rather stronger than poj&o*,

and

h The pantomimic exhibitions of the Romans, spoken
of in NOTE 4, and described pretty fully by Lucian,
De Salt, were widely different. They were a species of

dance, and the gestures of the performers were strictly

governed by the rhythm of the music
; the words, which

it was the business-of the dancer to express by those ges

tures, being sung, at the same time, by a chorus.
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and Ihteim. For the subject of this chapter seems,

in short, to be, the proper management of the Ila,Qn

or disastrous incidents :
&quot;

Comment,&quot; as Dacier

has rightly observed,
&quot; on doit se conduire dans

&quot; ks actions atroces&quot; p. 236. Without this lead

ing idea it would be difficult to explain satisfacto

rily some passages that follow.

NOTE 103.

P. 140. BETWEEN FRIENDS.

Ev ronq piAtaK. For the wide sense in which

Aristotle here uses the word piA; a, see Ethic,

Mcom.VHI. i, and 7, ed. Ox. 1716, and the

passage quoted in NOTE 276.

NOTE 104.

P. 14O. BUT IT IS HIS PROVINCE TO INVENT
OTHER SUBJECTS, AND TO MAKE A SKILFUL

USE OF THOSE WHICH HE FINDS ALREADY
ESTABLISHED.

AVTOV $z (upiffxiiy $11, Y.OH rojf TrapaJsJojWfj/oK p^p^irSat

xstAw?. The expression is too short and general to

be clear. It is fairly capable of not less than

three different meanings. Eupio-xew, may mean, to

invent a subject from pure imagination, as Agatho
invented his ANQO2 a

: or it may mean only, to

Jind out a new historical subject ; or, lastly, to

invent, not a subject, but only circumstances and

incidents, by which the old subjects may be varied ;

which

*
Cap. ix. Transl. Part II, Sect. 6.
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which is Dacier s idea :

&quot; Le Poete doit inventer

&quot;

lui-mme, en se servant comme ilfaut des fables

&quot;

receues.&quot; I shall only say, that, on the whole,

J prefer the second of these explanations. Aristotle,

it is true, had allowed
b
,
that a Poet ought not to

be chained down to the old traditional stories,

and even, that it would be ridiculous (ytXow) to

suppose subjects of pure invention absolutely

prohibited. But this is delivered as a permission,

not as a precept ; and he would hardly have en

forced a permission by such an expression as he

here uses iv^ivKiiv AEI. Again auVov ETPI2-

KEIN, (against Daciers explanation,) seems plainly

opposed to TOJ?
7ra/&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;?f&amp;lt;ty*iN&amp;gt;K

XPH20AI &quot;

to Use
&quot;

old subjects properly, and to invent orjind out
&quot; new subjects : not new incidents for an old sub-
&quot;

ject.&quot;
This may, perhaps, receive some illus

tration and support from a similar passage in the

Rhetoric
c
. In the second chapter of the first

book, he divides the proofs of the orator into two

kinds the ar^m, and the
ti/rtyytoi.

The dn^vot

are the external proofs ; witnesses, the torture,

writings, and all such proofs as are ready provided

to the pleader *s hand cV*
/*

$? *u.uv 7re7ropis-it

xx
irfovTrypftiv. The tvTt%voi he defines to be

those argumentative proofs which depend on the

art and invention of the orator himself. He then

concludes wVs hi rxruv, TOI?
/!* XPH2A20AI, roc,

&
b
Cap. ix. Transl. Part. II. Sect. 6.

*
It is quoted, 1 see, by Roboitelli.
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^ ETPEIN :

&quot;

of these proofs, the first sort \v

* have only to make a proper use of; the other

&quot; we must mvent*&quot;

NOTE 105.

P. 142. BUT OF ALL THESE WAYS, &C.

All this is not a little embrouille. Aristotle

describes three ways only. Then he says, or

seems to say,
&quot; There is no other way :&quot; &&?&

TctvTtx. ax *nv AXwf. And to prove this, he enu

merates all the ways possible ; which, at last, turn

out to befour. Hence the text has been supposed

defective. [See Castelvetro ;
and Goulston s sup

plemental translation.] Perhaps there is no oc

casion to suppose this. That, at least, there is no

accidental omission of a fourth case, (that of

purposing without executing,) seems pretty clear

from the. expression ETI fc r^rov Trapx ravnx. :

&quot;

there is still a third way beside these.&quot; It would

have been rather strange, if, immediately after this,

he had proceeded to mention a fourth way.

Taking then the passage as perfect, we must under

stand, I think, by uV E2TIN AA?, not there is

no other way possible but, there is no other pro-

per, admissible way : non licet aliter it must not

be done in any other way. For, he proceeds, there

are butfour ways possible; but of all these, (T*TW

hLe. these four possible ways,) that of being
&quot;

ready to execute, knowingly, and yet not exe-

&quot;

fitting&quot;
is the worst, and not to be enumerated

by
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by a critic among those ways which a Poet may bs

allowed to use.

Thus Dacier appears to have understood the

passage, by his translation, which, I think, is right,

as to the sense. But I thought Aristotle s meaning

iniojht be clearly enough expressed without peri

phrasis, or supplement.

JCOTE 106.

P. 142. BUT THE BEST OF ALL THESE WAYS

IS THE LAST.

In the i3th chapter (Trausl. Sect. 12.) Aristotle

had pronounced that to be the best constituted

Tragedy, which terminates unhappily ; and had

represented that species, which gratifies, by its

catastrophe, the sympathetic wishes of the audience,

as inferior, and affording a kind of pleasure rather

appropriated to Comedy. Yet here, he appears

to give the preference to a plan calculated to afford

that very pleasure in the highest degree. This

seeming inconsistence has given the commentators

much trouble. It is rather surprising, that Dacier

should have perceived what had escaped the supe
rior acuteness of the Italian annotators, viz. that

Aristotle is not, in this chapter, inquiring what is

the best constitution of a Tragic fable in general,

but, what is the best method of managing the most

disastrous and atrocious incidents of Tragic story,

so as to produce the highest possible degree of

5 Tragical
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Tragical emotion in the spectator, without pro

ducing horror and disgust*. With this view of the

subject, the reader, perhaps, will not see much

difficulty in reconciling Aristotle to himself. He

might surely say, without inconsistence,
&quot;

Tragedy,
&quot;

to be perfect, should terminate unhappily.
&quot; Yet there may be particular exceptions to this

&quot;

general rule. The end of Tragedy is, to excite

&quot;

terror and pity ; and that end is most effectually
&quot;

answered, when those emotions are not only ex-
&quot;

cited in the course of the drama, (as they un-
&quot;

doubtedly may be, and to a high degree, even
&quot;

in such pieces as end fortunately,) but are left

&quot;

impressed upon the mind of the spectator by the

&quot;

catastrophe itself. Yet this Tragic terror is not
&quot;

to be pushed to absolute horror, nor the rgzytxw
&quot;

to be confounded with the ptKfov : and I allow,
&quot;

that where the circumstances of the traditional

&quot;

story, from which the Poet takes his plot, are
cc

such, as leave him only the alternative, either of
&quot;

disgusting and shocking the spectator, or of gra-
&quot;

tifying his wishes, the latter is clearly to b*
&quot;

preferred ; and the &nr\n
&amp;lt;n;ra&amp;lt;n?,

the double

&quot;

fable, to which I assigned only the second
&quot;

place f, will, in that particular case, deserve the

Nothing seems more just, or more accurately

expressed, than Aristotle s idea of the end of Tra

gedy; that it is,
&quot;

to give that pleasure which

arises

* See NOTE 102. t Transl. vol. i. p. 137.
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arisesfrom pity and terror through imitation .

&quot;

xfufv cap.xiv. (Transl. Part II. Sect. 13.) But

the Greek Tragedians will be thought, I believe,

by most modern readers, to have sometimes pushed

this principle rather too far, and to have excited a

degree of horror, which even the charms of imi

tation cannot well be conceived to have softened

into pleasurable emotion ;
arid it appears to me,

that Aristotle himself inclined to this opinion, and

that he intended this chapter as a lesson of caution

to the Poets against this excess* He seems plainly

to have considered the actual murder of a mother,

a son, a brother, and the like, as incidents rather

too horrible to be exhibited in any way. If the

deed must be done, let it, he says, if possible

if the story will permit it be done ignorantly.

But it will be still better, if you can avoid doing it,

entirely ;
if you can contrive to make the expec~

tation, combined with the atrociousness of the event

expected, answer your purpose, by raising as much

anxiety, commiseration, and terror in the spec

tator, as may consist with that pleasure which is

the end of Tragedy, and then relieving him at last,

by prevention at the very moment of execution.

That Aristotle thought the end of Tragedy might

be sufficiently answered by the mere expectation

of such events, properly managed, appears from

his expression above : EI VAp(gp d2iX&amp;lt;pov,
* w@*

H MEA-
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H MEAAHi row fuTjjTEo*.
&quot; When a brother

kills, or is going to kill,

&quot;

c.

For this purpose, not only the expectation must

be such, that the action shall appear imminent and

inevitable, but the action itself expected must be

such, as, had it taken place, would have been

dreadful,
&quot;

intolerable&quot; &c. n TM ANHKES^

TI2N a

,
as Aristotle expresses himself in describing

these prevented wa0i. By these means, the emo

tion of terror is brought as near as possible to that

which would arise from the actual perpetration
b

.

If the purport of this chapter has been here

rightly explained, the reader will see how Aristotle

has been misrepresented by many modern critics,

who have understood him to recommend the

Cresphontes of Euripides as a model of the best

possible

a
I find the same thing observed by Robortelli, whose

short comment is worth transcribing.
&quot; Addit verd

* Aristoteles ri ruv awmeruv : grave enim atroxque factum
&quot; illud in Tragoeiiiis esse oportet, quod aliquis patraturus
&quot;

feme fuerit, quia maximum affert auditoribus terrorem,
&quot;

qui proprius Tragoediae est, et admirationem incredi-

&quot; bilem Aiunt enim, Quid si mactasset ? yuam parum
&quot;

abfuit a cesde !
&quot;

p. 1 60.

b This 15 well observed, and well expressed, by Picco-

lomini, (p. 21 ^ &c.) who, with Victorias and other com

mentators, confesses himself embarrassed by the seeming

incon-iistence of the author in this passage, and gives the

imminence of the perpetration as the only solution that

occurs to him. His comment is excellent, but too long

for transcription. I had not seen it when my remarks

were written ; but i was glad to find them so supported.

VOL, JI. K
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possible construction of a Tragic fable in general.

Thus Maflfei, in the dedication of his Mcrope
&quot;

Parla di essa Aristotele nella Poetica, dove
&quot;

trattando de modi di ben comporre lafavoid, del

&quot;

per esempio dell ottimo il Cresfonte d Euripide,
&quot;

in cui 1 atrocita veniva dalla ricognizione im-
tc

pedita.&quot;
And Voltaire, in his letter to Maffei,

prefixed to the French Merope :
&quot;

Aristote, dans
&quot;

sa Poetique immortelle, ne balance pas a dire,
&quot;

que la reconnoissance de Merope et de son fils,

&quot;

etoit le moment le plus interessant de toute la

&quot;

scene Grecque. II donnoit a ce coup de Thea-
&quot;

tre la preference sur tons les autres&quot;

XOTE 107.

P. 142. MEROPE, &c.

Plutarch s account of the effect of this coup de.

Theatre upon the audience, is worth
transcribing,

though apparently incorrect.

ExoTre; $s ryv Iv TV T^oiyu&a. MEPOFTHN, liri

TOV viov OIUTCV, ug (povsx TV vix, TreXexuv j

&amp;lt;roi

ctrov v ru cargu Kivypu Troiet, (

[an, QoBu ?] KOLI ^^ pj &amp;lt;p5atr&amp;gt;7
TOV eTTi

v ySGovTX, KOLI Toury TO
[/.eipctKiov.

[lle&amp;lt; S^xc(p. p. 1837, ed. If. St.]

For other fragments of this Tragedy, the reader

may see the Ox. Euripides,
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NOTE 108.

P. 143. TlIE MANNERS SHOULD BE GOOD.

Good, in the usual sense of moral goodness ; the

only sense which pcfw*, applied to manners, will

bear, and which, even though the word would ad

mit of other senses, would here be fixed, beyond a

doubt, by the plain, unequivocal expression of the

whole passage. Dacier admires and follows the

nonsense of Le Bossu, who makes pfira n Sn mean

poetically good ;
that is, well marked by the Poet ;

in which sense, the rule is equally well observed

by Milton in his Satan, and by Richardson in his

Grandison.
&quot; There

are,&quot; according to this
*

best

&quot;

Interpreter of Aristotle Y &quot; deux sortes de
&quot; bonte dans les mccurs ;

Tune que Ton peut ap-
&quot;

peller morale, et qui est propre a ia vertu : et

&quot;

Tautre est la poetique, a laquelle les hommes les

t(

plus vicieujc out autant de part que les gens de

*
bien V How could Mr, Harris, with his tho

rough knowledge of the Greek language, and his

clear and exact turn of thinking in general, re

commend all this, as &quot; a fine and copious com-
&quot;

mentary on this part of Aristotle s Poetics
c
?

&quot;

I shall not waste time in confuting, what has been

sufficiently

*
Harris, On Music, &c. p. 83, note.

b Traite du Poeme Ep. lib. iv. c. 4.

c Sec Phibl. Inquiries, p. 166; and Le Bossu, lib, iv.

? 4&amp;gt; 5 &c, to which he refers.

K 2
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sufficiently confuted long ago
d

. -TV aXxi, rdt

Qxvovr lirmrotvuv
;

Dacier s note is a curious spe

cimen of absurd interpretation supported by false

translation
e
.

The best comment I have seen on this passage

is that of Ileinsius
;
which I shall therefore give

entire.

&quot;

Caeterum, in moribus, quatuor tenenda esse

&quot; docet Aristotelcs ; quorum primurn est, ut sint

&quot; bom. Qucd est exponendum pluribus. Inter

&quot;

ea quae qtiam maxime in Tragcedia reprehen-
&quot; debat PLATO f

,
vel praecipuum hoc erat

; quod
&quot; imiiirum varia, non uniformis, sit illius imitatio ;

&quot;

ct occasione oblata, probos juxta improbosquc
&quot; imitctur ;. nonnunquam autem improbos tan-

&quot;

turn : quo faciliime anirnum, quod supra mo-
&quot;

nebamns, decipi humanum, qui dum solum
&quot;

respicit decorum, quod propositum est illi, bono-

&quot; rum saepe, et malorum
t
discrimen non agnoscit,

&quot;

et,

d
By Mr. De la Barre. See Mem. dc TAcad. &c. his

Second Diss. Sur le Pocmc Epiquc. See also M. Batteux s

satisfactory note on this passage.

* Aristotle says plainly, the M&- will be %frov, if the

wfoai^T!;
is %pim, and the contrary :

&amp;lt;pav*.ov ptv, [sc. nb@-

E|EZ,] lav QOKJ^W [sc. TTfoa^Ecriv
wow (pavEfav,] %firov $, ioiv %f1-

rw. See, now, Dacier s version of this :
&quot;

11 y a des mceurs

* dans tin discours, ou dans une action, lorsquel un etl autro

&quot; font connoitre 1 inclinaticn ou la res- lution telle qu elle

tl
cst, mauvaise si elle est mauvaisc, bonne si tile est bonne&quot;

f See De Rep. iii. p 394, 395, &c, (Ed, S&amp;lt;n.)
the

passages here alluded to.
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&quot;

et, ut ipse Poeta, utrosque mores imitatur
; quo

&quot;

nihil magis in republic*! pernitiosum excogitari
&quot;

potest. Quippe ratione ista scholatn vitiorum,
&quot; non virtutum, fieri theatrum

;
et quidem quanto

&quot;

magis hanc in partem inclinamus omnes. Pra&amp;gt;

&quot;

terea, interpretes Platonis alium admitti ab eo
&quot;

negant Poetam, quam qui omni varietate

&quot;

sublata, Dcum et honorum virorum actiones

&quot;

imitetur *
; castera enim delectare quidem, non

&quot; autem docere
; plerumque vero mores vitiarc ac

&quot;

corrurnpcre, ideoque nocere magis quam pro-
&quot;

desse. Huic ut occurreret Philosophus, primum
&quot; hoc dc moribus praceptum esse voluif, probi ut
&quot;

csscnt
;

tales enim esse in Tragoedia non modo
&quot;

posse, quod negabat Plato, sed et, quantum
u

ratio poematis pennittcret, dtbcre. Confirmant
&quot; hoc exetnpla tragicorum; qui sine ulla lege
&quot;

hanc tamen legem sunt secuti. Etiam poste-
&quot;

riores critici, qui nonnullas veterum hoc nomine
&quot;

notarunt, quod aut omnes, aut plerasque, pcssimQ
&quot; moratas haberent pcrsonas. Qualis est, ex.
&quot;

grat. Euripidae Orestes; in quo, praeter Pyladen,
{&amp;lt;

improbi omnium sunt mores*. Neque enim
&quot;

haec

* Plato says, the Poets should be obliged, TV TX ayaQs

tlxQVOt *lSJ S//.7TOISIV T0l$ TTOlTfl/JLtXffi: ,
1 (M\ Tia^ Y\^IV TIOIEIV

&amp;lt;( tO
&quot; imitate good characters, or not to imitate at all.&quot; Rep. iii.

p. 401. B.

g He alludes, I suppose, to the censure passed upon thnt

Tragedy in one of the arguments prefixed : TO
dfa/w-z TW

v, XEIPISTON AE T012

Ttants &amp;lt;pavhoi
wav.
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&quot; hfec mens Aristotelis, aut non alios quam optime-
&quot;

moratos, esse inducendos, aut, si alii inducantur,
&quot;

quos iuissc improbos constit, probos iis tribu-

&quot; endos esse mores : sed, ut, quantum ratio ptr-
&quot;

mittit, plures optime morati in eodem luducantur

&quot;

dramate. Quam vis enim et ulriq.te requiruntur,
&quot;

et tarn horum quam illorum ratione constet de-

&quot;

corum, probos tanto esse prceterendos, quanto
*

plus conducunt cum spectantur
h

.&quot;

To do full justice to Aristotle s meaning, it must

be observed, i. That what he says should be un

derstood chiefly, though by no means solely, as

some have explained it
1

, of the principal cha

racters. 2. That the word X^ur* does not imply

a character of high and exemplary virtue. It

seems to answer to our .popular expression, a good

sort cf -man ; and it. excludes absolutely , only

habitual vice, bad disposition, Trom/ua, MOX0HPIA,

as it is expressed in a passage that should be com

pared with this*. 3. That the rule, even with

respect

h JDe Trag. Constit. cap. xiv.

1 So M. Batteux ; and Marmontel, Poet. Francoise,

ii. 1 8 1, who defends the true sense of x^rx. ribi, but says,

that &amp;lt;f the interesting personage of the piece is the only one

&quot; whom Aristotle had in view.&quot; But, Aristotle instances

in Menelaus, who certainly is not * le personnage inte-

&quot;

n-ssant&quot; in the Orestes. His instance of slaves,, too,

shews the precept to be general.

k
Cap. xxv. at the end, where this fault in the manners

is expressed thus Of?u & e7mi[w&amp;lt;ri$
MOX0HPIA wax

f*w w*y*j$ 87j;
W,T,?V. See, Transl, I&amp;gt;art IV. Sect. 7.
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respect to such characters, is not absolute ; as is

evident from Aristotle s expression, when he gives

an example of the violation of it, iry.^ny^y,

MH ANAFKAION : and, again, in cap. xxv.

MH ANAFKH2 OT2HS, x.r.aA. 4. That

what he presently adds, in St lv sxrw yv
l

, is a

necessary modification of the precept, and shews,

that he did not mean, as Heinsius well observes,

to exclude comparative badness of manners, but

meant only as good as may be, consistently with

the observance of the other
requisites

mentioned

the agfAOTTov, and the op,oiy.

The reason of the precept, Aristotle has not

given us. But, it appears, I think, clearly, from

his substituting the word BAABEPA (hurtful., per

nicious,) for
poxflvfot, or Troika, in his enumeration

of the greatest faults of Poetry at the end of

cap. xxv
m

. that, however he might differ from Plato

as to the hurtful tendency of Tragedy, and of

imitative Poetry in general, he so far at least agreed

with him, as to admit the danger of those poe

tical, embellished, and flattering, exhibitions of

vice, in which, as one of the most eloquent, and

I might add, the most Platonic
n
, of modern

writers

1 What he means by /EV-, is explained in the Rhet. il.

t

j. Xeyw JE, FENOS pey, xxtf ri^uaaev otov irai^ YI awif, h

ytfav. xau yvvn KM avvf &amp;lt; Aaxuv, v ETraX-, &c.
m Transl. Part IV. Sect. 7. See, NOTE 260.
n On this subject especially. See his whole letter to

M. D Alembert against the establishment of a Theatre at

Geneva.

K 4
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writers expresses it,

&quot; L auteur, pour faire parler
&quot; clmcun selon son. caractere, est force* de mcttre

&quot; dans la bouche des mediants leurs maximes, et

&quot;

leurs principes, rcvetus de tout 1 eclat des beaux

&quot;

vcrs, et debits d un ton imposant et sententieux,

&quot;

pour 1 iastruction du parterreV With respect

to characters of atrocious villany, such as that of

Glenalvon in Douglas, which can excite only pure

detestation, I believe the ideas of Plato, and per

haps of Aristotle, were very nearly, if not exactly,

the same, which this admirable writer has expressed

in the concluding note of his Nowoelle Eloise.

&quot; En achevant de relire ce recueil, je crois voir

&quot;

pourquoi Finteret, tout foible qu il est, m en est

&quot;

si agitable, et le sera, je pense, a tout lecteur

&quot; d un boo naturel. C est qu au moins ce foible

&quot;

interet est pur et sans melange de peine ; qu il

&quot; n est point excite par jJes noirceurs, par des

&quot;

crimes, ni inele du tourment de hair* Je ne
&quot;

s^aurois concevoir quel plaisir on peut prendre
&amp;lt; a imagincr et composer le personnage d un sce-

&quot;

lerat, a sc mcttre a sa place tandis quon le

&quot;

rtprescnte
p
,
a lui preter 1 eclat le plus imposant.

&quot; Je

Lettre a D Alembertj p. 54. Plato, after citing some

verses of Homer which he conceived to have a pernicious

tendency, says, that he reprobates them % wj s Trowruici

*ai veto, Totg xoMoic axtKiv, aM O^rij nOIHTIKHTEPA,
TOSOTTHj HTTON AKOTSTEON nan nai, avtyaffi,

&c. DC Ecpulr. iii. arc. inil.

P In Plato s figurative and expressive language laurov

ifywaTTEiv TE KM cviravcti ti$ TJ TUV xamovuv TVTIXS, Rep, iii,

p. 396. And see before, p. 395, C, D,
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&quot; Je plains bcaucoup les auteurs de tant de Tra-
&quot;

gedies pleines (Thorreurs, lesquels passent leur

&quot;

vie a faire agir et parler des gens qu on nc peut
&quot;

ecouter ni voir sans souffrir,&quot; &c.

NOTE 109.

P. 143-44. IN GENERAL, WOMEN ARE, PER

HAPS, RATHER BAD THAN GOOD.

&quot;

Aristote,&quot; says M. Batteux,
&quot; ne parle pas

&quot;

ici des Jcmmes en general, mais seulement de

&quot;

celles quc les Poetes ont mises sur le Theatre,
&quot;

telles que Medee, Clytemnestre,&quot;
c. This

is polite; but it will not make Aristotle polite.

He speaks plainly ;
and what he says is, 1 fear,

but too conformable to the manner in which the

antients usually speak of the sex in general. At

leastj he is certainly consistent with himself: wit

ness the following very curious character of women

in his History of Animals, which I give the reader,

by no means for his assent, but for his wonder, or

his diversion.

Tuvv), ay&amp;lt;5po eXtyjpovegepov uai apiScMgv (jLotXXov*

In de
$Qovt()UTSgov

TB KC&I
p,tu,fyiftoi9TtgQt9

xou

&amp;lt;IAOAOIAOPON ^aXXov, KXI nAHKTIKIlTE-
PON *. Tl $S KOCt $V&amp;lt;rQvMV tuXXoV-- KOit

(i. e.)TBPI2TIKflTEPON,says Hesy-
cliius. I am afraid the word means what it says. Jul.

Pollux gives it as one of the epithets of a boxer. We
might translate it, with well-bred ambiguity

&quot; more
n
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2vtre\ifft, xxi ANAIAEETEPON KAI TETAES-

TEPON, tuotsEra.TviTOTc{&amp;gt;Qv re, KXI
jauHfttWMUTtoGV*,

en &, ArPYHNOTEPON b KAI OKNHPO-
TEPON Kat vXug UKttnjrort^ov

K.r.aA. [7)e

Hist. Animal, lib. ix. cap. i.]

To make the reader amen. is for the pain which

this cool and serious invective of the philsopher and

the naturalist may have given him, I cannot resist

the temptation of presenting him with a specimen

of more sportive satire on this subject, in a very

pleasant fragment, preserved by Athenasus, from

a Comedy of Eubulus.

XI Zm TroXyr^T ,
BI KUKU$ eyu KOTZ

E^w yvvotMa/;, vy A* KTroXoi^v ap/z.~

yvvy MySeict,

. eoe&amp;lt; rig ug

ri$ -ex, vy

g r
t
v ptvroi

- ri$ ,

yt p ai XPHSTAI TYNAIKES iFskwov.

ecu nONHPHN Irt Xeyeiv voXXag l-^u.

If ever against woman-kind I rail,

Great Jupiter confound me ! for of all

The good things of this world, they are the best.

Medea, you will say, was bad : agreed ;

But, what a jewel was Penelope!

b
i. e. &quot; more able to keep late /tours, and, at the same

time, more lazyt than men.&quot;
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Urge you the wicked Clytcmnestra ? I,

Oppose the good Alcestis. If you tell me

Of Phaedra, I remind you of the good,

Stay, let me see the good Alas ! how soon

My memory fails me there; while, of the bad)

Examples in abundance still occur.

See Athen. p. 559, or the Excerpta ex

Trag. &c. of Grotius, p. 657.

NOTE 110.

P. 144. RESEMBLANCE - - - A DIFFERENT

THING, c.

The words, wo-Tria
elfnrait,

are embarrassing ; for

the difference here spoken of had not been men

tioned before, as the expression, in its most ob

vious sense, implies. The only meaning I can

find is this. The two requisites, the ot^orrov and

the opoiov, propriety, and resemblance, might easily

be confounded
;
the O/AOJOI/ being indeed only the

a^juoTTot/
in another point of view. The violence and

fierceness of Medea, for example, which form her

historical or traditional character, and, therefore,

the likeness of the Poet s picture, may be said to be

a^/x-oTToi/Ta, proper or suitable, with respect to the

individual, though aV^n-w xai pn a^QT-rovra., im

proper and unsuitable, to the general character of

the sex. And thus Piccolomini :

&quot;

la terza con-
&quot;

ditione che assegna Aristotele a i costumi, la

* f

qual consiste in esscr simile, non differisce della

&quot;

seconda,
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&quot;

seconda, posta neir esser coiwen&ooU, in altroy
&quot;

se non che la conditione del convenevole ri-

&quot;

guarda luniversak; com a dire, che quel
&quot; costume convenga ad un principe, quello ad un
&quot;

suddito, quello a I uomo, &c. senza considerar

&quot;

questa particolar persona, 6 quClla : e la con-
&quot;

ditione del simile riguarda il particolare ; come
&quot; a dire, qual costume convenga di porre in uno
&quot;

che habbia da rappresentar Achille ; qual in

&amp;lt;f

quello che habbia da representare Oreste,&quot; &c.

(p. 220.)

Indeed, Aristotle would hardly have thought of

admonishing the reader not to confound the two

things, had he not seen that they were liable to be

confounded. He would not have remarked, that

they were different, had they been perfectly, and

obviously, distinct. I think then, that the words,

uinrif flpnrati, must refer only to the
C^/AOTTOV, and

the meaning must be, that, to make the manners

like, is a different thing not only from making them

good, but even from making them proper, in such,

a way as had been said in that sense, in which

the word K^OTTOVTOC, had just been used, and ex

plained by his instance. But if we understand

the passage thus, there should be no stop after_ But,

a
By Piccolomini s version, (for he says nothing about

this
difficulty in his commentary,) it appears that he

understood
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But, why does Aristotle mention at all, a dif

ference so very obvious as that between resem

blance, and goodness, of manners? These two

requisites could not easily be confounded, any

more than likeness and beauty in a portrait. There

was more danger of a reader s thinking the opoi ov

too different from the %*rov, and, as a general

precept, incompatible with it. And so indeed he

seems to have apprehended himself, by what he

presently after says
b
about the pipva-K; fitXiiovuv,

and his rule, that the Poet, in imitation of the

painter, should exhibit his characters as much

better than they were, or are supposed to have

been, as is consistent with the preservation of

the likeness.

NOTE 111.

P. 144. THOUGH THE MODEL OF THE POET S

IMITATION BE SOME PERSON OF UNUNIFORM

MANNERS, STILL THAT PERSON MUST BE RE

PRESENTED AS UNIFORMLY UNUNIFORM.

TtTotgrov JE, TO opccXov xxv yoig

r TTJI/
jujw,n&amp;lt;rii/ 7rafjwv xat TOIZTOV rSf

cpaXui; dvu^MKov & tlvoti.
&quot; which last words,&quot;

says an eminent writer,
&quot;

having been not at all

&quot;

understood,

understood the passage as I do :

&quot; essendo cosi fatta

&quot; conditione diversa dalP esser i costumi formati bucni,
&amp;lt;f

e ancora convenevoli net modo che gia si e detto&quot;

b At the end of this Sect, of the translation j and of

ap. xv. of the original.
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&quot;

understood, have kept his interpreters from
&quot;

seeing the true sense and scope of the precept.
&quot; For they have been explained of such characters

&quot;

as that of Tigellms in Horace; which, how-
&quot;

ever proper for satyr, or for farcical Comedy,
&quot;

are of too fantastic and whimsical a nature to

&quot; be admitted into Tragedy ;
of which Aristotle

&quot; must there be chiefly understood to speak, and
&quot;

to which Horace, in this place, alone confines

&quot;

himself. Tis true, indeed, it may be said,
&quot;

that though a whimsical or fantastic character

&quot; be improper for Tragedy, an irresolute one is

&quot;

not. Nothing is finer than a struggle between
&quot;

different passions; and it is perfectly natural,
&quot;

that in such a circumstance, each should prevail
&quot;

by turns. But then there is the widest differ-

&quot; ence between the two cases. Tigellius, with
&quot;

all his fantastic irresolution, is as uniform a
&quot;

character, as that of Mitio. If the expression
&quot;

may be allowed, its very inconsistency is of the

&amp;lt;e essence of its uniformity. On the other hand,
&quot;

Electra, torn with sundry conflicting passions,
&quot;

is most apparently, and in the properest notion
&quot; of the word, ununtform. One of the strongest
&quot;

touches in her character is that of a high, heroic
&quot;

spirit, sensible to her own, and her family s

&quot;

injuries, and determined, at any rate, to revenge
&quot;

them. Yet no sooner is this revenge perpe-
&quot;

trated, than she softens, relents, and pities.
&quot; Here is a manifest unumformity, which can, in
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* no proper sense of the expression, lay claim to

&quot;

the critic s opukov, but may be so managed, by
&quot; the Poet s skill, as to become consistent with

&quot;

the basis or foundation of her character, that

&quot;

is, to be opxXug XVU^K^OV. And that this, in

&quot;

fact, was the meaning of the critic, is plain
&quot; from the similar example to his own rule, given
&quot;

in the case of Iphigenia: which he specifies
&quot;

(how justly, will be considered hereafter) as an
&quot;

instance of the ai/w^aAa, irregular, or ununi-

&quot;

firm, character, ill-expressed, or made incon-

&quot;

sistent. So that the genuine sense of the

&quot;

precept is, Let the manners be uniform
; or,

&quot;

if ununiform, yet consistently so, or uniformly
&quot; ununiform: exactly copied, according to the

&quot;

reading here given, by Horace. Whereas in the

&quot;

other way, it stands thus : Let your characters

&quot; be uniform, or unchanged ; or, if you paint an
&quot; ununiform character (such as Tigellius) let it ba
&quot; ununiform all the way; i.e. such an irregular
&quot;

character to the end of the play, as it was at

4C
the beginning ; which is, in effect, to say, let it

&quot; be uniform: which apparently destroys the

&quot;

latter part of the precept, and makes it an un-

&quot;

meaning tautology with the formerV
I have given this passage entire, that the reader

may have it fully in his power to judge, for hiin-

selfj whether I mistake or misrepresent the mcan-

_______ ing

* Comment, on the Ep. to the Pisos, &c. vol. i,

j&. 104, &c.
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ing of any part of it. I should be sorry to be

thought capable of a perfect confidence in my own

opinion, however carefully and deliberately formed,

when it is opposed by that of such a writer. But,

after having repeatedly considered this comment,

as it certainly deserves to be considered, with all

the attention in my power, I am obliged to con

fess, that it does not satisfy me, and that the com

mon interpretation still appears to me to stand its

ground. My reasons are these :

i . I cannot think, that such change, irresolution,

and temporary inconsistence as arises from &quot;

con-
&quot;

flicting passions,&quot;
comes under the meaning of

Aristotle s HOO2 Kvupothov. H0, is the pre

vailing disposition, the habitual V^OX^SS-K, or settled

character.
&quot;

Electra,&quot; it is said,
&quot;

torn with
&quot;

sundry conflicting passions, is most apparently,
&quot; and in the properest sense of the word, ununl-
&quot;

form? Not so, I think, in Aristotle?, sense of

the word av|uaA&amp;lt;^,
as expressly applied by him

here to u Ou, or manners. The irregularities of

conduct, or of sentiment and speech, arising from

passion, seem to be a distinct thing from such as

imply a change of the fixed, prevailing ijd-, or

characteristic manners of the person. When such

passionate ttnunifbrmity as that above described

in Electra, is so managed by the Poet s skill,
&quot;

as
&quot;

to become consistent with the basis or founda-
&quot;

tion of her character,&quot; that character is not,

then, I think, as the ingenious critic considers it

to
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to be, O/A*A? Kvupotkov, i. e. (.is
it is expressed in

the beginning or the following note, p. 127.)
&quot; an

&quot; nnunironn character justly sustained, or, uni-

&quot;

formly ununiform :&quot; it is not, if I understand

Aristotle rightly, dvupathov at all, in his sense
;

for

lie speaks only of anomalous manners
;
and ano

malous manners, plainly, cannot be made &quot;

con-

&quot;

sistent with the basis or foundation of a cha-

&quot;

racter,&quot;
in any other sense, than as that very

anomaly itself constitutes the character. And

this I take to be Aristotle s meaning : for he is

speaking of that anomaly, in which different cha

racters, not, in which &quot;

different passions, prevail

by turns.&quot;

2. The very expression, KV yxo ANHMAAOS
TI2 ij o TTJV ppxnv iTMfixut,

** TOIOTTON H0O2

ilTroTitaff, seems plainly to indicate an ununiform

character, such as he explains by the o/xaXwj

dvupKXov that follows. avuy*aA&amp;gt;
TIS an ano

malous PERSON : i.e. a person of inconsistent

manners, or character. This expression seems

hardly applicable, without violence, to such casual

and merely apparent inconsistence, as arises from

conflicting passions, and is reconcilable with &quot;

the

&quot;

basis or foundation of a character.&quot;

3.
&quot; The genuine sense of the

precept,&quot; we

are told,
u

is, Let the manners he uniform; or, if

&quot;

ununiform, yet consistently so, or uniformly
&quot;

ununiform&quot; But, consistently, and uniformly,

seem to present different ideas. Aristotle s word,

VOL. II. L
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cju.7..}*?, presents only the latter of these: uni

formly that is, more literally, equally *, evenly,

&c. it does not, I think, answer at all to comis-

tadly&amp;gt;
in the sense in which it is evidently

applied, in this explanation, to what i$ not in

congruous not unaccountable, &c b
. Had this,

therefore, been Aristotle s meaning, he would,

probably, have used, either EIXOTW?, or sv\oyw, or

some other such word appropriated to that mean-

Jng ;
not opothw, which is never, as far as I know,

used in the sense of consistently.

4. But it is objected, that if we take
fya.Xu&amp;lt;;

aw/*xey to mean &quot;

uniform all the way, i. e. such
&quot; an irregular character to the end of the play,
&quot;

as it was at the
beginning,&quot; this,

&quot;

is, in effect

&quot;

to say, let it be uniform; which apparently
&quot;

destroys the latter part of the precept, and
&quot; makes it an unmeaning tautology with the

&quot;

former.&quot;
-- The first part of the precept, I

think, is, Let the manners be uniform
; or, as we

say, of apiece. jESTow to this an objector might

say,

* In Horace s character of Tigel/ius, lib.i. $at.$. &quot;Nil

*
JEQUALE,&quot; is, a&v OMAAON. And so,

&quot; Vixit IN-

**
^QUALIS&quot; asuiMfr-, in sat, 7. lib. ii. of PRISCUS,

another character of the same stamp,
&quot; VERTUMNIS,

ft
quotquot sunt. natus

iniquis&quot;
v. 14*

b
Thus, in the next note &quot; All these considerations

&quot;

put together, Electra might assist at the assassination

&quot; of her mother, consistently with the strongest feelings
&quot; of piety and affection.&quot; Notes on the Ep. to the

Pisos, p. 112.
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say,
&quot; This cannot be an indispensable rule ;

**

uniformity cannot be essentially requisite to the
&quot; manners : for, what, if the Poet should take
&quot;

for the subject of his imitation a person whose
&quot; manners are not uniform?&quot; The answer, or
&quot;

second part of the
precept,&quot; is,

&quot;

then, that

&quot; want of uniformity must be such as constitutes

&quot;

the very character itself; for this falls within

&quot;

the rule; the very inconsistency of the cha-

&quot;

racter (to use the ingenious critic s own words,)
&quot;

being, in this case, of the essence of its uni-

&quot;

formity.
&quot;

I confess I do not here perceive any

thing that can properly be called tautology ; for

though the philosopher says, indeed, in the second

part of the precept no more than he meant to say

in the first ; yet lie plainly apprehended it was

more than he might be understood to say, and

therefore he subjoined this necessary explanation.

What he says is, in short, only this
&quot; Let the

&quot; manners be uniform : an ununiform character
&quot;

is no exception to this ruleV
The

c Le Bossu observes, very well, in explaining this rule,

that whenever the Poet admits this inequality of manners,
&quot;

il doit bien faire retr.arquer aux auditeurs, que cette

&quot;

inegalite est un caractere qtfil donne cxpres a un person-
&quot;

nage&quot;
Livre iv. ch. 7. The following comparison is

no unhappy illustration of Aristotle s precept.
&quot; II arrive

&quot;

quelquetois qu une meaie personne est egale et incgalt
&quot;

(tytaXwf avw.uax-) en meine terns. Parceque le carac-

&quot;

tere, qui dans la plus-part des hommes ressemble au
&quot;

soleil,

L 2
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The TigeUlus of Horace offered liimself natu-

turally enough, upon this occasion, to the com-

nientctors, as an illustration. We need not, how

ever, suppose Aristotle to have thought of so very

fantastic and comic a species of incoherence.

Mutability and caprice are sometimes found in

higher characters, where they are less ludicrous

in tnt ir appearance, and, sometimes, very serious

in their effects. And though, perhaps } any character

of the kind may have too much of a comic cast

to accord with our ideas of Tragic dignity, we

have no reason to conclude, that it would have

found the same difficulty of admittance upon the

Greek stage, where the Tragic muse did, not

unfrequently, condescend to be seen,
&quot;

I shall only add to this note the following pas

sage from the commentary of Victorius, which

appears to me to explain well, in few words, the

meaning, and the spirit, of Aristotle s precept.
&quot; Studens ostendere quantopere hoc prseceptum

&quot; custodiendum sit, affirmat, si quis forte ----

&quot;

varius dissirnilisque sibi inductus semcl sit, eum,
&quot; lalem in omni facto totius fabulas servandum
&quot;

esse, ut (ZiuabiUtas & PoetA custodlatur in

&quot; naturd ilia
in&amp;lt;zquabili

ostendenda: quod non
&quot;

fieret,
^si aliquis le$is, nee in eodum proposito

&quot;

pcrmauens,

&quot;

soleil, done J egalite consiste a paroitre tojours le meme,
&quot; en d autres ressemble a la June, dont 1 egalite n est qu a
tt

changer quatre ibis de faces en un mois.&quot; Ib. p. 450.
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&quot;

permanens, inductus, paulo posted firmus et

&quot;

obstinati animi fingeretyr. Si morum igitur
&quot;

inccqualitas naturtewuLinconstantia constanter

&quot;

servanda est, quanta magis natura indolesque
&quot;

stabilis, par sibi ac jugis ad extremum seroari

11
debct.&quot;

NOTE 1 1 2.

P. 144. WE HAVE AX EXAMPLE OF MAN
NERS UNNECESSARILY BAD, IN THE CHARACTER

OF MENELAUS, &c.

Mr. Potter, in the introduction to bis translation

of the Orestes, says of this passage, that it
&quot;

may
&quot;

be considered as a mysterious oracular sentence,
&quot; which wants an expounder.&quot; I can Only say,

that I think the commentators would have reason

to congratulate themselves, if no sentence of this

mangled work wanted an expositor more than this.

Whether Me read oivy.yy.onQv, or axxyKxus; an

unnecessary example of bad manners, or an exam

ple of unnecessary badness of manners ; the sense

seems evidently the same: and that Aristotle

could not mean, what the excellent translator of

./Eschylus and Euripides seems to think he might
mean to

* excuse the Poet upon the necessity
&quot;-

sufficiently appears from another passage, at the

end of the 25th chapter, [Transl. Tart IV.

Sect. 7.] where this character is a^ain mentioned

as an instance of vitious manners, excused by no

L 3 news-
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necessity pj oivy,yw; &amp;lt;rnf. Mr. Potter com

plains of
&quot;

the little light \vhich the passage
&quot;

derives from the connexion :&quot; I think without

reason. For as the other examples given are

examples of the violation of his other precepts,

relative to propriety, and uniformity, of manners,

the connection plainly indicates this to be an ex

am nlc of the similar violation of his first rule

that the manners should be good. So for, then,

seems to be clear. In what particular view Aris

totle thought the badness of the character not

necessary, may be, indeed, less clear. I should

suppose him to mean, that the historical, or tra

ditional, character of Menelaus, and the obser

vance of the owotov, by no means obliged Euripides

to paint- him in such colours. With respect to

the plea, that it was necessary, because
&quot;

the

&quot; drama could not/ otherwise,
ts have been

&quot; worked up to this terrible height of Tragic
&quot;

distress,&quot; Aristotle s answer would, perhaps,

have been similar to that which he makes upon
another occasion : /. e. the Poet should not,

originally, have so constructed his plan, as to

bring upon himself the necessity of committing

so great a fault : ! %!? yot,^
$

. [SC. /xuOaj]. cap. XXIV.
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NOTE 113.

P. 144-5. OF UN UNIFORM MANNERS, IN

THE IPHIGEXIA AT AULIS, &c.

&quot; How does this appear, independently of the

&quot; name of this great critic? Iphigenia is drawn
&quot;

indeed at first, fearful and suppliant : and
&quot;

surely with the greatest observance of nature.

&quot; The account of her destination to the altar was
&quot;

sudden, and without the least preparation : and,
&quot;

as Lucretius well observes, in commenting her
&quot;

case, NUBENDI TEMTOIIE ix ipso; when
&quot; her thoughts were all employed, and, according
&quot;

to the simplicity of those times, confessed to

&quot; be so, on her promised nuptials. The cause

&quot;

of such destination too, as appeared at first,

&quot; was the private family interest of Menelaus.
&quot;

All this justifies, or rather demands, the

&quot;

strongest expression of female fear and weak-
&quot;

ness. But she afterwards recants and volun-

&quot;

tarily devotes herself to the altar. And this,

&quot; with the same strict attention to probability.
&quot; She had now informed herself of the impor-
&quot;

tance of the case. Her devoteiuent was the

&quot; demand of .Apollo, and the joint petition of all

&quot; Greece. The glory of her country, the dignity
&quot; and interest of her family, the lite of the gene-
&quot;

nerous Achilles, and her own future fame, were,
*

all, nearly concerned in it. All this considered,

L 4 &quot;

together
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&quot;

together with the high, heroic sentiments of
&quot;

those times, and the superior merit, as was be-
&quot;

lieved, of voluntary devotement, Iphigenia s

&quot;

character must have been very unfit for the
&quot;

distress of a whole Tragedy to turn upon, if she
&quot; had not, in the end, discovered the readiest sub-
&quot; mission to her appointment But, to shew
&quot; with what wonderful propriety the Poet knew
&quot;

to sustain his characters, we find her, after all,

&quot; and notwithstanding the heroism of the change,
&quot;

in at strong and passionate apostrophe to her

&quot; native Mycenae, confessing some involuntary
&quot;

apprehensions and regrets, the remains of that

&quot;

instinctive abhorrence of death, which had
&quot;

before so strongly possessed her.

o VK

Once the bright star of Greece - -
-&amp;lt;

But I submit to die.

&quot;

This, I take to be not only a full vindication of
&quot;

the consistency of Ipbigenia s character, but as

&quot;

delicate a stroke of nature as is, perhaps, to be
&quot; found in any writer.&quot; [Commentary on the Ep.
to the Pisos, &c. vol. i. p. 113, &c.]

If all I knew of the Tragedy in question was

from this ingenious defence, I should certainly

acquit Euripides. I cannot acquit him, or can

only partially acquit him, when I read the Tragedy

itself. The iact perhaps is, that the question,

whether
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whether the critic s censure be just or not, cannot

possibly be decided by any general statement of

the case. That Iphigenia, so circumstanced as

she is here, and very justly, described to be, might

at first be timid and suppliant, and, at last, meet

death with resolution, and this, without any incon-

sistence, or duplicity of character, will hardly be

disputed. But the question is, whether Euripides

has actually so drawn this timidity, and this reso

lution, as to preserve the unity of character. To

determine this fairly, we must, at last, have re

course to the detail of the Poet s execution, and

the actual impression which, on the whole, it leaves

upon the reader s mind. All depends here upon

degree and manner. A single nuance in the co

louring, a slight depression or elevation of tone,

in the suppliant, or the heroine, may be sufficient

to determine the impression this way, or that.

What this impression was upon Aristotle s mind,

it may be observed that he has marked very pre

cisely and clearly by the expression, OTAEN

KOIKEN H IKETEYOT2A TH TSTEPHi :

&quot;

the

&quot;

supplicating Iphigenia is NOTHING LIKE the

&quot;

Iphigenia of the conclusion&quot; The expression,

I think, does not imply, that he thought the mere

circumstance of her supplicating at first for life,

and recanting afterwards, was, of itself, necessa

rily inconsistent, but, that the wanner in which

she supplicated was such, as to make her, in that

part, appear to be a different character, another

person,
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perxm, from what she appears to be when she

recants.

My own ogAMM I confess to be, that though

the considerations suggested in this ingenious de

fence of Euripides may prove the censure of

Aristotle to be too strongly, or, at least, too gene

rally, expressed, yet they do not prove it to be

without foundation. I say, too generally, because

perhaps there is but one passage in the speech of

the s-upptiairt Iphigenia, to which the OTAEN

ojxfv is fairly applicable, in its full force. Her

speech, E /u** rov O^vc, &c. v. 1211, which, on

the whole, is highly pathetic, ends with these un

happy lines :

-
jwouvera* $ ot; eu%sra;

Gctvziv KAICQS ZHN KPEISLON H 0A-

NEIN KAA,Q2;
a
. v. 1249.

I leave it to the reader to determine, whether any

intervening circumstances, that can be imagined,

will make it at all conceivable, that the same, Iphi

genia, should, in the short space of time taken up

by the recital oj] at most, only 35 lines ofdialogue*,

experience

* This is softened in Mr. Potter s version :

- - - - - &quot; of his senses is he reft,

&amp;lt;{ Who hath a wish to die
;
for life, though ill,

&quot; Excels whate er there is of good in death.

v. 1365.
b The reader of Euripides will observe, that Iphigenia

continues the same strain of consternation and lamentation

after die speech of her father in reply to her supplication ;

(v. 1255,
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experience such a total change of sentiments, as

to express the most heroic resolution, and the ut

most sensibility to the glory of dying for her

country ;
as to say,

-
$i$u[ti (Tupa. r upov EXXudi.

uer ,
K7rofl 3e/T Tpotuv TOCUTO,

yct(&amp;gt; pvypeKx, ftx,

Aioe. puxfHi, K&amp;lt;x,t TTaife eroi, KOLI yapoi, KXI

do epq. v. 1397.

It seems probable, that Aristotle had chiefly in

view the particular lines I have quoted ;
and had

he any way pointed his censure to that passage

had he Said, xfev wxtv r OTTIiS jWeuaa-a, &c.

quoting, or referring to, the verses, I think there

could have been no objection to the justice of his

criticism.

Gravina, who has also defended Euripides in

his book Delia Tragedhi, lays great stress upon a

circumstance, which does, indeed, seem to be of

considerable moment in the Poet s justification;

I mean, the effect of necessity in producing courage

and

(v. 1255, &c.) and even at v. 1317, she says she dies,
&quot;

impiously murdered by an impiousfather :&quot;

Avcxrix TraTf-.

From the end of this monostrophic lamentation to her

heroic speech v. 1638, there are, 1 think, but 35 lines.

c - - - - &quot; for Greece I give my life.

&quot;

Slay me, demolish Troy : for these shall be
&quot;

Long time my monuments, my children these,
&quot; My nuptials, and my glory.&quot;

- - -

Potter s Eurip. v, 1549.
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and resolution.
&quot; Non e maraviglia, se Ifigenia,

&quot;

quantunque per naturalezza del sesso, timida,
&quot; ed amorosa della vita, slnche la poteva spcrare ;

&quot;

poi resa forte dalla nccemta, madre spesso
&quot; anche delle virtu morali, coine anima gene-
&quot; rosamente educata, disprezza la morte, e cangia
&quot;

1 amor della vita in compiacenza di gloria. II

&quot; che alia giornata anche osserviamo in persons
&quot;

di nascita e d animo vile, che condotte alia

&quot;

morte, arclitamente 1 abbracciano, quantunque
&quot;

al primo avviso costernate rimanessero ; perchh
11

Videa della mcessita iwn avea usata ancor la

&quot; sua
forza.&quot; [Sect. 19.]

This seems much to the purpose ;
and it is sup

ported by its agreement with what we find in the

Tragedy itself. For the change in the sentiments

and language of Iphigenia is not, as we have seen,

produced before the scene in Trochaics between

Clytaemnestra and Achilles; the very scene in

which the inevitable necessity of the sacrifice is

first made clearly apparent. The effect of this

on the resolution of Iphigenia is visible also in

her speech :

- - - rcc &amp;lt;T AAYNAO yi

KA1 OAEON nPAHHMEN OTAEN. - - -

AXX AMFIXANON &^ (rupot,
r vpov

&c. v. 1372.

The
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The learned Mr. Markland, in his excellent

edition of the two Iphigcnias, defends Euripides

upon very different ground. He admits the in-

consistence, not only in the character of Iphigenia,

but in all the characters of the play, except Cly-

taemnestra ; and even in the chorus. But all this

he supposes to have been intended by the Poet,

as a moral lesson a striking picture of the
&quot;

levity
&quot; and inconstancy of the human mind&quot; Arid he

wonders, which I cannot say I do, that this should

have escaped the ayx**01* f Aristotle
d
.

NOTE 114.

P. 145-6. HENCE IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE

DEVELOPMENT ALSO, &C. - - -

Heinsius pronounces this whole passage, to the

words, tv TW Oi ns 2op. inclusively, to be cer

tainly out of its proper place
a

. And I should be

of his opinion, if such digressive and parenthetical

insertions were not very usual with Aristotle. The

expression, however, should be observed : $*vin

w or^ KAI rut AUK, &c. that
&quot;

the develop

ment also&quot; &c. *. e. as well as the other incidents

of the fable, just mentioned. Most of the versions

neglect the word xa, which is important, and

greatly helps the connection. This digression,

however, though not unrelated, is but slightly and

obliquely related, to his present subject j and seems

introduced

d P. 190. Note on v. 1375.
* DC. Trag. cap. xii.
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introduced rather aVo jun^am, and in violation of

his own rule THTO peroc TXTO ij otvxyx&iov | a&amp;gt;c(gp.

It interrupts the connection, and obscures the

purport, of the chapter ;
and though we allow it

to be where the author placed it, we may fairly

question, whether he has placed it where it

should be.

NOTE 115.

P. 146. MACHINERY.

ATTO i*ixns. It appears from Jul. Poll, lib.iv.

cap. 19. that the term, /&quot;ux*&quot;&quot;?
was not applied in

discriminately to the machinery of the play-house

in general, but was appropriated to that particular

machine, in which Gods and Heroes made their

appearance in the air. M^p^avn ft, Oiz? fuxwiri KOH

vaunts T? aifi.
I hope it was something better

than the Mn^ai/n of the French opera, so pleasantly

described by Rousseau :

&quot; Les chars des Dieux et des Dresses sont

&quot;

composts de quatre solives encadrees et sus-

&quot;

pendues a une grossecorde en forme d escarpo-
&quot;

lette ; entre ces solives est une planche en
&quot;

travers, sur laquelle le Dieu s asseye, et sur le

&quot; devant pend un morceau de grosse toile bar-

* f

bouillee, qui sert de image a ce magnifique char.

&quot; On voit vere le bas de la machine rillumination

* de deux ou trois chandelles puantes et mal
&quot;

mouch^es, qui, tandis que le personnage se

&quot; d&neae et crie en branlant dans son escar-

4
&quot;

polette,
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&quot;

palette, i enfument tout a son aise. Encens
&amp;lt;;

digne de la divinite V
The account of the machinery of a Greek

Theatre, in the chapter of Jul. Pollux above re

ferred to, is curious, and amusing, as far as it is

intelligible.

XOTE 116.

P. 146. OR THE RETURN&quot; OF THE GREEKS

IN THE ILIAD.

Ka gy THi IAIAAI -r-ot. iri^n rot/ civ o-rrXxv\ It has

been disputed, whether Aristotle here speaks of

the Iliad of Homer, or of some Tragedy called

The Iliad. See Dacier s note. But, if we suppose

the text to be right here, I see not how we can

reasonably reject the first of these interpretations.

H IAIA2, as Beni has well observed, can only be,

THE Iliad, d. e. Homer s Iliad. Dacier supposes

the Tragedy to have been called,
&quot; The Iliad, or&amp;gt;

11 The return of the Greeks;&quot; and to be that

mentioned by Longinus, Sect 15, and attributed

to Sophocles. But, even supposing a Tragedy to

be meant, it, seems very clear from Aristotle s

expression, that the title must have been, H lAiaf,

only; for he soys, EN T DuaJt TA IIEPI TO*

oiiroir\w i.e.
&quot;

the circumstances, or incidents,
&quot;

relative to ihe return of the Greeks, in [the
&quot;

Tragedy of] The Iliad.&quot; So, cap. xxiv. lv ry

T
Trtgi

rr,v exOtcnj/. Indeed, The Ilwd^

taken

* Nouvelle Eloise, Part II. Let. xxiii.
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taken alone, seems an improbable title for a Tra

gedy ;
but Dacier s junction is stiil more impro

bable. He might as well have imagined a Tragedy
with this title HOWtru, H, H EK0E2IS. As to

the Tragedy of Sophocles mentioned by Longinus,

it seems clearly to have been his POLYXENA a
.

Supposing, then, the text not to be defective,

we cannot, I think, avoid understanding Aristotle

to speak of the machinery, (to use the word in his

general sense,) in the second book of the Iliad,

where Minerva descends to prevent the return of

the Greeks 5
. It is true indeed, as has been

objected, that an instance drawn from an Epic

Poem is not what one would expect here, where

the subject is Tragedy ; and, that though there be,

in this instance, a difficulty solved a knot cut

yet this
Au&amp;lt;n?,

is not, properly, Au&amp;lt;n? ^uO, in that

sense, in which Aristotle applies the term in

cap. xviii
c

. to the jinal denouement of a Tragic

fable. We must therefore suppose him to have

produced this, merely as an obvious and wrell

known example of the sort of supernatural inter

position, or machinery, that would be improper in

the Aucric of a Tragedy. For, that he intended to

censure the
&quot;

ministeria Deorum&quot; so necessary to

the Epic Poem, and so frequent in the great model

of all Epic Poems, cannot be imagined without

absurdity, and is by no means necessarily implied,

as Dacier seems to think, in, this interpretation.

Such

* See the note of Ruhnkenius in Toup s Longinus.
b

II. B. 155, &c. I Transl. Part. H. Sect. 18.
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Such appears to me to be the only meaning,

and the best apology, which the passage will bear,

taking fur granted the integrity of the original.

But of this, I confess, I doubt. M. Batteux.

translates
&quot;

la petite Iliade.&quot; But if we admit

that sense, as Aristotle certainly would not have

called that Poem THE I iad, without distinction,

&quot;we must necessarily suppose the text defective, and

the word MIKPA* to be omitted
d

;
and it seems

very probable that this was the case. The illus

tration, indeed, will stiil be drawn from an Epic
Poem

;
but from one of an irregular and historic

structure, consisting of a string of ill-united

stories
e

,
and which seems to have been considered

as a sort of seed-plot, or nursery, of subjects for

the use of the Tragic Poets : so that in referring

to it, Aristotle may be understood to refer to such

Tragedies as were founded on it ; of which he

enumerates himself no fewer than eight, and one

of these was called AI1OI1AOT2
; taken, I suppose,

like the Polyxena of Sophocles mentioned by

Longinus, from that part of the Little Iliad, which

related the detention of the Greeks in the Thracian

Chersonese, and the appearance of the ghost of

Achilles demanding the sacrifice of Polyxena. See

the Hecuba of Euripides, v. 35, &c. and 104, &c.

and

A
TUV MIKPAtf IjuoSo -and, i* -raj MIKPA2

cap. xxiii.

e See Aristotle s account of it, cap, xxiii. Transl.

Part III. Sect, j,

VOL, II, M
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and the fine description of the sacrifice, v. 5ig,&c.

In Mr. Potter s translation, v. 36 102 501.

NOTE 117.

P. 147. OR OF INDOLENT .

PaOujtx^* : indolent nonchalant. Hesychius

explains PaOu/**, O MH IIONHTIKO2 AA*

EKATTO2. It is improperly rendered,
&quot;

titnide,

by M. Batteux, and &quot; mansueto
&quot;

by the Italian

translators.

NOTE 118.

P. 147. SHOULD DRAW AN EXAMPLE AP

PROACHING RATHER TO A GOOD, THAN TO A

HARD AND FEROCIOUS, CHARACTER.

The original is Ourw xat rov irownv, pipapivot*

p^Ov^a?, KIX.I r aAXa roe, TQictvnx, t^ovrxg

wi/, sirtetxfKX? TTQIHV

oov ton A^tXXt

A passage that has much perplexed and divided

the commentators. Of all the explanations which

this perplexity has produced, that of Dacier is

the most improbable and ill founded. He forces

pafiuju^ into the sense of, emporte, furieux, and

makes it
&quot; encherir sur fyA(^.

M
Eirifixua, he

wrenches from the obvious and proper sense in

which it is continually used by Aristotle, into that

of probability. And the result of this violent

operation upon the passage, is the following strange

5 version :
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version :

&quot;

II faut tout de mme, qu un Poete
&quot;

qui veut imiter un homme colere et emportet u
&quot;

quelqu autre caractere semblable, se remette.
&quot;

bieri plus devant les yeux ce que la colere doit

&quot;

Jaire vraisemblablement
(i.

e. lirmxzi?) que ce

&quot;

quelle a fait (i.e. D* (ncA^o-nrr*!) et c cst

&quot;

ainsi,&quot; &c. I may venture to leave all this to

the learned reader s rejection, without any farther

comment. I shall only just observe, that the ex

pression, KAI ofy. KAI p*0. evidently marks dif

ferent characters
; not, as Dacier makes

it, different

degrees only of the same character.

Heinsius first suggested, that the phrase ne-

xf*a; &amp;lt;rxAOTT(^, was elliptical, and juaAAov to be

understood. But in spite of the &quot;Attica cemistas^

I am much more inclined to suspect an omission

of the word. Aristotle would hardly have used a

mode of expression so unavoidably ambiguous
or rather, that would, almost unavoidably, lead to

a wrong sense
; for, the fact is, that all the com

mentators, before Heinsius, understood the if, as

indeed every reader, I believe, would at first na

turally understand it, in the disjunctive sense

of, or. Besides this, I doubt whether any example
of this elliptic phrase occurs in Aristotle s works.

That it may, I will not take upon me to deny ;

but it seems, at least, very unusual. An instance

of it I have not found
;
but the reader may find

many instances of the full phrase, /*AAov , even in

M 2 this
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tliis treatise *. However, one, or the other, of

these suppositions, it seems necessary to adopt.

The passage will then, without forcing the words

7Hxioj and
(TxXr.gorvi;

from their usual and proper

signification, afford a clear and consistent meaning.

E7rmxfa is used, I think, here, as it is in cap. xiii.

in the general sense of good
b

. SXA^OTTJ? plainly,

relates only to his first instance, of the
ofyiX(&, the

angry character, of which it seems to express the

extreme degree. In. the Ethics ad Nicom. we

have AFPIOI xai 2KAHPOI, as synonymous, or

very nearly so
c
. A passage of Plato may serve

to illustrate and confirm this sense of the word.

Speaking of the Qvpotifa, or irascible nature, he

says, it may produce the
dyi&amp;gt;w.

x o^fW ptv

r{K&amp;lt;pw, dvfftin
ot,v V MAAAON A EIIITA0EN

TOT AEONTO2, 2KAHPOTEPON TI xai ^otXtvov

yiyvoir dv, we TO
i&amp;gt;c0. And just before AFPIO-

THTO2 Tf xa 2KAHPOTHTO2, xat au /*aXxtaf re

The

*
Cap. i.

&amp;lt;pvo-iotoyov
MAAAON H woturnv. cap. ix.

MAAAON ruv (wQw - - - H ruv psTfuv. cap. xxiv.

czoaioEjcrSflK TE ff^w^ra xcu slxora, MAAAON H

b
So, in the Rhet. lib. i. cap. 5. !7neK$is plainly used as

synonymous with
jcfw&quot;. For? defining the word xfvro-

he says w oe KM EIIIEiKEIS avJ^ej, [sc. ftiw V]

c Lib. iv. cap. 8. ed. Wilk.
d De Repub. lib. iii. ed. Mass. p. 228.
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The sense of the passage, then, will be, that, in

order to reconcile the first precept, of the
xftircf,

with the third, of the O/AOIOV,
the character should

be brought as near to a good one, as is consistent

with the circumstance of likeness. Thus, if such

a character as that of Achilles is to be drawn, its

striking features are to be preserved, but, at the

same time, to be rather improved and softened,

than exaggerated. For the expression must be

observed. Aristotle does not say absolutely, ac

cording to the sense of Heinsius, that Achilles

ought to be drawn, or was drawn, TrK^ny^tx,

iTrtfixjta?, but rather so than otherwise; MAA-

AON
a-jiAiifOTiT^.

&quot; Loin de charger encore
&quot;

le defaut, it le rapprochera de la vertu-&quot; as

M. Batteux has very well expressed the spirit of

the rule, though he has generalized it, and made

it refer to all that precedes xa* o^ytAa?, xxi

jiaOu/ugf, &c. whereas it appears plainly, from what

has been said of the force of
&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;cAjfoTj?,

that the

words, iirifixtia; iToitiv *** *j &amp;lt;7xAj. can be applied

only to the ofyiAoi ;
for as to the

/&amp;gt;a65,u0,
such a

character may, indeed, be flattered into the ITTI-

xiixnt, but cannot well, by any distortion, be made

to appear c-xAij.

Still, however, what every one, I believe, na

turally expects at the first reading of this passage,

as it now stands, is, that after having mentioned

two instances o faulty characters, the o^yjAot, and

the f aOv/uoi, Aristotle should mention two corres-

M 3 ponding
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ponding instances of good qualities bordering upon,

or connected with, each, and of which the Poet

might avail himself, to give to each a favourable

turn. But, instead of this, we have a good, and a

bad quality, (Mnx, and
&amp;lt;rxAtjfoTn?,)

both of

which, as we have seen, can be made to relate only

to \\\sjirst instance, the
fyjA* ;

so that all the

rest, between the words o^yx?, and ETHIXIi?, must

be parenthetical. The harshness and embarrass

ment of such a construction, led me formerly to

suspect an error in one of the words, 7mtx*a?, or

&amp;lt;rx?u3OT]Tj ; and a conjecture was suggested to me

by a passage in the Rhetoric, which, I hope, will

at least be thought plausible enough to excuse my
laying it before the reader. The suspicion seemed

to fall upon (TxAflfOTjjT^ ;
for the ?nixa would

answer well enough as a softening, or improve

ment, of (ia9jjua ; as an indolent man, who concerns

himself about nothing, and cares only for his own

ease, is often spoken of as a quiet, good kind of

man. Instead of O-XA^OTHT^, then, I thought it

not improbable, that Aristotle might have written

7rAoTiT(&&amp;gt;. The passage of Aristotle himself

which suggested this to me, is in the first book of

his Rhetoric, cap. ix. where, delivering the usual

precepts relative to the art of encomiastic mis

representation, he says, A-mrnov h Ixarop,

ix ruv 7ra&amp;gt;axoAs0VTWv an, xara TO BEATI2TON*

oo, TON \ PFIAON xai rev puvtxQv, AIIAOTN *

x*t TOV
00&amp;lt;h)j pryatoirfsirn xa fipvw x. r. AA.

The
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The whole passage is much to the purpose of this

place ;
and is, plainly, not more applicable to the

Rhetorician, with respect to the hero of his oration,

than it is to the Poet, with respect to the hero of

his poem. A passage of Euripides will add, per

haps, some probability to this conjecture. In the

Iphigema at Aulis, Achilles thus draws his own

character :

Eyu J&quot; Iv dvfy* tv(n$t$ex,Ti T^apa/f,

rgoTTvs
AIIAOTS e

TOO; A.TQt$ct,i$, yv

OTOCV Se py
v. 926.

Where the meaning of T^OTTS? a^Xa?, is very well

fixed by the two subsequent lines, and by the ex

pression, i\ivQtv qtvviv, in the verse that follows

them.

Plato, also, in the Hippias, talks much of the

simplicity, truth, and sincerity, of Achilles
;

as if,

in his view, they were the prominent features of

what was good in the Homeric character of that

hero. When Socrates asks Hippias, whether

Achilles is not represented by Homer as an artful,

designing character, Hippias answers Hxir yt t

*

AIIAOT2TATO2. And, again, w?

re xi AIIAOT5) o &amp;lt;JE O$v&amp;lt;r-

^tvfas &quot;. And the following

lines are tiierc quoted, in which Homer has made

Achilles

Tom. i. p. 364, ed. Serr.

M 4
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Achilles strongly mark this feature of his own

character :

Aioyevss Actetlftct&j, 7roXUjttj%s&amp;gt;

K^ f/,ev 01/1 rov puQov ccTT^AfyFug

H; 7T&amp;gt; $y (ppovzu rs, KOCI UK; Ts

E %&amp;gt;- yoc.^ pot KStv&&amp;gt; opus

O^ % ersgov pet/
JceuOe; ev;

(pgenv,
aXAo 5e

11. ix. 308.

The sense, then, of the passage before us, ac

cording to this conjecture, would be tins: It the

Poet chuse for the subject of his imitation a. pas

sionate, or an indolent man, he should give to the

former the cast of plain sincerity, and honest

frankness ; and to the other, (the p6^(^j
) that of

moderation, gentleness
f

, good-nature, and what the

French, by an expressive word which our language

wants, term, bonhommie. But I dwell too long

upon a mere conjecture. The evident propriety

of the word er^A^o-m?, as applicable to the un-

softcm.d and miflatiend character of Achilles, may

justly, perhaps, protect it from suspicion ; though,

on the other hand, tiie passages I have adduced,

added to the improbability of the ellipse supposed

by lieinsius, the embarrassment of the parenthesis,

and the advantage of leaving the u to its most

obvious, disjunctive, sense, prevent me from a total

rejection of this idea.

The word
7nzgiz$tiyy.oi :. here, is taken by most of

the commentators to mean a perfect ideal model *

&quot; sHmmum
f Ewums I1PAO2, METP1O2. Suidas.

* Robortelli, Victorius, Piccol. Beni, Gowlston.
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&quot; summum exemplar.&quot;
For this I see no reason.

I take it to be used here, as it is generally, I be-

lievr

e, if not always, used by Aristotle, merely for

an example. Of this the reader may easily sa

tisfy himself by consulting the useful index to

Mr. Winstanley s edition.

NOTE 119.

P. 147. As ACHILLES is DRAWN, BY

AGATHO, AND BY HOMER.

PLATO, in the third book of his Republic,

gives a very different view of the Homeric Achilles.

He makes him a mere compound of extreme

pride and extreme meanness: uY v/f *v

(5*1)0

fwi/ re xa tvpu

TFuv
3
. To which we may add, as a companion,

Dr. Jortin s portrait of Achilles :

&quot; A boisterous,
&quot;

rapacious, mercenary, cruel, and unrelenting
&quot;

brute
;
and the reader pities none of his cala-

&quot;

mities, and is pleased with none of his suc-
w

cesses
b

!&quot; This is far enough from the 7rf*-

Jsjy/Aa V*j)tiaf. But for a juster account of this

matter, and for the best illustration of this pas

sage of Aristotle that can be given, I refer the

reader

* &quot; So that he united in himself two vices the most
&quot;

opposite to each other; avaricious meanness on the

&quot; one hand, and, on the other, an insolent contempt both
&quot; of Gods and men.&quot; P. 1 74. ed. Massey.

* Six Dissertations, p, 214.
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reader to Dr. Beattie s analysis of the character

of this hero, as draun by Homer; Essay on

Poetry, &c. Part I. ch. iv.

NOTE 120.

P. 147. AND BESIDE THESE, WHATEVER

RELATES TO THOSE SENSES WHICH HAVE A

NECESSARY CONNECTION WITH POETRY.

Here are two readings : rt irxox TO, i*

r, c. but in both, the object, and general

sense of the passage, seem to be the same, though
in both, the expression, it must be confessed, is

sufficiently embarrassed and obscure, I have

preferred the latter, (which is that of Victorius,)

as being, on the whole, the clearest *.

The senses that belong to, accompany, or are

connected with, Poetry, are, plainly, the sight,

and the hearing, as relative to the OIJ/K, or spec

tacle, in the whole extent of that tertn, and to the

M\OTTOU&amp;lt;X. or Music. When these are said to be

J- aivaywq a xoAa9a&amp;lt;ra*
rip TTOHITIXW, it cannot be

meant that the parts relative to them are essential

to the Tragic Poem, like the fable, manners, &c.

but only, that they are necessary appendages of

the drama in its complete state, as designed for

representation.

* In the treatise Hep eu&amp;lt;r6weus, the same expression
occurs: n pe atfn xou ywcri$ AKOAOT0EI ira&amp;lt;rtv E3
AMATKH2. te Tactus et gusius animalia oinnia neceswrio

comitantur.&quot; Tom, i. p. 663, cd.Duval.
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representation. This is perfectly conformable to

what was before said of the (Xj/t* ; that, though

confessedly, in one view, uxir* oiWov TK irom-

TIXJK *, yet, in another view, EH ANAFK.H2 oiv tin

T
pogtov rf Tf*ywJaf &amp;lt;5 rif OtJ/sw? xoo-^^

b
.

The drift of the precept is obvious. The deco

ration should be such as to agree with the rules

just laid down for the manners. The scenery,

dresses, action, c. must be et^orrovru, opou*

probability, nature, and the confume, must be ob

served. Even the pipta-it pAnowv, the improved

imitation, has here, too, its obvious application.

The squalid hair, and ragged dress, of Electra
,

must, as well as the a-x^e-mc of Achilles, be a

little flattered in the representation, and not too

like, &c.

The rule extends, also, to the Meloposia, or the

Music; which, from other passages of Aristotle s

works, we may suspect to have been sometimes

such, as sacrificed propriety, and just expression

the ijfln, the *fcrop, &c. to the depraved taste of

what he calls the po^-nxo* spectators
d
.

It

a
Cap. vi. &quot;

is most foreign to the art.&quot; Transl.

Part II. Sect. 3.
b Ibid. init.

&quot; The DECORATION must necessarily be
&quot; one of its

parts.&quot; Part II. Sect. 2.
e 24oi i* niNAPAM ROMAN,

KOI TPTXH TAA* i^v VETTMV.

Eurjp. Electra
, 184.

d
See, De Repub. lib. viii. cap. 6, and 7, p. 457, E.

459, A. td. Duval. The contests (dyK?) indeed, of

which
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It is probable that Aristotle alludes, also, to

cap. xvii. and to the mistakes, which the Poet is

liable to commit, who composes without keeping

the stage, and the effects of representation, in his

eye
6
.

Though the Poet neither painted the scenes,

nor made the dresses, yet all this formed one of

the six constituent parts of Tragedy; fell, of

course, under the direction and controul of the

Poet, and was of the utmost importance to the

success of his piece, at a time when representa

tion was almost essential to the idea of dramatic

poetry *.

NOTE 121.

P. 148. ALL THOSE DISCOVERIES IN WHICH

THE SIGN IS PRODUCED BY WAY OF PROOF.

&quot;A* Tnrtw? !x. Well explained by Dacier after

the Italian commentators. Indeed, the very words

of Homer, in the passage alluded to, sufficiently

illustrate the meaning of the expression.

which he speaks in these passages, seem to have been

merely musical. But the known influence of the same

popular audience in the dramatic contests, and the caution

given by Aristotle in the passage we are considering,

make it probable, that even in the music of Tragedy,

especially in the instrumental part of it, something of the

same accommodation mi^ht prevail.

Transl, Part II. Sect. 17.
* See vol.i. Diss, I. Part II. at the end.
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&amp;gt;j

KOLI EHMA
ctft(p()cc$s$

aXXo n $ti%u *

eu yj/^rov, niSTn0HTON r Ivt, Qvpy,

OTAHN --- &c. Od. 0.217.

&quot; To give you firmerfaith, now trust your eye :

&quot; Lo ! the broad scar indented on my thigh.&quot;

Pope, xxi. 226.

Other instances of signs thus used, not for the

purpose of accidental discovery, but as confirma

tions of a voluntary discovery previously made,

may easily be found. Thus, in the Electra of

Sophocles, when Electra asks her brother, H y^
rv XIIK^* ; he answers

NOTE 122.

P. 148. THOSE WHICH ---- HAPPEN SUD

DENLY AND CASUALLY, ARE BETTER.

Ex 7T^7rTaf.
&quot; Non valet hie ir^nnrn t

mu-
&quot;

tationem illam ingentem fortunarum, sed, IK

&quot;

irtp-ievtuots, significat, casu, fortuito, et quia ita
&quot;

cecidit&quot; Victorius.

So in the passage from Polybius quoted by

Suidas, under the words He^-mnKx,, and Evptw :-

TU^W TO irXiiov ffun^yw Xfw/
xfJ/&amp;lt;^&amp;gt;}

^ ^^ HEPI-

ITETEIAS, ctAAo. (?as TJJ? dy^voioif. X.T. A.

Aristotle s using the word thus, adverbially,

after having hitherto used it only in its technical,

or dramatic, sense, of a sudden change of fortune,

produces
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produces some ambiguity ;

and the more so, as

the adverbial phrase, i* wifiTri*?, seems not to

be of very common occurrence, lleinsius, taking

ire^TTETfioc,
in the dramatic sense, translates

&quot;quae

&quot;

e mutationibus in contrarium oriuntur;&quot; which,

indeed, is the obvious meaning of the expression,

if not understood adverbially. But it cannot be

Aristotle s meaning, because the discovery of the

scar of Ulysses was not the consequence of any

such 7T/7TTa. Indeed, it was neither the con

sequence, nor the cause, of any reverse of fortune.

I have sometimes suspected that Aristotle might

write it, Ix JIPOJIETEIAS, by which all ambiguity

would have been avoided. But, perhaps, after

all, the phrase had no ambiguity to Greek ears,

and the passage may be right as it stands.

NOTE 123.

P. 149. DISCOVERIES INVENTED, AT PLEA

SURE, BY THE POET, AND, ON THAT ACCOUNT,

STILL INARTIFICIAL.

. The expression, wi7rup,vi WTT T*

must necessarily, I think, be understood

emphatically, and must mean, not merely invented,

(for so are the other discoveries also, which fol

low,) but arbitrarily invented by the Poet, and

obviously so,
&quot;

upon the spur of the occasion
;&quot;

in opposition to such means of discovery and

recognition,
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recognition, as, though still indeed of the Poet s

invention, are artfully prepared in the very texture

of his plot, and appear to arise, necessarily or

probably, from the action itself. And thus I find

it well explained by Piccolomini :

&quot; Chiama
&quot;

Aristotele questa seconda spetie di riconosci-

&quot;

mento, fatto dal Poeta : e cosi lo chiama, non

&quot;

perche in tutte le spetie il Poeta non sia quello
&quot;

che li ricottoscimenti, siccome le altre parti dell

&quot;

attione e della favola ponga e formi col versi

&quot;

suoi ;
ma ha dato a questa spetie piu ctt all altre

&quot;

questo nome, perche in essa, non fondandosi il

&quot;

Poeta, ne uello stesso connettimento delle cose,

&quot;

e nella stessa favola, n& in segno alcuno che la

&quot;

persona stessa, che s ha da riconoscere, gli

&quot;

offerisca inanzi; egli, per questo, come libero

&quot;

divenuto, a suo mcro (quasi) arbitrio, reca,

&quot;

Jinge, e pone in bocca della persona a wglia sua^

&quot;

quella occasions di riconoscimento che piu gli

&quot;

piace&quot;
&c. [p. 230.] Yet. as this sense is

rather inferred from the explanation subjoined,

(raura Jv auT-&amp;gt; Xtyu A BOTAETAI O HOIHTHS,

aXA *% o MT0O2) than expressed by the words

themselves, I am much inclined to suppose some

omission in the text.

The other reading, *OTK aV^voi, is very plau

sibly supported by the Abbe&quot; Batteux, from a

passage of Aristotle s Rhetoric, which has been

already mentioned in NOTE 104*. I doubt,

however,

* Rhet. I. c. ii. Tv Jt TTirEwv, ai psv etre^voi tlnv K.T.A.
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however, whether that passage be fairly applicable

to this
h

. But though it were, the sense above

given, and which I think must be given, to the

expression Trnr&amp;lt;nnpiv&amp;lt;x.i
UTTO T n. seems hardly

reconcilable with this reading. For can we con

ceive that Aristotle would assign as a reason why
such discoveries are not inartificial, that they are

arbitrarily (and therefore easily,) invented by the

Poet? AIO ax aVf^voj.

I must observe, however, that though these two

readings are diametrically opposite, Vejfl/o JMC

drtxpoi yet, it is some comfort, that whichever

we adopt, the general sense of the passage will

be the same. As such discoveries are of the

Poet s invention, they are not drt^voi, in the rhe

torical sense : as they require very little invention,

compared with those which arise from the action

itselfj they may, in this view, be denominated,

arEpp/o*. In either reading, therefore, Aristotle

will be found to say the same thing ;
i. e. that the

discoveries of this second species are, in point of

art and ingenuity, superior to thejirst species, and

inferior to all the rest.

b In that passage, T%va, Js opposed to ENTEXNA,
and means, such things as are foreign to the orator s art.

Here, the word means, not foreign to the Poet s art,

but only requiring little, or no art
t or ingenuity of in

vention,, in the Poet,
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y*

NOTE 124.

P. 149. ORESTES, AFTER HAVING DISCO

VERED HIS SISTER, DISCOVERS HIMSELF TO HER.

The Greek is dttyvugurs rw aJfXptjv, dvtyvu-

i&amp;lt;r6fj? uV EXE*? : this, as Victorius has observed,

seems to say the reverse; i.e. that Orestes dis

covered his sister after having been discovered by

her: which is not the fact. One would rather

have expected txt/otyvugic-a,?
r-nv ct$\&amp;lt;prt v, dvtyvu-

fia-On
uV ixam: which would also have been

clearer, and not have given occasion to the com

mentators to suppose, that the discovery of Iphi-

genia by the letter was meant to be included in

this second and faulty species of discovery ;
whereas

the expression OION O^. ANErNfiPISE mv otStXtpw,

leads very naturally to that idea. But it is easy

to see, upon the least reflection, that the discovery

of Orestes only is the example here intended.

This is sufficiently explained by Dacier after

Victorius. It was natural enough, however, for

Aristotle to mention the other discovery, in passing,

as being the counterpart of a double v*ywoiiriq in

the same drama. [See cap. xi. at the end. Transl.

Part II. Sect. 9.] But this whole passage, I may

say, this whole chapter, has undoubtedly been

most miserably mangled in transcription.

VOL. II. N
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NOTE 125.

P. 149. BUT ORESTES, BY [VERBAL PROOFS] &c.

The reading which Victorius regarded as most

authentic is this : iy.en Se
******

XV a-vr^3

teyzi ex. j3aATaj o TTOIJJTJJ?, aAA*
p

o

Buijbur Medicean manuscripts, and, it seems,

all those in the King of France s library, agree in

reading exv- & UT* Asytj, x. r.A.
a

, and, in the

latter, we are told, the words are written without

any hiatus. This last reading, however, appears

to me short and deficient. I cannot but think

that the author, after the words !xn* &, had

expressed the means of the discovery, and by them

denominated this species, as he has all the others :

$iot
&amp;lt;rr,[A.iuv

Jja pwy.^ ix. &amp;lt;ruAAo
i

y*o jU,8
. But

Jiow the vacancy was filled, it is impossible to de

termine; and it is of the less consequence to

determine, as we are in possession of the Tragedy
itself. A*a&amp;gt;

o-ftjUEiwv, which Victorius found in one

MS. or, hot, Tx/xiwi/, as Dacier ingeniously con

jectured from the words of Euripides himself,

seem most probable. In point of meaning, it is

indifferent by which of these appellations these

discoveries were distinguished; TEX/AD^IOV being,

according

a See edit. Ox. 1780, and Batteux s translation, note 3.

But M Batteux is mistaken in saying that Victorius

omits the words -ravia xv: he gives them in his text, and

translates them in his commentary. He rejects only the

supplement,
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according to Aristotle s own definition in his

Rhetoric, only a species of c^tiov. TBTWP &

(i.
e. TWV (THjUEicov,) TO

fi&amp;gt;
ctvoc. yx.ouov, TiX|,&amp;gt;ioioi/

.

SrijUfiov is a
sz.g w, or token : Texpngiov, a certain,

decisive sign, such as puts an end to all doubt,

according to the derivation of the word given by
Aristotle in the passage just referred to. We see,

therefore, with what strict propriety the word is

used by Euripides, when Iphigenia demands, and

Orestes professes to give, a decisive proof:

Jphig. %&$ rt ruvtie poi TEKMHPION;

And Orestes, presently after, when he produces

his last and strongest proof, says
-
TEKMHPIAC

.

It is, indeed, some objection to &amp;lt;Fa G-ypuw, in

this passage of Aristotle, that it would appear to

confound this discovery with the first, by giving

it the same denomination. But this, perhaps,

would be sufficiently obviated by the explanation

immediately subjoined : ^a cm^fiwi/* TATTA pzv

xv otvr* AEFEI a (3AT0u, &C. 2u/xoy, in the

first species of discovery, is used for visible, ex

ternal proofs: here, it would be used for verbal,

argumentative proofs ;
as it is used, continually,

in this treatise. And it may also be observed,

that

b Lib. i. cap ii. p. 5)7 cd. Duval.
c

IpAig. in Taur. from v 808 10826. In the

Electra of Sophocles, 2A$H IHME1A is used, v. 892,
as equivalent to rsn^iov which occurs afterwards, v. 910.

N 2
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that Aristotle himself, at the end of this chapter,

(if the integrity of the text be admitted,) refers to

this sort of discovery, among others, under the

denomination of tintowtvy. 2HMEIA.

NOTE 1 26.

P. 149. FOR, SOME OF THE THINGS, FROM

WHICH THOSE PROOFS ARE DRAWN, ARE EVEN

SUCH AS MIGHT HAVE BEEN PRODUCED AS

VISIBLE SIGXS.

Eii/ ytxo i/ ivi& xoci svtyxtiv. III the SRllSC

which I have given to this obscure sentence; the

only sense that I thought could fairly be extracted

from the words, I am glad, to find myself sup

ported by the judgment of Victorius.
&quot;

Quare
11

propk dictum peccatum est: ($C o tyyvs rr.?

&quot;

jr,^w upoigTHzs Irtv.) quia si ilia quibus usus
&quot;

est Orestes non omnin6 signa fuerunt; neque
&quot;

enirn ostendi potuerunt; prope tamen ilia

&quot;

accesserunt ; atque ita prope ut qusedam ex
&quot;

ipsis illius prosus generis Juermt, quamvis ita

&quot;

ipsis ille usus non sit. Hoc enim arbitror va-

&quot;

lere,
&quot;

iiecbat enim qutfdam etiam port are&quot;

&quot;

id est, manu tencre, tt jubere ut ipsa videret ac

&quot;

reminisceretur,&quot; &c.

E^a, because all the proofs of Orestes were not

of this kind, but only Electra s work, and tiie lance*
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NOTE 127.

P. 149. THE DISCOVERY BY THE SOUND

OF THE SHUTTLE.

H rr.t x-fXiJ PWI/TJ Dacicr, after some other

commentators, makes a speaking shuttle of this ;

and uoruitTS, as, indeed, he well might, that the

great critic should let so monstrous an absurdity

pass n ithout , a severer censure than that of its

wanting art. Others understand, much more

reasonably, not the literal, but the metaphorical,

voice of the shuttle, in the epistolary web by

which Philomela is said to have convqyed to her

sister the dismal tale of her sufferings,

in the language of that most curious of all Poets,

John Ttetzes \

But as this seems to have been the current tra

ditional story, I do not see how it could be ad

duced as a circumstance invented at pleasure by

the Poet. I should rather suppose, that the dis

covery in question, whatever it might be, was

effected by the sound of the shuttle, which Aris

totle calls, puD, voice, not, probably, in his own

language, but in the poetical language of the

Tragedy itself to which he alludes. For these

xff xt&ff, it seems, were a very vocal sort of things,

nothing like the shuttles of
&quot;

these degenerate
&quot;

days.&quot;

*
Chil. yii, 142. bee Ovid s Mctam. lib, vi. 572, &c.

N3
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&quot;

days.&quot; Every one recollects the &quot;

arguto pec-
11

tine&quot; of Virgil. But this is nothing to the

amplification of some Greek epigrammatists, who

scruple not to compare them to swallows, and even

to nightingales;

Kjc?a c&amp;gt;9po\aXci&amp;lt;ri XEAIAOSIN tMeXotpuvvg

And,

Keo&amp;gt;c5a &amp;lt;? euTrciyrov AHAONA b
.

Hence the ridiculous fancy of Joseph Scaliger,

that the metamorphosis of Procne into a swallow

was exhibited in the Tereus of Sophocles, and that

a shuttle was made use of, instead of a whistle or

bird-pipe, to imitate the swallow s v.oice !

NOTE 128.

P. 149. THUS IN THE CYPRIANS OF Di-

C^EOGENES

That this was a distinct Poem from the Kiw^i*

mentioned afterwards in cap. xxiii. seems clear

from this single circumstance, observed by Vic-

torius, that the Epic Poem calk d The Cypriacs,

ra Ku?ro* ITT*), is mentioned there by Aristotle,

as it is, generally, by other antient writers, in terms

that imply a doubt of its author
a

: whereas here

the author is named, without any expression of

uncertainty.

Whether the Poem was Epic, or Tragic,

cannot be determined
; nor, from the ambiguity of

the

b
Anthol, lib. vi. cap. 8,

*
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the case, TOJ? Kwrpioic, whether the title of it was

Ta Kuirji a, or, O Ku7rp(o The Cypriacs, or, The

Cyprians. The latter is, certainly, the most pro

bable title for a Ifafcdy, and therefore, as Dicre-

ogenes is recorded only as a Tragic and Dithyr-

ambic Poet, I have ventured to adopt it.

KOTE 129.

P. 149. IN THE TALE OF ALCJNOUS ---
.

See Od. viii. 521. There is another discovery

of the same kind in the 4th book, where Menelaus

recognizes Telemachus by the tears he sheds at the

mention of his father. There is not, I think,

either in Homer, or in any other Poet, a more

natural and affecting picture of friendly regret on

the one hand, and filial affection on the other.

&quot; Of all the friends I have
lost,&quot; says Menelaus,

addressing himself to Telemachus without know

ing who he was &quot;

one there is, whom I lament
&quot; more than all the rest :&quot;

- - -
o$&quot; pot VTTVOV

Mvuopevu&quot; 7

Aurw Kyoe IrecrQai, spot o %- &lev ci

oy , y Te9iyx.v. OOU^OVTCXI vv TTK avrov

ijs 6 o
7/e^wv,

KOLI \-yj-q-jw nyvtXoTre.a,

, QV Items veov ytyaur Ivi

N 4
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Xlf &amp;lt;paro

rtt&amp;gt; d apex. Trurp* vtp* Ipsgov up&amp;lt;T

yooto.

d O.TTO QxstyizQuv %ctftMOtG jQaXs,

Troptpvptyv dvr
ocpGctXpoi

iv

so&amp;lt;r; voytre ^e
[/.iv
M

Od. A. 105
a
.

That the title, AAxjvoa, or AXxtv, aTroAoy!^, was

understood to refer chiefly to the long narration of

Ulysses, which occupies four books of the Odys

sey, seems clear, even from the proverbial

application of the expression. AnoXoy
3 AAJCIVOS.

TTJ ruv
tpXvagisvTUv, KOH juax^oi/ ot,TroreivovTwv Koyov.

Sllidas. And SO Jul. Pollux : IKI powguv pmrewv
b
.

Eut a passage in Aristotle s Rhetoric leaves no

doubt. He there expressly mentions Homer s

account of the speech of Ulysses to Penelope,

Od. xxiii. 310, &c. as being the AAxtva aVoXoy*

compressed into an abridgment of thirty verses.

o AAxifa aVoAc 1

}/^, ori
TT^O? ryv Hwt-

&XOVTIX. iTTSCTl imrOWTOS.1 . NOW tilOS6

verses are, in fact, a mere table of contents to the

gth, loth, nth, and 12th books, which contain

the narrative of Ulysses at the court of Alcinous.

This title, therefore, (AAxu/s A-n-oXoy*) must at

least have extended to thosefour books. But the

passage which is the subject of this note, seems to

prove

a Not ill translated by Fenton, in Pope\ Odyssey,
book iv. 131.

b
II. 4. and VI. 26.

*
III.

i6./&amp;gt;. 6^3. td. Dftva/.
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prove that it extended still farther
;

for here we

are referred to the eighth book under that title ;

though the speech, the ^mx^ot, pV? of Ulysses,

does not commence till the ninth. The editions

prefix the title, AXxwz xrroXoTOI^ only to the eighth

book. The factseenisto be, that the titles, by
which the different parts of Homer s Poems were

first distinguished, were applied to parts of very

unequal lengths ;
so that afterwards, when the

equal, or nearly equal, division into books took

place, it would not always coincide exactly with

the other division, formed by the different distinct

subjects or episodes of the Poem
;
but one title

would sometimes comprehend several books, and

different parts of the same book, would sometimes

be distinguished by different titles. Thus, for

example, the jifth book of the Odyssey had two

titles, KaAuvJ/a? Avrgov, and Zp^JW, or To,
icip ryv

and the last book three, Nsxujav 7&amp;gt; lv

s and, 2wWi d
. And thus, on the other

hand, the title, AAXIVS ATroAoy^, is not, I appre

hend, to be considered as appropriated to any one

book, but, probably, comprehended Jive books

from the eighth to the twelfth, inclusively ; per

haps, was understood to refer, generally, to the

whole Episode of Alcinotis; as indeed the ex

pression AAKINOT
K7roXoy&amp;gt;

&quot;

the story of

ALCINOUS&quot; seems rather to imply. And the

different

d bee yElian. V. Hist. lib. xiii. cap, 14, and the notes

of Perizonius.
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different parts of this long Episode were, again,

subdistinguished by other titles
;
such as,

,
Toe, Kfx?}c, &c. Indeed, the title,

though prefixed only to the eighth

book, seems evidently extended beyond that book

by the title subjoined as its equivalent, H, ra, nt

K^oe.
AAXH/W. But how the word aVo-

got into the plural number here, I do not

well understand. This circumstance, however,

together with the idea of its being confined to this

single book, has, I think, led Perizonius and other

learned men into mistakes concerning the reason

of the appellation. Perizonius (ubi sup.) thinks

the eighth book was so called,
&quot;

because there are

&quot;

several speeches of Aldnous in it
;&quot;

and others

suppose, that the title alludes to the songs of

Demodocus e
.

NOTE 130.

P. 150. THE DISCOVERY OCCASIONED BY

REASONING, OR INFERENCE; SUCH AS THAT IN

THE CHOEPHOR^E .

Here is much obscurity and confusion. One

thing, however, seems clear
;
that ex O-UAAO^CY**,

cannot mean as some interpreters have under

stood it to mean,
&quot;

by reasoning or inference in

&quot;

the mind of the person who makes the dis-

&quot;

covery ;&quot;
because this is common to all the

modes of discovery. When Electra recognizes

her

Scbmidius, in Pwd. .Mem. p. 34.
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her brother, does she not infer, or, in the phi

losopher s language, syllogize ?
&quot; This man has

&quot;

seen the lance nobody could see it but Ores-

&quot;

tes This is Orestes.&quot; And the same may be

said of all the other recognitions. Discovery by

inference, therefore, en the part of the discoverer,

cannot be made a distinct species. The discovery

Aristotle means, is plainly a discovery, not made,

but occasioned, by inference. Throughout all his

instances, he considers only the means, or occasion,

of discovery, as furnished, in some way or other,

by the person discovered. With respect to bodily

marks, bracelets, &c. the letter of Iphigenia, and

the verbal -rtx^ioe, of Orestes, this is obvious

enough. But the case is the same with the dis

covery by memory : in both the examples of that

species, the persons are discovered, not by recol

lection in the discoverers, but by the effects of it

in themselves. And so here too, in the thres

last examples of discovery ix o-uAAo-yioYxs, however

obscure in other respects, this at least seems clearly

enough expressed, that the persons are discovered

by their own reasoning, or inference
;
that is, by

something which it leads them to say
a
.

But, the difficulty is, that Aristotle s fast

example, appears not to accord with this idea, and

with

n Some time after these remarks were written, I found

them coincide exactly with those of Piccolomini, whose

comment on this passage is, as usual, exact and clear.

See also Benius, who follows him.
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\vith the other examples. The inference here,

appears to be, even from the words themselves
b
,

and, if the Chocphorct of JEschylus be intended,

as the commentators suppose, certainly is, in

ference in the mind of the person who makes the

discovery. But as this, for the reasons already

given, cannot, I think, be admitted, we must either

leave this knot as it is, or solve it by supposing some

other Tragedy, not extant, to be meant, in which

the conclusion mentioned was, as in all the other

instances that follow, the occasion only of the dis

covery
c
. Nor will this appear a very improbable

.supposition, if we recollect the swarm of Tragic

Poets who were continually exercising their inven

tion upon a few popular subjects, and the number

of different Tragedies which, in consequence, we

find recorded, not only on the same subject, but

.even with the same title
;
often with some slight

variation only, in the mode of a discovery, and

other episodic incidents of the plot, which would

still leave a general resemblance, a sort of family

likeness, between them, such as, in fact, we find

in

oiov, Iv Xoufcpoif [al.

on,

c
So, JBeni :

&quot;

Itaque primum exemplum sic intelligen-

dum crediderim, ut Electra agnita sit, non Orestes:
&quot;

ita, nimirum, ut curn Orestes eo modo ratiocinantem.

&quot; audiret puellam, dum Orestetn sibi similcm diceret, inde

Electron
agnoscat&quot; Pau/i Benii, in Ar. Poet. Com

ment. p. 348.
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in Tragedies on the same subject now extant;

in the Electra of Sophocles, and that of Euripides,

and the
Choephor&amp;lt;e

ofJEschylus.

Hut we may say, farther, that this supposition

seems to be favoured by the Tragedy of JEschylus,

itself; with which, what Aristotle here says, ap

pears to me by no means exactly to correspond.

The reader, who will take the trouble to examine

the whole passage supposed to be here alluded to,

from v. 166, to v. 233
d

, will, I believe, think with

me, that the discovery, in that play, cannot with

propriety be denominated a discovery made by in

ference from resemblance. The circumstances of

the lock of hair, and the footsteps, produce in

Electra s mind no more than a glimmering of

hope &amp;lt;rawopixi
&amp;lt;T uV lAmJ^ [v. 192.] and she

is so far from discovering Orestes by them, that

even when he appears before her, she is not con

vinced till he produces the \xpKvpot. the vest, or

veil. This is justly remaiked by Brumoy; &quot;Tout

&quot;

cela
(i.

e. the hair, &c.) ne fait que la rendre
&quot;

plus inquiete : Elle demeure done dans ce trou-

&quot;

ble jusqu a ce qu Oreste paroisse a ses yeux.
&quot;

II se montre tout a coup, et sc fait reconnoitre

&quot;

pour sonfrere, en lid presentant un voile quelle
&quot; a tissu ellc-meme

e
.&quot; This I take to be the true

d In Mr. Potter s ^Eschylus, from p. 329, to 334.

Quarto.
e Theat. ties Grecs, ii. p. 6. Mr. Potter is of the

ame opinion :
u No discovery is from hence raised : but

&quot; the
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dvayvupuri? of this drama; and it belongs rather

to Aristotle s Jirst class Six, wpiwv ; if not even

to the worst sort of that class, where the sign is

produced iriftus IVMK, by way ofproof. Indeed,

even admitting that Electra may be considered as

recognizing her brother by inference from the re

semblance of the lock of hair and the footsteps

only, still, as Piccolornini acutely and solidly ob

serves, this instance would belong to the Jirst

species of discovery by signs.
&quot;

Questo riconos-

&quot; cimento non ddla quarta specie, ma della

&quot;

prima ; nato, non da sillogismo, ma da segno :

&quot;

posciache Elettra, preso per segno d Oreste la

tf
capigliatura, sopra tal segno, quasi sopra mezzo

tl
termine, fabrica il sillogismo che ella fk in se

&quot;

stessa, argomentando, che colui fusse Oreste :

&quot; havendo io gia detto, ch in ogni riconoscimento

&quot; moV intervenir sillogismo ed argomentatione
&quot; dentro alV ammo ddla persona riconoscente.&quot;

p. 236.

NOTE 131.

P. 150.
&quot; HE CAME TO FIND HIS SON, AND

&quot; HE HIMSELF MUST PERISH.&quot;

It is not very obvious, how these words are to

be brought to any thing like reasoning, or in

ference. But all here is darkness. The far

fetched explanation which Dacier has condescended

to

t( the mind of Electra is deeply struck ; she reasons and
&quot;

conjectures, and so is finely prepared for the discovery
&quot; which

soonfotfaws.&quot; Notes on the Choephorse,
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to borrow, without notice, from Castclvetro, for

whom, in his preface, he expresses so much con

tempt, only serves to make the
&quot;

darkness&quot; more

&quot;

visible.&quot;

I know not whether it be worth while to remark

a mere resemblance of expression, but a very close

one, in Homer:

M&amp;gt;? TTXT^ avTtQeov AIZHMEWO2, AYTOS
Od. O. 90.

NOTE 132.

P. 150. THERE is ALSO A COMPOUND

SORT, &c.

When the meaning of an author cannot be

satisfactorily explained, all that a translator can do,

is, to be particularly careful to render faithfully his

words. This I have endeavoured to do here : but

whether I have done even this, the manifest cor

ruption of the text must leave uncertain. What

ever sense may be enveloped in the Greek, I hope

remains enveloped in the English. But what that

is, I will not undertake to say. With -cspect to

the title of the drama, OJWo-iu? YcvfeyycA*, if I

have not given it its only possible sense, I have,

surely, given it its most natural and obvious

sense : Ulysses in the disguise of a messenger.

Tor I am really not able to see, how the words,

without violent twisting, can be made to signify

passively, as Castelvetro would have it,

&quot;

Ulisse di

5
&quot;

cut
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&quot;

cui sono reccitefalse novelle
;&quot; though Victorius

has pronounced a man to be a fool, who pretends

to determine which of these two meanings is the

right one
a
. Had afalse Ulysses been meant, it

seems probable, that the word fMMjitirffoi would

rather have been used
;
as Yeu^axAn?, Thejalse

Hercules, w as the title of a Comedy of Menander.

Av&yvupitsvT* sc. rz 0faT8 : I see no other

construction, as the text stands. And so Vic

torius :

&quot;

Spectatores ita accepisse illam vocem,
&quot;

tanquam si
ipsi,

rei illius auxilio, ipsum agni-
&quot;

turi essent&quot;

Ulysses seems to have been a rich and valuable

resource to the dramatic writers. His history fur

nished the subjects of many Comedies, as \\ell as -

Tragedies. See Casauboti upon Athenaeus,

p. 297. There wr

ere, Ulysses Wounded Ulysses

Mad Ulysses the Deserter Ulysses Ship

wrecked Ulysses Weaving, &c. The subject of

the play here mentioned seems to have been sug

gested by Homer, Od. H. 1 20. But, what it was

how this discovery was compound (a-ufOsT^) or

how, indeed, it was a discovery at all-*-what the

precise paralogism was, &c. I confess myself

totally unable, from the short, perplexed, and pro

bably corrupt words of the text, to make out.

The reader may see, however, a great variety of

different conjectures in the commentators; and

I believe

a
&quot; Haec enim itu incerta

s&amp;gt;uut,
ut ftultum esse videatur

aliquid ipsorum aifirmare.&quot;
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1 believe when he has read them all, he will find

himself just where he was. For my part, I leave

this bow of Ulysses to be bent by stronger arms

than mine :

lyu

NOTE 133.

P. 151. BUT OF ALL DISCOVERIES. THE BEST

IS THAT WHICH ARISES FROM THE ACTION

ITSELF ---
.

I agree with those commentators, who under

stand this to be given by Aristotle as a species of

wutyi/ttfirK distinct from any of the preceding.

This appears, i . From his examples, which are

very different from all those before produced,

and not reducible, I think, to any of his classes.

The discovery of Iphigenia by the letter, is, in

deed, mentioned under his second class, but not

as an instance of that species. See NOTE ] 24.

2dly, and principally, from his saying,
&quot;

After these,
&quot;

the next best are the discoveries by inference&quot;

naming an entire species; which he would not,

surely, have done, had his best of all discoveries

been such, as might be found equally in the other

species; had he been speaking, as some under

stand him, only of the best way of using th

discoveries already enumerated.

VOL. II.
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NOTE 134.

P. 151. SUCH DISCOVERIES ARE THE BEST,

BECAUSE THEY ALONE ARE EFFECTED WITHOUT

INVENTED PROOFS, OR BRACELETS, &C. NEXT

TO THESE ARE THE DISCOVERIES BY IN

FERENCE.

If the words, mrowpwuv wptiM, refer, as it is

generally understood, to the second sort of disco

veries exclusively, it is not easy to see how it can

be true, that thejifth and best sort of discoveries,

that I-A TTfctypxruv, is the only one that is effected

without invented signs, bracelets, &c. for, on

this supposition, the same may evidently be said

of the third andfourth classes, those by memory,

and by inference, which are expressly distinguished

from the two first classes.

This inconsistence is not, I think, to be removed,

but by understanding the words -rmro^^vot. &amp;lt;mf*i,

here, to be used in a wider sense, as including the

third andfourth species, and, in general, all dis

coveries that have any degree of the defect which

Aristotle means to point out by the expression

w7ro*j!/Ajvat dwo Tn Troll s, used in describing the

second species, as opposed to what he calls, !

avTM
Trg&amp;lt;*ypot,Tuv ; though that second species only

is expressly so denominated, because it had this

fault in the most glaring degree.

Any incident, or single action, of that combi

nation of actions that compose o. fable, is said,

I think,
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I think, to be V^ aJrwv TrpayjaaTwi/, when it is pre

pared in the texture of the plot, and appears to

follow so naturally and of course (X.KTO,
TO cZv&y*

xaiov j TO x ) from the incidents which precede

it, that the spectator does not see how it could

have been otherwise
3

. On the contrary, those

incidents are not aurv w^ y,aT, whicii are not

thus gradually prepared, but have, more or less,

the appearance of expedients brought in to answer

the purpose of the moment; which suggest the

idea of occasional and easy contrivance ; which,

though not, perhaps, improbable, yet have not

such a degree of probability, as answers fully the

purpose of dramatic illusion, by acting upon the

mind of the spectator as necessity
b

,
and keeping

his attention rivetted to the action, without suf

fering him, as it were, to turn his eyes a moment

from it, to the resources of the Poet s invention.

Now the third and fourth sorts of discovery

appear, when we examine them, to be of this kind.

They

a What is here expressed by, E avruv Kfcty/MJiTov,
is more

fully expressed, cap. x. where he says of the discovery

and revolution, that they should arise l| airrrif TW; &amp;lt;rura&amp;lt;rus

ra/wAr urt EKTHN OPOrEFENHMENON nftfaiven,

t) i| avayxijj i\ tiaia. TO Ei~, yiyvetrdxi roujra. TransI.

Part II. Sect. 8.

b &quot;

Puisque la fonction du vraisemblable dans la Tra-
&amp;lt;c

gedie, est d empecher de s appercevoir de la feinte, le

&quot; vraisemblable qui trompe le mieux est le plus pnrfait, et

u c est celui qui devient nccessairc.&quot; Fontenelle, Refl.

sur la Poetique, Sect. 63.

O 2
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They are not prepared and brought on gradually

by the precious circumstances of the fable, as in

the examples given from the Oedipus, and Iphi-

genia in Tauris, but effected by contrivances, more

or less naturally introduced by the Poet, at the

moment when they are wanted
; by tears suddenly

shed at the sight of a picture, by an exclamation

suddenly uttered. These, therefore, are not im

properly included under the denomination of

7T7roi7jju.va (vno rx
-jroiJira) ;

and they are, also, in

the proper and logical sense of the word, a-ypuct, ;

the tears, in the one case, and the illative reflection,

or exclamation, in the other, being signs or tokens,

by which the persons are recognized. And thus,

what Aristotle here says seems true that the dis

covery which arises out of the action itself,
is the

only sort that is entirely effected dvw TUV Tn-Troi-nfAwu*

cvpsiwv XOH ttifihfouw : by wffi&faia, meaning the

Jirst class of discoveries, and under veir.
/*.

comprehending the three other classes.

He has, plainly, arranged his modes of dis

covery, as he had before arranged the modes of

managing the -rrotin, or disastrous incidents, of

Tragedy (cap. xiv.) in the order of their com

parative excellence
; beginning with the worst, and

proceeding gradually to the best. When he tells

us, that the discoveries by inference are the next

best, he evidently considers them, as not being,

strictly at least, * WTV TrpnypotrM ; and so far,

I think, is intelligible : but, in what respect they

are
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are better than the preceding species, &amp;lt;T

/xMipn^

he has not told us. The discovery by recollection

may, perhaps, in this respect be regarded as lets

i% O.VTUV
TTftcx.ypot.Tuv, or, more of the

&quot; Pctfx

making&quot; as it seems to require the introduction

of something accidental and extraneous, such as

the picture in his first instance, and the Bard and

his performance, in the second
; circumstances,

which have more the appearance of expedients

than the reflection of Orestes, for example, in the

Tragedy of Polyides. For that reflection arose,

at least, naturally, and solely, from his situation,

and that situation was essential to the fable. But

it is time to release the reader, and&quot; myself, from

the embarrassments of one of the most corrupt,

confused, and ambiguous chapters of this mutilated

and disfigured work.

NOTE 135.

P. 152. THIS, THE POET, &c.

*O
fin oguvTto rov QtKTiiv tXowQou/w. Dacier has,

at least, I think, satisfactorily pvoved, that this

passage wants some emendation, and that the sense

must be &quot;

escaped the Poet, (not the spectator,)
&quot;

for want of his
seeing,

or conceiving himself to

&quot;

see, the action.&quot; He might have added to his

other reasons, that the word Aai/Oavotro, applied

just before to the Poet, seems to fix the same

application of sAavOaw here. The opposition, as

he has observed, is strongly marked : it escaped

O 3 the
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the Poet; Ivi AE T? 2KHNH2, &c. but upon

the stage, &c. Castelvetro had seen this before

Dacier, and conjectured, o pi, ofuvrot, US rov

QsotT-w, ix&amp;lt;x,v&amp;lt;Mtv AN. &quot; La qual contrarietk non
&quot;

sarebbe potuto essere celata a Carcino, se

&quot;

avesse riguardata la sua Tras;edia non comeO O
&quot;

Poeta, ma come veditoreV The ingenuity of

the conjecture may be allowed
;
not so, I fear, the

accuracy of the Greek.

NOTE 136.

P. 152. IN COMPOSING, THE PoET SHOULD

ALSO, AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, BE AN ACTOR.

TCK c-^vifAzo-i &amp;lt;rvv(x,7rig y(x, &amp;gt;
ofj,vov KOUIV The

same expression occurs in the Rhetoric, III. 8.

StrO
/JTi, XXI oAWff TYl U7T(/HOI(7J, AfVOT^H? tlVOtl. IjUt

there, this is mentioned only as the means, by

which the Orator may excite greater emotion in

the hearer, immediately : here, as the means, by

which the Poet may excite a stronger emotion, a

greater reality of imagination and feeling, and a

more perfect alienation of person, if I may ven

ture so to call it, in himself, immediately ;
in order

to produce afterwards a correspondent effect upon
the spectator, by the force and truth of his imi

tation.

&quot;

I have often observed,&quot; says the admirable

author of the Inquiry concerning the Sublime and

Beautiful,

.-P. 37 1-
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Beautiful,
&quot;

that on mimicking the looks and
&quot;

gestures of angry, or placid, or frighted, or

&quot;

daring men, I have involuntarily found my mind
&quot;

turned to that passion whose appearance I en-

&quot;

deavoured to imitate
; nay, I am convinced it

&quot;

is hard to avoid it, though one strove to sepa-
&quot;

rate the passion from its correspondent gcs-
&quot;

tares
b

.&quot; I believe, however, it is hardly

possible to put on the bodily appearance of any

passion, without preciously turning the mind, in

some degree, to that passion. But it is certain,

that the effect, in this case, will react upon the

cause, and convert a slight and nascent emotion

into a more steady, strong, and real feeling of the

passion.

A singular instance of the practice of this rule

of Aristotle
(rp]ua&amp;lt;7J c-vvaTrBcyzfypwov TTOIEII/ in

a sister art, is given in the following curious ac

count, from Felibien, of Domenichino, a painter

remarkable for expression.
11

II ne pouvoit comprendre qu il y cut des
:&amp;lt;

peintres qui travaiilassent a des ouvrages consi-
&quot;

durables avec si peu d application, que pendant
&quot; leur travail ils ne laissassent pas de s entretenir
&quot;

avec leurs amis. II les regardoit comme des
&quot;

ouvriers qui n avoient que le pratique, et nulle
&quot;

intelligence de Tart; etant persuade qu un
&quot;

Peintre, pour bicn reiissir, doit entrer dans une
&quot;

parfaite

b
Part IV. Sect. IV. See also the curious account

there given of Campanella.

4
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&quot;

parfaite connoissance des affections de I esprit
&quot;

et des passions de 1 ame ; qu il doit les sentir

&quot; en lui meme, et s il faut ainsi dire, faire les

&quot; memes actions et souffnr les mimes mouvemens
&quot;

qu il veut representer : ce qui ne se peut au
&quot;

milieu des distractions. Aussi on 1 enteiidoit

lf

quelquefois parler en travaillant, avec une voix
&quot;

languissante et pleine de douleur, ou tenir des
&quot;

discours agreables et joyeux, selon les divers

&quot;

sentimens qu il avoit intention d exprimcr. Mais
&quot;

pour cefe, il s enfennoit dans un lieu fort retire,

&quot;

pour n etre pas appercu dans ces differens ^tats,

11
ni par ses eleVes, ni par ceux de sa famille ;

&quot;

parcequ il lui ^toit arriv6 quelquefois, que des.

&quot;

gens qui i avoient vu dans ces transports,
&quot;

I avoient soupconne de folie. Lorsque dans sa
&quot;

jeunesse il travaillait au Tableau du Martyre
&quot;

de S. Andre&quot; qui est a S. Gregoire, Annibal
&quot;

Carraclie etant alle pour le voir, il le surprit
&quot; comme il etoit dans une action de colere et

&quot;

mma^ante. Apres 1 avoir observe quelque
&quot;

temps, il connut qu il representoit un soldat qui
&quot; menace le S. Apdtre. Alors ne pouvant plus
&quot;

se tenir cache, il s approcha du Domeniquin, et

&quot; en 1 embrassant, lui avoua qu il avoit dans ce

&quot;

moment-la, beaucoup appris de luiV
I will just observe, farther, that this precept, or

rather counsel, of Aristotle, would appear the less

strange

b
Felibieri, Entretiens sur les vies des Peintres, &c,

tome iii. p, 379.
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strange to the Poets of his time, because, as he

himself tells us, the earlier Tragic Poets were also

actors: uV&amp;gt;cjvoi/To ya,%
aurot Tgayuhcts o* TTQWTM TO

vfurov. Rhet. III. }. But, indeed, I am so far

from seeing any thing strange or improbable in this

advice, that, on the contrary, if it be liable to any

objection at all, it is, perhaps, rather to that of

being unnecessary : for I scarce believe, that any
Poet of genius, antient or modern, ever yet com

posed a Tragedy without practising involuntarily,

in some degree or other, what the critic here re

commends. No dramatic Poetry, I think, can

be less chargeable with the /uai/ixov, than that of

the French. Yet M. Marmontel sees no diffi

culty in this precept. In his account of this part

of Aristotle s work, he says,
&quot;

II recommande
&amp;lt;

que Ton soit present & 1 action que Ton veut
&quot;

peindre, que Ton se penetre soi-meme des sen-

&quot;

timens que Ton doit exprirner, et qu on iinite,

&quot; en composant, 1 action des personnages qu on
&quot; met sur la scene : methode qui contribue rel-
&quot;

lement a donner au style plus de chaleur et de
&quot;

veriteY [Poet. Franc. I. p. 15.] Mr. Mason

says of the late ingenious and amiable Mr. White-

head, whose dramatic compositions, whatever

other merit may justly be allowed them, certainly

bear no marks of any unmanageable phreiisy in

the Poet, that
&quot; he is apt to believe, that he

&quot;

always acted, or at least declaimed, while he was
&quot;

composing for the
stage.&quot; If, then, even the

modern
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modern Tragic Poet is, almost necessarily, more

or less,
&quot; an actor in composing,&quot; there can

surely be little difficulty
in conceiving an jEschy-

lus, or a Sophocles, in their free, solitary, and

unwritten meditations, to have given still greater

scope to their imaginations, and,
CO2A ATNATON,

at least, o-^^acrt c-waTr^yaa-ac-Gat. We must, for

once, divest ourselves of modern ideas, and think,

not of a spruce Poet of
&quot;

these degenerate days,&quot;

shut up in his study, with his pen in his hand,

and his writing-table before him but of Euripides,

retired into that lonely, dark, and shaggy cavern,

M hich is said to have been the favourite scene of

his Tragic meditations.
&quot; Philochorus refert, in

&quot;

insula Salamine speluncam esse tttram et horri-

&quot;

dam, quam nos vidimus, in qua Euripides Tra-
&quot;

gcedias scriptitdrit&quot; AuL GelL xv. 20.

NOTE 137.

P. 152. Foil BY NATURAL SYMPATHY, &C.

II tQtx.vuTix.ro i
ya.(&amp;gt;

drco rn? otvr-nq (pvrsw? 01, iv Trot-Qtciv

ileri. Nothing, I think, can be more forced and

improbable* than the sense given to the words,

*TTO TK auruff &amp;lt;pu5-Wf, by VJctoiius, and, after him,

by Goulston and Dacier :

t{ eorum qui pari natura
&quot;

ingenioque prtfditi, &c. De deux hommes qui
&quot;

seront d un egal genie, celui qui se mettra dans
:{

la passion sera toujours plus persuasif.&quot;

If the text be right, the only sense I see is that

given by Ileinsius :

&quot;

propier similitudinem ejus-
&quot; (km
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&quot; dem nature :&quot; i. e.
&quot;

from natural sympathy&quot;

But I am much disposed to suspect, that we

should read, V AYTH2 TH2
&amp;lt;pu&amp;lt;rw?

ab ipsa

natura
; Ipsa naturd comparatiim est, ut, &c.

A similar, but contrary, transposition, of the same

words, occurred at the end of the second chapter :

lv KVTV Se vn
Sio&amp;lt;,q&amp;gt;o(x, plainly, as Victorius ob

serves, instead of \v THt ATTHt . And, indeed,

this sense is so obvious, that Robortelli, Castel-

vetro, and Piccolomini, have all given it in their

translations, though certainly not warranted by the

text. However, as the other reading seems to

express, though somewhat obscurely, the same

idea, I have not departed from it any farther, than

by adopting the explanatory version of Heinsius,

which takes the meaning, and leaves the obscurity.

NOTE 138.

P. 152. WE SHARE THE AGITATION OF

THOSE WHO APPEAR TO BE TRULY AGITATED-
THE ANGER OF THOSE WHO APPEAR TO BE

TRULY ANGRY.

I have given that sense

of this passage, in which all the commentators I

have seen are perfectly agreed. But I cannot dis

semble a difficulty which has always occurred to

me in this interpretation, though, to my surprise,

I have not found it any where taken notice of.

I mean, that it gives a transitive sense to the verbs,
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2^#i?, and %ax7ram. With respect, particu

larly, to the verb xaXtTretivsw, (for the other occurs

but seldom,) the difficulty from the general, if not

the constant, use of it, as a verb neuter, seems

not easily to be overcome. This use of it, by

Aristotle himself, and by other prose writers, is

so common and well known, that it would be mere

trifling to produce instances. That it is neeer

used by them transitively, it would be rash,

perhaps, even in those, whose Greek reading is

much more extensive than my own, to affirm* I

can only say, that I have never seen a clear in

stance of it, either in prose, or verse. The

lexicographers, indeed, send us to Homer: but

without giving any instance that appears to me to

be at all decisive *. And, on the other hand, the

word occurs clearly in its usual and intransitive

sense in other passages: as, //. 5. 256. II. 386.

2/103, &c - But even admitting the verb to be

now and then used by Homer in a sense indis

putably transitive, it seems very unlikely, that

Aristotle should transplant so rare, and poetical,

a use o the word, into plain and philosophical

prose ; especially as other verbs were probably at

hand, if he meant what he is supposed to mean,

which would not have been liable to this ambi

guity-

This difficulty has sometimes led me to siis-

pect&amp;gt;
that the passage may possibly^ after all,

admit

* See 11. T. 183.
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admit of a different sense ;
and that Aristotle

may have meant only to say this:&quot; The- Poet

&quot;

should work himself, as far as may be, into the

&quot;

passion he is to represent, by even assuming
&quot;

the countenance, and the gestures, which are

&quot;

its natural expressions, For they, of course,

&quot; have most probability and truth in their imi-

&quot;

tation, who actually feel, in some degree, the

&quot;

passion : and no one expresses agitation of

&quot; mind (x&pouw) so naturally, (**AijjJ&amp;gt;T*T,)
as

&quot; he who is really agitated, (^/^Ctyrt^fiK) or

&quot;

expresses anger (^XSTTXIVH) so naturally, as he

&quot; who is really angry ({gyi{ijiiHQ*.) Thus, the

forms, p/*aji/, 5aA7rami, will retain their neuter

signification, referring to the Poet s expression of

the passion in his composition ; as, xei/uaojUEi&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&,

and oytofAev, refer to the internal feeling of

the passion, which he has excited in his own mind,

t to be violently agitated in mind :

to express that agitation by words or

actions*: efyi^co-Oat to be angry: x,*viramM

to express that anger by words or actions. It

will, perhaps, be objected, that xo^tvo&quot; v * iv
&amp;gt;

used

as a verb neuter, appears to be synonymous with

fysifftf. That it may be often so, I will not

take

b This verb seems to be rare. I neither recollect, nor

can, at present, find, any other instance of it, than in the

9th Pastoral of Theocritus, v. 20, where it is used im

personally : xfifjicuvwr-, \. e. when it is winter. An
instance, which, as far as it goes, is in favour of the sense

I would give to the word here.
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take upon me to deny : but numerous instances

may certainly be produced, where it is not so

where it clearly denotes something beyond the

mere internal passion. In this line of Homer, for

example ;

Zeuf, ore ^ avfym KOTESEAMENOE
XAAEIIfLNH*. //. n. 386.
&quot;

iratus saviat
;&quot;

where the anger of Jupiter

is expressed by jeoTro-a/*@&amp;gt;; but xuXeirwy goes

on to the external demonstration of it, ore A|3^o
-

TfitTOV p UJfedf.
V. j 5

So, too, Od. T. v. 83.

Miy TTW? TO/ Seffirowot KOTeovufjLevvi XAAEI1H&amp;lt;-

NH;

which, in vulgar language, would be fairly ren

dered,
&quot;

lest your mistress should be angry, and
&quot;

scold&quot;

Thus, again, I.I. S. 256, of Jupiter :

- - - ^
7rey()0ptv(&&amp;gt;

XAAEIIAINE

PinTAZIlN KATA A.QMA OEOTS.

In the very passage adduced to exemplify the

transitive use of this verb, //. T. 1 83, it appears

to have the same sense : for the words, ore -n?

7rOTg&&amp;gt; %aAf7nji/&amp;gt;j,
allude to Agamemnon s own

words, //. B. 378.

Ka&amp;lt;
ya,f&amp;gt; lyuv A%&amp;lt;Xeuj

re pot%wrct[*Q
&amp;gt;

, livena xv^g,

Arr$ws EDEESSIN- lyu X HPXON XAAE-

OAINHN.
XuXeiTMivetv is here, I think, put as synonymous

with /xapo-0ai 7rf&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;. Agamemnon confesses,

that
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that he himself gave the first verbal provocation ;

alluding, I think, to his speech, v. 131, where he

first hints at the seizure of Briseis. For though

Achilles speaks, indeed, somewhat roughly to the

king in the preceding speech, yet his wrath cannot

properly be said to commence before the subse

quent speech, n poi, avxiknv, &c. v. 149.

I shall add only an instance or two more. In

the first book of Plato s Repub. Socrates says to

ThrasvmachllS, l/N.&amp;lt;r9at xv vpou; -rroXv poiXXov i&amp;gt;c0*

*r* TTX, JTTO vp jiv TUV dsivuv, 7i XAAEETAINES0AI

i. e.
&quot; we deserve rather to be pitied by you wise

&quot;

men, than to be scolded at.&quot; In the passage

quoted _NOTE 22, p. 283, vol. i. Plato says of a

dog, ov piv stv Ifa ayvcora, XAAEIlAINEr lv &amp;lt;T

tiv
yi/fi/*ov,

A2IIAZETAI:
&quot;fawns

on those he

&quot;

knows, and barks at strangers/ In the Memo
rabilia of Xenophon, II. 2, we have

JE 7roT
AxfATZTgoxXeoc,,

TO]/ z;rfl(rj3uTaToi/ Jiov

Tni/n*Tf^a XAAEHAINONTA : i.e.
&quot; when he had

&quot;

heard him speaking angrily to his mother.&quot;

It seems, then, that the passage will fairly admit

of the meaning I have proposed. And whether

that meaning would not be more to Aristotle s

purpose, than the other, I willingly submit to the

reader s consideration. For why recommend it

to the Poet to help his imagination by action,

when he composes ? plainly, for the sake of the

effect of this method upon his poetry ;
that his

expression of passion may have more of truth and

nature ;
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nature ;

that his characters may p|uati/*, or

2a?v7ram*v, A]0u/TaTa *. Now it seems more

consonant to this purpose, that the words which

follow as the reason of the advice, should refer

to this immediate effect upon the Poet s work,

which is the object of the advice, than to the

more remote and implied effect of the work upon
the spectator. It seems, indeed, to have been

this reference to the audience, in the usual way
of understanding the passage, that led Madius

into the mistake of supposing this precept intended,

not for the Poet, but for the Player.

Such are my objections to the sense hitherto

given to this passage, and my reasons for think

ing, that its meaning may have been mistaken.

I abandon them, without reserve, to the judgment
of the learned reader : in my own, it is impossible

for me to confide, when I reflect, that the whole

band of commentators, who have preceded me,

have acquiesced, without doubt or scruple, in

that interpretation which to me appears so unsa

tisfactory.

* It is somewhat in favour of this interpretation, that

it gives the adverb, aXnQwuTara, its most natural and

obvious construction, with the verbs, xfipxivti and %a*-
vauvei. As the passage is commonly understood, it must

be joined with the participles.
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NOTE 139.

P. 152. GREAT NATURAL QUICKNESS OF

JPARTS .

EiKpua? y TTOIVTIW Ifiv
- - -. Eupuia OHTTH2.

Hesychius. See also Casaub, upon Athenasus,

p. 454, and Suidas, voc. Eupu, and EupuTa, where

the passage he quotes from Alex. Aphrod. shews

what was the common idea of ifyviot, though its

propriety is disputed. The &QVUS were generally

understood to be o pWiw? ^avOavoi/Ti?, o/*ow? $s

Ipoj/Tff Tr^of
Trai/ra T& ^aS^ara, &c. The pas

sage seems to allude to Ethic. Nicom. Ill, 5.

p. 113. ed. Wilk.

No epithet can be more exactly adapted to the

fupuuf, than that of tuTrAar- ,
which follows; a

man of quick, mimetic parts, who can turn him

self, as we say, to every thing with equal facility,

and mould himself, without effort, to every form.

But the word had considerable latitude, and would

have been applied by the antients, to the genius

of a Shakspeare, the talents of a Foote a

,
or the

docility of a school-boy
b
.

a
Philip of Macedon would have caressed such a man

as Foote. He
.delighted, we are told, av^wiroij

TOI2
ETfcTESI xaXs^Evoif, Kai TA TEAOIA AErOTSI KAI
nOIOTSI. Athen.-j.te.

b
ITa^a ruv ET^Ti7,N, says Isocrates, speaking of scho

lars, 3 peyav fiapgavw (M&amp;lt;r6w, on HOAAA MAN0A-
NOT2I vra^a 3e TUV A^TUN, on xoX;iis HOTTUS ?rapt%tw.

An admirable inscription for a school door.

VOL. II. P
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NOTE 140.

P. 152. OR, AN ENTHUSIASM ALLIED TO

MADNESS .

H /xavtxa. My translation here will, I fear, be

thought too paraphrastical. But this is one among

many passages, that have occurred, where I have

found it impossible to give, at the same time,

word for word, and idea for idea. This, indeed,

is the great misfortune of translation; for what

Mr. Harris has observed is too true, that
&quot; much

&quot; of the force of the original will necessarily be
&quot;

lost in the translation, where single words in

&quot; one language cannot be found corresponding
&quot;

to single words in the other*.&quot;

The word, /ixanx^, wanted no explanation to

Greek readers, to whom, from the writings of

Plato, in particular, it was familiar to consider

enthusiasm of every kind, as a species of madness*.

They would understand no more, from Aristotle s

expression, than that comparative insanity which

Cicero has so exactly expressed : Poetain bonum
&quot; neminem sine injlammatione animorum

&quot;

existere

* Philos. Arrang. p. 2ii, note.

b
See, particularly, the Phtedrus, p. 244, 245, ed. Serr.

Aristotle himself, too, in his Rhetoric, says EN0EON

yag fi nowis, III. 7. ed. DuvaL I cannot help just re*

minding the reader of the admirable humour with which

Horace ridicules the practical abuse of this idea, in his

Art of Poetry, v. 295304.
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&quot;

existere posse, et sine quodam afflatu quasi
&quot;

furoris
c

.&quot; But what can a mere modern reader

think, when he is told, in Dacier s translation,

that, to succeed in Poetry,
&quot;

il faut avoir un genie
&quot;

excellent, ou etre FURIEUX?&quot;

Nor could I, without danger of confounding

the philosopher s distinction, have rendered
tv&amp;lt;pu

i&amp;lt;*

by the single word genius ; which, as we usually

apply it to the fine arts, implies much of that very

warmth, and illusive power, of imagination, that

&quot;

inftammatio animorum&quot; which Aristotle meant

to express by the other word, ^ai/jxov.

I must not omit, that this whole passage re

ceives considerable illustration from another, in

the Problems, pointed out by Mr. Winstanley in

his edition, p. 29 2
d

.

If Aristotle had given any instance of the

pavuc among the Tragic Poets, it would, in all

probability, have been ^Eschylus. It is pleasant

to observe the appearance which the wild invention

and ferocious sublimity of his PROMETHEUS, had

to the eye of a French critic, of admirable good

sense, indeed, but, x &amp;lt;Ta
vn$ovT&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;.

&quot; Je crois,&quot;

says Fontenelle,
&quot;

qu Eschile etoit UNE MA-
11 NIERE DE FOU, qui avoit 1 imagination tres-

u
vive,

De Or. II. 46.
d P. 817. B. ed. Duval. O&amp;lt;ws & Aiav&c. to Ixram, C,

The reading, kurarM-^ instead of llerarw-, if it stood

in need of any confirmation, would be confirmed by this

single passage beyond all doubt.

P 2
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&quot;

vive, et pas trop regime
e

.&quot; He would probably

have said much the same of Shakspeare. The

charge certainly cannot be retorted upon the French

Tragic writers. It is related of the unfortunate

Nat Lee, that, when he was in Bedlam, somebody

had the inhumanity to tell him, it was a very easy

thing to write like a madman. &quot;

No,&quot; replied

the Poet,
&quot;

it is not an easy thing to write like a

&quot; madman ; but it is a very easy thing to write

&quot;

like a fool.&quot; I believe these two things are

almost equally difficult to our ingenious neigh

bours. It would be hard to detect Racine writing

like a fool. But I confess I never read him

without wishing he had written a little more like a

madman. We must allow him much merit;

but he never &quot;

rolled his
eye&quot;

in the
&quot;

fine

phrensy&quot; of the Poet; he knew little of
&quot;

the

tricks&quot; of &quot;

strong imagination.&quot;
The character

given of him by Lord Kaims appears to me per

fectly exact and just; that
&quot; he is always sensible,

&quot;

generally correct, never falls low, maintains a
&quot; moderate degree of dignity without reaching the

&quot;

sublime, paints delicately the tender passions,
&quot;

but is a stranger to the genuine language of en-

&quot;

thusiastic or fervid passion
f

.&quot;

I have

e Tome ix. p. 415.
&quot; II me semble,&quot; says this agree

able writer,
&quot;

qu il ne faudroit dormer dans le sublime,

&quot;

qu a son corps defendant.&quot; [Preface to his Hist, des

Oracles.] No wonder then, that he could not relish

^Eschylus.
* Elements of Crlt. vol. i. p. 488:
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I have often wondered, what it was that could

attach Mr. Gray so strongly to a Poet whose ge

nius was so little analogous to his own *. I must

confess I cannot, even in the dramatic fragment

given us by Mr. Mason, discover any other resem

blance to Racine, than in the length of the

speeches. Its fault, indeed, is Racine s; its

beauties are, surely, of a higher order. What

pity, that a work of genius, should have been

smothered in its birth, by a little cold and trifling

criticism ! We have, indeed, been told, that
&quot;

it

&quot; was certainly no loss to the English stage, that

&quot;

Agrippina was never finished :&quot; but we have been

told it by the same critic who has pronounced,

also, that the BARD of Gray, only
&quot; endeavours

&quot;

at sublimity ;&quot;
who saw in the juvenile Poems

of Milton &quot; no promise of Paradise Lost
;&quot;

and

who has admitted, with seeming complacence,

into the catalogue of English POETS, such names

as Bfockmore, Yalden, and Pomfret
&quot;

Alcandrumque Haliumque Noemonaque

Prytanimque !&quot;

NOTE 14*.

P. 152. WHEN THE POET INVENTS A SUB

JECT - - -.

Here is a confusion of various readings, none

of them, I think, free from suspicion. How the

sense

8 See Letter xvi, Sect. 4. of the Memoirs of Mr. Gray.
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sense given to the passage by Victorius, and almost

all the commentators, is fairly to be obtained

from any of them, I confess, I never could see.

1 follow the common, and, in my opinion, the least

suspicious, reading ra? T*Aoy?T8? TmrowpivKs .

And I understand Aristotle to speak of subjects,

either wholly invented by the Poet, like the AvQ&
of Agatho, or, having only some very slight and

general foundation in history or tradition.

Aoy
1 the general story, or argument. (Aoy&

H TOT APAMATO2 TnO0E2I2. Hesychius.)

KAI aJroi/ Troiavra, because, I suppose, such ar

guments were commonly drawn up by others,

probably in the A*JW&amp;gt;ca;uat, and, perhaps, pre

fixed to the copies of the play. But here, Aris

totle
&quot;

poetam etiam ipsum hoc facere jubet ;

&quot;

quod novum erat, et inusitatum :&quot; as the

force of KAI ATTON seems rightly explained by
Victorius.

NOTE 142.

P. 153. WHEN HE HAS GIVEN NAMES TO

HIS CHARACTERS .

This seems to shew plainly, that by Aoyaj

irrrrowpivxi; the critic means only such subjects as

were of the Poet s own invention
a
. For he says

first,

*
TKJ AE xo7$, which, according to VICTORIUS has

MS. authority, would, perhaps, be preferable.
8
As, ?r7rcni/[Avov ovofMc, cap. xxi. &quot;

a. word of the Poet s

&quot;

invention&quot; TizTtm^va c-yptiot xtTrw.ptvai avayvofurtis,

cap. xvi.
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Jlrst, form a general sketch of your fable ; then,

give names to your characters. This manifestly

implies, that the names were not already fixed by

history or tradition, but were at the Poet s choice.

To avoid this difficulty, the Abbe&quot; Batteux trans

lates,
&quot; on remet les noms V But this, certainly,

is not what Aristotle says ;
and it is too trifling,

surely, to be what he means. If the names are

given by the particular history which the Poet

follows, what purpose will it answer to omit them

in his plan ? They will certainly be in his mind ;

they may as well be upon his paper. In short, the

method here recommended by Aristotle seems per

fectly absurd and nugatory, upon any other sup

position than that of a story, either wholly invented

by the Poet, or, of which, at least, he owes only

some slight hint to fact, and real life. In this

case, and in this only, it is, that the subject first

presents itself to the Poet s mind in a general and

abstracted view, which he afterwards circum

stantiates by time, place, and names, and fills up

by the detail of particular episodes and scenes.

That this is the meaning, will appear, I think,

still more clearly from the 9th chapter, with which

this passage should be compared. What is here

said

cap. xvi. and, jr^jton^^va ovo/nara, cap. ix. &quot; names invented
&quot;

by rhe Poet.&quot;

b
And, see his note, N 3, upon chap. xvi. It is the

explanation of Beni :
&quot;

jam nomina imponi jubet, noa
&quot; tarn ilia fingendo, c^uam reddendo&quot;

P4
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said of the method to be pursued by Tragic

Poets, answers exactly to what is there said of the

Comic : &amp;lt;rur)&amp;lt;raj/T? yoif) rov
ju,u6oi/

$101, TUV slxoruv,

orrn TA TTXONTA ONOMATA EIHTIOEASI;

with this difference, indeed, that the Comic writer

may give whatever names he pleases ;
while the

Tragic generally adopts historical names, even

when his subject is feigned. Yet Aristotle, there,

not only allows that Tragedy, as well as Comedy,

may be all invention, both plot and names, but

even says, that it would be
&quot;

ridiculous to think

otherwise : ytXaw TXTQ fymv. And he immediately

adds, that it is the invention or making of his

fable, (not of his verse only,) that truly constitutes

the Poet
c

.

NOTE 143.

P. 153. THAT THE EPISODES BELONG PHO-

TEllLY TO THE SUBJECT - -
-.

See NOTE 37 *. Here are two instances given

by Aristotle of what he means by tvsurohot in dra

matic Poetry. They confirm, I think, what was

said in that note. That Orestes should be taken,

by some means or other, and should, by some

means or other, be saved,, were essential parts of

the Poet s fable. These were not episodes, in

Aristotle s view
;
for he expressly includes them

both in that general sketch of the story, which is

previous to the intertexture of the episodes : i

Cap. ix. Transl. Part II. Sect. 6. * In vol. i.
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^ xoci AH$0EI2 and, Imuflev ft 2HTHPIA.

The episodes are the circumstances by which the

Poet chose to effect this capture, and this escape ;

i. e. the madness of Orestes, and the ablution of

the statue
;
or rather, these facts drawn out into

some particularity of descriptive narration, so as

to form distinct, though subordinate, parts of the

action ;
for this, perhaps, made a part of Aris

totle s idea of sYac-oiW. And the examples here

given seem to confirm this. See the Iphig. in

TauriSj v. 260, to 340. v. 1153, &c - And,

particularly, the narration of the dyysX^3
,

v. 1327, c.

From the very observation, that these episodes

should be properly related to the subject
a

,
and from

what he adds of the difference of dramatic and

epic episodes in point of length, it clearly appears,

that, as I observed in the note referred to, the word

is not applied to Tragedy in a different sense from

that in which it is applied to the Epic Poem.

NOTE 144.

P. 153. BUT IN THE EPIC THEY ARE THE

MEANS OF DRAWING OUT THE PoEM TO ITS

PROPER LENGTH.

H $* iTroirou* TXTOK fxixui/Tai. Compare cap.

xxiv. Epi &amp;lt;Tf nrco? TO iTXtXTiwicrtyou, x. r. aA. to,

a
They could not therefore be considered by Aristotle

as &quot;

parties ncccssaires de 1 action,&quot; according to Le Bossu s

definition, lib. ii. ch. 6.
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NOTE 145-

P. 153. THE GENERAL STORY OF THE

ODYSSEY LIES IN A SMALL COMPASS.

, (instead of paxf&*,) has now the sup

port of a manuscript. See, ed. Ox. 1780, with

the learned editor of vvhich I perfectly agree.

Aoy&amp;gt;
is plainly used here in the same sense as

before, for the general argument, or summary, of

the Poem : whereas, if we read /*ax(^, it can

mean only the entire story at full length, with all

its episodes. Farther ; the epitome of the Odys

sey which follows, is evidently the exemplification

of the preceding assertion, that the story of the

Odyssey, stripped of its episodes, is very short.

Homer himself has given us a still more general

outline of the Poem in two lines and a half;

vwo^iv srao-rK Tti? O&amp;lt;JW&amp;lt;T;*?, as the scholiast has ob

served upon it :

&amp;lt;Jtyv,
HOMO, -aroMoj &quot;araQovT, oteruvr d sro Tsrotv-

eXevrea-Qou. --- Od. B. 174.

where, oAto-ai/r Vo &OWT/Z? Tip8j, as equivalent

to Aristotle s
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NOTE 146.

P. 154. PERSECUTED BY NEPTUNE ---
.

HAPA^TAATTOMENOT vvro rs Ilo&amp;lt;rtifav&.

The same idea is thus expressed by Virgil :

--- nee Teucris addita Jum

Usquam aberif. JEn. vi. 90.

upon which passage the reader will find an ex

cellent and useful note in the best of all editions

of this Poet, that of Heyne.

Horace comes still nearer to the word

Incontinentis nee Tityi jecur

Relinquit ales, nequitia3 ADDITUS

CuSTOS. Lib. in. Ode iv.

NOTE 147.

P. 154. AND MAKING HIMSELF KNOWN TO

SOME OF HIS FAMILY ---
.

Avoiyvwguras Tii/a?, UTOJ? iwdtpfv*
- - -. This

is all very strange, and, probably, very corrupt ;

as may appear, merely from the awkward and

cacophonous repetition of the pronoun ATTO2
- - - ATTOI2 mr$tw(& ATTO2 *

And what is, ai/ayvwj&amp;lt;ra? nvatf ? Certainly, not

what one expects. Ulysses, we know, was dis

covered by the nurse, and discovered himself to

Eumaeus, and the herdsman, and to Telemachus ;

but
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but I do not recollect that he discovers any one.

Castelvetro saw this ;
and he says, that

&quot;

djcfiw* is

&quot;

to be understood ;
and that the signification of

&quot;

the word uvetyimgirots here must be observed,
&quot; which is, not that Ulysses discovered any of his

&quot;

friends, but that he made himself known to

&quot;

them*&quot; But we have no authority, that I

know of, for this use of dvayvwgityiv
with an ac

cusative case. Piccolomini, too, understands this

passage as Castelvetro did
&quot;

datosi & conoscere

&quot; ad alcuni.&quot; And the Abbe Batteux
&quot;

sefait
&quot;

reconnoitre&quot; &c.

But what, again, is, fcuVoi? \-Grtbip,tv&amp;lt;&
? Does

auVoi? refer to the friends, or to the enemies, of

Ulysses ? Is l-anfit/Awigp, deceiving, imposing on, as

it is rendered by Victorius, and others after him,

or, as others understand it, attacking ? for it will

bear either of these senses. I have preferred the

latter as most obvious, and, on the whole, most to

the purpose. E-srtr^i^voi is used by Aristotle in

this sense, Rhet. II. 5. It generally, I believe,

implies an attack more or less insidious, such as

that of Ulysses upon the suitors. The scholiast

upon Homer, Od. T. 156, observes, that a day of

festivity was made choice of, as furnishing a fa

vourable opportunity of attacking the suitors :

Iva, ruv aWpwi/ nre^t TVIV topr:iv xaTayii/owcj/wi/, tvy.xigov

\M TO EIHTI0E20AI TOTS MNHZTHP2I.

P. 382-
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NOTE 148.

P. 154. I CALL COMPLICATION, ALL THAT

-IS BETWEEN THE BEGINNING OF THE FIECE,

AND THE LAST PART, &C.

Aristotle is here, as usual, very short and dry

in the information he bestows upon us concerning

this JWtf and Au&amp;lt;n?. I wish he had given us a de

finition of their meanings, instead of a mere desig

nation of their places. One would suspect, on the

first view, from the mention of a change f

fUTi^iav only, (in which reading all the MSS.

I think, agree,) from his instance, (if it be the

same Tragedy as he before cited, cap. xi.) and

from the common acceptation of the word Au&amp;lt;n?

itself, that he was speaking only of those Tragedies

in which the principal characters are extricated

from the difficulties they were involved in, and the

end is happy. And, indeed, the way in which

Le Bossu, and others after him, explain this nceud

and denouement, leads naturally to this idea, and

seems hardly consistent with their allowing, as

they do, that the denouement may be either cala

mitous or prosperous
3

. For they explain the

nceud, or JW?, by
&quot;

obstacles a vaincre
b &quot;

&quot;

efforts contraires i. e. aux efforts du heros

&quot;

pourCexecution deson dessein
c

.&quot;

&quot; Les obstacles

&quot;

presented s appellent nceuds, et la maniere dont
&quot; on

* Le Bossu, Traite du Poeme, Ep. II. 16.
fc

Batteuxliaote on this passage.
c Le Bossu, II. 13.
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&quot; on les force, se nomme, denouementV This

will do very well for jEneas, or Ulysses. But

when Oedipus finds himself guilty of parricide

and incest, and, from a state of regal dignity and

happiness, becomes a wretched, blind, and banished

vagabond this is but a strange way of surmount

ing obstacles.

The truth is, that the obstacles of the &&amp;lt;n?, or

the knot, are those which are presented to the

mind of the spectator ;
the difficulty overcome is

that of seeing how the piece mil terminate. And

thus, indeed, the Abbe&quot; Batteux more accurately

expresses himself elsewhere :

&quot; Le nceud dans le

Cinna est, de s$avoir si Cinna tuera Auguste? &c
e
.

The Aucrif is, to the spectator, the solution of the

problem,
&quot; How will all this end ?&quot; And we may

add, the more difficult the problem, the greater the

pleasure of the solution.

It may be objected, that this is applicable only

to those Tragedies, the subjects of which are totally

unknown to the spectator ; and it may be asked,
&quot; Where is the problem to be solved, in those

&quot;

dramas, which we have repeatedly seen and
&quot;

read, and of which we are perfectly acquainted
&quot; with

d
Batteux, Principes de la Lit. tome ii. p. 226.

Princip. de la Lit. tome iii. p. 51. And so, too,

Le Bossu, where he says of the nceud, that it lasts

&quot; autant de temps que / esprit du hcteur est suspendu sur

*
I evenemevit de ces efforts contraires,&quot; &c. cA.xiii.

Dacier, too, talks in the same equivocal language. Sec

bis notes, I, 2, and 3.
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&quot;

with the catastrophe, and every incident that

&quot;

leads to it ?
&quot; To this I can only answer, that

it is a fact, and certainly a curious fact, that it

makes little difference, or none at all, in the sym

pathetic interest which a spectator feels during the

course of the action, whether he knows, or does

not know, beforehand, how the piece will end.
&quot;

Quelque prevenu que Ton soit de la maniere
&quot;

dont tout va se r^soudre, la marche de faction
&quot;

en ecarte la reminiscence : Vimpression de ce que
&quot; fon wit empeche de reflechir a ce que I on scaif ;

*

et c est par ce prestige que les spectateurs qui
&quot;

se laissent toucher, pleurent vingt fois au m6me
&quot;

spectacle.&quot; [Marmontel, Poet. Franc, ii. 220.]

The term
Au&amp;lt;r?, therefore, is as applicable to the

calamitous catastrophe of the Oedipus, as to the

satisfactory conclusion of the Iphigenia in Tauris.

For Aristotle expressly gives these parts, as parts

of every Tragedy. $ & HA2H2
O Jf, Xu&amp;lt;rif.

NOTE 149.

P. 154. THE LYNCEUS OF THEODECTES ---
.

Castelvetro has guessed, with some ingenuity,

the subject and plot of this Tragedy, from Hyginus,

Fab. 45. See Goulston s supplemental version,

which is taken from him. It seems, however, very

improbable, that a Tragedy should be denominated

from a person who had no other share in the

action, than that it passed under his roof.

Dacier
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Dacier understands this to be the LynccuS

mentioned before, cap. xi. All I see is, that his

application of the word, vuihov, to Lynccus the

husband of Hypermnestra, cannot be admitted.

The diminutive Truihov, is, I believe, never used

but to signify a child. In this respect, certainly,

Castelvetro s conjecture has greatly the advantage ;

as it has, also, in the explanation of amao-tw? T*

fiavara, which, in Dacier, is terribly forced. See

his version.

NOTE 150.

P. 155. THERE ARE FOUR KINDS OF TRA

GEDY, DEDUCIBLE FROM SO MANY PARTS

WHICH HAVE BEEN MENTIONED.

It is incumbent on a commentator to state, as

clearly as he can, the difficulties of his author,

whether he be able to remove them, or not. This

has not been done with respect to this passage, in

any of the comments that I have seen.

Aristotle says, Tfoyyifcoc & Vj tin rea-a-a^K

TOG-AUTO, TAP nan ra
juf^n tAs^On.

&quot; There are four

&quot;

species of Tragedy ; for so many also are the
&quot;

parts which have been mentioned.&quot; This is

saying, as expressly as words can say it, that the

four different species of Tragedy correspond to,

and, of course, arise from, four different parts

already mentioned. Now what are those parts?

Four parts of quantity have indeed been men

tioned ; (cap. xii.) but these are quite out of the

2 question.
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question. If we have recourse to what are called

the parts of quality
a

,
these are six ; and if, with

Dacier, we reduce them tofour, by throwing out

the decoration and the music, the four that remain,

i. e. fable, manners, t&ttitnentgt and diction, will

furnish out, among them, only one of the species of

Tragedy enumerated that which is denominated

u 0xi. These, then, cannot be the Jour parts

pointed at as the foundation of the four species.

There remain only the parts which Aristotle calls

/* i MT0OT : the parts, not of Tragedy, but of

one of the essential parts of Tragedy the Table.

These he enumerated in the nth chapter
b
, and

to these, the commentators, in general, are agreed

in understanding Aristotle to allude.

But the difficulty here is, that he refers to four

parts mentioned, and here are only three i. e.

xytuguru;, (which he expressly calls JW

and, thirdly, 7r&amp;lt;x,Q(& : TPITON &,

Trafi^. There is no mention of H0% to furnish

his third species, the moral Tragedy ; nor, indeed,

was it, by any means, to be expected there,

where he is professedly enumerating the parts of

the Fable. flaOn, in the sense in which the

word is there used
c

, may, unquestionably, be

considered

a
Cap. vi. Transl. Part II. Sect. 2.

b Transl. Part II. Sect. 9, at the end.

c
Ilafi-, in its usual sense, of passion, is a part, not of

the /MtfS-, but of the Aiavcia. (See cap. xix. Transl.

VOL. II. Q Part
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considered as parts of the Fable ; tfa, or manners,

cannot.

The Abbe&quot; Batteux thinks the ethic species is

tacitly implied, as the opposite, or negative, of the

pathetic. The three parts of the fable, irtfnrtrti*,

uvayvupHTig, TraO-*, give, directly, only two species

of Tragedy ;
the two first constituting, (one, or

both of them,) the complicated, (VfirXiypfniK,) and

the third, the pathetic, or disastrous, Tragedy. The

two other species are only the negatives of these.

If the fable is without revolution or discovery
d

,

the Tragedy is simple, as opposed to complicated ;

if, without TT^Yt, or disasters, it is $1x1, as opposed

to TraOnTixjj. Such is the explanation of this inge

nious writer
e

;
which seems to be much favoured

by the manner in which these species are arranged

afterwards, when applied to Epic Poetry in

cap. xx iv.
;

where we have r* y AIIAHN *

nEITAErMENHN, * H0IKHN I1A0HTIKHN, &amp;lt;fci

slw, and, also, by the frequent opposition of w0
and u8^, TraOrj-nxoi/ and 0ixo, in antient writers

f
.

It

Part II. Sect. 22.) But, in the sense defined cap. xi.

(Transl. Part II. Sect. 9.)
ii is an action HPAS12

tpQagTim, &c. and, therefore, part of the plot, or &amp;lt;rw6s(rts

v, as much as the revolution, and discovery.

d - - - ANET 7refi7rT(aj &amp;gt;} affafyvufurfutt
as he says

above, in defining the simple fable. Cuf/).
x.

c See his note ;
and his Principcs dc la Lit. tome iii.

/&amp;gt;.
84.

f
See, for instance, R/iet. III. 17. Quintil.

VI. 2.

p. 299^ 3&amp;gt;
** GM** ^ c&amp;gt; I am aware i^eetl^ ^at in

this
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It may, indeed, be objected, that this cannot be

reconciled to Aristotle s words roc-aura
yot(&amp;gt;

xa*

ra
|tt^t! EAEX0H; which seem to refer clearly to

four parts that had been all expressly mentioned.

But, if we should suppose Aristotle here to con

sider that as said, which was only implied, and as

explained, which was only hinted, we should,

perhaps, take no liberty that is not warranted by

the magisterial and elliptic brevity of his general

style, and even by similar instances in his writings
8
.

But even this will not entirely remove the difficulty,

while, by the parts alluded to, we understand

Aristotle to mean only the pt^n /uu9 of the nth

chapter : because 0^, as I before observed, could

be neither mentioned, nor implied, as a part of

the fable. Perhaps, therefore, he meant to use

the word ^r\ in a general sense, as he clearly

does use it, cap. xxiv. x T MEPH, iu psx. x

o^/iug, &quot;Ttovrcx, xat TAP TrtpnrtTswv &;, x.r.aA. where

the xi TAP shews, that the parts he had just

mentioned

this opposition, -raO- is not taken in the dramatic sense,

of blood-shed, disasters, &c. but in the usual sense of

passion. But as this sense is, in fact, involved in the for

mer, (for we can scarce conceive a disastrous, or, as we
call it, a deep, Tragedy, that is not also highly pathetic^ or

passionate,) this is not, perhaps, any material objection.

6 His references are frequently obscure, or ambiguous.

So, the
xaQjcTTE? ifnra&amp;lt;, cap. xi. see NOTE 83. .And the,

ucrTTEf dgvTai, cap.nv. see NOTE 110. An embarrassment

of enumeration somewhat similar to that of this passage

has occurred in cap. xiv. See NOTE 105.

Q 2
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mentioned included both the six constituent parts

of Tragedy, and the three parts of thefable which

he enumerates. If we understand ^n\ in this

way, the meaning will only be, that so many dif

ferent parts, (of one kind or other,) have been

mentioned (sX^O^,) from which these species may
be deduced : these are, the three ptv\ ^uOa, which

furnish the complicated, the simple, and the pathetic,

species ;
and the second of the essential parts of

Tragedy, $&amp;lt;&, which, though indeed it be a part

of every Tragedy, admits, according to Aristotle s

own account, of more or less
h

, and, when predo

minant, may be characteristic of another species,

the ethic, or moral Tragedy, naturally enough op

posed to the pathetic.

I confess I see no other possible consistent

sense that can be given to this passage, as we

now read it : forfour parts are here mentioned;

andJour parts cannot be made out, if we confine

ourselves to the ptgvi MT0OT in cap. xi.

Dacier seems to have perceived this ; and his

explanation agrees so far with mine, that he, also,

makes &quot;

la peripetie, la reconnoisance, la passion,
&quot;

et les meeurs&quot; the four parts that produce the

four sorts of Tragedy. But when, in order to

reduce the seven parts, (i.
e. fable, manners, dic

tion, sentiments, discovery, revolution, disasters,)

to the Jour which he wants, he rejects three,

i. c. fable, dictio;i, and sentiments, because they

are

up* vie axtv fe fiCuv 7CTWT av (sc. T$eey$iet) &c.
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arc common to all Tragedy, he makes a distinction

for which there seems to be no foundation
; the

manners being equally included by Aristotle among
those parts which are expressly I1ASH2 rpotyuStots

psfn \ But, though all these parts necessarily

belong, in some degree or other, to every Tragedy,

any one of them may- be so predominant, as to

characterize a Tragedy, and give it, if we please,

a specific denomination. Thus, there may be, and

there is, such a species as the sentimental Tragedy,

of which, in the critic s language, TO OAOI/ ij Ata-

yottt : another, of which the language may be the

most striking character &amp;gt;K
TO oXov * A&;

k

; and

he himself speaks of a sort of Tragedy that might

very well be denominated, u* OTTTIXTJ ,
of which

examples are not wanting on the modern stage.

The Italian opera is a Tragedy, uV TO oXov ts-iv *

MeAo7Toi a. But Aristotle s business was not to

enumerate all the different species which want of

taste or judgment might produce, but those only

which were considered as legitimate, and such as

sound criticism would approve. Hence, he has

recourse, for the formation of the Jour regular

and

1

Cap. vi.

k Of the first, Mr. Harris gives Afeastirefor Measure

as an instance; of the last, Cato. Philol. Inq. p. 161.

But Cato seems rather a compound ot the two species.

.Dr. Johnson, in his lire of Acldison, has more justly cha

racterized it by &quot;just
sentiments in elegant language.&quot;

1 See cap. xiv. Transl. Part II. Sect. 13.
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and authorised species, only to the two Jirst and

most important of tbe six constituent parts of

Tragedy tbe FABLE, and tbe MANNERS.

But after all, when we bave made the best we

can of tbe text in this passage, we must allow,

I believe, that it is more for the credit of Aristotle

to suppose it fault}
7
. And that it is so, I am the

rather inclined to think, as one difficulty still re

mains. The expression
&quot;

there are four sorts

** of Tragedy: FOR so many parts have been
**

mentioned&quot; seems clearly to imply, not

merely, that those four sorts are deducible, in

gome zray or other, from those parts, but, as I at

first observed, tint they, respectively,
arise from

those parts, each of which produces its corres

pondent specie* of Tragedy. But this, as we have

seen, is by no means the case. Of the four parts,

only *&&, and $, produce directly their cor

respondent species, the irafomxu, and tbe

The other two parts, xt^*-**, and

denominate one species from their presence, (the

*rr&fypcii,) and another, (the TA,) from their

absence.

NOTE 151.

P. 1.55. ANOTHER, THE MORAL - - -.

Hf *xr,. Yideant studiosi hujus libri, an iotel-

li

ligi debeant, et tanquam Vo xei&amp;gt;8 repeti. et hie

.:ifra, verba ilia quae in explication fabulae

u
implem posuit: intelligo, inquam, ha&c-

2
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;f
&amp;gt;. in* : et quod pnpterea utroque loco con-

*

venit, inde sumptum, [i.
c. s-i&O-

1 &&] ut,

&quot;

quemadmodum inquit in describend;k ilia per-

**

ita, in patheticd, if? TO ixn es-i araSn ; et in

&quot;

moratdj TO Aa r n9n.
*

So Victorius ; and

the observation seeoas just and important

By nStxn, I cannot tliink, that the mere absence

of raftn is meant, as M. Batteux supposes
1

, or, as

Dacier and others take it, the mere moral ten

dency of the example. I understand the r^ayarfiai

*3ixn to be, in the most obvious and usual sense

of the word, that kind of Tragedy, * ? T o&amp;gt;.a ir

nfo of which the manners are the predominant

part ; which seems sufficiently to imply the ab

sence of that violent perturbation, deep distress,

and . terrible catastrophe, which distinguish the

pathetic species. This obvious sense of nSixn is

confirmed by Aristotle s exemplification in cap. xxiv.

For there, he plainly opposes it to the Tra^rixa* of

the Iliad, and applies it to the Odyssey; a poem

enunently characterized as a picture of life and

manners*. The word is also used, evidently, iu

the same sense in the Rhetoric; where the two

species of the drama, nSixoi, and -a?mx;.

:

*
&quot; La fable msrelty opposes a h Pj:kt:.^:. d

u Cimia de Corneilie, et la Bere: .
-

^5.

* See Longinus, Ssc. o, a,i time*.

* 4
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mentioned, as being, each of them, accommodated

to action, and preferred, on that account, by the

players, as peculiarly favourable to the display

of their mimetic powers . Now this would not

be the case, if by nOix* nothing more than a moral

lesson and a virtuous example were intended. Yet

this idea is by no means excluded by the other;

and Victorias seems to have rightly adjusted this

matter.
&quot; Animadvertendum autem Tragoediam

&quot;

illam vocari moratam, qua3 non solum accurate
&quot; mores exprimit, sed eos etiam inducit probos;
&quot;

quod ipse significavit supra, ubi de moribus
&quot;

disseruit; primum enim prascepit ut jtfura jJOu

&quot;

fingerentur.&quot;

If it be objected, that, the delineation of man

ners being the peculiar province of Comedy, this

account of the TfaywJW yQixn confounds the limits

of these two opposite species of the drama; we

may answer, that the moral, or rather mannered

Tragedy, (for we seem to want a word here,)

though allowed by Aristotle, was certainly not that

which he himself considered as the best, or the

most Tragic*: yet, that even this was sufficiently

distinguished from Comedy by the kind of manners

which it imitated. They were to be, if possible,

good,

, [sc. ta|ij oratorical diction] v UTTO-

MfiTiKtoTarri TWTHJ SE 3wo &j* *j ftsy yap, H01KH, y 3e,

HA0HTIKH. oio KOU ci inroxptai ra. TOIATTA TUN
APAMATUN

&(HX8&amp;lt;n,
KM 01 Kowai TJ TOISTSJ. [sc. i7ror

xtnag.] Rhet. III. 12.

_

d See cap. xiii. Trans/. Part II. Sect. 12.
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goofy (x;^r*,) at all events they were to be, on

the whole, serious enraJat* : whereas the object

of Comedy, with respect to manners, as to every

thing else, was the ridiculous. We must remem

ber too, that; as I have before observed, the two

dramas were by no means, in Aristotle s time, so

rigorously separated as they now are. There

were, then, but two dramatic muses, the muse of

Tragedy, and the muse of Farce. Yet there is

something between a flood of tears and a broad

laugh; and as Farce obstinately refused to put

any degree of restraint upon her muscles, Tragedy,

who, as we have seen, was so accommodating, as

even, occasionally, to approach to the very laugh

of Farce, frequently condescended to dry her

tears, and to put on, without scruple, the inter -

mediate smile, which Comedy should have supplied.

NOTE 152.

P. 155. AND, FOURTHLY, THE SIMPLE,

SUCH AS AND ALL THOSE TRAGEDIES,
THE SCENE OF AVHICH IS LAID IN THE IN

FERNAL REGIONS.

To Jf TtTKDTOV, 010V, KITS ^O^XiJif, XXI II^G^OfUf,

xai oVa E V aJs The enumeration of these species

in cap. xxiv. leaves no room to doubt the omission

of the word ALTAOTN here. To & TiTagrov,

ffV&JfV, oiov, &C.

The commentators have been much puzzled to

discover, wby all those Tragedies, that have for

their
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their subject r I a7a, should be of the simple

construction; and 1 have, indeed, been sometimes

strongly inclined to believe, that the words, xa

cffx lv aVa, were out of their place, and belonged

to the second species ;
thus: y ft naOnrixn, K&amp;gt;V,

01

n Annvrsgy xat ot loi/?, KKI ora, iv a&t. Why such

subjects should belong to the disastrous class, no

one can want a reason; and the words follow

naturally, and pertinently, in this view, after the

instance of Ixion. I have been surprised not to

find so obvious a conjecture in any of the com

ments. Piccolomini r indeed, glances at it:

&quot; Non so vedere, perche piu tosto in essempio
&quot;

delle Tragedie pathetlche, die delle semplici,
&quot; non le habbia poste ;

havendo riguardo in ci6

&quot;

ctlle punitio?2, e suppUcd dell infemo&quot; p. 255.

And it is very singular, that Dacier s note (N 10.)

is exactly such, as if he had himself made this

conjecture; of which, however, he says nothing.

But, after all, it is obvious enough, as Beni has

observed, that, in these infernal Tragedies, no

iiwTai, no sudden reverse of circumstances,

could well have place. The comment of that

acute Italian upon this passage, is the best I have

seen, and will, perhaps, satisfy the reader, that no

such conjecture is wanted. &quot; Clausula hscc sit;
*

&quot; ex istiusmodi fabulis excmplum duxisse Aris-

&quot;

totelem ad illustrandam simpticem fabulam,
&quot;

quod cum illi [sc. Tantalus, Sisyphus, &c.] in

* {
eas pcenas atque torrnenta, non a prosperitate,

&quot;

quern-
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&quot;

quemadmodum Oedipus et alii plerique, devol-

&quot;

verentur, sed ab initio ad finem usque illis

&quot;

jactarentur, peripetia aberat qucim longissirrie.
&quot; Im6 verd, non modo repente fortune commu-
&quot;

tatio baud fiebat, quod est proprium peripetiae,
&quot; verum etiam mutatio in decursu toto fiebat
&quot;

levissima ac prope nulla\ ita ut ab initio ad
&quot; finem usque, mira simplidtate flueret fabula.

&quot; Ex quo fiebat, ut commodius ex aliis, in quibus
&quot;

repente vulnera, cruciatus, et casdes continge-
&quot;

bant, patheticcE duceretur exemplum, quam ex
&quot;

iis, quibus nullus repentk cruciatus infligebatur,
&quot;

et tamen sirnplicitas de qua dicebam mirific^

&amp;lt;l

apparebat.&quot; Benii Comment, p. 372.

As to the reading itself, lv aJa, it seems to be

sufficiently confirmed even by a collation of blun

ders; for the MSS. exhibit, iv a*Jo* ! &amp;lt;xl$ lv

aiVa tv aja.

Victorius seems to doubt, I know not why,

whether there existed any such Tragedies. The

Sio-vp IlTo&amp;gt;ci;A&amp;lt;rK of jEschylus must, clearly,

have been of this kind
;
and probably his %*-

yuyoi. His Prometheus may be conceived to

come the nearest of any Greek Tragedy extant

to a specimen of this kind of drama. Dacier has

very properly reminded us here of what Aristotle

had said, cap. xiii. of the old Poets that T?

T^ovrf jiAuflay *Vnid/o* i.e. they took, as we

say, any subject that came uppermost.
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NOTE 153.

P. 157. BUT IN THE DRAMA, THE EFFECT

OF SUCH A PLAN IS FAR DIFFERENT FROM

WHAT IS EXPECTED.

IIoAu 7r#&amp;gt;& TW uVoAjuJ/H* a.7ro^alvi I literally,
&quot;

it

** turns out very differently from what was &iv

&quot;

pected, or supposed, by the Poet&quot;

The vVfl7iinJ/f, the view, and expectation of the

Poet, when he crowds so many incidents into his

piece, is, that he shall make it interesting and

pleasing by its variety. But the contrary happens.

The necessity of not exceeding the usual length,

and time of representation, reduces the proposed

variety to a confused and huddled mass of inci

dents, not long enough dwelt on, or sufficiently

detailed, to be either interesting, or clear. His

Poem will be xaraTrtTrhtyptvov TV\ TroiJoPua, as the

critic well expresses it in another passage that

should be compared with this
a
. Thus, the Poet,

in this ill-judged attempt, is disappointed in the

same manner as the architect, who aims at a

beautiful variety by a multitude of small and

crowded ornaments, which spoil the general effect,

and, at the same time, are too many, and too

minute, to afford pleasure by separate inspection.

And thus, TToAu
Troigtx

TW i/7roAr]*J/J!/
ctTroQaivei

j or, as

the ingenious author of the Analysis of Beau/y
has

a

Cap. xxiii. Traasl. Part III. Sect. I.
&quot;

perplexed by
&quot; its

variety.&quot;
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has expressed the same idea, in a chapter which

affords no bad illustration of this passage from

a sister art,
&quot;

variety, when overdone, is a check

&quot;

upon itself*&quot;

Such appears to me to be the meaning of this

passage, which, 1 think, has not been fully seen

by any of the commentators.

NOTE 154.

P. 157. As EURIPIDES, PUT NOT AESCHYLUS,

HAS DONE, &C.

This passage affords a good specimen of the

distressing ambiguity that prevails so remarkably

throughout

b
Hogarth s Anal, of Beauty, cap. viii. a work, to

which, with all its imperfections, 1 think it may fairly be

said, that the public have not done full justice ; perhaps,

through the author s own fault, who did it more than justice

hi-nself, by his pretensions. When Hogarth attempted

to philosophize, he was lost. His meaning is often

obscured by awkward expression, and sometimes seems,

pretty plainly, not to have been well known even to him

self. (See particularly his chap, on Proportion.) Yet the

book abounds, I think, with sensible, useful, and, at the

time it was written, I believe, uncommon, observations.

The ideas of eminent artists, relative to their own arts,

must always be, more or less, valuable and .useful; and

they ought not to be discouraged from communicating
those ideas to the public, by criticism too severely exer

cised upon the manner in which they do it. A few ideas,

even roughly thrown out, from an artist of genius, will

often be of more utility to the progress of the ait, than

whole pages of fine writing and refined speculation from

the unpractised amatiur.
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throughout this work. It fairly admits of two

different constructions, and two different senses &quot;.

It may be thus : o&amp;lt;roi

irs^a-iv
Dua ohw tTroiwtzv xoct

fJ.fl
KKTOi ptg(&) (W0&quot;7r

Eu*7n^f Njp-/]i/, &amp;gt;J M^HOiVy

K/X.I
|UTJ ucrTrsg Ato-puAr*,) n EXTnTTTSini/ x.T.aA. Or

thus . o&amp;lt;roi

7rig&amp;lt;rw
Dua oA&amp;gt;jt/

Evg. N. -n M. ,[SC.

ur%. [sc. oAnv
7roin&amp;lt;r.] ) j IXTTITT. x.r.aA.

In the first of these ways, the censure will fall

on Euripides ;
in the other, on ^Eschylus. Vic-

torius contends for the first, but his reasons,

though plausible, seem not decisive. The whole,

as he observes, turns upon this whether the wW^
refers to the whole sentence oAv iTroiww %&.t p*

xtxroe.
/&quot;ff

J
, or, only to the words immediately

preceding, i.e. xa-ra
[*&&amp;gt;.

On the whole, the

last construction, I think, offers itself most natu

rally; and it seems rather favoured, too, by the

similar application of py u&amp;lt;nref
t

to the Poet cen

sured, presently after; where, speaking of the

Chorus, he says it should 0?wiy?wer&xi, MH
flSIIEP Traf EU^ITTify aAA H2I1EP 7rf SopoxAei.

But this, after all, is one of those passages,

where the
&quot;

(zquato examine lances
&quot;

are so nicely

balanced, that a commentator might continue in-

suspence for ever, if the necessity of going on did

not oblige him to turn the scale by a touch of his

own hand.

a Dacier s interpretation {note 19.) I pass over as per

fectly inadmissible. This forced construction he borrow

ed from Castelvetro, p. 398.
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NOTE 155.

P. 157-8. FOR, IN REVOLUTIONS, AND IN

ACTIONS OF THE SIMPLE KIND, THESE PoETS

SUCCEED WONDERFULLY IN WHAT THEY AIM

AT; AND THAT IS, THE UNION OF TRAGIC

EFFECT WITH MORAL TENDENCY, &C.

Those annotators who make the words, Ev &

TU.IS irspiversiatis the beginning of a separate pre

cept relative to the use of the wonderful, have the

natural construction of the text, and the uniform

reading of all the MSS. against them. The na

tural and obvious construction, surely, is, lv TUTU

POVU Iv AE raw? we
f.-

x.r,x. And this is also

confirmed by the mention of Agatho again, pre

sently afterwards. All the MSS. too, it seems,

give Oaujuarfc?, which can never be forced into the

sense of
&quot;per

admirabile*&quot; The alteration pro

posed by Heinsius &amp;lt;rr-e^afjTai, and pnXBrai-

in order to make this refer exclusively to Agatho,
seems unnecessary. 2Topfoi/Ti refers, very na

turally, to Agatho in conjunction with the other

Poets just mentioned, whose mistake, and whose

failure, were the same.

I have ventured to render this passage in a

manner somewhat different from any translator or

commen-

* Yet so Mr. Winstanley seems to understand it. See

his note, p. 294. If. there are any examples of the

adverb QaviAxruf so ued, I could wish he had produced
them.
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commentator that I have secn

b
. T

Kxt
tpiXai/QguTTov.

The question is, to what

refers? The commentators are divided. It

appears to me, that it refers .to the purpose, at

which these Poets are said to have aimed; and

the TXTO, which follows, explains the Tgayiy.ov x&amp;lt;xi

qnXocvQgu7rov. TZTO TAP ~ l

for this
(i.

e. which
&quot;

they aim at,) is both Tragic and Moral.&quot; The

reader will see how exactly what follows suits this

sense; and how this passage helps to confirm the

sense given to the word fiXcttycnrw, in cap. xiii.

[See NOTE 94.] where, IAKHW KXI $o@gov}
is

plainly equivalent to rgayixov here. The
difficulty

was, to reconcile these two effects. Aristotle s

expression, nv^a^oi??* ATMASTHS &quot;

sur-

11

prisingly well&quot; implies this
&quot;difficulty, and,

that he does not speak of the practice as perfectly

agreeable to his own theory of the Tragic drama.

In the subjects here instanced, there was the

$ih&amp;lt;x,vQgu7rov,
because the aW*ac*ze and

Trowgia. were

punished : and, at the same time, the
Tay;x.oi&amp;gt;,

though not amounting to what the critic required,,

was not wanting, because there was the unexpected

reverse offortLine, a calamitous event, ra(to, &c c
.

The persons suffering, too, were distinguished by
eminent wisdom arid courage; and though such

characters

b The best comment is that of Benius, p. 379.
c s Tfayixox, AFIA0ES 70^, cap. xiv.

&quot; not
Tragic,

he-

&quot; cause it exhibits no disastrous event.&quot; Tiansl. Part II.

Sect. 14.
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characters arc not what Aristotle recommends as

the fittest for Tragic purposes
d

, yet, by the sub

stitution of admirable and splendid, for moral and

estimable, qualities, they are made to produce, in

some degree, a similar effect upon the spectator.

This appears to me to be the sense of the pas

sage ;
and it leads me strongly to suspect, that,

instead of lv TOK AIIAOIS ^ay^ac-i, we should

read lv TCU? AII1AOI2 no. How easily the

mistake might happen, is obvious to the eye. My
reasons arc these: 1. The piXay^wrov moral

tendency poetical justice, &c. was the very cha

racteristic of the double fable, (&amp;lt;5Wxj o-urao-t?) and

the very reason, probably, why the Platonic critics,

as well as the good-natured audiences, preferred it

as the best plan
6
. 2. The instances here given

seem to accord exactly w ith this idea. They are

plainly examples of the AwXu a-wrac-*?, not of the

simple fable i. e. the fable mtliout revolution or

discovery. The expression, rgovyixw ytx.%
TZTO xat

pjAai/O^wTroi/, implies, that the Tragic and Moral

were aimed at, and effected, by these Poets, loth

in the
Tri^TreTtioti, and in the other actions men

tioned, whatever they were lv TOK TrfpiTr. xat lv

rots vfovyiAottn : and, consequently, his subse

quent examples of the Tgayutw xat
piAavdfwirov

must equally accord with both. But, if we read

aVAoi?, this will not be the case ; for those exam

ples

4 See cap. xiii. b HETCI&, &c. Transl. Part II. Sect. II.
&quot; See cap. xiii. Transl. Part II. Sect. 12. lastparag.

VOL. II. R
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pies are such as necessarily imply revolutions, and

a sudden and unexpected turn of events, which

suit very \vell with AIIIAOIS Tr^a-y^ao-*, but are

incompatible with aVAoi? ;
the simple fable being

defined by this very circumstance, that it is dviv

s, &C. (cap. X )

NOTE 156.

P. 158. SUCH EVENTS, AS ACATHO SAYS, &C.

Tliis alludes to these two lines of Agatho:

rig tiK* avro TVT evai

-zroAAa

Even this, it may be said, is probable,

That many things improbable should happen,

In human life.

See Rhet. II. 24. p. 581, ft/. Duval. And

Bayle s Art. AGATHON, note [F], who mentions

a similar maxim of St. Bernard s:
&quot;

Ordinatissi-

&quot; mum est, minus interdum ordinate fieri.&quot;
&quot;

II

&quot;

est tout a fait de Tordre, que de terns en terns

&quot;

il se fasse quelque chose contre 1 ordre.&quot;

This general, and, if I may call it so, possible

sort of probability, may be termed, t}ie probability

of romance; and these lines of Agatho furnish a

good apologetical motto for the novel writer. It

might be prefixed, perhaps, without impropriety,

even to the best productions of the kind to a

CLARISSA, or a CECILIA. Nothing is so com-

4 monly
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tnonly complained of in such works, as their

improbability ;
and often, no doubt, the complaint

is well founded : often, however, the criticism

means nothing more, than that the events are

uncommon, and proves nothing more, than the

want of fancy, and an extended view of human

life, in the reader. If the events were not un

common, where would the book find readers ?

&quot;

Si la nature ne combinoit jamais des evene-
&quot; mens d une maniere extraordinaire, tout ce que

&quot;

le Poete imagineroit au-dela de la simple et

&quot;

froide uniforrnite des choses communes, scroit

&quot;

incroyable. Mais il n en est pas ainsi. Que
&quot;

fait done le Poete? Ou il s empare de ces

**
combinaisons extraordinaires, on il en imagine

&quot; de semblables. ]\Iais au lieu que la liaison des
&quot;

6v6nemens nous 6chappe souvent dans la nature,
&quot;

et que, faute de connoitre 1 ensemb e des choses,
&quot; nous ne voyons qu unc concomitance fatale

&quot; dans les faits
;

le Poet veut lui qu il regne dans
&quot;

toute la texture de son ouvrage une liaison

&quot;

apparente et sensible ; en sorte qu il est moms
&quot;

vrai, et plus vraisemblable que Fhistvrien&quot;

Diderot, De la Poes. Dram, at the end of his

Pere de Fatnil/e, p. 306.
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&quot;NOTE 157.

P. 158. THE CHORUS SHOULD BE CONSI

DERED AS ONE OF THE PERSONS IN THE

DRAMA AND A SHARER IN THE ACTION.

This is not, I think, contradicted, but only pro

perly limited and explained, by what the author

says elsewhere that, to act, is, * olxtiov %pW ?n

KHAETTH2 AIIPAKTO2 MOW y^
K wa^n *. He is, there, comparing

the Chorus with the persons of the drama. In

that view, the Chorus might be said, compara

tively, to have no share in the action. But here,

he is comparing those Choruses whose songs are

properly connected with the action, and who are

interested in its event, with such as appear to have

no concern with it, and to be, not merely inactive,,

but indifferent, spectators. In this view, it was as

natural to say the Chorus should be regarded as

a person of the drama, and a sharer in the action :

a sharer, that is, not by the active part, but by the

warm interest, which it takes, and expresses, in

that action. However, the word
thrp&amp;lt;*Kr&

must

not be taken in its strictest sense. We find the

Chorus, in the Greek Tragedies, frequently contri

buting, in some little degree, to the progress of the

action, by active offices of friendly attention and

assistance
; as, for example, in the Philoctetes,

and the Ajax of Sophocles.

a
Prob. 49, of Sect. 19.
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NOTE 158.

P. 159. THEIR CHORAL SONGS, &c.

There cannot, surely, be the least doubt, that,

for AIAOMENA, we should read, AiAOMENA : an

emendation so obvious, that it occurred to me the

first time I ever read the passage. But I after

wards found, that it had occurred, long ago, to

Madius; a circumstance, which, to my great

astonishment, has been passed over in utter silence

by all. the subsequent commentators that I have

seen. The words of Madius are
&quot; Mendum

&quot;

igitur in verbis omnino esse censeo ;
ac primum

&quot;

in voce
&amp;lt;TJo/*i/a, qua in locum vocis &/**

&quot;

irrcpsit : nam verbum
&amp;lt;$*!/, quod paulo post

ponitur, aperte indicat, locum, ut nos Jechmts,
&quot;

oastigandtem.&quot;
I can attribute it only to some

inadvertence, or mistake, that Mr. Winstanley, in

his note, p. 294, has omitted to take notice of this

most material part of Madius s comment on the

passage. The emendation is confirmed by the

aJa&amp;lt;n,
and a&iy, which follow; by the extreme

facility of the mistake, and by the difficulty of

giving any reasonable explanation of the other

reading. AJa^i/*, says Victorius,
&quot;

quia magis-
&quot;

tratus eos (sc. chorus) dabat.&quot; But he agrees

that
/*A&amp;gt;

is understood ;
and though we read,

often, of the magistrate s giving a Chorus, ($zv.i

jpfw,) that is, furnishing the expence of the choral

ii 3 dresses,
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dresses, &c. we no where read, I believe, of their

giving the Choral Odes.

NOTE 1,59.

P. l6o. BUT IT IS EVIDENT, THAT, WITH RE

SPECT TO THE THINGS THEMSELVES ALSO, &C.

K&amp;lt;XJ lv TO? vgotypotw. The alteration of Heinsius,

fyotpourtv, appears to me, not only to be unnecessary,

but to pervert Aristotle s meaning. Ta irgzypotTx,

here, are, I think, the things themselves \\\Q cir

cumstances and incidents of the action or fable, as

opposed to Aiaj/oia, the sentiments^ or thoughts,

and to oir at UTTO m AOrOY x.r.ax. He had referred

to the rhetorical treatises for what concerns the

iet
;
he goes on, (after a short explanation of

and its various branches,)
&quot; But it is

&quot;

plain, that, not only for the fwoiu, or sentiments,
&quot; but also for the things themselves (KAI lv T&?
&quot;

Tr^ayaaa-tv,) how they are to be made terrible,
&quot;

piteous, &c. the Poet should draw from the same
&quot;

sources, and may be referred to the same trea-

&quot;

tises.&quot; Tims, for example, in the second book

of Aristotle s Rhetoric, he may learn what sort of

things, persons, and events, are proper to raise

terror or pity
a

, the peculiar objects of Tragic
imitation. After which observation, he goes on,

\( i

-.-aurally and properly, to remark, as Dacier

huo well observed,
&quot;

la diffwence entre les chosen

&quot;

que

,

a See particularly cap. v. and viii. ed. Duval.
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&amp;lt;l

que traitent les Orateurs, et celles que traitent

&quot;

les Poetes.&quot; For the rest, my idea of this pas

sage accords with that of Dacicr, (note 3) ; but

he does not appear to have seen the force of the

expression, KAI iv TOK vgay. Indeed, he entirely

drops the conjunction, which is here of great im

portance ;
for it seems to fix the sense of Tr^a-y-

/!*a&amp;lt;nj ,
and to point its opposition to jixvoiz, : Toe,

/t*i
ap Trfpi TW AIANOIAN Iv rotg pr. Xfr9w * -

, OT KAI iv TOI&amp;lt;;

In Goulston s version, which follows Castelvetro,

this opposition is rightly expressed ; but in what

follows, Aristotle s meaning is, I think, mistaken :

for the difference he is shewing, (nXm TOO-STOV

h&amp;lt;peptt, &c.) is not, I apprehend, the difference

between the things and the sentiments, in Tragedy,

but, between the things themselves only, con

sidered in different views, as the subject of the

Orator, or of the Poet. These commentators

understand the expressions, iv ra Aoya, and, T

&amp;gt;,

of the dramatic speech, and speaker.

NOTE 160.

P. l6o. MUST DRAW FROM THE SAME
SOURCES - - -.

ATTO Tuv avTwv elfuv Stt
pp&amp;lt;r0#i.

The expres

sion, ^cnaflai AIIO, is, I believe, uncommon. It

seems rightly explained by Victorius
&quot;

to bor-
&quot; row from :&quot;

&quot;quasi
utcmlam itlinc sumere

wiituari&quot;

R 4
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NOTE l6l.

P. 160. WITHOUT BEING SHEWN TO BE

sucn. - -

Avev Si$atffxot*.iots.
&quot; Senza che si dica e che

&quot;

s insegni che sian tali.&quot; Piccolomim : I be

lieve, very exactly. The reader may compare
Ilhet. I. 2. p. 514, B. and III. i. p. 584, B.

and, (MxcTc&Tujo},) I. 2. p. 515, A.

The truth of what the philosopher here ob

serves, may appear from this single consideration.

Suppose two Tragedies written by two Poets on

the same subject, and of which the plot and prin

cipal incidents are the same a
: and suppose two

pleadings of the same cause, by two speakers. It

seems very plain, that the difference of the effect

upon an audience in the former case, would bear

much less proportion to the difference between the

Poets, than it would, in the other case, to the dif

ference between the Speakers.

a For example, the Mcropc of Voltaire, and that of

Aaron Hill. As poems, there can be no comparison be

tween these two productions. But I doubt whether, in

both, the sa.mefable has not always produced much the

same effect upon the audience. This shews the truth

and propriety of the rank which Aristotle assigns to the

fable, as the &quot; soul of
Tragedy.&quot;
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NOTE l62.

P. l6o. IF THEY ALREADY APPEAR SO IN

THEMSELVES.

E t
&amp;lt;pati/ojTo

that. That ri&ios. is wrong, I have

no doubt. For if we admit it, we must take it, as

Victorius does, for a single instance ;
as if Aristotle

had said,
&quot; aut jucundas, aut tristes, aut atro-

&quot;

ces, &c. ---
: quamvis enim nunc unum horum

&quot;

ponat, i. e. jucunda, reliqua tamen audienda

&quot;

sunt.&quot; But how improbable it is, that he should

not chuse his single instance, if he meant to give

one, out of those which had just been mentioned ?

that he should not rather have said, el QOUVQITO

&*, or Jen/a, \hati *$ea,,jticunda; which, besides,

is evidently not at all to his purpose. I cannot,

therefore, help thinking it something more than

probable, that Aristotle wrote this, Qouvono HAH

\SC. TOUZVTK that is, iXeenotj &v, &c.]
&quot;

If they
ts

appear already so
;

in themselves.&quot;&quot; The ellip

tic brevity of the expression will hardly be objected

to, in a writer who abounds with instances much

more harsh and obscure than this. In the same

manner, TOKZVTO. is understood with p+itwfat just

before : TX piv $ti 0au/&amp;lt;r0at (SC. TO&UT#) emu

The same conjecture had, I find, occurred, long

ago, to Castelvetro, but, which I think somewhat

singular^ has not been taken notice of by any of

the
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the commentators I have seen. He says

&quot;

It

&quot;

Qotivoiro v\tot, : coloro, li quali non riconpscono
&quot; che qui sia errore, assegnino a qut-ste parole, se

&amp;lt;f

possonO; senso degno e conveniente ad Aristotele.

&quot;

Adunque io crederei che non fosse n&amp;gt;ale a leg-
&quot;

gere n to, in luogo d u7e, e l senso sarebbe con-

&quot;

venevole.&quot; [p. 406.]

The reader may see a very different explanation

of this whole passage in the Abbe&quot; Eatteux s notes ;

but an explanation which cannot, in my opinion,

be reconciled to the text. His censure of Dacier

and others, that they have rendered this chapter
&quot; a contrcsem&quot; seems to me to recoil upon

himself.

NOTE 163.

P. 160. FIGURES OF SPEECH - - -.

T&amp;lt;*

&amp;lt;r^juTa Tijf Affw? . Dacier, Battcux,

and indeed almost all the commentators, seem to

take o-^n^ara, here, for the gestures, modifications

of countenance, and tones of voice, that accom

pany speech *. Buk,Jirst, I much doubt whether

the Greek will fairly admit of such a sense. Aris

totle says, &amp;lt;r^r,fA,xrac, AESEH2, figures, or forms,

of the fpeech itself, not of the speaker. The same

expression occurs several times in the Rhetoric,

and always means the form of the diction itself;

never

h;ibitiiS quoi,
!

,.ai, t onformationesque

is, oculorum, vu/tus, gesticulations manuum&quot; &c.

RobOrteili, p. 227.
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never the gesture with which it is delivered
a
.

2. Aristotle explains himself by QIOV, TI tvroXy

XOLI TI fJ^n, &c. i. e. what they are, not, what

action or tone of voice they require
b

;

&quot;

avec quel
&quot;

ton et quel geste on ordonne&quot; as M. Batteux un

warrantably translates it. 3. Aristotle says, that

no blame, or none worth regarding, (ufyov timfw,)

can fall upon the Poetry, (en; ?w 7rounriy.w,) in

consequence of the Poet s ignorance of these mat

ters, or of his not knowing them technically.

A remark, surely, very unnecessary, if mere action

and pronunciation were intended by a-^n^xrot.

But, 4. The thing seems evident from the instance

given of a criticism of this kind. Protagoras

plainly charged Homer with ignorance, or inac

curacy, with respect to these C-^^XTX fo%eus,

whatever they were. Now, according to the

common explanation, the criticism could fall only

on Homer s pronunciation or action : but, of this,

Protagoras knew nothing ;
all he appears to have

meant, is, that Homer had made an improper use

of the imperative mood: that is, had used one

jgsw?, where he should have used another.

But what, then, are we to understand by these

tefeus ? The learned reader \\ill imme

diately see, that, as Victorius has observed, they

are

* Rhet. II. 24, p. 579. III. 8, p. 591, B. and 10,

p. 594, B. And De Soph. Elcnch, p. 284, D.
b Had this been his meaning, he would rather have said

&quot;

T&amp;lt; ENTOAH2 TI ETXH2,&quot; &c.
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are not to be confounded with those

hifctus, of which we hear so much from Cicero,

Quintilian, Dion. Hal. &c. those
&quot;

figurae ver-
&quot;

borum&quot; which are opposed to the c-p^ara

diMoicv;, the
&quot;

figurae mentis, sententiariim&quot; &c.

Indeed, no such division of o-^n/xara is, I believe,

to be found in Aristotle. It seems to have been

the invention of the later Rhetoricians
;
and how

little they were agreed, as to the number and the

species of these o-p^ara, the propriety of the

division itself, and even the precise sense of the

word
&amp;lt;rxyp&amp;lt;x, may be seen in Quintilian IX. i.

The a-p^aro. AEIW? of Aristotle, in this place, are

plainly such, as would have been denominated by
later writers, a-p^ara Jiws figures of the

thought or sense. Indeed we find them actually

enumerated among the figures of that class. See

Dionys. Halicarn. de Struct. &c. Sect. 8. So

Quintilian ;

&quot;

Figuras quoque mentis, quae &amp;lt;?%-

&quot;

para, hxvoioi? dicuntur, res eadem recipit omnes,
&quot;

in quas nonnulli diviserunt species dictorum,
&quot;

(\.e. oi jokes, bons mots.) Nametinterrogamu6;
&quot;

et dubitamus, et affirmamus, et minamur, et

&quot;

optamus
c

.&quot;

I see, therefore, not the least reason, .why the

expression &amp;lt;rp^/Aa Asgew? should not be rendered

here, exactly as in the other passages above referred

to, &quot;Jigura
orationis&quot; form, or configuration, of

speech. For A*K, it must be observed, is here

used,

1 De Insth. Or. VI. 3. p. 316. ed. Gibs.
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used, not in the particular sense of diction, or

style and manner of expression, (as it is used

Rhet. III. 8.) but in the general sense of
Acy-&amp;gt;,

speech, as \ve find it used in the beginning of the

next chapter.

But though I cannot admit, that o-^n^roi means
&quot;

configurationes cris&quot; &c. or, should be so ren

dered, yet I certainly admit, that Aristotle appears

plainly to consider these different forms of speech,

or sentences, with a view to action, or delivery ;

and, possibly, the observation of Victorius may be

well founded, that
&quot;

vocatna htejiguric ita viden-

&quot;

tur, quia aliter atque aliter vultus, totumque
&quot;

corpus, cum variantur illce, conformantur ; ut

&quot; merito hue de causa, a-p^ara, figurae, ipsas
&quot;

appellate sint.&quot; I find the same thing in the

following passage of Aristides Qumtiiictmts, which

seems evidently to allude to this very part of

Aristotle s treatise, and may be thought to afford

some illustration.
IT^i

Si r^q ruv 2XHMAT.QN

oo-ayav pfrj rtx, vonpara, K TroXXa, Kfyn

I1CANH TAP
CH TnOKPlIIS TATTA

AHAflSAI. Kai ya^ TTWV sxctrov [i.
e. each of

these
&amp;lt;rpHp,aTa ^ai/oaff, or voyparuv,] o-urfXAft TTW?,

w? at ffvyuo-sn;, rnv

tj, wj at

at ywpofayicci xat

fyvroti. uv lxar rr.v tMpysiav EK TUN TTIIHN

APIST AN ATAFNOIHMEN,
C

,QN
[leg. forte OT2]

*EKA2TON, KATA TON THS TnOKPJISaS KAI-

PON,
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PON, TOIS 2HMA2IN ENTI0H2I HAP O KAI

2XHMAIIN ATTOIS 2TNEBH KAH0HNAI d
.

I rather suspect, we should read nPOAFEIN, in

the beginning of this passage; in the sense of

Ixpfj v,
it

% o&amp;lt;pegtiv,
&c. Meibomius renders o-^/xaTWK,

&quot;

gestuum&quot; which cannot be the meaning ;
for by

the TXTUV ixurov, and the exemplification which

follows, (7rapatTic-j?, (ruy^wguo-nf, &c.) and, indeed,

by all the rest of the passage, it is clear, that he

speaks of the configurations of the speech or sen

tence, of which he goes on to describe the different

effects, Jirst on the mind, and, ultimately, on the

action, of the speaker. The version should, there

fore, have been thus :

&quot;

Dejigurarum natura
&quot;

quibus animi notiones
proferenda&quot; &c. Or,

if Trpoa-aytiv be right, the meaning, I think, must

be &quot;Jo which those voypartx. are to be referred
&quot; under which they are to be classed&quot; See the

passage above, from Quintilian, and that of Dion.

Hal. Sect. 8. which is much to the purpose.

Why Aristotle should dismiss this subject, as of

much more concern, to the Actor, than to the

Poet, requires no explanation. There could scarce,

indeed, be any other occasion for the study of these

o-p/^/Aara, but in order to learn, or to teach, in what

manner, with what variations of tone, countenance,

and gesture, propriety required them to be pro

nounced. At the same time, it will not appear

strange that he should mention them, ifwe recollect,

that

^ Aristid. Quintil.
&quot; De Musica&quot; p. 86, ed. Meibomii.
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that the Poets themselves were, at first, actors

also, in their own pieces, and, afterwards, no

doubt, instructed their actors; and hence perhaps,

after all not, as is commonly understood, from

the moral teaching of the drama itself
* the well

known phrases, hSamw r^aywJW, docere fabu-

lam, &c. may, most naturally, be accounted for.

Nor was this practice peculiar to antient times.

We know with what eagerness and animation

Voltaire taught his Tragedies, almost to his latest

hour. During his last visit to Paris, where he

died,
&quot;

II n y vit rien, ne songea a y rien voir
;

&quot;

il n y vecut que pour des* Cornediens, qu il

&quot;

fatiguoit, en voulant leur donner des lecotis dc
&quot;

declamation
6

.&quot;

ISTOTE 164.

P. l6l. THE PROFESSED MASTERS OF THAT

KIND .

Ta rnv ro.auTMv l^ovr- APXITEKTONIKHN.

For this word, see Eth. Niconi. I. i, 2. Thus,

here, it seems to mean that master art, which

teaches the principles of elocution, the art ofpublic

speaking, in general.

* See Casaub. in Al.lien. p. 413. and De Satyr. Poes.

P- &quot;3

c Tableau de Paris, tome viii. p. 20, Since this note

was written, I have had the satisfaction to find the above

explanation of the phrase %3o0iuty TfayaSiav &c. supported

by Heyne :
&quot;

Aj3a&amp;lt;7xa^- est poeta, qui fabulam committit,
&quot; in theatrum producit ; quia earn actores docet&quot; In

Epicteti Enchir. cap. xvii.
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it - ^) . /

NOTE l6,5.

P. 161. THE CAVIL OF PROTAGORAS .

Sec Hermes, I. 8. p. 144.

This, it seems, was his usual style of criticism ;

for, dixvoiav uQsiSj Trpog T xvoptx, ({&*;&*, as Diog.

Laertius says of him a
. He seems, indeed, to have

been the inventor of these (r^u^ara ACEU?. At

least the same writer says, JXe rov xoyov riPHTOS

sit re&amp;lt;rffpa EYXHAHN, EPaTHSIN, AHOKPI-

2IN, ENTOAHN
(01 &, elt -rra, x. T. X.) a?

xai TT^PWOK; slire Aoywv :

&quot;

the foundations of

speech V
There is something amusing in the history of

this man. He was originally a porter ;
and might

have continued so, if his extraordinary genius for

tying up wood had not attracted the notice of

Dcmocritus, by whose instructions and encourage

ment, from an eminent porter, he became as

eminent a sophist. The reader may see the story

in Aulus Gellius,V. 3. The public was, certainly,

not much obliged to Demccritus. Protagoras was

of more use to mankind when he invented porters

knots
c

,
than when he invented the (r^^aT A^EW?,

and

IX. 52. ed. Mcib.

b IX. 54. See Hermes, as above, about the different

species of sentences; and ch. ii.

c
rnv xX8/*vr,v TTAHN, !p* y$ TO,

&amp;gt;&amp;gt;EV, uf (pYicriv AroTEXnj. D. Laert. IX.
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and undertook to teach, at the price of a hundred

miruB
d

,
the art of Belial

&quot;

to make the worse

&quot;

Appear the better reason :&quot;

TOV yTTU XoyOV KpeiTTk) TTOlBlV
e

.

&quot;

If a cobler,&quot; says Socrates in the Meno of

Plato,
&quot;

or a taylor, should return the shoes, or

&quot;

the clothes, he undertook to mend, in a worse
&quot;

condition than that, in which he received them,
&amp;lt;f he would soon lose his business, and be starved

&quot;

for want of work. But it is not so with the

&quot;

sophists. PROTAGORAS was able to carry on,
&quot;

for forty years together, without detection, and
&quot; with great credit, the trado of spoiling all those

&quot; who became his disciples, and sending them
&quot; back much worse than he found them f

.&quot;

NOTE 166.

P. l6l. To ALL DICTION BELONG, &C. - -

See Diss. I. p. 55. vol. i. After having discus

sed three of the constituent parts of Tragedy, the

fable, the manners, and the sentiments, Aristotle

now comes to the diction (A*K), upon which he

bestows three chapters. His subject plainly

required

d Above . 300. D. Laert. ibid, and Suidas. Aris

totle, however, gives a different account of the way in

which he was paid, Ethic. Nicom. IX. I.

e See Rhet.ll. 24. p. 581, D.
( Ed. Serr. torn. ii. p. 91.

VOL. IJ. S
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required him to speak of the diction of Tragedy *,

not of poetic diction in general; much less, to

descend to the grammatical elements of language

in general. Yet, of his three chapters on diction,

the first is merely grammatical, and such, as even

in a rhetorical treatise would appear misplaced ;

and even the two following chapters relate to poetic

language in general, without any thing applicable

to the diction of Tragedy in particular his proper

subject except a single observation, or, rather,

hint, at the end of the third chapter
b

.

Dacier, who discharged, with as much fidelity

as any commentator ever did, the duty of seeing

nothing amiss in his author, has zealously defended

the propriety of this grammatical chapter : but

all he says amounts, I think, to little more than

this that the chapter should be there, because it

is there. No man is nice about reasons, when the

point to be proved has been determined before he

looks for them.

NOTE 167.

P. 161. DISCOURSE OR SPEECH .

AOroi. Mr. Harris, in the Hermes, p. 19,

has rendered the word, sentence. He took that

part of the idea, that suited his subject ; but, that

this is not the whole sense of the word, but only a

sense

a See the conclusion of cap. xxii. Ilffi ptv a*

3ia$}
x. r. X.

b
iiee NOTE 209.
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sense included in the word, is evident from what is

said below, in the definition of
Aoy&amp;gt;,

where the

entire Iliad is comprehended under that term.

Had I here rendered
Aoy(&&amp;gt; by sentence, I must, to

have been consistent in my translation, have there

called the Iliad a sentence.

The word hoy(& here plainly answers not to

sentence, exclusively, nor yet, exclusively, to what

Mr. Harris calls
ll Oration or Discourse

a

,&quot;
as

composed of several sentences
; but, it is a ge

neral term, comprehending both these, and appli

cable, like the Latin word oratio, or the English,

speech, to every significant combination of words,

whether consisting of a single sentence, or of many ;

as, indeed, appears from Aristotle s definition itself.

Nay, the word appears not even to have been

limited to a complete assertive sentence ; for the

philosopher, in the treatise
irtgi Epi*,wsis9 gives

the denomination of Aoy^ to these two words

xaXoj JTTTT^. He says, lv Tilt AOTfli, (in hac

oratione,) xaAo? lirir&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;.
It was what he calls a

merely significant Aoy, as distinguished from an

assertive *oy&, or proposition, such as, xax-
E2TIN tTTTT-.

I was unable to find any English word, that

would express Xoy&amp;gt;& adequately, and clearly.

And it seems somewhat remarkable, that the

Greek language, rich and copious as it is, should

not afford at least I am not aware that it does

*
Hermes, p. 324.

S 2
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any single word perfectly synonymous to our word,

sentence.
Aoy&amp;lt;&,

as I have observed, is too wide;

it serves equally to express a single sentence, or a

whole speech, or even less than a sentence. It

is applied by Aristotle to a combination of two

words a substantive and an adjective, without a

verb and, to the Iliad* n^io^ was only one

particular kind, orform, of sentence
b

. KuXov did

not necessarily contain a complete seme, or thought,

which is essential to our word, sentence
c
.

NOTE 168.

P. l62. IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THB

MOUTH &amp;gt; - -.

TOTTOK. Clearly right ; nor can I conceive,

what should have induced any critic to suspect

this reading. See Dionys. Hal/earn. Sect. 14.

his curious and accurate analysis of articulation :

and Aristides Quintil. p. 89. cd. Meib. where, in

describing the formation of the letters, these ex^

pressions OCCUr I ix. ruv vept rat oVoT*f TOriXlN

and, Ix
/AE&amp;lt;TK

T* &amp;lt;pniT*x8 TOIIOT. See, alsor

Hermes, III. 2, p. 322. TONOI2, which had

occurred to Mr. Winstanley*, would be mere

tautology ; for that idea is fully expressed after

wards, by ouTm xai j3afur)Tj. Thus, Rhet. III. i.

TCI? TONOI2, OION

k See Rhet. III. 9. p. 592.
&amp;lt; Demet. de Eloc. Sect. 2,

* Ed. Ox. 1780,, p. 296.
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NOTE 169.

P. l62. As THEIR TONE IS ACUTE, GRAVI,

X*R INTERMEDIATE.

OtlT)T, (3pUT)1TJ, Xai TW
jU&amp;lt;TUJ.

All tllC COm-

mentators seem agreed, that by iu pura is meant

the circumflex. Mr. Foster, in his Essay on

Accent, &c. expresses some degree of doubt about

this*; and, I confess, it appears to me to be

somewhat more than doubtful. Certainly, the

only obvious and proper sense of the word mean,

or middle, thus applied to the pitch of sound, is,

that which is between eu and (3a/u; not, that

which is compounded of the two, as the circumflex

is always represented to be. At least the expres

sion, in this latter sense, would not be very accu

rate and philosophical. A circumflexed syllable

is described to be, a syllable that has both an

acute and a grave accent; a/Aporspa? ra? rac-Eir,

as it is expressed by Dion. Halkarn. Sect. 11.

The voice first rises, and then falls, on the same

syllabic. A man would be thought to speak very

strangely, who should describe any object painted

half white and half black, by saying, that it was

of a colour between black and white.

But, farther, I observe, that in other passages

of Aristotle s works, where he speaks of accents9

the word purov no where occurs. Indeed, he

uses neither this, nor any other word, to denote

the

P. 22. See the note.

,
s 3
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the circumflex accent. He mentions only ov, and

j3fu, acute, and grave. See De Soph. Eiench.

p. 284, C. 288, E. 304, A. 306, A.ed. Duval.

In the last of these passages especially, his ex

pression is remarkable: il
TTX^OC,

7To&amp;lt;rw&amp;lt;Jav ofa?,

*H BAPEIA
irgoaruhoi Au&amp;lt;r?

*

it $e
itct^a. |3a^jy, *H

OHEIA. That is
&quot;

If the sophism supposes the.

&quot;

acute, accent, the answer is it is the grave
&quot;

accent, and vice versa&quot; Here are no traces

of the triple division of accents, given by later

writers, into acute, grave, and circumflex. Nay
more ;

he speaks in the same way, even when the

very ambiguity in question lies between an acute,

and a circumflex, accent ; as, , (non,) and (ubi).

See the passage, p. 304, A : where the circum-

flexed 2 is expressed by tfre word |3a^uT^oi/
b

.

This, I confess, much increases my doubt with

respect to the word jwfo-w in the passage before us.

For, had that been Aristotle s term for the tir-

cunrflex accent, as the common explanation sup

poses, we probably should have found the expres

sion in some of the passages referred to ; at least,

in that last mentioned.

I cannot, surely, be misunderstood, as meaning

to infer, from these passages, that the flexure itself

of the voice upon a single syllable, which was

afterwards denominated by Grammarians, vtgHr-

Trcojuij/n,
was unknown to Aristotle and the earlier

writers.

b A marginal note in Duval s ed. says
&quot;

Semper

enim Aristoteles @ati&amp;lt;xv
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writers. The thing, undoubtedly, has always

existed, and must exist, more or less, in every

language. But these passages do, I think, afford

a pretty strong presumption, that the circumflex

had then no appropriated term
c

, and, conse

quently, that, in this passage, the word
pt&amp;lt;

has

a different, and its usual and proper, meaning;

that, in which it is used continually by the writers

on Harmonics
d

.

But, farther, it appears to be so used by Aris

totle himself, in a similar passage of his Rhetoric.

In the beginning of the third book, speaking of

oratorical action or delivery, (UTTOX^O-K) as far as

it relates to the voice, he says, lr $i dum ptv lv

urtj $ti
pj&amp;lt;r0a TT^O; tx^roi/ 7ra0(^

&quot;

otov,

XXI 7TOT5 jUJXOO., Xft( 7TOTE (AKTYI
KOtl TTCeJf

TO&amp;lt;? TOOK, oiov, ofciiot,,
xai (3a^ta, xat MEZHt. Now,

even supposing this to relate to accents, it seems,

that

c Mr. Foster, who had undoubtedly examined this

matter more thoroughly than I pretend to have done,

does not, I think, produce any such clearly appropriated

term, from Aristotle, Plato, Aristoxenus, or any other

writer of that age. See ch. v. p. 140, &c. of his very
learned Essay on decent and Quantity, &c.

d See the passage from Euclid, below. Thus too

Bacchius : TfOTraj rrjf $uvn$ wocraj te^o/aty slvai
;
---

Tf5*
6%w, MESON, (lafvv. p 10. ed. Meib. meaning, by /ME&amp;lt;TOI&amp;gt;,

the Phrygian mode or key, which was between the

Dorian and the Lydian, as D is between C and E.

So Arist. QuintiL TST&JV, o V.EV 3fi-, vpog

ME2A.
/&amp;gt;. 25.
s 4
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that pi, here, should naturally have the same

meaning, with respect to on, and
j3a/&amp;gt;ua,

as it

has when applied immediately before to piy.Xy

and
/Atx/ift, where it plainly means the medium be

tween loud and soft. But I think the passage

clearly does not relate to the mere syllabic accent :

for he is there professedly speaking of the accom

modation of the voice to the expression of differ

ent passions ; he must therefore mean such varia

tion of tone or pitch, as depends upon the

speaker s choice
;
not that of the accentual acute-

ness and gravity ;
for this is always spoken of as

a fixed and invariable thing
e

. Aristotle therefore

means, I believe, exactly what Cicero has expres

sed in the following words ; and, from the simili

tude of the expression, it seems probable, that lie

had this very passage of Aristotle before him, or

in his memory.
&quot; Nam wees, ut chordee, sunt

&quot;

intents, qua? ad quemque tactum respondeant,
&quot;

acuta, gravis , cita, tarda; magna, parva; quas
&quot; tamen inter omnes est sua quoque in genere
&quot;

medwcris&quot; That is, as it seems rightly ex

plained by Dr. Pearce, every one of these differ

ences of voice, high and low, loud and soft, &c.

has its medium-
pe&amp;lt;rov

{
. To this passage of

Cicero, I shall add one from Quintilian to the

same purpose, and which affords a still clearer

commentary upon that in the Rhetoric of Aris

totle.

e See Mr. Foster s Essay, p. 23, 24, 25.

Cic. de Or. III. 57. p. 417, ed Pearce.
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totlc.
&quot;

Utendl voce multiplex ratio. Nam
&quot;

prater illam differentiam qua est tripartite
&quot;

acuta, gravis, flexa, turn intentis, turn re-

&quot;

missis turn elatis, turn inferioribus modis, opus
&quot;

est, spatiis quoque lentioribus aut citatioribus.

&quot; Sed iis ipsis MEDIA interjacent multa 2
.&quot; If

the reader compares this with the passage of Aris

totle, he will see how exactly it answers to the

Greek. Here are three differences of voice cor

responding plainly to the three mentioned by
Aristotle. The difference of intentis and remissis

(loud and soft) expresses his piyotXy KOH p*f;
that of, elatis, et inferioribus modis, (ucuter, or

graver, tones or pitches,) his o* x j3f ;
and

that of spatiis lentioribus, &c. (quicker or slower

times) his (vQpois run, &c. And, that Quintilian

did not understand, by and j3a|0*a, the acute

and grave syllabic accent, is clear from his ex

pressly saying, that there are those three differ

ences besides that of the different accents

&quot;

prater illam differential!!,&quot; &c. Lastly, the

&quot; media interjacent multa,&quot; plainly alludes to the

f*&amp;lt;rw
of Aristotle.

The following passage, from the clear and ac

curate musical treatise of Euclid, will serve to

illustrate, at the same time, both the terms of Aris

totle, rovoif
h and

/*f&amp;lt;nj. Enumerating the different

t acceptations
8 II. 3.
h Whenever Aristotle clearly speaks of accents, he

always, as fur as 1 have observed, uses the word Tr^wfiw,
not
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acceptations of the word TOV&, one of which is

rao-Kj tension or pitch, his instance of that sense

of the word, is, o Sf, us Ta&amp;lt;rt?, TOV& Xtyirou, xafi* o

QKplV Q%VTOVtllt TtVOC, n j3apUTCVJI/, IJ MESIlt Tfll

TH2 $I1NH2 TONfli
xf^prj&amp;lt;r9a*:

i.e. a middling

pitch of voice
1

.

On the whole, then, I see no reason why we

should not understand the word peow to be used

in the same sense in the passage which is the

subject of this note. For though, indeed, Aris

totle is there speaking of single letters, and there

fore can only mean syllabic accents or tones, yet

it is plain, that these accents must have admitted

of the distinction of high, low, and intermediate,

even in single words, when of more than two

syllables
1

; much more, in whole sentences or pe-

riodsy where what Mr. Foster calls the oratorial

accent, (if, indeed, it be compatible with a faced

syllabic accentuation of single words, of which I

profess myself not yet convinced,), must neces

sarily

not TOVOI. See the passages above referred to, in the

treatise De Soph. Elench. And, in this work, cap. xxv.

i

P.20,ed.Meti.
k Let any man pronounce a word of many syllables

/zryaXoTTfETTEraTa, for example having one acute syllable,

as D. Halk. says, among many grave iv 5roA*ai{ flafetatis.

Sect. II. He will hear plainly, if he has any ear, that

the acute syllable is only the acutcst; and that the grave

syllables are of different degress of elevation, and some

of them of course, (AWM intermediate, between the mcst

acute and the most grave.
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sarily have varied the tone or pitch of the same

nominal syllabic accent, from word to word.

But whatever sense of the word puru we adopt,

there is a difficulty, in this passage, which I must

leave as I find it. The mention of tone or pitch

of voice here, seems to me to be strangely mis

placed. Accent, or tone, belongs to syllables, not

to letters, of which Aristotle is here speaking.

The vowels, indeed, may be acute or grave ; but

as syllables making a part of words, not as letters,

separately considered, as they here are. Besides ;

the other differences mentioned are fixed, essentiat

differences. Of these letters, he says, some are

formed in this manner, and others, in that : some

are aspirated, and others smooth some long,

others short. But, can it be said, with any pro

priety, that some are acute, and others grave?
Are there vowels that are always acute, as there

are vowels that are always long ? This seems not

more accurate, than it would be to conclude an

enumeration of the differences of words, by ad

ding that some are said, and some are sung : or

rather, it seems just the same, as if a man, de

scribing the different sorts of bricks that are made,
should conclude with telling us, that some are

put at the top of a wall, some at bottom, and

some in the middle.
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NOTE 170.

P. 163. A CONJUNCTION IS A SOUND, &C.

The whole of this first definition of the con

junction appears to me to be corrupt beyond all

hope of restoration from conjecture. Mr. Harris

plainly passes it over as inexplicable, and takes

the second definition only*. I may well, there

fore, be excused for not attempting to translate,

what I confess myself totally unable to compre

hend. I do, indeed, understand very well, that a

conjunction,
&quot;

neither hinders nor constitutes

&quot;

neither gives nor takes away the meaning of

&quot;

the sentence in which it stands.&quot; But how

this can be regarded as a definition of a conjunc

tion, I do not understand. To define a thing

only by what it does not do, (for it is here given

as a separate and complete definition,) is hardly

reconcileable with Aristotle s logical accuracy
b

.

Dacicr, in his translation, has obviated this objec

tion, by uniting the two definitions ; but without

any authority from the text.

I must, again, confess, that what follows, about

the situation of the conjunction in different parts

of a sentence, has not been made intelligible to

me,
*
Hermes, II. 2. note (a).

b See Topic, lib. vi. cap. 6. Sect.
5. where he repre

sents a definition as vitious, kai aTrotpcursi &aify TO yiv-

i.e. if the specific difference be expressed by a negation. ,

He excepts the definition of mere privations, (a.s blindness^

which can be defined no otherwise. Sect, 7,
.
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me, by any explication I have seen
; particularly,

the expression, x0
&amp;lt;*UTO&amp;gt;,

which M. Batteux,

after Castelvetro, renders,
&quot;

by its nature :&quot;

&quot; &

moins que par elle-meme elle ne soitfaite pour
&quot;

elre au commencement.&quot; But this sense can

not be admitted ; nor, I think, any other, than

&quot;

by itself- alone&quot; This Mr. Winstanley ex

plains by a veu avrctirohfftttf : but I cannot see how

his translation
&quot; modo eas conjunctiones exci-

&quot;

pias quos in initio periodi, xafi aVrar, rite stare

&quot; non possunt,&quot; &c. accords with Aristotle s

words Y[V JUT) apporrvi tv &PXjn Aoya rifisvat xa9

CUTOV i. e.
&quot;

unless they are such as should be

&quot;

placed in the beginning, by themselves.&quot; To

make these words correspond to Mr. Winstanley s

version, another negative seems wanting.

NOTE 171.

P. 163. AN ARTICLE MARKS THE

BEGINNING, OR THE END OF A SENTENCE.

The commentators all tell us, that this means

the prepositive, and the subjunctive article
;
but

none of them have clearly and fairly shewn us,

how the one, because it is placed before a word,

marks the beginning of a sentence or discourse,

(AOror afx&quot;* ;) or, how the other marks the

end of it, because it follows the word to which it

belongs. In the very sentence before us, for

example, AgQgov Si r PWVJJ K&amp;lt;rrifj,@*
*H Aoys OLfftw

jAw in what sense does the

subjunctive
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subjunctive article, ,

mark the end of the sen

tence
TtX&amp;lt;&&amp;gt; Aoya ?

&quot; L article
subjonctif,&quot; says

Dacier,
&quot;

est celui qui marque la fin du discours:
&quot;

c est-a-dire, qu il suit la chose qitil designe,
11

comme, qui, lequel&quot;
It is easy to explain

things in this manner.

For my part, I see not what is to be made of

this, unless we may understand Aristotle to mean

only that power of the article, by which, in the

Greek language, it distinguishes the subject from

the predicate, in certain propositions, and deter

mines the order of construction. See Hermes, II. i.

p. 230. But, then, this is no other than a species

of hoiffi*&
t
,
and is, indeed, given by Mr. Harris

as one example of the definitive or ascertaining

power of the article.

The second definition of the article, ( &amp;lt;puw

&amp;lt;x&amp;lt;rri(*&&amp;gt;

to
&amp;lt;ruj/Ti0&amp;lt;r0a)

I have omitted. It

is the first definition of the conjunction repeated

verbatim. It may, indeed, be true of both
; but

if so, it must inevitably follow, I think, either that

the two things must be the same, or, that the

words are not truly a definition of either. Yet

this passes smoothly with all the commentators I

have seen, except Madius and Piccolomini.

NOTE 172.

P. 163. FOR EVEN IN DOUBLE WORDS, &C.

Compare cap. ii. and iv. of Aristotle s treatise,

This is rendered by Piccolomini,

with
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with his usual accuracy,,
&quot;

peroche nei nomi
&quot;

doppij [6 ver composti] non usiamo le parti
&quot; d essi, secondo che, da per se prese, hanno signi-
&quot;

jicatione : come, (per essempio) in questo nome
&quot;

Theodoro, quella parte (doro) non 6 signifi-
&quot;

cante.&quot; p. 286.

NOTE 173.

P. 163. INDICATION OF TIME is NOT

INCLUDED, &C.

Ou HPOISHMAINEI TO TTOT*. See Hermes, I. 6.

note (d), p. 96. Aristotle has given a fuller de

finition of the verb, in the book vtpi E/y*. cap.iii.

NOTE 174.

P. 164. OTHERS RELATE TO ACTION OR

PRONUNCIATION

*H
&amp;lt;Jt,

X.OC.TO. T& JzroxptTJxa sc.
cr^rtfAuroe: : mean

ing the
&amp;lt;rp7i/xaTa Asgtw? mentioned just before,

cap. xix. with which these modes plainly coincide;

for the TTToxrnf pn/xarwi/ here mentioned are no

other than the E-yxAto-^?, modes, or moods, of the

Grammarians. [See Hermes, I. 8. p. 144, and

particularly the notes there.] Kat V.KTO, vow ly-

xX.o-fif, a? in TIM? nTIiSEIS PHMATIKA2 xX&amp;lt;ri.

Dion. Hal. de Struct. &c. Sect. 6. But he speaks

of the term as applied only to the modes
; for the

tenses, iixfofxi xjovuv, are immediately after men

tioned by him, as not included in that term. But

Aristotle,
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Aristotle, in the Trtpt ippw. expressly mentions the

femes also, as Trroxm? pvpsnuv. See cap. iii. Sect? 5.

NOTE 175.

P. 164-5. FOR ALL DISCOURSE IS NOT COM

POSED OF VERBS AND NOUNS: THE DEFI

NITION OF MAN, FOR INSTANCE-.

Ou yap a,7r&amp;lt;x,s Aoyf^p tx fypKTtov xoc.t

yvyxtiTKi
1

oiov, o ns avd^WTra o^r^a(^
J *

osAA iv

earn pn[j,a.Tuv ilvcu Xoyov. This is very ambiguously

expressed. We are left to make out, as well as

we can, whether the
&quot;

definition of man,&quot; is re

ferred to as an instance of a sentence without a

verb, or of a sentence with both noun and verb.

The construction seems, indeed, to lead more na

turally to the latter interpretation. But the other,

I think, is more to Aristotle s purpose, (for, an

example of a sentence with both noun and verb,

it was hardly necessary to produce,) and is con

firmed by the following passage in his book wepi

Avayxy $e irtxvra Xoyov UTrotpwrixov (every

tive sentence or speech) Ix
fr,pKT&amp;gt; titan, n IK

irrufffus py[AKT&amp;lt;&
XAI

yeifi
o rx a^O^WTra hoy

3

(i.e. of /**, definition ;
for so

Aoy-&amp;gt;
is continually

used by Aristotle,) iw ^ TO, l&amp;gt;-u,
n
1

, iw, fl rt

TOM nPO2TE@H, aVw hoy- U7rofvrix
z
. The

definition itself, (the same, probably, to which he

alludes

* I
3

- 38, C.
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alludes in the passage before us,) follows; it is,

fwoi/ 7Tfoi&amp;lt; (Wsj/
b

. Now these three words alone

constitute the definition, and it is of this only that

Aristotle here speaks. In the full, assertive sen

tence, Aj&amp;gt;0W7r(?2P Ifl wOV TTt^OV $17TXV, the tWO fil St

words are no part of the definition itself, but, as

Victorius has well observed, only indicate the

thing defined. And accordingly, the philosopher,

we see, in the above quotation, considers the verb

as superadded to the definition.

However, this sense would be so much more

clearly expressed, if the words
ooi&amp;gt;,

m ctfyuws

^to-jt*^ followed, instead of preceding, the words

AA i&2trai \u ptytotrew elvoii Aoyov, that I should

hardly doubt of their being misplaced, if this sort

of embarrassment were less frequent than it is in

Aristotle s writings.

This whole passage receives much illustration

from that part of the treatise vtfi Ifp. to which

I have referred. A sentence without a verb is

what Aristotle calls a. significant sentence, but not

an assertive sentence, or proposition ;
i. e. that

affirms or denies something, and of which it may
be predicated, that it is true, or false*. Such

only, in that logical work, it was to his purpose

to consider; the other, the merely significant

sentence,

b The same definition occurs in other parts of his

works; vol. i. p. 167, B. 237, D. vol. ii. 920, 921.
c See cap. iv. sect. 4 and 5. p. 38.

VOL. IJ, T
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sentence*, he dismisses, as belonging rather to

rhetoric and POETRY. Oi pai/
vv aAAo* [Aye],

a&amp;lt;pi&amp;lt;r6w&amp;lt;rai/ firogixtt yxg, IIOIHT1KH2, olxuoTega

r crxf^ f- * ^
&amp;lt;x,7ro&amp;lt;poc,vTix(p

rys m Osw^af
c
.

NOTE 176.

P. 165. SIGNIFICANT, AS THE WORD CLEON

is, &c.

It has been observed, that the sense seemed to

require an instance of a sentence with only one

significant word
;

at least, not composed of both

verb and noun, as /3*Ji K.ASWI/ is. But I rather

believe, that Aristotle did not intend this as an

instance of such a sentence, but merely as an ex

planation of the o-fl/Aaiw, and xaO aura o-ti^aivet Ti,

that precede.
&quot;

It is not,&quot; says he,
&quot;

essential

&quot;

to what I call
Aoy(^&amp;gt;, oratio, that it should con-

&quot;

tain both a noun and a verb, i. e. that it should

&quot; be a complete proposition : but some significant
&amp;lt;c

part it must have; significant, I mean, as a

&quot; whole word, separately taken, as Cleon is, for

&quot;

example, in the sentence, Cleon walks
,
not as

&quot;

making a part of a word, like Supv in the com-
&quot;

pound name io$upov, which has, iodeed, a
&quot;

meaning, but not xaO
1

UTO xixupicrptvo* by
&quot;

ifself as a word in the sentence.&quot;
&quot;

That

d He instances in precatory sentences or speeches ;

ctov, Y\ E%KJ hcy@~ [A,tv,
fa\h STI otfyfas) ST ^sufaf. Ibid.

c
Ibid,
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That this is the meaning, seems probable from

the chapter in which
Aoy&amp;lt;&

is defined in the book

7rtfn Eppwuxs. For there, as soon as he has given

the definition, (Aoy^* ft Ifi &amp;lt;puw (rn^oivriK^ V

TUV ptpuv TI o-fl/Aav-nxoK Ifi KEXflPISMENON,) he

immediately proceeds to explain the expressions ;

declaring what sort of significant part he means.
&quot;

Significant,&quot;
he says,

&quot;

as the word rnvfymrfr is;

&quot;

that is, XE^W^KT/XEI-OI/, by itself; not as, miAfuv&
&quot;

lr*, or s x set, which signify as assertive sentences,
&quot; nor yet, as a syllable, or part of a simple word,
11

(like u? in /xu?,) or, even as a word making
&quot;

part of a compound wordV
Now, what Aristotle there expresses fully, he

meant, I think, to say, more brieflv, in the words,

MEPO2 fAivroi TI
&amp;lt;TVJJ.XIVOV tfcsi oiov iv TW, Ba^t^n

Khsuv, o KAtwv. [sc. tniju,ajvt.]

See Hermes, 1.2. p. 21, note (d).

NOTE 177.

P. 165. A DISCOURSE MAY BE ONE, IN

TWO SENSES, &C.

Compare, wepi Eppw. cap. v. p. 38. Analyt.

Post, lib. u. cap. 10. p. 169, E. Metaphys. VII. 4.

p. 910, D. (where he uses TW
&amp;gt;*,

as equivalent

to fl-u^(T/*w) and VIII. 6. p. 931, C.

*
Cap.iv. p. 38,

T 2
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NOTE 178.

P. 165. LlKE MANY OF THOSE USED BY Til?

MEGALIOT^E .

I have read, in some ludicrous book, of a

country that was &quot;

lost by the ignorance of geo-
&quot;

graphers&quot;
This seems to have been the case

of these Megaliotae, if such a people ever existed.

They are nowhere recorded. Dacier rea^s,

piyKcifyvrav
&quot; ceux qui disent de grandes choses:

and cites Hesychius Mcyof(0mc /AcyaAa A-

yovn?. But this is too distant from the present

reading, MfyaXwrcw. Mr. Winstanley s conjec

ture jucyaXauy, us
a

,
is somewhat nearer, and, in

other respects, preferable : but it is, I think, a

strong presumption against its truth, that Aristotle

constantly uses OIOP, when he gives an instance ;

never, as far as I recollect, ?.

I have sometimes thought it not very improbable,

that the passage might originally have stood thus ;

ruv pcyaXA AiwKONrwv : i. e. of those who affect,

aim at, ore fond of, grandeur and pomp of ex

pression; who love hard words, as we say.

Nothing more common than this sense of $iu*uv.

They who are versed in emendatory criticism, and

the theory of transcript!ve blunders, know it to

have been one source of corruption in antient

manuscripts, that the transcribers, when they found

vacuities

Ed. Ox. 1,780, p. 298.
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vacuities and lacuna which they could not fill up,

rather than reduce the price of their copy by visible

imperfection, often chose to write the passage as

if there had been no such chasms ; especially

when that could be done, as in this case, with some

passable appearance of a meaning
b
. And thus,

here, if we suppose the letters I have distinguished

by capitals to have been destroyed, or rendered

illegible, in the original MS. VTTO i/ona? xa &amp;lt;TTWV

c

,

they would leave exactly the letters we now

have pyaX**iu***TUv.

If a commentator, harassed by obscurity and

perplexity, can now and then relieve his labour by

treating a passage of desperate corruption as a

riddle, and can amuse himself by guessing the

meaning, when he cannot inform his readers by

discovering it, who will envy him this harmless

privilege ? I have here hazarded my guess with

others
;
but I give it for what it is. None of us,

I believe, have yet deprived our successors of the

same amusement. The riddle, probably, still

remains, and will remain, till the arrival of those

&quot;

codices
CJpectandi&quot;

of which the critics talk so

much
;
those precious manuscripts, that are always

to be waited for, and never to be expected.

b See Le Clerc s An Critica, P. III. S. I. C.XVI.

7.

See the passage from Strabo, given in the preface.
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NOTE 179.

P. 165. BY COMMON WORDS, I MEAN, &C. - -

Kupjoi/. I have translated this, common, not

proper, because this last term \vould convey a

wrong idea
;

for xuj icv here is plainly opposed, not

to peTotfogu only, but to all the other species of

words just enumerated : not to what \sjigurative

only, as the Latin proprium is, but to whatever is

unusual. This appears indeed from the defini

tion
&quot; a word that every body uses&quot; What we

call proper words are only one sort of the xvf i*

cvoptzTo, of Aristotle. The expression must even

include all those words, which, though originally

metaphorical, are, as Mr, Harris says,
&quot;

so natu-

&quot;

ralized
&quot;

by common use,
&quot;

that ceasing to be

&quot;

metaphors, they are become, (as it were,) the

&quot;

proper words V That is, as an excellent writer

has expressed it,

&quot;

they have nothing of the effect
&quot; of metaphor upon the hearer. On the contrary,
&quot; like proper terms, they suggest directly to his

&quot;

mind, without the intervention of any image,
&quot;

the ideas which the speaker proposed to convey
&quot;

by them b
.&quot;

The same clear opposition of xvfiov to whatever

is uncommon in speech appears throughout the next

chapter,

l. Inq. p. 198. He gives for instances the pot
of a mountain the bed of a river. He, also, has ren

dered Mgtov by common, p. 191, note.

b Philos. of Rhet. vol. ii. p. 185, 186. See Dcmet.

Sect. 88.
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chapter, where yXTT, /xra&amp;lt;po^a,
c. are all said

to be FIAPA TO
xuftey,

and included under one

common term of %mxx. See also Rhet. III. 2.

P- 585, A.

NOTE l80.

P. l66. So THAT THE SAME WORD MAY BE

BOTH COMMON AND FOREIGN, &C.

If xuf tov here meant only native, in opposition

toforeign, (yXumx.) as some commentators have

supposed
a

,,it would be arrant trifling to observe,

that the same word might be, at the same time,

yXwTTK and
xupioi/, i. e. foreign and native, to dif

ferent nations. For it could ngt possibly be

otherwise; as Robortelli observes, and calls the

observation, which he explains as Aristotle s,

&quot;

magnopere adnotandum, et PULCHRUM scrru.&quot;

p. 246. Dacier follows him :
&quot; Cela ne s^auroit

ff
etre autrement, le meme mot qui est etranger

&quot;

pour celui qui i emprunte, ne peut qiietre propre
&quot;

pour celui qui le
prete&quot; But, if it 7??;^ be so,

why does Aristotle say it may be so? wxi

fvvarov ? The truth is, that aforeign word is not

necessarily a common word, in his sense of KV^OV,

among the people to whom it is native
;

it may, or

may not, be so; it cannot, indeed, be to them

yXwrra, but it may be a metaphorical word, or a

word of any of the other species enumerated as

JIAPA TO
xu^tov

b
. Aristotle seems to have added

this

a
Robortelli, and Castelvetro after him. b

Cap. xxii,

T4
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this observation on purpose to prevent the very

mistake which these expositors have made : to

prevent xv/oi/ from being taken merely as the op

posite tO

NOTE 181.

P. l66. A THOUSAND IS A CERTAIN DEFI

NITE MANY. ---

To
y&amp;lt;* fivfiov,

TroAu In. Here, I may venture,

I believe, for once, to adopt the positive tone of

emenddtory criticism. Legendum omriOnd, TTOAU TI

Iri. The sense, indeed, no one can mistake : but

the text, as it stands, does not express that sense.

It says only,
&quot;

for a thousand is many, which he
&quot; now uses instead of many There can be no

doubt, that -Aristotle added TI here, as in all the

other instances, cravat TI dfsXetv TI. But, to put

the matter beyond all doubt, he afterwards, speak

ing of the same sort of metaphor, says, TO yap

Havrfj KVTI ra IIoXAo*, XT
/*fTapo&amp;gt;ai/,

fJnrt* TO

yxg Ilotv, IIOAT TI. Cap. xxv. I am surprised that

so very obvious an error should have escaped the

notice of all the commentators I am acquainted

with.

NOTE 182.

P. 167. FOR HERE, THE POET USES TK^flv
---

INSTEAD OF a
fuffai, &C.

Here a commentator is not perplexed by a little

glimmering of
light, that promises to shew him

7 something,
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something, and shews him nothing; but is relieved

at once from all trouble by a total and comfortable

obscurity. The quotations are so short, and, in all

probability, so incorrect, that it seems impossible to

apply to them Aristotle s definition of this meta

phor, or to see how, where the Poet has used ra/xv,

dovrou would have been the proper word, and vice

versa. Yet the commentators slide over this diffi

culty. Vietonus, however, has noticed it, and,

giving up the quotations as inexplicable and incor

rigible, proposes a more intelligible example from

the Rhetoric, III. 2. TO
&amp;lt;pot,vxi,

rov ptv

TOV Si J%0[J.VCVJ TTTWp^fUftV
*

Dacier has entirely omitted the passage,

and substituted another from the Rhet. III. u.

p. 597, B. Not, however, that he did not under

stand the passage; it was an inviolable rule with

him always to understand his author : but only, it

seems, because the example could not conveniently

be expressed in French &quot;

il ne peut e&quot;tre traduit

* en notre
langue.&quot;

Castelvetro gives a very pleasant illustration.

He does not pretend to see how ra^nv and
jwo-

are put for each other in the Greek examples : but

he says, that, to draw, and to cut ojf, might be

thus metaphorically put for each other; if, for

example, we should say,
&quot; Take this pruning-hook,

&quot; and draw some branches from the olive-tree:

*

or, Take this pail, and cut off some water from
&quot; the
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&quot;

the fountain*.&quot; Undoubtedly any man may-

speak in this way, who chuses it.

NOTE 183.

P. 167. IN THE WAY OF ANALOGY, WHEN, OF

TOUR TERMS, &C.

The difficulty here is, to distinguish clearly this,

which Aristotle calls the analogical or proportional

metaphor, from the metaphor which precedes it

thaifrom species to species : for as to the two first

sorts, that from genus to species, and vice versa,

they plainly belong, as has been observed, to the

trope since denominated Synecdoche; the word

fHTotyopot being clearly used by Aristotle in its most

general sense, including all the tropes all the ways
in which a word is transferred to a meaning dif

ferent from its proper meaning. See Cic. Or.

cap. xxvii. Of the four species of peretfofM here

mentioned, only the two last seem to answer to

our METAPHOR the metaphor founded on some

resemblance between the thing from which, and

that t& which, the term is transferred.

The difference between these two sorts of me

taphors, as far as I am able to comprehend it,

appears to me to be only this. Each of them is

founded on some resemblance
; but in the first,

the resemblance perceived is between the two

things

a
&quot; Prendi quclla f.ilce, e attlgni de rami dell ulivo

;

&quot; o vero, Prendi quelia sccchia, e tag/la deli acqua del

&quot;

fonle.&quot; p. 453.
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things themselves
;

in the other, between the re

lations which they, respectively, bear to two other

things
a

. Those are metaphors aV M-AS Im slcTfgp,

where the likeness is perceived, as Aristotle else

where expresses it,

&quot;

by the genus ;&quot;
that is, where

the common quality, which constitutes the likeness,

immediately occurs, and it is, therefore, sufficient

simply to substitute the one word for the other.

Those are metaphors X*T avxXoynzv, where the

resemblance is not thus perceived by the common

quality, but by the common relation, of the two

things ; where, therefore, that relation must be

pointed out, more or less expressly. Thus, to take

Aristotle s own examples, when old age, or rather,

an old man, is called
&quot;

ttubble&quot; the resemblance is

sufficiently perceived, by a comparison of the things

themselves ; in Aristotle s language, we perceive it,

&quot;

bl/ the genus: OTOCV
yot,p EITT*J [ OjtAHpfg^] TO

KAAAMHN, E7ro)&amp;lt;r
(j.a,Qv&amp;lt;riv

xai yvurw jtoe, ra

AM$n yap AHHN0HKOTA
b
. But when old age

is called
&quot;

evening&quot;
what strikes us is the resem

blance with respect to two other things, life,
and

day ;
a resemblance of relation,

In

a
* yx?

ANAAOFIA iVonij in xoyu, KAI EN TETTAP-
2IN EAAX12TOI2. i. e.

&quot;

Analogy, or proportion, is

&quot;

equality of ratio, or relation, and requires four terms at

*
least&quot; Ethic. Niccm. V. 3.
b Rliet. III. 10. p. 593. 1 he passage of Homer alluded

to is in Od. E. 214, 215. See Harris s Philol. Inq.

p. 191. For the force of the expression, siroinn pafaffiv,

see NOTE 22. in vol. i.
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In this idea of the analogical metaphor I have

the concurrence of Piccolomini.
&quot; La metafora

&quot;

di proportions e quella, che sopra la somiglianza
&quot;

dei rispetti che hanno Vum cose con Valtre, sara
&quot;

fondata ? &c. See his annotations, p. 305, and

his clear and useful, though prolix, Para/rase
dclla Refor. d Arist. torn. iii. p. 52, &c. In the

rest of his explanation he does not satisfy me.

184.

P. 167. AND, SOMETIMES, THE PROPER

TERM IS ALSO INTRODUCED, BESIDES ITS RE

LATIVE TERM.

No words can well be more obscure and perplex

ing. Taking them as they are; they seem to admit,

fairly, of only one sense that which Victorius

gives them. &quot; Et quandoque apponunt, pro quo
&quot;

dicit ad quod est.&quot; That is, as he explains this

literal and obscure version, they add,
&quot; ad quod

&quot; refertur illud nomen quod omittunt, et pro quo
11

aliud vocabulum
usurpant.&quot; n^oriOfac-*, ^05

fV [sc. raro] vfi Afyet : i. e. they add, to the

substituted word (cup), the word to which the

proper word (shield) relates
; i. e. Mars. They

not only name cup, instead of shield, but call it

the cup of Mars.

My objection to this sense of the passage is,

that it seems to confound the analogical metaphor
with that from specks to species, in which one

word
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word is simply put in the room of the other, as

xaAa/Au is used in the passage of Homer, referred

to by Aristotle as an example of that sort of

metaphor
*

:

AXX
jt7nj KaXafAyv y &amp;lt;r o iopai SKTogouvTct

Tivu&amp;lt;TY*tw. ------ Od. 1.214.

For if,

&quot;

sometimes&quot; Iviort, this addition is made,

it is impliedj that not only sometimes, but generally,

and for the most part, the analogical metaphor is

used in the same manner as that V wVas &c. and

cup is merely called shield, and old age, evening.

But, if I understand the matter rightly, it is

essential to this kind of metaphor to express two

terms, at least, of the four which constitute the

analogy ;
/ . e. to express with the metaphorical

word, either the thing to which the proper word

belongs, (as, evening of life,) or, as Aristotle

presently after says, a negative epithet. See

NOTE 189.

And the philosopher himself seems to have said

this, (for I confess the passage is not perfectly

clear,) in the following words : AIEI y^ EK AYOIN

teyovroii [sc. ui cixovEf, comparisons], I22I1EP H
ANAAOFON META$OPA

&amp;lt;W,
ij aWi?, &amp;lt;pa/xv,

* ,-

$IAAH APEOS, x.ai, ro%ov, $OPMIFH AXOPAOS

arw

* He does not, indeed, expressly call it, an 5sj EOT

aJ^- ; but that it is so, seems sufficiently clear from his

expressions, enoiwe (ju*Qn&amp;lt;7iv GJ T FENOT2 and, AM^H
yy.% cMnpfcptfTO} winch answers to a/w^w y^f pufkteiv n
in, here.
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(Jttv
w

Ays&amp;lt;nv,
OTX AHAOTN TO &amp;lt;T inrw r

to%w
&quot;

po^jLuy-ya,&quot;
y\ TV\V da-mfa

&quot;

plftAur,&quot;
AI1AOTN b

,

Thus &quot;

capitis wives*
&quot;

for gray hairs
; evening of

//f/e ; morning of thejKW ; cj/e of day ; and. among

many instances in the Rhetoric, ^*i/* pWoAo*

Afl/mi TS nr^aiewf oJ
1^ TWI&amp;gt; Aoywi/, &C

A
. The fact,

indeed, seems to be, that this analogical metaphor
is only a way of stating metaphors founded on re

semblance *, when that resemblance, depending

wholly, or chiefly, on relation, would not be obvious,

and the metaphor, consequently, would be harsh

and obscure, unless the relation were, by some

means or other, pointed out. Victorius himself

allows, that, in Aristotle s own examples, the mere

substitution of cup for shield, and of evening for

old age, would be &quot;

nimis durum&quot;

I think,

b Rhet.III. 1 1. p. 596, E. Quintil.VHI. 6.

d Rhet.III. 10.^ Instances abound in Homer:

a seed of fire, for a spark. (Od. E. 490.) &c. See the

Life of Homer, commonly attributed to Dion. Halic. and

given in vol. v. of the ed. of Homer by Erncstus, p. 162.
* It seems, that any instance of the metaphora a

specie &c. may be stated analogically : thus,
&quot; old age, we

*

may say, is to man, what stubble is to corn&quot; &c. And,
on the other hand, converting an analogical metaphor
into a metaphor from species to species, we may say,

evening and old age are, both of them, ends of certain por
tions of time. It was, perhaps, the vicinity of these two

species of metaphor, and their convertibility, that induced

later writers to drop the distinction, though they made

many other distinctions which Aristotle did not.
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I think, then, that Aristotle meant to say, and,

in some w ay or other, hud said,
&quot; And sometimes?

(tvoT,) now and then, for the sake of clearness,
&quot;

they add the proper word, (the word, \6 *

&quot;for which, the metaphorical word is put,) to,

&quot;

or besides, the wgoy o n * . e- that to which the

&quot;

proper word relates
1

They not only call the

shield, the cup of Mars, but they mention shield

also, and say, the shield is the 67//
of Mars : or,

taking the other instance, old age is the evening of

life*. Thus all will follow naturally: KAI IVIOT*

And, sometimes, they add the proper term, &c.

Enoi? $(, x Irtv o
i/0|tAa dvctXoyov. But, in some

analogical metaphors, there is no proper term
;

in

that case, therefore, the metaphor cannot be so

used : yet it may be used in the Jirst, and most

common way, as well as if such proper term sub

sisted ; it is still an analogical metaphor, and may
be used as such : xfov qrro, c

(
uowf [i. e. \Xoywf,

as Castelvetro rightly explains it,] Xs^nTereu.

Thus, in the metaphor exemplified, of sowing,

applied to the sun, we may say the sun sows his

rays, though we cannot assign any proper term,

for which sores is put any word appropriated to

the dispersion of light from the sun, as, to sow, is

appropriated to the dispersion of seed. Such

appears

Thus Homer uses the analogical metaphor in the

following line :

Oi/5
fln^i e^ETja, ra TE

irrsya. VM&amp;lt;TI 7T&amp;gt;.ovrat. Od. A. 124.
&quot;

Oars, which are the uings cf
i//;/5.&quot;
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appears to me to be the connection of this

passage.

It will, undoubtedly, be objected, that the sense

I would give the words
irgor^iatri Sec. cannot be

fairly obtained from them as they now stand: and

I confess it cannot; unless we might be allowed

to render the words thus, taking TT^O?
as a repeti

tion of the preposition in
irfoa-Titifcctnv

:

&quot;

they add
&quot; the word, for which they use, or say, the meta-
&quot;

phorical word, ( *& * AEFEI,) to o E2TI to

&quot; what it is to the word which is used : they
&quot; add the word that should be to the word that

&quot;

-is&quot; But this appears to me so harsh and im

probable a construction, that I would rather sup

pose the passage to be defective. Perhaps it

might originally be thus : K wore irpimb. ai/Q

x foyet, IIAPA [TO] ir^og
o Ifi i. e. besides adding

the thing to which the proper term relates
f
. But

there seems to be still another fault in the passage.

I cannot reconcile the plural wo&amp;lt;m0eaa-iv, with the

singular, &ey. Goulston renders &quot;

appoint? and

I am surprised that no MS, should exhibit
ir^or-

TiOno-n/. That Xtyei is right, is highly probable,

from the singular verb l^t, repeatedly used here,

and the Vi, afterwards: si TW Wta EIIIOI

f The transcribers, seeing two prepositions, &amp;lt;r^ orfoj,

unusually put togeti ier, and not understanding the relative

sense of TTOS o, might reject the first as redundant.
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NOTE 185.

P. 167. TlIE SHIELD, THE CUP OF MARS, &C.

$KX,XW Aosus . The &amp;lt;pa\i
seems to ha.ve been

a large, expanded, (IxTrfTaXoi/,)
kind of vessel, like

a ewer. See //.
4&amp;gt;- 270, and the notes. Hesych. v.

AjupiOrr*. It had also, sometimes, an oppaAo?, ,

or innbo. See Athen. p. 501. It had probably,

therefore, some, resemblance to a shield, which

makes the metaphor appear less strange ;
as Pic-

colomini has remarked, p. 306 : who also ob

serves, very well, that this kind of metaphor is

then most clear and perfect, when the resemblance

of relation is aided by some degree of resem

blance between the things themselves: and that

here, for example, if lance were used instead of

.shield, the metaphor would be spoiled, though the

common relation would still subsist.

This seems to have been a favourite instance

of this sort of metaphor; for it occurs several

times in the Rhetoric. See III. 4. p. 588, and

11. p. 596, E. In the former of these passages

Aristotle says, that an analogical metaphor ought

to admit of inversion : thus, says he, if we may
call the cup the shield of Bacchus, we may, with

equal propriety, call the shield the cup of Mars.

Jiut Demetrius observes, alluding to that passage

of the Rhetoric, that this is not the case of

such metaphor : ITTH TM vTugtuw ptv m$ IJV;?

VOL. IT. u
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fJV. Sect. 79-

NOTE l86.

P. 167. OR AS EMPEDOCLES HAS EX

PRESSED IT, LIFE S SETTING SUN.

Awn-/**? /3s. Victorius has pointed out this

expression in Plato s sixth book De Legibus,

where the Athenian says, rV* eT si/
$u&amp;lt;rpix,i&amp;lt;;

rx |3,

ot Js, ? wfo? r/**ffj vot
a

: probably alluding, in

Plato s usual manner, to the very passage of Em-

pedocles. See also JElian, Var. Hist. II. 34.

ITTI
3v&amp;lt;r[jLKi&amp;lt;; la-psy : where, as the metaphor was

sufficiently explained by the subject of the con

versation, the word (3ta is not added. Victorius

remarks, also, the |3ia ATNTO2 Jytff of JEschy-

lus, Agamcm. v. 1132. The rest of that passage

is very obscure
1

&quot;;

but this expression seems,

clearly enough, to describe the dying eye, that

opens, for the last time, upon the light :
-

-TTog ATPA2

AKTIVK,

Eurip. Nicest. 203._or,

a
II. B. 824,

a Ed. Scrr. torn. \\.p. 770.
b I am inclined to read, and point the passage thus :

------ are KOU

uvavvrti, ia yvr- ayau;.

i.e.
&quot; such as destroys, dispatches (as we say,) those whe

&quot;

fall by the spear,
in the last gleams of setting life&quot;
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or, in the finest picture of the kind, I think, that

Poetry affords,

......
oculisque errantibus, alto

Quaesivit coelo lucem, ingemuitque repertu.

JEn. iv. 691.

The poetical reader, I believe, will pardon me,

if I wander so much farther from my subject, as

to take occasion, from these beautiful passages,

to point out three lines of Petrarch, which shew,

that his powers were not confined to the expres

sion of amorous tenderness, but were capable of

rising, on occasion, to the true sublime. In the

sonnet,
&quot;

Se lamentar
augdli&quot;

&c c
. written after

the death of Laura, he imagines himself to hear

her voice, in his solitude, consoling him for his

loss, in these lines :

Di me non pianger tu
;
ch i miei dl fersi

Morendo eterni; e, NEL ETERNO LUME,

Quando mostrai di chiuder gli occhi, APERSI !

NOTE 187.

P. 167. THERE is NO PROPER ANALO

GOUS TERM, &c.

OK&amp;gt;/AC& x&amp;lt;jUi/ov. KJUVOI&amp;gt;, here, is equivalent to

xugiov ;
a word established by common usage. Ert,

il MH KEIMENOI2

ro MH Emeos. Topic. VI. 2. p. 242. See

also, Cafeg. c. vii. p. 23, C.

c Ed, di Gesualdo, p, 288.

U 2
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NOTE l88.

P. l68. SOWING ABROAD

HlS HEAVEN-CREATED FLAME.

2?rtwi/ fifoifnra* faeya. Part of an Iambic

verse, and probably from some Tragic Poet. The

commentators quote Virgil s
&quot;

Spargebat lumine
&quot;

terras.&quot; This, however, is not exactly appli

cable, because spargere does not, I think, appear

to have been the proper, specific word, for sowing,

as
trireigsw

was. The passage of Lucretius is

more apposite :

Sol etiam summo de vertice dissupat omnes

Ardorem in partes, et lumine COXSERIT area.

II. 211.

Every reader will recollect Milton s beautiful ap

plication of this metaphor to the stars :

And sorvd \vith stars the heav n, thick as a field.

P. L. vii. 358.

- and to the dew-drops, metaphorized into

pearls, -v. i.

But the idea of pouring, applied to the great

fountain of
light, seems both a more just, and a

more elevated, metaphor. It is happily touched

by Virgil in this line :

Jam sole infuso, jam rebus luce retectis.

JEn. ix. 461.

a sketch which Thomson has finely filled up,

and finished :
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-----
young day pours in apace,

And opens all the lawny prospect wide :

The dripping rock, the mountain s misty top,

Swell on the sight, and brighten with the dawn;

Blue, thro the dusk, the smoking currents shine.

Summer, ^2.

In his hi/mn, he has taken up the metaphor in a

sublimer tone :

Great source of day ! best image here below

Of thy Creator, ever POURING wide,

From world to world, the vital ocean round! v. 66.

To which I cannot restrain myself from adding

a fine passage of the same kind in the hymn of

Dionysius to the sun :

IIAPAN

tgt yoLioiM ctTTaa iXv sXurruv*

noTAMoi & reQcv nrpos AMBPOTOY
TlXTX(TlV

* M. Burette prefers MtotKftta, a reading of a French

MS.; and he translates it,
&quot; une riche source.&quot; He

should have said,
&quot; a cunning source;&quot; for I cjo not believe

there is good authority for any other sense of 7roAyE^Jj$.
-

See Mem. de VAcad. dcs Inscript. tome vii. Dissert, sur la

Mclopec, &:c. The reader may see the hymn, at the

end of the Ox. Aratus, and in Dr. Burney s Hist, of

Music, vol. i. p. 90, with a translation. There is, also,

a translation in Dodsley s Miscellany, vol.v. But, how
ever partial I may be thought, I must give the bays on

this occasion to my friend. He is no professed Poet
;

but his version has, surely, far more of the animation,

, enthusiasm,
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NOTE 189.

P. 168. THE WINELESS CUP.-

Aoivov. This emendation of Victorius, (instead

of aAAa olva, the reading of all the editions and

MSS.) seems confirmed, beyond all doubt, by

Rhet. III. 6. p. 590, A. and 11. p. 597, A.

Metaphors, from their nature, are in danger of

being obscure, or forced, though it is essential to

their beauty and effect, that they should be clear

and apposite. For this purpose, a metaphor may
be guarded in various ways. If the simple sub

stitution of the improper, for the proper, term,

would be obscure, or harsh, the metaphor may be

converted into an image, m comparison* ,
it may

be used analogically, and we may say, &amp;lt;paAjj

APEO2, or
&amp;lt;pA&amp;gt;i

AOINO2 ; or, if that be not suf

ficient for perspicuity that is, if the meaning be

not sufficiently pointed out by the manner, or

circumstances, in which the expression is intro

duced, we may join these, (&amp;lt;paAi Agt&amp;lt;&&amp;gt; 0tv(&&amp;gt;,)

or even add to either of them the proper word

itself
b

.

There

enthusiasm, and solemnity of the original. No Persian,

indeed, could have entered more thoroughly into the

spirit of solar adoration.

a See Demet. Sect. 80. And, again, Sect, 86, of the

negative epithet used for the same purpose.
* See above, NOTE 184.
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There is a fine instance of this negative mode

of explaining a metaphor, in Isaiah, li. 21. &quot;Thou

&quot;

drunken, but not with wine*&quot;

The same end is often answered by an epithet,

affirming of the thing expressed some quality be

longing to the thing signified , thus, ships are

&quot;floating
bulwarks / and the lyre a

&quot;

clwrdcd

shell,&quot;
where Dryden has made the same use of the

affirmative epithet, chorded, that Theognis did of

the negative, a^ofe**, in his metaphorical expres

sion for a bow
?oflt**y d%p$&

d
. Sometimes

the explanatory epithet is itself a metaphor; as

in the TTT^WTOK afjuain of Euripides;
&quot;

winged
&quot;

chariots.&quot; Here we have a double metaphor;

chariot for ship, and wing for sail.

It should be remembered, that these negative

epithets are very common in the Greek Poets.

Victorius points out many instances : as Kupov

, Eurip, PhcenlSS. Si 8. 0ta&amp;lt;roi/ |3x-

, Orest. 310. /wm/uTno(^ apQtyKTx, JEsch.

245- aVr^otj Trwr^ao-ti/, Z^V/. 250, &C,

NOTE 190.

P. l68. - - - AN INVENTED WORD, &C.

Between this and the preceding definition Aristotle

must have placed that of
KOYA-&amp;gt;

the ornament,

or ornamental word. That it was purposely passed

oveV

* See Bp. Lowth s Comm. on Isaiah.
c Mr. Mason s Ode to the Naval Officers.
d Demet. Sect. 86. Arist. Rhet.III. u. p. 597.

U4
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over by him is hardly credible. This is, most

probably, one of the lamentable ^^u^etret that

Strabo talks of
a
.

The commentators differ widely as to the

meaning of xcr^^. Castelvetro says, the word

admits, here, of .five different senses, which he

sets up, like nine-pins, for the pleasure of knocking

them all down. The only reasonable account of

the matter seems to be that given by Dacier from

Victorias. It seems clear enough, that what

Aristotle here calls xooyx^, is included, at least,

under what he calls clxeiov in the Rhetoric. For

he says, at the end of the next chapter (cap. xxii.)

speaking of those species of words that are used in

prose, that they are these three, TO
XV^KJI/,

Y.M p.itu,-

&amp;lt;pofoc,

KOH KO2MO2 : and in the Rhetoric, after

referring to the very enumeration of words in this

chapter, and setting aside such as he calls poetical,

(i. e. yAwrrau JWAa ol/o/xara, &c.) he says, TO &

,
xai ro OIKEION, xai pfTxQogou, povoii p*i&amp;lt;n-

r^of TVIV ruv if/iAwf Aoycov As^if* ?rvT? yxo

orous futfayofflUy XKI Tojf OTKEIOI2, xa&amp;lt; rot;

(&amp;gt;toi&amp;lt;;

b
. And these cxa ovopxr*, again, seem

plainly synonymous with tTriQirot, mentioned pre

sently after : &t $t xat ra i-m^ra, xai rug jUj-

?q&amp;gt;.
x. T. x.V-By oixt and ITT^STCC, Aristotle seems

to have expressed the genus, of which, XOO-/A(P, the

ornamental or embellishing epithet, was a species.

But

a See the passage in the Preface.
b
Rhet. III. 2. 585.

xv
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Cut as he has not, by any means, explained him

self fully,
nor given any definition either of olxetoy

or j7n0ETOK, the mist which he lias left upon this

subject must remain. I shall only remark, that

the word
xo&amp;lt;r/*&amp;lt;^

is once, (and I think but once,)

used by him in his Rhetoric, apparently in the

same sense as in this chapter. For, speaking of

the propriety of diction, and its correspondence to

the subject, he observes, that
&quot; an ornament should

&quot; not be applied to a mean word
;

for
this,&quot; says

he,
&quot;

has the appearance of burlesque ;
which is

&quot; the case with Cleophon, who has used expres-
&quot;

sions of this sort as ridiculous, as it would be
&quot;

to talk of an &quot; AUGUST Jig-tree*
:

.&quot; The word

xo(T/*(gp here, and the example by which he explains

it, seem to prove, that xso-/**, in the treatise on

Poetry, means such an epithet as cmbtlliske* or

elevates the thing to which it is applied. For

I do not imagine that the term includes what the

Grammarians call perpetual epithets, such as

&quot; humida vhia? yxXot, AEUKCI/, &c. because Aristotle

expressly says, that the xeoyx* is used in common

speech : now these redundant epithets are banish

ed, both by him, and by Quintilian
d

,
even from

oratory ;
much more from ordinary discourse.

It

c
ft SiT 7TL TU EWTEXEI OVO/MlTl E7TT1 KO2MOS J ?

fJ.t] t

KUfjt^a, QaviTcti biov TTOIEI K^EO^W biotas yag ivitz steye, KO.I

si EITTHEV v, IIOTNIA ZTKH. III. 7. p. 590.
d Rhet. III. 3. p. 587, C. Quintil. DC Instit. Or-

YII1.6.
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It may be objected, as it has been objected by

Piccolomini (p. 337), that, as an epithet may, at

the same time, be &foreign word, a metaphorical,

an extended, or of any of the other sorts, it could

not be enumerated by Aristotle as a distinct species

of words among the rest. But the truth is, that

he is not there enumerating so many distinct species

of words, which exclude each other, but only a

number of distinct properties of words, several of

which may subsist together in the same word.

Thus, an extended word may, manifestly, be, at

the same time, a metaphorical, or aforeign word,

or both : a metaphorical word may be, also, an

invented, extended, altered word, &c. But none

of these words can be, at the same time, xu^,
common words

;
and the only exclusive distinction

that Aristotle intended, is between the common

word, and the others
;

all of which are words, on

some account or other, uncommon.

NOTE 191.

P. 169. NOUNS ARE DIVIDED, &C.

In passages where great corruption and little

importance meet, a commentator may be reason

ably indulged in silence, or brevity. What all this

has to do in the midst of an analysis of poetical

language, as distinguished from that of prose, I

confess myself totally unable to see.

The defects of the passage have been fully

pointed out by almost all the annotators. See

7 Mr. Win-
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Mr. Winstanley s note, p. 300, cd. Ox. 1780.

liut we have lately been told, that all the com

mentators have entirely mistaken the sense of the

passage, and supposed it, without reason, to be

imperfect, merely because they did not see, that

ArLtotle here speaks, not as a Grammarian, but

as a Philosopher, and is considering, not the con

ventional gender of verbal inflection, but the real

gender of the thirds signified. Thus, it is admitted,

indeed, that all words ending in v, and
f,

are not

masculine
; yet, if we examine the nature of the

things denoted by words of those terminations, we

shall find, it seems, that they are masculine, though

the words themselves are regarded as feminine *.

Let us try, then. MYITV^ for example, ends in
f.

Did Aristotle s philosophy lead him to consider a

mother as of the masculine gender ?

NOTE 192.

P. 170. TlIE EXCELLENCE OF DICTION CON

SISTS IN BEING PERSPICUOUS, WITHOUT BEING

MEAN.

Affcoj aTn i. e. of diction, or language, hi

general; not,
&quot;

tlocutionis Poetica&quot; as Goulston

and others render it. For Aristotle gives the same

definition of the excellence of oratorical diction,

in

* &quot; Non enim omnia quae desinunt in v et
^ sunt

&quot; masculina ; nisi ad scnsum earurn rcrum quas dcnotant

11

respicias. qui mas est, licet ipsa nomina foemimna ha-
il

beantur&quot; Ed. Cantab. 1785, /. 156.
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in his Rhetoric

; adding, only, with respect to the

degree of elevation, such a restriction as his subject

there required
a

. Now had he intended here a

definition of the language of Poetry, as discri

minated from that of Prose, he would hardly have

confined himself to two characters common to

both ; viz. that it should be perspicuous, and yet

not mean, or low, like colloquial language, con

sisting only of common and proper words, without

metaphors, or any of the other ornamental words

which he enumerates ;
some of which he makes

essential to the excellence, (d^ryv) and proper ele

vation, even of prose elocution
b

. For, that this

is the force of rotiruvn, is clear from his own ex

planation.

Still, it is obvious to ask, why the philosopher,

when his subject was the excellence of poetic

diction, should thus set out with a general defi

nition, instead of giving us, at once, the definition

of the species. The reason, I suppose, was, that

he conceived the poetic to differ from the rhetorical

language, only in the degree of elevation above

ordinary speech
c

;
and to define degrees is not

easy. Nor, indeed, was even this difference com

mon to all Poetry. If the diction of the Dit.hyr-

ambic and other Lyric kinds, and the Heroic,

with their pompous apparatus of compound epi

thets, foreign and antiquated words, and boldness

of

a Rhet. III. 2. p. 584.
b See Rhet. III. 2. p. 585.

c
~~Sce the ch. of the Rhet. last referred to.
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of metaphor, rose far above the highest elevation

of prose diction ;
on the other hand, that of Tra

gedy, we know, frequently descended, in its lowest

parts, even below what Aristotle assigns as the

proper level of rhetorical speech, to a style dif

fering from common speech in no other circum

stance but that of metre
d

. Dacicr, with the stiff

and inflexible dignity of French Tragedy before

his eyes, appears to have been shocked at the

expression, /*&amp;gt;
Tantivy for he translates, not the

words only, but the ideas, of his author, into

French: &quot; Lavertu de ( expression consiste dans
&quot;

la nettete et dans LA NOBLESSE.&quot;

NOTE 193.

P. 170. SUCH is THE POETRY OF CLEO-

PHON - - -.

See NOTE 14. in vol. i. From what Aristotle says

of this Poet in the Rhetoric
a

,
it appears, that he

sometimes variegated his vulgarity with a dash of

bombast. lie gave fine epithets to low words. The

ftmtof O I/O/AK, there, agrees with what is said of

him here.

What is there said of Cleophon, La Motte says

of HOMER himself.
u Hoinere cmploie quel-

&quot;

quefois les mots lex plus vils, et il les releye

&quot;

aussitot par dcs epithet ex magnifiques*&quot; It must,

indeed,

d See what is said at the end of this chapter, (cap. xxii.)

about the Tragic arrul other species ;
and NOTE 209.

*
III. 7. See NOTE 190, p. 297.

b Disc, sur I lliudc.
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indeed, be confessed, that, after all the apologies

of critics and commentators, Homer s At^ vpog-

P0*
&quot;

divine swineherd&quot;- has not, to our ears,

a much better effect than worna &amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;oi. The only

reasonable way of defending Homer, is, surely, to

content ourselves with saying, in general, that the

expression could not have the same incongruous

appearance in Homer s time ; as, in that case, he

certainly would not have used it. At least, this

would be a better apology, than to assert, with

Boileau, that
&amp;lt;ru|3a;T?

is one of thejmcst words in

the Greek languageV

NOTE 194.

P. 170. AND THAT OF STHENELUS.

This seems to explain a fragment of Aristo

phanes, in which the Poet, alluding probably to

the

c Reflex. 9, sur LoRgin.
&quot;

II n y a peut-etre pas dans
&quot; le Grec deux plus beaux mots que crufiurns & /3oA-.&quot;

Le Bossu, the admired Le Bossu, apologizes in a different

way. The passage is a morsel of such rare and exquisite

absurdity, that I cannot withhold it from the reader.

&quot; Nous trouvons de grandes bassesses dans les termes de
&quot; chaudrons & de marmites, dans le sang, dans les graisses,
&quot; dans les inteslins 5c autres parties des animaux ; par-
&quot;

ceque tout cela n est plus que dans nos cuisines & dans
&quot; nos boucheries, 8c que ces choses nous font bondir le

&quot; coeur. Et nous ne prenons pas garde, que tout cela, au
&quot;

temps d Homere et de Virgile, ctoit an gout du S. Esprit
&quot;

mime, qui rfa jamah fit favoir mauvais ; que Dieu
&quot; avoit tres-soigneusement ordonne toutes ces choses a
&quot;

Moise,&quot; &c. Traitedu Poeme Epique, VI. 8.
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the flatness and insipidity of the diction of

Sthenelus, as wanting the poetic seasoning of me

taphor, &c. introduces some hungry fellow saying,

that
&quot; he could make shift to eat even some of the

* words of Sthenelus, if they were but dipped in

&quot;

salt, or vinegar&quot;

Kou TTWf lyia E$ei&amp;gt;sA

Ei$ ofcog Ifitfbe&rofuvm y

Athen. IX. inlt.

NOTE 195.

P. 170. AN ^ENIGMA, IF COMPOSED OF

METAPHORS .

&quot; Ut modicus autem atque opportunus ejus usus

&quot;

illustrat orationem, ita, frequens et obscurat et

&quot;

tasdio coinplet ;
continuus vcrd in allegoriam et

&quot;

(enigma exit^Qwntil. VIII. 6.

NOTE 196.

P. 170. THE ESSENCE OF AN ./ENIGMA

CONSISTS, &C.

I can neither assent to the emendation pro

posed by Mr. Winstanley, nor see the least want of

any emendation. The passage appears to me

perfectly clear and unexceptionable, as it is. Ttx,

uTra^ovr* must, by no means, be joined with aJu-

voiTa,. It evidently means here, in a sense very

usual, things that actually exist i. e. are true.

As, lUiet. II. 25, Aui:T3u JE xat TX vnpuot,,
- - -

KO.V
y j7rz,gxt

ovTx : where, vva^ftyr* is synonymous
with
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with otXnfo, in lib. i. cap. ii. p. 5 1 7 AVTOK Je, xW
AAH0E2 f
The passage is accurately and closely rendered

by Piccoloniiui.
&quot; La forma e 1 essentia dell

&quot;

enigma consiste in questo, che nd dir cose, che

VERAMENTE si A NO, si congiunghino insicme
&quot;

cose cK appaiano impossibili a star insieme&quot;

And this is an exact definition of an aenigma
such an aenigma, at least, as Aristotle means. But

in the other way of constructing the passage, which

is that of Castelvetro, and some other interpreters,

it is no definition at all. For if the essence of a

riddle consists merely in
&quot;

putting together things
&quot;

that are incompatible and impossible,&quot; rx
Cirotg-

%ovrot, aJuj/ara VWK^OU then the Italian Poet made

a riddle, when he descrihed a man fighting after he

was cut in two :

----- del colpo non accorto,

Andava combattendo, ed era morto *.

NOTE 197.

P. I O. NOW THIS CANNOT BE EFFECTED BY
THE MERE ARRANGEMENT OF THE WORDS, &C.

Kara ptv av ryv ruv ovopxrocv &amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;f&amp;lt;ri/. IlchlSlUS

TUV TUV KYPIHN
oi/ofjt.uTUv . But the xvgiov ovopx,

as I have already observed, is, throughout, opposed

by Aristotle, not to perapofa only, but to all the

other words. He would hardly, therefore, have

used

*
Berni, OrUmdo Innamorato^ lib. ii. canto 24, stanza 60.
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used it here in a different sense, as opposed to

metaphor only. If any emendation were neces

sary, T should think AAAHN ovoptzruv more pro

bable
a

. But perhaps no word is wanting. Aristotle

had used the expression, aVtoar* 2TNAYAI &quot;

to

&quot;

put together things impossible.&quot;
This might

l&amp;lt;*ad to suppose, that an aenigma might be made

by the mere &amp;lt;ruv00-if ovopxruv by a certain arrange-

merit or construction of the words only. Therefore

he adds &quot;

this cannot be done by the mere
&quot;

arrangement of the words
; by the metaphorical,

11
use of them it

may&quot;

As this sense seems sufficiently clear
b
, supposes

no defect in the text, and, after all, coincides, in

the main, with that of lleinsius, (for v/e must ne

cessarily understand, an arrangement of words not

metaphorical ) 1 have adopted it in my trans

lation, after Dacier, and Batteux.

*
So, I find, Piccolomini translates: &quot; dell altre

parole.&quot;

k
It seerus also to result, most naturally, from Aristotle s

expression; in which, Kara, THV TUV ONOMATHN ZTN-

0E2IN, and, Kara. META&amp;lt;I&amp;gt;OPAN, seem opposed :

&quot;

by
&quot; construction by metaphor&quot;

If he had written xanx

iw rav AAAUN (or KTPIflN) hop. &amp;lt;rwd. he would pro

bably have written also xara ds writ TCOV

vo L. IT,
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NOTE 198.

P. 170. A MAN I ONCE BEHELD, &C.

See Rhet. III. 2. p. 586, where this is called

an approved, or admired, riddle : iv TU&amp;gt; amy/AaTi

ru \joxifj,nvTi . I wish it may u7ox/*v with a

modern reader. In Athenaeus another line ap

pears :

Av$p tifiov irupt ^oiXKov IK

Ovru (rvyKoXXus age

Lib. ix. p. 452.

But Casaubon seems right in supposing this pen-^

tameter to have been a modern addition
;

for it is

not found, I believe, in any more antient writer.

Even in Plutarch, I observe, that the hexameter

not only appears by itself, as in Aristotle, but is

plainly given as the whole. See his Symposium,

p. 267, ed. H. St. It appears from th^t passage

to have been the production of a lady, Eumetis.

I doubt whether, in these
&quot;

degenerate days,&quot;
it

would have gained her a prize in the Ladys

Diary*

The Greeks were fond of these puzzles. The

reader may find some curious specimens of this

sort of wit in Athenceits, X. 448, &c.

NOTE 199.

P. 171. As OLD EUCLID DID, OBJECTING, &c.

Fontenelle talks in the same way.
&quot; Du terns

&quot; d Homere c etoit une grande merveille qu un
&quot; homme
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f&amp;lt; homme put assnjettir son discours a des me-
&quot;

sures, a des sillabes longues et breves, & faire

&quot; en mme terns quclque chose do raisonnable.

&quot; On donnoit done aux Poetes des licences inrinies,

&quot; & on se tcnuit encore trop heureux d avoir des
&quot;

vers. Homerc pouvoit parler dans un scul vers

&quot;

cinq langues differentes\ prendre le dialecte

&quot;

Dorique quand 1 Ionique ne 1 accoinmodoit
&quot;

pas ;
au defaut de tous les deux, prendre 1 At-

&quot;

tique, 1 Eolique, ou le commun ; ccst-a-diret

&quot;

parler en meme terns, Picard, Gascon, Nor-
&quot;

mand, Breton, 8$ Francvis commun. II pouvoit
&quot;

allonger un mot sil etoit trop court, Vaccourclr

&quot;

sil etoit trop long; personne n y trouvoit i
&quot;

redire
a

.&quot;

But, could this ingenious and sensible writer

seriously suppose, that the language of Homer s

poems had at all the same effect to a hearer, or

reader, of his time, that an English poem would

now have, if composed of all the provincial dia

lects of Great Britain ? We are always told, how

Homer enriched his language by
&quot;

visiting all the
&quot;

principal nations of Greece, and learning the
&quot;

peculiarities of their speechV Just as if an

English

*
Digression sur les Anc. et Us Mod.

b Blackweil s Enquiry, &c. p. 292. And so, indeed,

the author of the treatise D Rom. foes. AEE JE TTQIKIMI

Itt^f //.&quot;. TSJ OtTTO ffOffVlf CjaXfXTS TO)V EXAWWV
&quot;XJX^OOl f5

syitaTa/M&v, s% uv $n*~ f/, naaav (ttv EMaJa snfo&uv xat

votv &&amp;lt;&-.

&quot;X2
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English poet, because he had resided some time in

Yorkshire, or Lancashire, might, in his next poem,

put met for night, loise for lose, or a haltiblash,

a very well-sounding Lancashire word, for a

blaze.

This account makes the language of Homer no

other than the
xoivi&amp;lt;rp&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;

which Quintilian repro

bates, among the vitia orationis
c

: something worse

than the
&quot;

Babylonish dialect
&quot;

of Hudibras ;

- - - - &quot; a party-colour d dress

&quot; Of patch d and piebald languages.

&quot;

It had an odd promiscuous tone,

&quot; As if he d talk d three parts in one ;

&quot; Which made some think, when he did gabble,
&quot;

They had heard three labourers of Babel ;

&quot; Or Cerberus himself pronounce
&quot; A leash of languages at once.&quot;

With such an idea of Homer s language, Fontenelle

might well add &quot;

Cette Strange confusion de
&quot;

langues, cet assemblage bisarre de mots tout

lt

defigures, etoit la langue des dieux ; du moins
&quot;

il

c &quot;

Kwwo&amp;gt;t- quoque appellatur quasdam mista ex
&quot; varia ratione linguarum oratio ; ut si Atticis Dorica,
f

lonica, jEolica etiam dicta confundas. Cui simile vitium

&quot;

est apud nos, si quis sublimia humilibus, vetera novis,
&quot;

poetica vulgaribus misceat.&quot;

De Inst. Or. VIII. 3. p. 396, ed. Gibs.

Quintilian certainly did not intend this for a description

of Homer s language.
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&quot;

il est biensiir que ce rietoitpas cells des homines.&quot;

And, indeed, I firmly believe with Lord Mon-

boddo, that
&quot; such a mongrel dialect was never

&quot;

written by any man;
1

and that
&quot; Homer

&quot;

wrote, either the language that was spoken in

&quot;

the country where Jie was born and educated,
&quot;

or that was used by the poets that had written

&quot;

before him, and was the established language
&quot; of Poetry

d
.&quot;

NOTE 200.

P. 171. AND THEN GIVING A BURLESQUE

EXAMPLE OF THAT SORT OF DICTION.

Ia/Aj3o7roi!&amp;lt;ra?
lt&amp;gt; auru TV AE^I. Two senses have

been given to the word iaju|3o7roio-af ;
both of

them, I think, far from satisfactory. Some render

it making Iambic verses:
&quot; lam bis wsus est.

9

[Vict.~\ But, is it likely, that Euclid, meaning to

ridicule Homer s k&cameters, should do it in

Iambic verse ? Besides that the lines themselves,

such as we find them, have not the least air of

Iambics, but fall easily enough, with a little help,

into hexameters. In this I perfectly agree with

Dacier; though I see no reason to suppose with

him, that Euclid had composed
&quot; un ouvrage en

&quot;

vers heroiques.&quot;

Others,
A

Orig. and Prog, of Lang. vol. ill. p. 19. And see

the rational account given of this matter, and of the

progress and intermixture of the Greek dialects in gene
ral, by Mr. Burgess, in his valuable edition

Crit. of Dawes, Pref. xxi. and p. 405.
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Others, and Madius in particular, understand

the word to mean, satirizing, ridiculing, the

Poet;
&quot;

se moque de lui.&quot; \DacJ\ A meaning

that, undoubtedly, suits the passage better; whe

ther it suits the word itself I much doubt, but

will not venture to decide. As Aristotle uses

la^jSoTroio?. in the sense of a satiric Poet* a

maker of the ta^jSs?, or satiric poem, he may pos

sibly have used the verb, ?a/Aj3o7romi/, here, in the

correspondent sense of making a satire upon, or

burlesquing :
a/x|3o7rot)&amp;lt;raf Iv auTy rvi Xtfyi

&quot;

having ridiculed him in that sort of diction&quot; in

the following manner, &c. As this sense appears

to me, on the whole, far more eligible than the

other, I have followed it : for I see no third sense

that can, with any shew of probability, be ex

tracted from the present text. But that it is

defective, and that la/ujfow-fiW** is an error, I have

very little doubt. If conjecture might be in

dulged, I should be inclined to suppose, that what

Aristotle had said was this
;

&quot;

that it is an easy
&quot;

matter to versify, even in common speech, (i

&quot;

auVtj TJ Afgit,) if one may be allowed to extend
&quot;

syllables and words at pleasure, so as to con-
&quot;

vert, for instance, an Iambic foot, which is

&quot;

continually occurring in common conversation
19

,

&quot;

into an Heroic or
Spondee&quot; And the exam

ples that follow, were probably two prose sen

tences so converted, or convertible, into hexameters.

f 5&quot;*

* See cap. ix.
*
Cap. iv. -/tfur# yctf KWTMGV, &c.
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But as to the manner in which Aristotle had

expressed this in the text, I have no conjecture to

offer that is satisfactory, even to myself. Of the

mangled lines which follow, with their perplexing

variety
of indeterminable readings,

I shall say

with Victorius,
&quot;

veritate desperata, nihil amplius
&quot;

curae de hac re suscipere volui.&quot; It is some

comfort however, as M. Batteux has observed,

that both the objection of Euclid, and Aristotle s

answer, are clear enough, independently
of the

examples.

I ought to mention, that Castelvetro has ex

plained this passage, without supposing the text

wrong, in a manner different from any other in

terpreter, and which, in part, accords with my
idea. By Ix^o-rromv he understands neither sati

rizing, nor making Iambic verses , but, making

lambicyee^ instead of spondees, in hexameter verse.

And the sense he gives the whole passage is this :

&quot;

It would be a very easy thing to write heroic

&quot;

verse, if this
liberty of extension were allowed ;

&quot;

for then, a Poet might put Iambic feet in the
&quot; room of Spondees, and commit no rault, be-
&quot;

cause the short syllables might be lengthened
&quot;

at
pleasure.&quot; And the lines that follow he

supposes to be examples of such defective hexa

meters.

There is somewhat ingenious in this explanation,

as there is in many others of this acute writer
;

but it has likewise the fault, which many of his

x 4 explanations
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explanations have ; that of being by no means

reconcileable with the original. See his com

ment, p. 481.

NOTE 201.

P. 172. WHEN THESE LICENCES APPEAR
TO BE THUS PURPOSELY USED .

To ptv 3V 3&amp;gt;AINE29AI TTW? p^&yuvoi/, x. r. at\.

The force, both of $m&amp;lt;r0i, which I understand

to be emphatic here, and of TTW?, seems perfectly

well explained by Castelvetro. &quot; Non so perche
&quot;

alcuni vogliano rimuovere di questo testo, *?,
&quot;

essendoci stato posto per dimostrare, che allora

&quot;

il vitio si scopre, e 1 riso si muove, quando si

&quot; comincia in alcun modo a riconoscere, che il

&quot;

poeta ha usata a studio, e ricercata questa ma-
&quot;

nicra di
parole.&quot; p. 482.

So, too, Piccolomini s translation
&quot;

Vcsser

&quot;

vedtttG usar cosi fatto modo di locutione.&quot;

For ?rwf, I once suspected vve should read AIIPE-

wu$ ; as presently after ^wpiv& aV^Trw?. But

I believe TTWS is right : aliquo modo.

NOTE 202.

P. 172. HOW GREAT A DIFFERENCE IS

MADE, &C.

Qrov
hatQifti

. Not &quot;

quantum excdlat? as

Goulston and others translate ; but,
&quot; what a

*

difference the proper use of such words makes&quot;

&quot; how different the effect is.&quot; As, above, cup. x.
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AIA$EPEI yy.%
TroAu

&quot;

it makes a great difference:&quot;

and, cap. xviii. n AIA$EPEI. Nothing more

common than this use of the word. The differ

ence here expressed, is, plainly, between the

v, and the aVfewwc, in the use of such words:

AITPEnilE TO aCro av aTr^yaa-aiTO
&quot; TO

AE APMOTTON orov A *? x.r.A.

NOTE 203.

P. 172. AND TEMPERATE USE OF SUCH

WORDS .

Etn-i0fcvwv ruit ovoponuv ? TO /KET^OV : literally,
&quot;

///e nwnfc AeaVig /&amp;gt;M^
iw^o the metre:&quot; i.e. as

Victorius and others explain it,

&quot;

taking care,
&quot;

that, in changing the words, you do it salvo

&quot;

metro.
&quot; A very unnecessary caution surely;

besides that the Greek hardly says that, whatever

it may mean. Let us try its meaning by the

fairest test, that of strict and literal translation ;

for we can sometimes see nonsense in English,

which we cannot see in Greek.
&quot; But what dif-

&quot;

ference is made by a proper use of such words,
&quot;

may be observed in hexameter verse, when the

&quot; words are put into
(i.

e. as it is explained,
&quot;

adapted to ) the metre.&quot; IVhat words?

Metaphorical, foreign, extended, &c. of which

he had just been speaking. Very well. But

how put in, or adapted to, the metre r for not a

word has. yet been said about changing the words.

Goulston understands, putting iu these poetical

words
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words instead of the proper and common words*.

I see nothing of this in the original.

In short, it appears to me, that nothing tole

rable can be made of the phrase, f TO
ptTgov,

taken in this sense. If it might be taken, as some

have taken it
b
, adverbially, for perfIM; to a mode

rate degree all would be well.
&quot; Let it be con-

&quot;

sidered in heroic verse, what a difference is

&quot; made by such worlds, when properly used, and
&quot; not inserted, or introduced, too frequently.

&quot;

But

I cannot think that the expression will admit of

this sense, though somewhat favoured, perhaps,

by the circumstance of pr^ov having been just

before used in the sense of moderation : TO &

piTgov, KOIVOV KTroivTuv, &c. If the article TO were

omitted, the adverbial sense would be less impro

bable; but, &amp;lt;?
TO

ptT^ov, can only, I think, mean

into the metre. Still, however, I incline to

think this was Aristotle s meaning, and that he

probably wrote
&amp;lt;?

TO METPION. A single letter

makes all the difference. The word pergiov, as far

as that may add any probability to my conjecture,

occurs in that part of the Rhetoric where he is

treating of the very same subject the proper and

moderate use of metaphors, epithets, and other

tropical and ornamental words, in oratory. Thus,

III. 2. p. 586, speaking of epithets and diminu

tives,

* See the notes on his Latin version.
b

Castelvetro Dacier
(&quot;

mises avec mesure&quot;) and
the editor of the unaccented Ox. ed. of 1760.
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he SRyS, euAaj3i(r0a Js $n. X.OLI Trxpctrriptiv lit

TO METPION And again, of epithets

hi o-rop^o-Oai TOT METPIOT. p. 587.

As this was the only satisfactory sense I could

make of the words, I have ventured to give it in

my version.

NOTE 204.

P. 172. FOR A COMMON AND USUAL WORD .

Kuu a w0oT(^&amp;gt;. As xuf lov, in Aristotle s sense,

is common, the addition of ia0oT*, (usual),

seems, at first view, to be mere tautology. But

the case, as it is very well explained by Victorias,

appears to have been this. The word o-flei, which

he here calls xu^iov tluQ&amp;gt;,
was not strictly xvgiov,

but only a common metaphor; that is, a word

which, though originally metaphorical, had ac

quired, by constant use as a chirurgical term*,

the effect of a proper word. [See NOTE 179.]

As xuftov, therefore, in Aristotle s enumeration,

was opposed to
jtAETaipo^a,

as well as to yAwrra,

and the rest of the poetical words, the applica

tion of it here, to a word that was evidently

metaphorical in its original use, might seem incon

sistent : the word w6oT was therefore, probably,

added, to obviate, in his short way, this objection.

I cannot

* Aristotle, probably, would not have given the deno

mination of
xvgiov,

at all, to the same word in this line of

Homer :

T*j a/jia &amp;lt;roi Kctvras vrvg
ivhti. //. . 1 82.
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I cannot guess what induced Dacier to render

yXuTTKv, here, by
&quot; mot metaphorique

&quot;

or Cas-

telvetro to assert, that Aristotle calls Goutarai a

foreign word, only on account of the boldness of
the metaphor. By yAwi-m, I think, we are to

understand, any word that belongs either to ano

ther language, or another dialect of the same

language, and that is not naturalized by common

and popular use. For foreign words, by long

usage, become common and popular words
; like

entire, dame, and a great number of other French

words in our language, which were yAurrai when

first introduced, and for a considerable time after

wards
; but have now, for many years, ceased to

be considered &s&amp;gt; foreign words. Such words in

the Greek language Aristotle, I apprehend, did

not comprehend under the term yhurrai, as not

being strange., uncommon, tviK&amp;lt;x,. This is evident

from a passage in his Rhetoric : a ptv zv TAfiT-

TAI, AFNflTES TK SB KTPIA, I2MEN b
.

There is, however, one sort of poetic words not

distinctly provided for in Aristotle s enumeration;

I mean, obsolete words. Yet these make so con

siderable a part of the privileged language of

verse, that w :e can hardly suppose him to have

overlooked them, rxurroti seems the only class

to which they can possibly be referred : yet his

definition of yXurrx, is,
&quot; a word, w ^UVTOH

ETEPOI
;&quot;

which is not applicable to an obsolete

word,

b Rhet. lil. 10. init.
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word, used by nobody. Perhaps he did not think

it worth while to distinguish between words be

longing to another language, or dialect, and words

that once belonged to the native language, but

which, having long fallen into disuse, have, when

occasionally revived, the effect of foreign words.

NOTE 205.

P. 172. THE CANKEROUS WOUND THAT

EATS MY FLESH.

QxytdaiVK y px ca^xa? !&amp;lt;r0jt TTO&amp;lt;^. We
should read, probably, for the sake of the metre,

either $ayi$au y 11, as it is corrected in the

Oxford Euripides, or, which seems still better,

QxydstHK fa, which is Du Pauw s emendation.

And o-fxf, for the same reason, must have been

altered to O-K^K, in the verse of Euripides, as, I

see, it is given in the Oxford edition.

Kad Aristotle told us no more about these

two lines, than that one of them was of ^Eschylus,

and the other of Euripides, what critic would

not have confidently given the QOIVKTKI to JEs-

chvlus ?

NOTE 206.

P. 173. Nw/ & p luv OAirOS TS Kttt

OTTIAANOS KUI AKIKT.

Od. IX, 515. In the altered line, thus:

p suv MIKP02 T Y.OU AI0ENIKOS
AEIAHE.

Among
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Among these substituted terms, that

answers to oTu-y^ is clear enough ;
but how u

answers to axxu?, it is not easy to make out.

This difficulty struck me, long before I had seen

the comment of Victorius, who makes the same

remark ;
and I had accounted for the mistake in

the same way that he does : for, if aWu? be the

true reading, the commentators must, probably,

have been misled by taking it for granted, that the

substituted words must necessarily correspond, in

order, as u ell as meaning, to the original M ords
3
.

But it is easy to see, that e JJK, ugly, or deformed)

cannot answer to axixu;, which is weak ,
and that

ftfl-0evix(^ does exactly ansv\er to it.

A20ENH2, aVwar^. Hexych. But my

goes still farther. I do not see how a ctjVi; can

correspond, in meaning, to XTI$OIV(&. I once

thought it should be AEIKH2. OUTN&W zhv(&

*. Hesi/ch. Asmkixs SUT^H?, OTAENOS

AHIOT2 : and, AEIKE2 ETKATA$PONHTON. Id.

So Suidas ; AfjjaAi^ o fuxara^^okJiT^. But,

notwithstanding the authority of lexicographers,

and the common derivation of the two words,

cHixn? and xeAi*, I question whether tlie former

is ever used by Homer in the sense of

contemptible, mean, c. though ajixsAt^* is.

seems
a &quot;

Aristotelem, ordlnem Humericoruin verborum in

&quot; immutatione eoruin non scrvasse; atqnc id fecisse,
ut

&quot; metrum servant; et, quum iuquit, curQwiK-, quod sccun-

dum apud ipsum est, tcrtium apud poctam exprimcre v*
&quot;

/uisse.&quot; Viet. Comment, p. 237.
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seems always to mean, indignus, unworthy, sad,

shocking, shameful, &c. It is a word of serious

indignation*. AtwXiov seems to be used some

times in that sense
c

,
and sometimes in the con

temptuous sense
d

,
as in the line of Homer which

Aristotle next produces. The only passages that

I have found in Homer, where HX will admit

well of this sense, are Od. n. 199, and Od. 11.249,

in the expressions, txe&amp;lt;* ITO-O, and, aix lo-o-at :

yet even there, it is not necessary to render it

&quot;meanly clad;&quot; it maybe, as in other places,

sadly, unbecomingly, indignb, &c.

With respect to the word xri$m&, Hesychius

gives &amp;lt;r0nj? as one of its meanings ;
and a&amp;lt;r0mx

might well enough answer to it here, were it not

for the stronger claim of the word axixu; ; which,

however, after all, may possibly be a mistake. We
know how variously Homer was read and quoted

by the antients. Three Medicean manuscripts

here give unfa, instead of axtxu
e

;
and so, the

t d. Aid. and the version of Valla. This reading

is also mentioned by Eustathius. Perhaps, then,

*ufa might be the reading of Aristotle s copy

the precious copy tx.
vx(&amp;gt;Qm&, of which we hear

so much
;
and he might mean to exemplify his

proposed experiment of substituting common, for

poetical, expression, only in the two first words
;

repeating the last, a.ufa, merely to complete his

verse.

k Vide indices Homericos. c As Od. A. 244.1.32. $.231.
*

Ind. Homer. c See Mr. Winstanlev s edition.
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verse. But whatever becomes of this conjecture,

one thing I cannot help just observing that this

reading, eJi?, is favoured by the preceding lines

in Homer. Polyphemus says

am nvoe. (purex, MEFAN xai KAACN l^sy^v

xevreo-Qai, peyuXviv lirietpevov AAKHN.
Nw & p, luv OAIim re xcu OTTIAANOS

Y.CU AKIKTS, &c. ^.513.

One would expect the three words in this last

line to answer, as opposites, to great, handsome,

and strong, in the two first : which they will not

do, if we read axixu? ;
for STJaxg^, though it may

very well be opposed to piyoiXw \Tnupwov

cannot be, with any propriety, opposed to

Whereas, if aWuf be substituted for xxuf, all

will answer exactly ;
oAty-5

, to t^tyxv, nrdv& i
to

piya^-W tTTisiptvot/
aAxr( i/, and anS^, to x#Aoi/.

In these examples, it is not always easy to as

certain the particular class, to which Aristotle

would have referred the words which he changes.

We learn, however, that all these Homeric words

were gmxa, uncommon, and poetical ;
and that all

the substituted words were xug words in com-

mon and familiar use.

NOTE 207.

P. 174. FOR IT IS THIS ALONE, WHICH

CANNOT BE ACQUIRED, &C.

Well translated, though very freely, by M. Bat-

teux.
&quot;

CTest la seule chose qu on ne puisse
&quot;

eniprunter
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u
empruntcr d allleurs. C cst la production du

&quot;

genie, le coup-d\ul d&quot;un esprit qui volt les rap*
tc

ports&quot; Compare Rhct. III. 2. p. 585, D. and

11. p. 595, E. where it is observed, that, xat \v

iAo&amp;lt;rop,
TO OMOION, KAI EN HOAT AIEXOTZI,

Ocuf cti, fJro^. See Mr. Harris s Philol. Inq.

p. 186, 187, where all these passages arc quoted

and translated.

NOTE 208.-

P. 175. THE DOUBLE ARE BEST SUITED

TO D1THYRAMBIC POETRY, &C.

CVTOI
ya.^ ipo^wde^* a; OB yXurrou, TOI$ t

ya^ KOLI avQaoe$ v\ jt*6Ta(po^a oe,

q. Rhct. III.3. p. 587.

NOTE 209.

P. 1 75. BUT TO IAMBIC VERSE, WHICH IS,

AS MLCH AS MAY BE, AN IMITATION OF

COMMON SPEECH - - -.

This, as I have already observed
a

,
is the only

passage in these three chapters concerning the

diction, that strictly relates to the subject the

diction of Tragedy, as distinguished from that of

the Epic, and other species. It is a hint only ;

but a pregnant hint, and one that might furnish

matter for a dissertation of some length. How

frequently,

* NOTE 166.

VOL. II. Y
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frequently, even in the best Tragedies, do we see

the Poet, as it were, through the actor
;
hear him

indulging himself in his awn language, instead of

imitating that of his characters ; substituting de

clamation for passion, describing when he should

express* , and, in the unrestrained and epic ele

vation of his diction, losing all sight of that

natural language, of which, undoubtedly, the lan

guage of Tragedy should be, according to the

precept here implied by Aristotle, only an improved

imitation. This improvement, indeed, admits of

more or less, but should, at least, bear always the

same proportion to what we conceive would be

the natural language
* of the persons who speak,

in

b See Dhs. I. vol. i. p. 25, &c.
* What I here call natural language is, by no means,

confined to simple sn&familiar language. See NOTE 226,

and Dr. Kurd s note on v. 94 of the Ep. to the Pisos,

there referred to. To which I must add the judicious

observations communicated to the public, long after this

note was written, by Mr. Mason, in his memoirs of

Mr. Whiteheail, p. 58, 59, 60. I perfectly agree with

what is there said that the Tragic style not only admits,

but demands,
&quot; the use of strong images, metaphors, and

&quot;

figures;&quot;
that &quot;

it cannot, indeed, be truly impassioned
&quot; without them

;&quot;
and that &quot; while it discards unmean-

&quot;

ing epitheft, it should be liberal of those, that add force

&quot; and vigour to the sentiment.&quot; Nor is all this in any

degree incompatible with such imitation, such improved

imitation, of common speech, ( OTIMAAI2TA xe|

fUfAftffSau,) as Aristotle attributes to Tragic diction, which

lie does not require to be confined o common and ordinary

expression,
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in the situation, whatever it may be, of the scene

before us. For this last circumstance makes a

great difference. Tragedy has its d^ya, ju^n, its

comparatively
&quot;

idle
parts,&quot;

as well as the Epic

Poern c

; and, considering how rare the talent is of

true poetic fancy, and poetic expression, the critic,

who would rigorously exclude them from every

part of Tragedy, must be an Ariphrades, or a

Euclid. The first speech of Caractacus, in Mr.

Mason s exquisite drama, is highly poetical. Pos

sibly, a severe critic might &quot;wish it somewhat less

so
;

but we have so little of such Poetry ! No

Poet, however, knows better than Mr. Mason,

when the simpler tone of nature and passion

should take place. When Caractacus is exhorted

by the Druids to
&quot; bethink him&quot;

-

------ if ought on this vain earth

Still holds too firm an union with his soul

Estranging it from peace
- - -

he answers,

_ _ . _ . - ^ I had a Queen :

Bear with my weakness, Druid! This tough

breast

Must heave a sigh for she is unreveng d.

And can I taste true peace, she unreveng d ?

So chaste, so lov d a queen ! ah, Evelina,

Hang

expression, (xvfi,) but expressly allows it to use also

metaphors, and epithets : TO xvpov, KOU. META&amp;lt;OPA, xai

K02M02. cap. xxii.

Cap. xxiv. Trans/, fart III. Sect. 6,

Y 2
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Hang not thus weeping on the feeble arm

That could not save thy mother. - - -

The reader will find some excellent obser

vations on this subject in Dr. Beattie s Essay on

Poetry, &c. Part II. chap. i. Sect. i. p. 224, &c.

and Sect. 3. p. 267, 268, where a charming

example of simple Tragic language is given from

Othello*.

With respect to the Greek Tragedy, its earliest

language appears to have been of a low and

burlesque kind the AI? y&oia. of its satyric

origin, conveyed in the suitable vehicle of the

dancing tetrameter
e
. When it was reformed and

dignified, (ao-eo-cjuvaQii,) Homer was the model; and

,/ESCHYLUS, with a conception naturally sublime,

and the Iliad before him, raised the tone of Tra

gedy above its proper pitch, not only to the pomp
of the Epic, but even, frequently, to the wild,

and tumid, and dark audacity of the Dithyrambic :

so that, sometimes, as extremes will meet, the

Af? yjAoja, which he took so much pains to avoid,

came round and met him, in the shape of bombast,

at the very moment when he thought himself at the

greatest distance from it. There could not well

be any thing in the theatrical cart of Thespis

more

d In his note, Dr. Beattie has &quot; translated it into

the finical style.&quot;
But we see plainly, that he is by

much too good a Poet to succeed well in spoiling good

Poetry.
e
Cap. iv. Traml, Part I. Sect. 7.
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more laughable, than to call smoke &quot;

the brother

of firey

&quot;

and dust, the
&quot;

brother of mud*.&quot;

SOPHOCLES reduced the general language of

his dialogue to a more equable and sober dignity,

but still, Homer, we know, was his great model *
;

and of his diction it may, perhaps, be said, that

it is often Epic, though his measure is Iambic.

Most modern readers, however, will, I believe,

think it, (as we are told many antient readers

did
h

,)
more adapted to the genius of Tragedy_than

f
Off

-
xacriv. Sept. contra Theb. v. 500. xa&amp;lt;rif snjte----

uovif. Agam. 503. The commentators are very amusing,

when they admire this, and tell us, it is the same thing

as the beautiful expression of xguatas rtxvov &7rd@-, ap

plied to the Oracle, in the Oedipus of Sophocles, [v. 161},

the
ara/u,&amp;gt;of&amp;gt;8

&quot;youctf
rexvct of ^Eschylus, applied to flowers

[Pen. 620.] or the &quot;

Sylva filla nobiiis&quot; of Horace.

[See Burton s Pentahgia, and Stanley s notes on ^Eschy-

lus.] De Pauw, indeed, finds fault; but he is equally

diverting in another way. His note upon KOUT^ T^S, is

&quot;

Inepte : pulvis Jlle est ipsum lutum arefactum et com-

&quot; minutum : cculuti vident statitn.&quot; It is to be observed,

that both these metaphors of ^Eschylus are in the dialogue

part. Dante lias a riddling metaphorical expression of

the same kind, but much more poetical. ie calls a hoar

frost, the sister of snoiv.

Quando la brina in su la terra assempra

L imagine di sua sorclla bianco.

Inferno, Canto xxiv. v. 4, 5.

Suidas, v. POLEMON. Diog. Laert. IV. 20. TO trav

O/xijfixwj
fc vr/wfl^E. Auctor Vita ScphccliSr

h
Namque is, (Euripides,) et in sermcnc (quod ipsum

reprehcndunt qilibus gravitas et cothurnus ct sonus Sophoclis

y videtur
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than that of EURIPIDES; who seems to have

been regarded by the antients as the first who

brought down the language of Tragedy into unison

with the measure, so that the one bore the same

degree of resemblance to common speech in its

expressions, as the other did in its rhythm. At

least, this appears to have been Aristotle s opinion,

from a passage in his Rhetoric wbere, after having

explained the difference between the diction of

Oratory and that of Poetry, and the foundation

of that difference, he observes, that such a degree
of embellishment as forces on the hearer the idea

pf art, and labour, and preparation, is to be

avoided, not only by the Orator, but even by the

Poet, if he would be natural and affecting : and

he compares such evidently artificial language to

the voices of the generality of actors, as opposed

to the voice of Theodorus, which always appeared

to be the real voice of the character he perso

nated whereas their voices were evidently feign

ed , He then adds &quot; The best way to conceal

*

artifice, and make your language appear easy
&quot; and natural, is, by forming it, chiefly, of the

&quot; words and phrases of customary speech, prq-
&quot;

perly selected; as EURIPIDES does, who Jirst
&amp;lt; xt the aumptc*.* A pas-

videtur esse sublimior,) magis acceUit oratorio generi.

Qitintil. X. I.

1 See Diss. I. vol. i. p. 61. note J
.

k
OEJ havQavsiv irowras, neu (M Jbxeii&amp;gt; teytiv

TSTO v xtiavov imvo
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A passage that precedes this, deserves to be

given entire, from its close connection with the

subject of this part of the treatise on Poetry, and

the curious, though short, sketch it contains of the

history of Tragic diction.

&quot; As the Poets appeared to owe their repu-
&quot;

tation to their language, which never failed to

&quot; be admired, however foolish and absurd the
&quot; matter ii conveyed ;

on this account, evenprose
&quot;

diction was, at first, poetical, like that ofGorgias.
&quot; And even now, they, who use such language,
&quot;

are looked upon, by illiterate people, as the

&quot;

finest speakers ; which is far from being true ;

&quot;

for oratorical diction, and poetical diction, are

&quot;

different things. And as a proof of this, we see

&quot; what has actually happened : for now, even
&quot;

among the Poets themselves, those who write

&quot;

Tragedy no longer make use of that sort of lan-

&quot;

guaSe &amp;gt; but, as they had exchanged the Trochaic
&quot;

verse for the Iambic, because this, of all metres,
&quot;

approaches the nearest to common speech ; so

&quot;

now, they have also discarded all those words
&quot; and phrases, so remote from common speech,
&quot; with which the earlier Tragic Poets used to

&quot;

embellish their diction, and which are still ern-

&quot;

ployed

OiOV

,
ra A i

yovr(^- eoixev eivou. cu $ XXoTfi.
EV. iav TIJ I* rif fluw.a; CiateKix in^cyuv crvvr^ii OTTSO

i/s
wntof WWW, KAI TOEAEIHE n?aTO2. Rhet.lll.i.

&amp;gt; 685, B.

y 4
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&quot;

ployed by those who write Hexameters. It

&quot; would be ridiculous, therefore, to imitate the

&quot; Poets in a language, which they themselves have

&quot; abandoned as improper
J

.&quot;

The Abb Batteux, by understanding Ix^nois

here to mean Iambic, or satirical, Poems, has,

unluckily, thrown away the only passage in these

three chapters, that was strictly to Aristotle s pur

pose. He has, also, with Dacier, misrepresented

his meaning, by rendering
&quot; ne pent recevoir que

&quot; ce qui est employe dans la conversation.&quot; We
are, undoubtedly, to understand, MAAI2TA ^OT-

TJ, as before : for that Aristotle did not mean

absolutely to exclude the other Poetic words the

double, the foreign, &c. from every part of the

Tragic dialogue, is plain from his allowing the

occasional use of them even in prose. Rhet. ill. 2.

p. 585, C. 7. p. 590, E. 59 !
&amp;gt;

A -

r- CTTE/ s 01 TroiYirai,

i Ty5&amp;gt; rw do&V 5ia raro,

otov n Fofy s* xai vvy sri 01 wo^t ruv cnscudevTuv rug

clovTou Oia^sys^ou KaXKra. TSTO ?e wt sriv, ata

XOU

ya^ 01 TJ Tfaywaj ^OiSfTfj en ^uvrtxi TCV OUTOV

?&amp;gt;A

cacnst^
xai in

TTf&amp;lt;x.[A//,Tfuv ilc, -[o*ix/ji,@iov (tsTepiitrav, Jia TO

T XOyjJ
T8TO TWV (AtTfUV 0//CiOTTOV ElVM TUV ahhUV 8TO) HXl

TUV ovofjuxruv oKptwatriv, ocra tza^a TW JiaXExrov env oig J 01

zrfWTov iC(T
(

aov, xixi IT/ vuv m ra i^a^i^a Tsoixnti;, aq&amp;gt;wa&amp;lt;ri.

[The repetition of a^jjxar/, here, has much the appearance

of error, I suspect we should read thus : TW xxi TW
a Tza^a TW Sia?\Tov lew, 015 @&quot;, &r, o&amp;lt;j TE, oi

-nrf
WTO

xou /

a:oj8VTE, p&amp;gt;ix(rj.]
5io ythoiov iJUfAEurQcu TUTU;, 01

roi XK STI xguvrou hwa rta r^o^a. Rhet. III. J. p. 584,
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NOTE 210.

P. 177. EVEN IX THIS, THEREFORE, &C.

H&amp;lt;fy xou TUVTYI. HSn already even in the

Jirst operation of his genius the very choice

of his subject, and formation of his plan. Such

appears to me to be the force of uVu in this passage,

which, I think, is injured by those commentators

who punctuate unrto tlnoptv vj7 &quot;as we have

already said&quot;

NOTE 211.

P. 177. HE HAS, FROM THE REST, INTRO

DUCED MANY EPISODES .

ATT\QN iroXXoig. i. e. as the commentators explain

it, of the other parts of the war. But, what should

we think of this English
&quot;

Selecting one part
&quot; of the war, he introduces many episodes of
&quot;

them?&quot; If Aristotle meant the other parts of

the war, auVwv must, surely, be wrong : if aJTu

be right, I confess I cannot see what he meant.

I wish we had manuscript authority for the auVOT

of Ilciimus, which is adopted and explained by
Le Bossu, II. 5, and 6. But a learned friend has

suggested to me a conjecture still more probable ;

that Aristotle wrote AAAI2N. Nw Jf
,
EN jt*^

(KTroXufiuv, iTTticroSion; XEp^rjTaj AAAHN
[sc. ptgwv]

,7ToAAo?.
&quot;

Selecting one part only of the war,
&quot; he has, from other part-, introduced many
&amp;gt;

Episode^&quot; &c .
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NOTE 212.

P. 178. THE AUTHOR OF THE CTPRIAC9,

AND OF THE LITTLE ILIAD.

To the authors usually referred to on the subject

of these Poems, it may now be useful to add

Heyne, Etrcursu primo ad JEn. II. p. 228, 229

a very learned and curious dissertation concerning

the writers on the Trojan war.

NOTE 213.

P. 179. THE FALL OF TROY.

See Heyne, Excursuprimo ad JEn. II. p. 230, 231.

NOTE 214.

P. 179, HOMER GAVE BOTH THE FIRST, AND
THE MOST PERFECT, EXAMPLE.

&quot;Oi? a,TT&amp;lt;x,viv
O(jwg(&&amp;gt; xi^virott, KAI TT^UT^P, KAI

Itutvos.
&quot;

Neque quemquam alium, cujus operis
&quot;

primus auctor fuerit, in eo perfectissimuin,
&quot;

praeter HOMERUM, et Archilochum, reperie-
&quot;

mus.&quot; Veil. Patcreulus, I, 5,

Victorius, and other commentators, have, I

think, done some injustice to the force of Aristotle s

expression here, by taking the adverb, ix*vut, too

literally. They render it
&quot;

ita ut satis putari
&quot;

dcbeat&quot; (Viet.)
u

accurate satis&quot; (Goul*

ston.) c. This gives the word, indeed, but falls

short of the meaning, which Castelvetro alone has,,

n according
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according to my idea, adequately expressed :

&quot; Gran lode e quella, cbe e data da Aristotele ad
&quot;

Hcmiero, che egli sia stato il primo, che abbia
&quot;

usate tutte e quattro le spetiedell Epopea, &c.
&quot; e le h.ibbia usate bcne & perfettamente&quot; And
his translation is

&quot; Le quali cose tutte Homero
&quot;

us6, eprimiero, e
perfettamenfe.&quot; Undoubtedly,

the literal meaning of ixavus is, sufficiently well ;

but in Poetry nothing is sufficiently well, that is

not as well, or nearly as well, as possible : and,

farther, if I am not mistaken, the Greek writers,

not unfrequently, use lxv&, and /xavw?, as the

Italians use the word assai
;
sometimes for enough,

(which, I suppose, is the primary signification of

assaij and sometimes for much, a great deal,

very, &c. Ixww c^xao-aj/,
IIOAAHN. Hesych.

NOTE 215.

P. 180. IF THE EPIC POEM WERE REDUCED

FROM ITS ANTIENT LENGTH, SO AS NOT TO

EXCEED THAT OF SUCH A NUMBER OF TRA

GEDIES AS ARE PERFORMED SUCCESSIVELY AT

ONE HEARING.

If we knew certainly, how many Tragedies were

performed at one hearing, ( ? {j.u*v ctttfootnv,)
we

should know, with equal certainty, to what length

Aristotle thought the Epic Poem ought to be re

duced, in order to be perfectly, or sufficiently,

But, unfortunately, the premises here

are
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are not less obscure than the conclusion ; the in

formation to be picked up in antient authors, rela

tive to the Tragic contests and the Tetralogies,

being extremely imperfect and unsatisfactory.

Let us however try, what little glimmering of light

may be thrown upon this subject, from those

authors, or from the nature of the thing itself.

The general principle, upon which Aristotle

here fixes the length of an Epic Poem, is the same

with that, upon which he fixes the length of a

Tragedy : viz.
&quot;

that it should be such as to

** admit of our comprehending, at one view, the

&quot;

beginning and the end. And this,&quot; he goes on,
&quot; would be the case, were it reduced from its

&quot;

antient length, so as not to exceed that of such
&quot;

a number of Tragedies, as are performed suc^

&quot;

cessively at one
hearing.&quot;

Here then is a rule,

which, at the time he wrote it, was as clear and

determinate, as if he had expressly said, that an

Epic Poom ought not to exceed a certain number

of verses. But, as an ingenious friend has sug

gested to me,
&quot;

he probably chose to put his rule

&quot;

in the way he has put it, rather than in this}

&quot;

latter way, as wishing to convey an intimation,
&quot;

that the length of an Epic Poem should be such,
u

as would admit of its being fairly recited, or

&quot;

read, in a single day.&quot;

It seems to have been a commonly received

opinion, that the four dramas of each Poet, which

composed the T^tralogia, were always performed

at
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at one hearing in one day*. In this case, if

one Poet only produced his Tetralogia, there could

be but four Tragedies; if two, there must be

eight ;
if three, twelve, and so on : there could be

no intermediate numbers. In so obscure a sub

ject, I certainly shall not take upon me to decide.

The passage, however, commonly adduced, I

believe, as the principal authority in this matter,

from Diogenes Lacrtius, appears to me to be

against this supposition. The words are these :

Exifo* [sc. TraglCl\

rx TTTJ^

TIT Xoya
a
. Here -arc four festivals, and four

dramas; and the most obvious meaning of the

passage, surely, is, that each contending Poet

produced, not his entire Tetralogia at the same

festival, but one Tragedy only at each different

festival. And so Is. Casaubon appears to have

understood it.
&quot;

Quot Athenis Liberalla agita-
&quot;

bantur, tot fabulas dvcersas a Tragicis Poetis

&quot; doceri solitas legimus V But it seems dif

ficult to reconcile this account with what is gene

rally,
I think, said, and what Casaubon himself has

elsewhere said, of the satyric piece; viz. that it

was played between, or after, the serious Trage

dies, on each festival, by way of relaxation and

relief.

* See Dacier, p. 1 18. *
JJiog. Laert. III. 56.

b De Satyr. Graze. Foes. lib. i. cap. 5.
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relief
6
. For, to say, that of the four drama*

exhibited by each Poet on the four different

festivals, the fourth was a satyric drama, (eJ T*

TETAPTON fa ffarvpytov,) is to say, pretty plainly,

that all the satyric pieces were performed together

at the fourth and last festival, the XUT^o. And so

indeed some commentators seem to have under

stood it
d
. Perhaps the matter might, not unrea

sonably, be compromised, by supposing the rule,

in fact, to have been, that, of the different Poets

contending on each day, one should always produce

the satyric drama of his Tetralogia, and that drama

always close the exhibition of the day. But I for

bear to indulge conjecture farther upon this dark

subject. Let us return to Aristotle and his rule.

Dacier tells us, very gravely, that twelve, and

sometimes sixteen^ Tragedies were performed in

one day
6

: an account, which, upon the very face

of it, exceeds all bounds of probability. It is

rather

c De Satyr. Grsec. Poes. lib. i. cap. iii. p. 128.

d
Chytris] Genus hoc certaminis satyrici fuit, ut ex

Laertii verbis apparet, in quo, dramate satyrorum propria

certarctur. Dlo. Laert. ed. Melb. III. 56, note 205.
e P. nS, note 15. This reminds one of the account

g;5ven of Chinese plays,
&quot; dont la representation dure dix

ou douze jours de suite, en y comprenant la nuit,

&quot;

jusqu a ce que les spectateurs & ies acteurs las de se

&quot; succeder eternellement, en allant boire, manger, dormir,
&quot; & continuer la piece, ou assister au spectacle, sans que
&quot; rien y soit interrompu, se retirent enfin tous, comme
&quot; de concert.

*

Brumoy, Theatre des Grecs, I. 53.
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rather difficult to conceive, that the representation

of a single Tragedy could take up less time than

three hours. If however we suppose it to have

taken up only two, and also, what could hardly be

the case, that Tragedy succeeded Tragedy without

any intermission, just as scene succeeded scene in

the same piece, the whole exhibition of the day,

according to Dacier s lowest statement, would

have taken up 24, and according to his highest,

32 hours. But is it conceivable, that any audience,

however intemperate their fondness for this amuse

ment, could sit so many hours together to hear

Tragedies, and to hear them attentively, so as to

judge of, and decide upon, their comparative

merits ? This account, therefore, of Dacier, that

the number of Tragedies performed
&quot;

at one
&quot;

hearing,&quot;
and to the same audience, (for that

is implied,) amounted to twelve, we may venture

at once to reject as the most palpable impossibility.

Shall we then suppose eight, the next lowest num

ber possible, on the supposition, that the four

dramas of the Tetralogla were exhibited in one

day ? The representation of eight Tragedies, we

may venture to say, could not possibly take up
less time than sixteen hours, Let any man con-

eeive himself sitting in a Theatre, and hearing

Tragedy after Tragedy, from six o clock in the

morning till ten at night,
and then pronounce as

to the probability of even this supposition. If we

reject this number, and still adhere to the common

notio i
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notion of these exhibitions, we shall be reduced to

a single Tctralogia ;
in which case there can have

been no rival exhibition on the same day. It

seems therefore impossible to adjust this matter in

any reasonable way, without supposing, that the

four dramas of the Tetralogia were exhibited on

different festivals: a supposition, I think, fairly

deducible from the passage of Diog. Laertius above

quoted. A supposition too, which seems to be

rendered more probable from the very nature of

rival exhibitions ; as each contending Poet would

then produce his drama at the same hearing, each

hearing would be a distinct day of contest, and

there would be, at each contest, a sufficient ground

ofjudgment upon the comparative merits of each

performance. This idea will allow us to assign

about tw-eke hours, as the utmost time taken up

by the whole exhibition of the day ;
and the great

difference of length, which we observe in the

Greek Tragedies that are extant, will also allow us

to conclude, that, occasionally, jive, or possibly

even six Tragedies, might be brought within that

compass, or nearly so
f
. On this ground, then,

it

f See NOTE 64. p. 54. There are not noo verses

in any of the seven Tragedies of ^Eschylus, except the

Agamemnon. Some of those of Euripides fall short of

1 200 lines: e.g. the jflcestis, Heraclida, Rhesus. Several

are within 1300. It should also be considered, that the

tatyric dramas, which probably closed the entertainment

of the day, were, perhaps, considerably shorter than the

serious
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it will appear, 1 believe, that the extent, to which

Aristotle proposed to limit the Epic Poem, could

hardly exceed that of about 7000 lines.

But, if we admit this, we must of course

admit, that he meant to include the Poems of

Homer in the number of those which he regarded

as too long. And that he did so mean, however

unwilling Dacier and other commentators are to

allow it,
I have no doubt 5

. For, i. The actual

length of those Poems seems sufficiently to prove

this. The number of lines in the Iliad is nearly

15,000; in the Odyssey, nearly 12,000. Now
whoever can believe it possible, that an audience

could sit, and make a common practice of sitting,

2 2, or even 18 hours together, to hear Tragedies,

(which, at the lowest allowance, of two hours only

for the performance of each piece, must have

been the case, if Homer s Poems fell within

Aristotle s rule,) may believe, that he thought

those Poems of a proper length. Dacier, indeed,

tells

serious Tragedies, as is the case with our farces
; at least,

if we may judge from the only drama extant of the kind,

the Cyclops of Euripides, in which there are but 709
verses.

5 Beni and Piccolomini are of my opinion. See their

commentaries. Victorius, too, though by a^aiuv he

understands the Poets before Homer s time, yet, by his

explanation of Aristotle s rule, plainly supposes Homer to

be glanced at
;
for he makes the time, allowed by the

critic for the recitation of an Epic Poem, to be only

eight hours. P. 250.
VOL. II. 7,
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tells us, that even the Iliad may be read through

in a single day
h

. For a wager, indeed, I will not

say what might be done, if we had reading races

at Newmarket. But, 2. Had Aristotle meant to

except Homer, why not expressly except him?

Gladly as he appears to seize every opportunity

of giving the Poet his just praise, would he not,

here also, have opposed his conduct to that of other

Poets, as he has done in so many other instances ?

Or why, indeed, refer us to the number of Tra

gedies successively performed in one day, when he

might as well have referred at once to the Iliad,

or the Odyssey ? All this seems to leave no doubt,

that he thought those Poems drawn out to too

great a length. And this is also conformable to

what he afterwards says, of tbe advantage which

the Tragic has above the Epic Poem in this cir

cumstance, that it effects its purpose
&quot;

in a shorter

compass&quot;
lv l^.a,rrovi JU.WN V I do not forget

what he had said in the preceding chapter that

if Homer had taken the whole war for his subject,

his Poem would not have been tva-vwirrw : which, it

may be urged, implies, that he thought it was

EuYuKOTTTov as Homer had managed it, and therefore

not too long. But the contradiction here is merely

apparent.

h L lliade, 1 Odyssee, & 1 Eneide, sont entiere-

&quot; ment conformes a la regie d Aristote: elles peuvent
&quot; etre leues chacime dans un seul

jour.&quot;
P. 415.

*. Cap. ult. The proverbial expression,

-, is well known.
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apparent. The ev&amp;lt;rvwrrov admits of degrees ;

and all that Aristotle appears to mean, in the pas

sage before us, is, that the Poems of Homer would

have been more suVuvoTrra, and, in that respect,

more perfect, had they been shorter.

But, to return once more to the dramatic exhi

bitions the time of twelve, hours seems to be the

very utmost that can reasonably be allowed, and

is more, I believe, than will readily be allowed,

without considering the particular character of the

Athenians, and the circumstances attending these

theatrical exhibitions. The intemperate fondness

of that people for these amusements is well known ;

and Aristotle himself gives us a pretty strong

picture of it, when he says, though only in the way
of hyperbolical supposition,

&quot;

if A HUNDRED

Tragedies were to be exhibited in concurrence
14

.&quot;

We must, also, consider the variety of subjects in

the different Tragedies performed, and, indeed, the

variety resulting from the very nature of the Greek

drama, with its choral troop, its odes, its accom

paniments of music and darice : the relief, also, of

the satyric drama, which closed the performance

by way of Farce; the pleasure of comparing the

rival Poets and actors, the zeal of party in favour

of this, or that, particular Poet or performer, c.

And we may add to all this a curious circumstance

in the dramatic history of the Greeks
;

that the

people never sate a &amp;lt;n-ro (kwgsmj, but eat, and

. drank,
k Part II. Sect. 4. Orig. cap.v n. See NOTE 64.

2 2
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drank, and regaled themselves with cakes, and

nuts, and wine, during the performance, like an

English audience at Sadler s Wells, or Bartho

lomew Fair -.

In the whole theatrical system of the antients,

and every thing relating to it, all seems to have

been proportionally vast, extravagant, and gigantie.

Their immense theatres, their colossal dresses, the

stilts, buskins, or heroic pattens, on which the

actor was mounted m
,

their masks that covered

the whole head, their loud, chanting, and speaking-

trumpet declamation
&quot;

all this is upon the same

scale with the intemperate eagerness of the people

for these amusements, the number of Tragedies

exhibited in one day, and, we may add, the almost

incredible number said to have been written even

by their best Poets. Would not this last circum

stance alone, supposing not a single drama to have

been preserved, have furnished a reasonable proo

tt priori, or, at least, a strong presumption, that

the Greek Tragedy must have been, in many

respects,

1 See Athen. p. 464, F. and Casaub. Animadvert.

p. 779, and the passage there cited from Aristotle s

Ethic. Nicom.

m The reader will find a curious description of the

dress and figure of the antient Tragic actors in Lucian s

treatise De Salt, p,.924. ed. Ben. and De Gymnas, p. 406,

415. But he will allow something for the exaggerations
of a man of humour. See also, the Callus, p. 263.

* See Dr. Burney s Hist, of Music, I. p. 154, and

Pt.lV.Ftf. 1,2,3.
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respects, a simple, unequal, imperfect thing, just

such as, in fact, and prejudice apart, we find it to

be ? SOPHOCLES, confessedly the most correct

and polished of the three great Tragic Poets,

is said to have written above an hundred Tra

gedies
p

.

NOTE 216.

P. l8l. FOR, IN THIS RESPECT ALSO, THE

NARRATIVE IMITATION IS ABUNDANT, AND

VARIOUS, BEYOND THE REST.

Ty yot,
xou i wyvpot-TiY.* pip-no-ii; ruv

is rendered, by almost all &quot;the commentators,

cxima, prcestantior, more excellent, than the other

imitations; which makes Aristotle directly con

tradict himself. And this Victorias allows, at the

same time that he adheres to that sense :

&quot;

prtes-
&quot; tantiorem esse [hanc poesin] inter ca?teras, et

&quot; altiorem locum tenere&quot; How this can be re

conciled with the critic s decided preference of

Tragedy in the last chapter, I do not see. I

believe Dacier is right, in giving to W^TTD, in this

passage, the sense of, more abundant la plus

excessive de toutes
a
. The text, however, appears

to

See NOTE 33. vol. i.

P 123: See Suidas. Fabric. Bib. Qrac. Casaub. in

Alhen. p. 496.
* The same sense is given to the word by Robortelll;

but he understands we^roi ruv aKwv abundant in olhe^

things also : a sense which, I believe, the phrase will not

bear; besides that, for this purpose, the KOA should b

Otherwise placed KM ruv aXXav.

Z3
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to me to be defective : for what becomes of the.

MI, which Dacier, and other translators, have been

forced to neglect ? The only fair version of the

passage, as we now read it, is this :

&quot;

for the

narrative imitation ALSO, is more abundant,&quot; &c.

KAI 7i Swy. ],;/*. of which I can make no reason

able sense. Farther, some word seems wanting,

^o express in what the Epic is Tr^nrri ;
and this

J)acier found himself obliged to supply in his

translation and note : en cela la plus excessive r.

I cannot, therefore, help suspecting, that r.aroig

[sc. ^snxoif o
j/o/xa&amp;lt;n],

or rather raurw, has been

omitted
; and, that we should read thus

yag, XKI TAYTH*,

.&quot; In this inspect too
&quot;

alluding to the several

other respects mentioned in this chapter, in which

the Epic imitation was TTS^TTJJ ruv &amp;lt;*AAWK : as, in

the time of its action, and the length of the Poem

itself; in its Episodes, and the variety and psyot-

towpiFwx, arising from them, and from the admission

of contemporary events
;

in the degree, also, to

which it admits of the wonderful^ and even the

incredible
c
. This, also, agrees perfectly with what

he had said, cap. xxii. &amp;gt;cai iv pw TOK

AIIANTA
;J!&amp;lt;n/*a

rsc.

So above, cap. xxiii. KAI TATTH&amp;lt; flwmoi- av

c See what presently follows in this chapter : Part III,

Sect. 4. of the translation.
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NOTE 217.

P. 181. HAVE MORE MOTION.

Kiv&amp;gt;jTxa. The scruple of Victorias, who pro

posed to read xiKm-a, from a doubt, whether

xiwnxx would admit of a passive sense, seems

to have been ill-founded. The passage in Plu

tarch, De primo frigido, referred to by Goulston

in his note, is this: w? jSja&ia *&amp;lt;*t 2TA2IMO2

.|_aimxTfl] 7r&amp;lt;j ouppWoi/ xoti KINHTIKON. p. 1755,

ed. II. S. But the word is used in the same

sense by Aristotle himself, in the 5oth of the

Harmonic Problems, p. 770, where X*VUTIX is

applied to the acuter sound of a concord, on ac

count of the velocity of its vibrations, and op

posed to uf/A, by which he characterizes the

graver sound.

NOTE 218.

P. l8l. TllE OTHER, ADAPTED TO ACTION

AND BUSINESS.

v. See NOTE 45. p. 3. of this volume,

NOTE 219.

P. 182. THE POET, IN HIS OWN PERSON, &c.

The reader may compare Plato s account of

Homer, De Rep. lib. iii. p. 393&amp;gt;
cd. Serr. p. 178,

ed. Massey.
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NOTE 220.

P. 182. BUT EPIC POETRY ADMITS

EVEN THE IMPROBABLE AND INCREDIBLE,

FROM WHICH THE HIGHEST DEGREE OF THE

SURPRISING RESULTS, BECAUSE, THERE, THE

ACTION IS NOT SEEN.

Att
JW.EV

XV Iv TOC.IS T^ayw^jat? TTOIHV TO QxvfAXfov

jt*aAAoi/ J
1

i&amp;gt;JfpTat
Iv TV&amp;gt; ETTOTrotVa TO aAoyoi/, SC o

cvpfictivfi fxxXifx TO Qxvpxs ov, hat TO py ogixv ? rov

irgxTTovTx. Such is the reading which 1 have fol

lowed. The
sense,&quot;

which I have given it, accords

very nearly, if not exactly, with that given by
Victoritis and Goulston, and adopted by Dacier

and M. Batteux a
. Victorius supports his emen

dation AAOITON, instead of xvctXoyo* by reasons

of considerable cogency: vis. .the difficulty, or,

rather, the impossibility, of making any satisfac

tory sense of TO dvxXoyov, as the rest of the pas

sage stands
b

;
the explanatory instance itself,

which

a &quot; Mais encore plus dans T Epopee, qui va en
&quot; cela jusq* au deraisonnable

; car, comme dans TEpopee
&quot; on ne voit pas les personncs qui agissenl, tout ce qui
t(

passe les bornes de la raison est tres propre a y pro-
&quot; duire 1 admirable & le merveilleux.&quot; Dacier.

* L Epopee, pour ttonner encore plus, va jusq a 1 in-

&quot;

croyable; parce que ce qui se fait chez elle n est point

juge par les
yeux.&quot;

Batteux.

b If vaxo-y&amp;lt;jv
be right, it can be understood no other

wise, I believe, than adverbially yaxoy&amp;lt;oj in proportion ;

as
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which immediately follows, and is, plainly, an in

stance of the dxoyov, and even expressly called

yiXoiov, ridiculously improbable; and the similar

instance, presently after given, of the landing (jf

Ulysses in the Odyssey, which he expressly calls,

rot, lv Oho-* AAOFA, c.

But, though I think the sense of the passage,

thus read, and thus explained, is, in itself, unex

ceptionable, yet I can by no means rely with

perfect confidence upon the reading from which it

is obtained. All the manuscripts, it seems, give,

with one consent, ANAAOrON. This circum

stance,

as it has been understood by those commentators who
have adhered to that reading. But, in proportion to

what ? Castclvelro explains it thus :
&quot; Ma, se si conviene

&quot; fare la maraviglia nella Tragedia, molto piu si con-
&quot;

viene, ed e licito, a farla nell epopea sccondo proportions.
&quot;

Quasi dica se in una attione ristretta al termino d un
&quot;

giorno, &c allo spatio d un palco, [of a stage,] si fa

&quot;

maraviglia, die sia d un grade/, si dovra fare in attione

* che sia, pogniamo, di trentasette giorni, e avenuta in
&quot; mare & in terra, quale e 1 attione comprcsa nell

&quot;

Odissea, secondo proportione, di trcnta c sctte gradi :

&quot;

e, TO cbatoyov, e detto averbialmcnte, come se fosse,
&quot;

avaAoycoj.&quot; p. 549. T know not how the reader will

relish this Rule of Three explanation. But what is to be

jnadc of the Jio, which follows ?
&quot;

Wherefore&quot; [i. e. be

cause the Epic is more capable of the surprising than

Tragedy] cun&cuvn juaMra TO (taupxrov
&quot; the

surprising
&quot;

occurs, or is to be found, most in the Epic Poem,
f became there the action is not seen.&quot; I see no other

fair translation of the passage, accordin to the old

. reading.
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stance, in a passage not free, in other respects,

from suspicion, should be sufficient to prevent our

admitting the emendation of Victorius, however

probable, without some reserve &quot;

e.vpectandi

codices.&quot; I should perhaps, therefore, have done

better, had I omitted the doubtful part of the

passage the words, TO clvaXoyov, ho
pot.\i$o&amp;lt;. OTU/A-

P&tvtL TO Qotvpotfov : for the omission will leave a

clear and complete sense; and, moreover, a sense,

in which the only meaning that can well be given

to the words omitted, seems, in fact, to be im

plied. Aft (*EV a v in Ttf T^oiyahcci

lit TV iwoiroiia,

&quot; The surprising is

&quot;

necessary in Tragedy: but the Epic Poem
&amp;lt;: admits of it to a greater degree,

-
because^

&quot;

there, the action is not seen?

NOTE 221.

P. 183. ACHILLES MAKING SIGNS, &c.

The passage is this :

Aotowv $* ANENEYE KAPHATI
Ou^ eta epevui STTI

El&TOgt irix^u

M^ rig xu^o U^QITQ fiahwv, o $e Sevres* IxQot.

It. 22. 20^.

NOTE 222.

P. 183-4. IT CONSISTS IN A SORT OF SOPHISM, &C.

In the words, h* o fa *v to
f o&amp;lt;rOi/at, inclusively,

;.tbe text seems evidently mangled beyond all hope

7 of
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of conjectural restoration. This ttlcus insanabile

I presume not to touch, either as commentator,

or as translator. I can make nothing consistent

of it myself : I have seen nothing consistent made

of it by others.

The words, TSTO Si In J/euJ^, are ambiguous.

Victorius doubts, whether they mean,
&quot;

this pos-
&quot; tenorfact is false/ (the TO& yj/Ta,) or,

&quot;

this

&quot;

conclusion is false&quot; namely, e TO
vrtgov Ij-i, xou

TO irgoTtgov
livKi. What follows, had it been tolc~

rably clear, would, probably, have fixed the sense

of i|W. As this is not the case, I have given

it that sense which appears to me most obvious ;

and I think I am warranted by the very same

expression used in the same sense, in the Rheto

ric, II. 23. p. 579, A. where, er & raro
$sv$@&amp;gt;,

clearly means, this is a false conclusion.

But the most important question is, in what

manner Aristotle meant to apply this logical para

logism to Homer s management of fiction. None

of the commentators, whom I have seen, appear

to me to have given any satisfactory explanation.

The paralogism TTO,^ iTroptvov, a consequent^ here

alluded to, the reader will find clearly explained

in several parts of the philosopher s other works a
.

It consists in taking a proposition as convertible,

that is not so. Because rain wets the ground, we

conclude, when we see the ground wet, that it

nrust

a Tom. 1. p. 286, A. and B. Sect. 6, 7, 8. Rhct. II. 24.

p. 580, E. ed. Duval.
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must have rained. Because every man in a fever

is hot, we conclude, that a person who is hot must

be in a fever : ai/ayx?) KAI rov Qtgpov TTU^TTEU/
b

.

These are some of Aristotle s own explanatory

instances. Now, he tells us here, that Homer s

art of lying xj&amp;gt;

U(^ Aeym ? & consists in im

posing his marvellous fictions upon the reader s

imagination by a sort of poetic sophism, similar

to this logical sophism. And this is all he says.

He has left us to make out the similitude as well

as we can. No writer, I believe, ever paid more

frequent compliments of this kind to the sagacity

of his readers.

Dacier, with other commentators, seems to

understand nothing more, than that artful inter

mixture of historical, or acknowledged, truth,

which, by throwing the mind, as it were, into a

posture of belief and conviction, has its effect

even upon what we know to be feigned, and makes

the false pass glibly with the true. But I cannot

think, that this comes up to Aristotle s meaning,

nor that his observation, here, amounts only to

that of Strabo . Ix
[AV\iif&amp;gt;

aArjO? MOtmtiv xctwyv

TtgUToXayia,^ z-% Opygixov, y..r.dx
c
. For no One

has attempted to shew, and I believe no one can

shew, how that, which Aristotle says of the par

ticular paralogism denominated vatf iwopsw, is

applicable

* Tom. I. ubl supra,

e
Lib. I. And see Dacier s note, p. 427.
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applicable to the intermixture the mere juxta-

position, of fact and fiction.

The similitude of the logical and poetic sophism

appears to me to be this. It is not merely, that,

M here there is a mixture of history and fiction,

the truth makes the fiction pass ;
but the compa

rison, I think, relates to the connection between

thejictions of the Poet, considered as cause and

effect, as antecedent and consequent. The Poet

invents certain extraordinary characters, incidents,

and situations. When the actions, and the lan

guage, of those characters, and, in general, the

consequences of those events, or situations, as

drawn out into detail by the Poet, are such as we

know, or think, to be true that is to say, poeti

cally true, or natural; such, as we are satisfied

must necessarily, or would probably, follow
,

if

such characters and situations actually existed
;

this probability, nature, or truth, of representa

tion, imposes on us, sufficiently for the purposes

of Poetry. It induces us to bdicce, with hypo
thetic and voluntary faith, the existence of those

false events, and imaginary personages, those

*$vwr 9 asAoya, fywfa those marvellous and in

credible fictions, which, otherwise managed, we

should have rejected : that is, their improbability,

or impossibility, would have so forced themselves

upon our notice, as to destroy, or disturb, even

the slight and willing illusion of the moment.

Whenever.
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Whenever, says the philosopher, supposing such

a thing to be, it would certainly be followed by
such effects

;
if we see those effects, we are dis

posed to infer the existence of that cause. And

thus, in Poetry, and all fiction, this is the logic of

that temporary imposition on which depends our

pleasure. The&amp;gt; reader of a play, or a novel,

does not, indeed, syllogize, and say to himself

&quot; Such beings as are here supposed, had they
&quot;

existed, must have acted and spoken exactly
&quot;

in this manner; therefore, I believe they have

&quot;

existed :&quot; but he feels the truth of the pre

mises, and he consents to feel the truth of the

conclusion
;
he does not revolt from the imagina

tion of such beings. Every thing follows so

naturally, and, even, as it seems, so necessarily,

that the probability and truth of nature, in the

consequences, steals, in a manner, from our view,

even the impossibility of the cause, and
flings

an

air of truth over the whole. With respect to

fact, indeed, all is equally xJ/u^-&amp;gt;; for if the

causes exist not, neither can the effects. But the

.consequent lies are so told, as to impose on us,

for the moment, the belief of the antecedent, or

fundamental lie
d

.

For instances of this art, no reader can be at a

loss. He will find them, not only in almost all

. the

d
Hobbes, with his usual acuteness, observes, that

*

probable fiction is similar to reasoning rightly from a
&quot;

false principle.&quot; p. 1 3, of his works, Sect, ci.
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the
&quot;

speciosa miracula&quot; of Homer, but even in

the wilder and more absurd miracles of Ariosto ;

whose poem is, indeed, a striking example of the

most improbable, and, in themselves, revolting

lies
,

to which, however, every poetical reader

willingly throws open his imagination ; princi

pally, I believe, from the easy charm of his lan

guage and versification, and the remarkable

distinctness of his painting ; but, partly too, from

the truth and nature which he has contrived to

fling into the detail of his description. But were

-I to chuse, from the productions of poetic genius

at large, an example, which would, singly, illus

trate this passage of Aristotle, more than any

other that I recollect, it should be the Caliban of

Shakspeare.

I shall only add, without troubling the reader

with any comment of mine, one passage of the

Rhetoric, which may serve, both to illustrate the

paralogism itself, here alluded to, and to confirm

the application which I have given it. In that

passage, Aristotle applies the paralogism vatf

sTTcpsw, to the effect of oratorical elocution, in

producing persuasion and conviction in the hearers.

* llt&avti 3e TO Trgzypx, v.ou vt clxetx Afi?-

IIAPAAOriZETAI
y&amp;lt;x,

ij ^u^n, wj aAufiwy Afyoi/r*,

e
It may be said of this Poet, in the language of Shak-

speare s Coriolanus, that be has

Muvder d impassibility, to make

What cannot be, slight work. Act v. Sc. 3.
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art, ITTl TOJf T018TOK, 8TWf ^8(TIV Uf

P.YI srwf %, to? o Xiyuvy ra Tr^ay^a-ra, arw?

&quot; What the Orator says, is, likewise, rendered
&quot;

probable and credible by a suitable diction and
&quot;

elocution. For we are cheated into the per-
**

suasion, that the orator speaks truly, merely
&quot;

because we know that men, so circumstanced
&quot;

as he assumes to be, are actually affected in

&quot; that manner : so that we take it for granted,
&quot;

that things are really as the speaker represents
&quot; them to be, when, in fact, they are not so.&quot;

The art here pointed out by Aristotle, as emi

nent in Homer s poetry, evidently extends to

fiction in general ; but, by vJ^uJ^, I understand

him to allude, chiefly, to fictions of the extraor

dinary, .marvellous, and improbable kind such

as require the utmost art and management of the

Poet to make them pass. The connection of the

whole passage, if I am not mistaken, shews this

to be the author s meaning; the application of

4/fj^ being fixed, both by the terms Gau/xarov, and

v, in what precedes, and by the aVuvara xat

which follow, and which I take to be, or, at

least, to include, those very 4/u^u teyoptvx w?

iet, of which he had, immediately before, been

speaking.

f Rhet. III. 7. p. 590. See also, ib. cap.xvi. p. 603, E.

Vtx TWV KaSnrixuv, &c. a passage, which Victorius cites

as illustrating the words 3ia ya? TO E&nai, &c.
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NOTE 223.

P. l86. If, HOWEVER, ANY THING OF

THIS KIND, &C.

I much doubt of the integrity of the text The

sense I have given seems to be the only one,

which the passage, as it now stands, will reason

ably bear. Dacier, after Victorius, understands
&quot;

if the admission of one improbable circurn-

&quot;

stance be the means of giving more probability
&amp;lt;:

to the rest&quot; I do not well comprehend this :

I am sure it is not what Aristotle has said. His

words are, uv $t 9w, xai patvjjTat svXoyu-rtfiov i. e.
&quot;

if

&amp;lt;; he has introduced such a circumstance, or in-

&quot;

cident, and it (not the rest, the u:Jtole) has some
&quot;

appearance of
probability,&quot; c. ;- #

;

I suppose Aristotle meant to say, that, though

improbabilities are certainly faults, and ought to

be carefully avoided in the first choice and struc

ture of a fable, yet, they might be so well ma

naged by a Poet of genius, (especially in the Epic,

which is here the subject,) as to appear rather

probable tvXoyurtgov ;
to pass with some shew

of probability; and, in this case, should be

admitted, or tolerated, even though pushed to the

TOTOI/, or absurd. This sense accords perfectly

&quot;with wljat immediately follows, which is precisely

an instance of such management; of absurdity,

or, at least, improbability, (T lv OtW&amp;lt;ra d^yx )

veiled by the charms of poetry, and finding almost

VOL. TI. A A ftS
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as ready an admission into the imagination of the

reader, under the passport of the beauties by
which it is accompanied, as if it were, in itself,

ever so consonant to nature and experience. With

respect to the words Iv&^eo-Oai xai KTOTTOV it

seems necessary to adopt one or the other of the

two manuscript readings x^eo-0, or aVoJg-

p&amp;lt;r6aj.
The former of these verbs Mr. Winstan-

ley takes in the sense of
a7r&amp;lt;yy, xwAuai/, upon

the authority of Suidas. But in the very passage

adduced by that lexicographer, the immediate

sense of Ix&^o-Oai is, to receive, r^a TE
Traja-

, j? TO EKAEXE20AI tot. ruv
Pxgfitxguv

. e. to receive them ; and by receiving

them to keep them of from their bodies. Arcere,

here, is only what we may call the consequential

meaning of the word. I do not see, that it may
not, in this place, very well bear the sense of

receiving, admitting, or, rather, tolerating: but

of this I would not be understood to speak posi

tively. This seems, at least, to be the sense,

which the purport of the passage requires ; and

it refers, I think, not to the Poet himself, as some

understand it, but to the audience, or the reader.

When Aristotle has just said, M it 0w i. e.
&quot;

but

&quot;

if he has introduced, or admitted
it,&quot;

how can

he be understood to add,
&quot;

he should admit it?&quot;

Farther, the word aWra, (tolerabilia,) which, in

the instance immediately subjoined, clearly relates

to the hearer, or reader, seems sufficiently to fix

5 the
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the same reference of the correspondent word,

tJtfTf^Eo-Oaj,
or aVoJjp^trGa*, here.

Mr. Harris, in his Phi oL Inquiries, p. 220,

though he has not quoted, or translated, this par

ticular passage, appears, pretty clearly, to allude

to it, and to have understood the verb as here ex

plained. He says, speaking of improbabilities in

the drama &quot; Tis true, indeed, did such plays
&quot;

exist&quot; [a $t 0&amp;gt;) ]
&quot; and were their other dra-

&quot; matic requisites good, these improbabilities
&quot;

might be endured, and the plays be still ad-

&quot;

mired.&quot;

The version of Piccolomim agrees with mine :

&quot; Ma se, ponendovisi poi qualche cosa, che in se

&quot; habbia del non ragionevole, si adornera, e si

&quot;

tratterd, in maniera, cliella apparir possa ragio-
&quot;

newle, potra, in tal caso, trovarvi
luogo.&quot; p. 392.

NOTE 224.

P. l86. THE ABSURDITY IS CONCEALED

UNDER THE VARIOUS BEAUTIES, &C.

In the language of Pindar,

Ka; ffx TI KO&I
@(&amp;gt;OTUV

TOV

XAPIS

* &quot; L homme est de glace aux verites,

&quot; U est de feu pour les mensonges.&quot;

La Fontaine, Fab. 174.
A A 2
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XAPIS ^*, OC TTBD U7TUVTOC. TBV-

KAI AnisTON EMHSATO
EMMENAI ---- - -. Olymp.l.

The reader, I believe, will be pleased with the

comparison of a poetical passage so remarkably

apposite to this observation of the philosopher;

and, indeed, to all this part of his treatise, relative

to the management of fiction.

On account of the same general relation to the

subject, I may be excused for adding these agree

able lines of Plantus :

Sed quasi Poeta, tabulas cum cepit sibi,

Quaerit quod nusquam est gentium, reperit tamen,

Facit illud verisimile quod mendacium est,

Nunc ego Poeta fiam. Pseud. At I. -SV. 4.

NOTE 225.

P. l86. THE IDLE PARTS OF THE POEM-.

APrA pipn. The expression is best explained,

according to my idea of it, by Castelvetro.

&quot; Dobbiamo - - intendere per parti otiose
y

&quot;

quelle, nelle quali il poeta parla di sua personay

&quot;

e con favclla sua ci fa vedere quello che si fa :

&quot;

ie quali percio si domandano, ^n o^ya, che

&amp;lt;c hon sono in atto, ed operanti, come sono

Cf

quelle, le quali sono rappresentate in palco, e

&quot;

quelle, nelle quali per gli poeti epopei sono
&quot;

introdotte
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introdotte le persone afavellare ; le quali parti,
&quot;

perche paiono pressoche montare in palco, ed
&quot;

operarc, si contrapongono alle parti otiose, e
&quot;

contengono, principalmente, le seittentie, ed,
&quot;

accessoriamente, i costumi&quot; p. 578.

Dacier s
&quot;

parties foibles&quot;
in which he is fol

lowed by M. Batteux, presents a different, and,

I think, a wrong idea.

NOTE 226.

P. 186-7. IN WHICH NEITHER MANNERS
NOR SENTIMENTS PREVAIL.

It has been inquired, why Aristotle here passes

over in silence the passionate parts of the Poem ;

to which a laboured and splendid diction seems as

ill suited, as it is to the expression of manners and

sentiments. This inquiry has produced another ;

whether he did, or did not, mean to include the

passionate parts in JIOITIXOIS. Madlus contends

that he did : l
r
ictorius

t
that he did not. I believe

the latter is right. For if we take &!, here,

in that wide sense which is given it in cap. xix *. it

will include
&quot; whatever is the object of speech

&quot;

&quot;

every thing,&quot;
as Mr. Harris has explained it,

&quot;

for which men employ languageV If, there

fore, the
/W./JT) &amp;lt;JWom&amp;gt;ta, here, comprehend those

thoughts which express passion^ they will also

comprehend such as express ma/intrs, or c/iaracter;

from

*
Trans/, p. 159. vol. i.

b
Philol. Inq. p. iy3,&c.

A A 3
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from which Aristotle expressly distinguishes them:

[A71TI IjOlXOif, jUflTE SlOiVWTlV.Qi*;.

But, whether he did, or did not, mean to include

the passionate parts of the Poem, it seerns true,

and he would probably have allowed it, that such

a diction as he here describes is improper for the

expression ofpassion : nor is this at all inconsistent,

as, on a superficial view, it may seem to be, with

the following passage in his Rhetoric. T* h

OVOfASCTK, TtX, E7Tl0Ta, JtOU JWA&amp;lt;X TTAEtW, Y.!X.\, TX -:
&amp;gt;a,

IlAOHTIKIiS

ytx,(3 c&amp;gt;/joMt&amp;lt;w XKXOV
&quot;

c

,
&c. The strong and figurative IdLguage,

and, what, may be called, the natural Poetry of

passion a sort of Poetry which we every day hear

from the mouths of those, who never made, and

scarce, perhaps, ever read, a verse this is a very

different thing from the AIAIIONEIN x g, the

MAN AAMIIPA AI?, of which the philosopher

here speaks. But, for an exact, though short,

discussion of this subject, with its proper distinc

tions and limitations, I must refer the reader to

an excellent note on v. 94, of Horace s Epistle to

the Pisos
d

. It will be found, I think, perfectly

consistent with both the passages of Aristotle here

considered, and will afford the best support to the

above remarks. See NOTE 209.

c Rhtt.lll. 7. p. 590, E.
d Dr. Hurd s Horace, vol. i. See, particularly,

p. 79, 80.
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NOTE 227.

P. 187. OBSCURED BY TOO SPLENDID A

DICTION.

AIIOKPTnTEI
yot,

notXiv ij Aav Aa^Tr^a At? rot

$1 x vets Jtflweiaf. In the same sense, in which

lyxuirrTai is used, in a similar passage oiLongmus,

Sect. 15. where, speaking of the effect of lively

imagery, in stealing one s attention from argument,

he says, $u&amp;lt;rt Jf TTW?, f TOIJ ToiuTOif 7ra(T(i/, oiii TJS

ef TO xara &amp;lt;pavra(Tiav XTTAMXTJXOV, w TO

ErKPTHTETAI HEPlAAMnOMENON.

So also, Sect. 1 7. AriEKPTYE TO c-^^a ---

$nTI ATTfl*. And again lia AAMHPOTHTA
--- TV T^i/nv AnOSKIAZEI, xaj OM Iv KATA-

KAAYTEI Tn^*.

The following passage of the Rhetoric, con

cerning the mixture of the argumentative with the

pathetic, will also help to illustrate that before

US. K

yot,o
K

A$ANIZOY2IN, n
1

aVflmis woisa-iv, jRAff. III. 17.

p. 604, E.

In the same manner the expression of Aristotle

is well explained by Piccolomhii, in his commen

tary, p. 394.

A A 4
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NOTE 228.

P. l8g. IN WORDS, EITHER COMMON, OK

FOREIGN, &C.

Azfci r, XKI y\urratif . Htins. KTPIAt AS^J,

xa&amp;lt; yAwrraif. The insertion seems necessary,

but would, perhaps, be better thus : AEEJ, H
KYPIAi, TJ KXI yhuTTais, &c. Victorius and other

commentators suppose xufi to be understood.

But this I cannot conceive. Ai? appears clearly

to be used here, as in cap. xxii. for diction in ge

neral, including, as in that chapter, every sort

of words.

NOTE 22g.

P. l8(). WHICH ARE THE PRIVILEGE OF

POETS.

AIACMEN
yu.(&amp;gt;

rotvrot roiq TroinTtxif. The same

expression is made use of by Isocrates, in the

following passage, to which I referred in NOTE 5.

vol. i. p. 239, and in which the privileges and ad

vantages of the Poet are well set forth, and the

importance of verse to the effect of even the best

poetry, is strongly insisted on.

psv yoi^ Troiyrais TroAAcf AEAONTAI
Kcu

ya,(&amp;gt; TrXytrtufyvTa*; roig at&guwftS

OIGVT uuroig $i Trefoil, KOLI SiccXsyo-

(X.I (rural

yui i^of/,vng, oiq a,v f3ifa$U(tt xxi

&ai TVTUV orjXkxrou, fAvi povov TOI$

TT^7/^voif, here, is equivalent to Ari;&amp;gt;totle si/(o&amp;lt;$;

$}
to his TrsircwiAEW.s, and levoij, to his
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f, aXAa, roc, pev, fcnotf, rot
&amp;lt;5e, xocivoig, roc,

KXI fUj&w TrctgotXiTreiv,
aAAa Troe.&amp;lt;rt

rotg e;dtn Si&amp;lt;x,7roiKtXa.i ryv iroiytriv. Tcif $e TTSOI

rug Xoyxg &amp;lt;5ei/ e^egi rwv rotvruv

tcoci ruv
ovofAotrtov roiq 7roXirtx,o:$ f KCCI ruv

roig Treat auraf ron; T

Tl^og
&amp;lt;5e

Tro&amp;lt;f,
01

ocTToivrtx. TrouiCi oi o& %dev* rvruv

a rocotvryv e%

ys SVAvpuetif
KO.I rot.ii;

rag a,x.xorra&amp;lt;;. K.oc.roc,fji,otvoi
o av rig e

ryv Svvotfttv
otvruv i\v yot,$&amp;gt;

rig ru&amp;gt;v Troi^cx.ruv ruv

rot,
fttv ovo^ccroc Kai Tocg di&voictg

ro fie METPON oiocXvory,

TroXu
Kocrafieeg-e^oc, rvjg $Q%W, yg vvv

ai/Tuv
c

. See NOTE 5. vol. i.
p. 240, the passage

from Plato.

NOTE 230.

P. 189. WHAT is RIGHT IN THE POETIC

ART, IS A DISTINCT CONSIDERATION FROM

WHAT IS RIGHT IN THE POLITICAL, OR ANY
OTHER ART.

This is one of those passages, which the com

mentators appear to me to have darkened by

illustration. See, particularly, Daciers note. Plis

account of the difference between Poetry and all

other

b See note 57. p. 36.
c

Euag. circ. wit.
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other arts, seems evidently false. What Aristotle

says of ^Poetry that it has two kinds of faults,

essential, and incidental is, at least, true of all

other imitative arts. It is even true, as Bern has

shewn, of Rhetoric and Logic*. Aristotle only

says, (to give the passage literally,)
&quot;

the tightness
&quot; of the poetic, and the Tightness of the political
&quot;

art, are not the same ; nor of any other art and
&quot;

the poetic art.&quot; The plain meaning of which

appears to me to be that which I have given
-

that the o^Oo-m?, or rectitude, of Poetry itself, is

not to be confounded with that of Politics, nor of

any other art that may be the incidental subject of

the Poetry, which, in itself, may be good, and

even excellent, though it may deliver things false

or inaccurate in Politics, Natural History, Navi

gation, Geography, &c. This sense of the passage

seems clear of all the difficulties with which the

common explanation is embarrassed, and leads

naturally to the following division of the faults of

Poetry, into essential and incidental. Castelvetro

is the only one, of the commentators I have con

sulted, who appears to agree with me, if I under

stand

a tf Nam Rhetorica & Dialectica suos egredi fines

&quot;

solent, & in alienos campos excurrere, perinde fere ac

&quot; nos cle Poetica docemus. Tcmere igitur Aristoteles,

&quot;

quod inter Poeticam & Politicam notavit discrimen,
&quot; idem inter Poeticam, rursus, ac cseteras artes, notasset :

&quot; nam Rhetorica & Dialectica ejusdem videri possunt
&quot; rectitudinis cum Poetica.&quot; Bend Comm.&quot; in Arist.

Poet. p. 460.
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stand him rightly, in this explanation of the

passage
b
.

The allusion, here, to the severe objections of

PLATO, who would allow of Poetry no farther

than as it could be made to coincide with the

views of his own strict and moral legislation, has

been sufficiently pointed out. The reader may
see, particularly, a fine passage to this purpose in

the seventh book of his Lazes, [p. 817, ed. SerrJ]

where, addressing the Tragic Poets, he refuses to

admit them into his republic, till the magistrates

have satisfied themselves, by inspection of their

poems, that they contain nothing but what is in

perfect unison with the laws and moral discipline

of the State. M) &amp;lt;T) JoiT r/xa? paJW yi STW? vpag

7TOTS TT&p r/AiV laO~Jl/, (DOITS T 7ry%OC,VTOt.f HOST*

ayogotv,
xou xaAAtipwfs? JTTOX^T*? j&amp;lt;raycyAV8?, psifyv

TOV TTOIVTK o^Xw, TUV aurw* \iyw-

TOtf TnTn$V[J.&amp;lt;X.TUV TTE^t /*?]
T* ftUMi

fltTTE^ V/MIQ flsAA*,

wf TO TroAu, xat untrftn roc 7rXns&quot;oe,. 2p^j*oi/ ya^ TOJ

TXto? IIJUJK T xat UTTOKTK vi
7roA&amp;lt;?, itn?

OETrOt (J^V T&amp;lt;36 VUV AyOjU,KX, TTfllV XpWXl Tf
7T7rot5)taT Atfii/ * ? TO

txyovoi, injaj/Tj TO

c * J
irot^x TOIS r/*T^a? waxs, tx.v ptv roe, avrst ye, rt xat

t ^ jun,
w (ptAot, ax av TTOT

DC
See p. 592, and 599, of his commentary.
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De Leg. VII. p. 817. To this way of talking it

was a plain and direct answer, to say Oup^ &amp;gt;J

WTU o09Ti?
c

sr* TJiff nOAITIKHS x( TWS IIOIH-

TIKHS,

In what is added aJf d\Xri$ TB%M\S KO.I Trow

rtying Aristotle may, I think, be supposed to

glance more particularly at that part of&quot; the tenth

book of Plato s Republic, where he exposes the

idle notion, current among the rhapsodists, that

Homer was a perfect master of all arts and

sciences. And with respect to, the absurdity of

this notion, Aristotle undoubtedly agreed with him.

But there was danger, lest the credit of Homer

should suffer from the manner in which Plato

combated this idea. For those extravagant admi

rers of Homer not only asserted thejact, that he

had an accurate knowledge of every art and science

on which he touched, but they went farther, and

maintained, that such accuracy was essential to a

good Poet : Avayxn yot,^ they urged, TOV dy^ov

TTOWTTiVj * jCASAAji TTfgi
UV KV TTOJty, XaAo&amp;gt;f TTOWVSWj

iidoTtx,
d^oc, TTOISIV, -n py oiovrt tivou iroisiv

d
. Now

Plato, whose object here is to vindicate his rigid

exclusion

c This very word, o^Sor-ng,
is often used by Plato

; and,

particularly, in this passage, which perhaps Aristotle had

in his view Kairot heyx&amp;lt;ri ye 01 $rxro, ii%&amp;lt;nwi$
OP0O-

THTA elvcu TUV ijSowiv raij 4/vx a&amp;lt;? wcs&rav fapp*- An
idea which he rejects with abhorrence. The word

/us&amp;lt;n* here is used in its widest acceptation, including

Poetry. De. Leg. ii. 635.
d

Rep. X. p. 598, E. ed. Sen.
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exclusion of all mimetic poetry, and that of Homer

in particular, from his republic, confutes thefact,

without confuting the general position. While he

shews the pretensions of the Homerists to be false,

he seems, at least, to allow, that they ought to be

true. For he flings in no savings ;
he no where

says, what Aristotle has here said for him that

the want of this supposed accurate knowledge of

arts and sciences no way affects the character of

Homer as a Poet. By denying that he had that

knowledge, and, at the same time, not denying, or

not expressly denying, that he ought to have it, he

leaves the reader to understand, that he meant to

detract, on this account, from his merit as an

imitator. And this, indeed, is perfectly consonant

to the whole design of this part of his work, which

was, to discredit poetic imitation in general, by

shewing the distance of its representations from
truth

c
.

e This fanciful argument is thus shortly and clearly

stated in the Comment, on the Ep. to the Pisos, &c. vol. i.

p. 254.
&quot; Poetical expression,&quot; says the philosopher

[Plato],
&quot;

is the copy of the Poet s own conceptions ; the
&quot; Poet s conception, of things, and things, of the standing
&quot;

archetype, as existing in the divine mind. Thus the

&quot; Poet s expression is a copy at third hand, from the
&quot;

primary, original truth.&quot; See Plato De Rep. 10.

p. 597, 598.^ To prove his point the better, he shews,
that the Poet s conceptions are distant even from the truth

of things, because his knowledge of those things is im

perfect and inaccurate, p. 598, 599.
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NOTE 231.

P. 189. TlIE FAULTS OF POETRY, &C.

The original is ATTHS te m; TTOWTDW hrr*

i) xpctfnot. The word au-oj? appears to me to make

strange confusion. For Aristotle is here distin

guishing two sorts of faults in Poetry, essential and

accidental
,
and his expression, presently after, for

the former, is ATTH2 j uptzgriot.
&quot; a fault of the

&quot;

Poetry itself&quot;
As the text stands, therefore,

it is just as if he had said
&quot; There are two faults

&quot;

of the Poetry itself: one, of the Poetry itself,

&quot; and the other, incidental&quot; Accordingly Dacier,

Batteux, and almost all the translators, neglect the

word auTuy. Possibly it might, originally, have

stood thus : & ocXAiK TEp^vfl?,
x Treiflrixw; UVTM.

TJJ? AE TTOIJJTJXJJ?, &C.

NOTE 232.

P. 189. IF THE POET HAS UNDERTAKEN
TO IMITATE WITHOUT TALENTS FOR IMITA

TION ---
.

E
fjt.(v yap WI&OHAETO ^$funta^m ocSwctfAw. So,

the MSS. But VwjtAi never, I believe, means

impossibility, but want of power, incapacity*,

This was, long ago, sufficiently proved by Victorius.

If the word be right, some preposition must be

wanting.

In STEPH2IS ATNAMEflS. Mctqh.
V. 12. p.893; C.
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wanting. Heinsius supplies KAT 7wa/ia.

The credit of the conjecture is due to Castelvetro
b

.

Still the phrase, ^^r^oc^on HOST
a&amp;lt;JWa/Aiav, for

imitating without ability, or talents, for imitation,

is harsh, and, as far as I know, unsupported by

any other example. It seems not improbable,

that Aristotle might have written it IIAPA ATNA-

MIN. Supposing the three first letters of the

preposition to have been destroyed, the passage

would stand thus pi^o-ao-Oa*
* * AAYNAMIN :

which it was obvious enough for the transcriber to

iniscorrect into dSwupiAv. The phrase, TT^AETO

pipwoi^Ki Trxgot. fwupw, would be clear and unex

ceptionable. So, Cap. ix. TTKga. TW Svvstpw Tragx-

Victorius remarks, and, I think, justly, that

Horace probably had his eye upon this passage, in

the lines

Samite materiani vestris, qui scribitis, {Equam
Viribus ; et versate diu, quid ferre recusent,

Quid valeant, humeri. Cui lecta potenter erit

res, &c. Epist. ad Pis. v. 38, &c.

where Aristotle s
TfM^no^or&amp;gt;,

he thinks, is ex

pressed by
&quot;

swnite materiam,&quot; and, lecta res :&quot;

and KKT *9uvx(M*v glanced at in the other expres

sions, but, particularly, in the adverb &quot;

po
tenter.&quot;

b P. 602, of his commentary.
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NOTE 233.

P. .190. To HAVE REPRESENTED THINGS

IMPOSSIBLE WITH RESPECT TO SOME OTHER

ART, &C.

No interpretation that I have seen, or been

able to devise, of this whole ambiguous, perplexed,

and, probably, mangled passage, is without its

difficulties. All I could do was, to chuse that,

which, after the closest attention to the original,

and to the best comments, appeared to me &quot; mi-

nimis
urgeri.&quot;

I will not attempt to drag the

reader after me, through the detail of my own

doubts and embarrassments. But lest my version,

from that degree of closeness, to which, in all

passages where the meaning is doubtful, I have

thought it right to confine myself, should retain, in

some degree, the ambiguity, or obscurity, of the

original, some explanation may be necessary.

By the various expressions, n*jui&amp;lt;ra&amp;lt;r()a
xar

v, and, above all, by KAKOMIMHTH2 tyfufa,

which seems to fix clearly the sense of the rest,

Aristotle means, I think, to indicate all such

faults as are incompatible with good imitation

that is, in his view, with good Poetry. All other

faults he denominates, xara
&amp;lt;ruju,j3j3w&amp;gt;

incidental

Faults he allows them to be; but smaller, and

more pardonable, faults : EAATTON ya,^ tl ^

i&, &c. In this class he reckons, T&amp;lt;* *&ww

thing*
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things impossible. The expression is unhappily

ambiguous : for we may understand either aJ

in general, or, a^ui/ara xar iar/uxJiv v acAAip

The commentators are divided. I cannot be of

their party, who adopt the first of these senses.

I see not how impossibilities, or absurdities *, in

general, could, consistently with Aristotle s prin

ciples, be admitted by him into the number of

merely incidental faults
a xara o-u^prx^ such

as affected not the Poetry itself. We must, I

think, understand /upityati n *TuvT things

inaccurate, or, what is worse, impossible, xa9 !xapi

;M)v upon the principles of some o//?er art
b
.

Aristotle then goes on, and applies his solution,

founded on the foregoing distinction, to the worst

species of such incidental faults to things etivvetrot.

Take, he says, the worst: suppose the Poet to

have represented something impossible, with respect

to some particular art, as that of medicine, geo

graphy, c. This, strictly speaking, is a fault
;

but

* That the aJwwra here meant are not what he after

wards calls 7ri9avat aSvvara, probabk impossibilities,
but such

as he denominates *oy, is plain from his instance ; *?*-

dewnct, jj TS Enrols 3iw|&amp;lt;?,
which he had, in the preceding

chapter, expressly given as an instance of the faoyw-

See Transl. p. 182, 183. vol. i.

* In recapitulating the different critical objections to

which Poets were exposed, he expressly selects impro

bability, and vitious manners, as tiiejustest grounds of cen

sure. Offlu
& lTJTifwif, x AAOriA JMH

Cap. penult.
b So M.Batteux: see his rxote on the passage.

VOL. JJ. B B
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but it is a fault that may even be justified (o/0?

l%o,) if, by means of it, the Poet has answered,

better than he could have done without it, the end

of his own art, &c. Still, he continues, supposing

this not to be the case, we are to consider, whether

the fault, admitting it to be a fault, be ruv KKTX

TUV rt%vyv, -n HOLT aAAo
tfvpfitfiifttQP

l

t
&C. If thfe

pursuit of Hector cannot be absolutelyjustified by

the Oau/Atffov, the IXTTA^K which is produced by it,

still it is not xaxo^j/x^Tw? -ysypa^uEm ;
the Poetry

is good, and the end of Poetry, the pleasure arising

from the wonderful and the striking, is actually

attained, though it be true, that it might have been

attained without the fault in question.

By the expression, TO, 7r&amp;gt;c? WTJV r-nv rexvw d$v~

VO.TOI, I understand with respect to the art of

which the Poet speaks; not, with respect to the

art of Poetry itself: though I confess the latter

sense to be that, which the words, otvrnv TTJV n^w,
the art itself, most naturally present. But this

sense of the expression seems to me to be utterly

irreconcilable with the sense of the whole passage.

In rejecting it I have the concurrence of Victorias,

Piccolomini, and M. Batteux. Besides, that the

expression itself seems to be jargon. For, what

are
&quot;

things impossible to, (or, wiih respect to,) the

&quot; art of Poetry itself?&quot;
The only reasonable

meaning of the phrase is things, which it is

beyond the power of the art to represent or imitate j

as it is beyond the power of painting to imitate

2 sounds.
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sounds
c

. But how can the phrase be applied, a

Dacier applies it, to the dxoyov,
&quot;

deraisonnablc

&quot;

tout ce
qiti

est absurde?&quot; Is it not just as

possible for Poetry to represent a horse flying, as

a ship sailing ? The sense, which I have given,

seems also supported by the antithetic expres

sion that follows TA(^ TO ATTH2 &quot;

its own

purpose ;&quot;
and still more by the clearer phrase

which he presently after uses TIV riEPI TOTTflN

rs^vnv
&quot;

the art to which these things belong.
&quot;

I must, however, repeat rny confession, that no

passage of this treatise appears to me to be of

more desperate perplexity than this
;
nor is there

any of the numerous and stubborn difficulties I

have had to encounter, of which I wish to be

understood to offer my solution with less confidence.

Here, as in many other places, had I waited fof

perfect satisfaction, I might have stood still for

ever :

Ksivu, os Iv T

E^vi eQopuouveav icoaa) e ot aXXore

els ofo

ot ifur

oij/s piiqs Uf%TO fivhys
*

Plato uses acwxTa, EN
TJI TE^VTI, in this sense :

*f-, n iarf-, TO. re AATNATA EN THi

TEXNHi, KM ra dwctra, baio-Savtrai. Rep. II. p. 360.

id. Serr.

*
Oppian. A?UEW. III. 501, &c.

B B 9
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.

NOTE 234.

P. 190. ACCORDING TO WHAT HAS BEEN

ALREADY SAID OF THAT END.

To
j/ap TX&amp;gt; EIPHTAI. This reading has been

questioned ; but, I think, without sufficient reason.

It may very well be understood to refer to all that

Aristotle had said, or, at least, hinted, about the

end of the art the Oau^arov, ch. xxiv. sWAu^ir,

cap. xiv. and xvi. &c. This is not the only in

stance in this treatise, of reference to something

implied, as if it had been expressly said. See

NOTE 150, p. 226, 227. and note g
.

Vlctorms illustrates
IKTTA^XTJXWT^OV by an apt

quotation from Aristotle himself: Aox 3* r
t EK-

HAHHIS ATMA2IOTH2 ciWi TIIEPBAAAOrSA.

Top. lib. iv.

Strabo says MuOa TEAO2, ifaw xai EKIIAH-

HIN. ^.25. ed. Cas.

NOTE 235.

P. 190. WHETHER A FAULT BE, &c.

ruv xotra ryv n^nv, n

jtar &amp;lt;xAA o^p^Hx^. I cannot perceive, that this

wants any emendation
; much less, that it is, as

Mr. Winstanley says,
&quot; mdlo sensu.&quot; He contends.

for the certainty of ATOimTEPON a reading,

which Robortelli says he found in all the manu

scripts he consulted. I would only ask, whether

Aristotle
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Aristotle can be conceived to have written such

a sentence as this ?
&quot; A fault in the Poetry

&quot;

itself is a more absurd thing than a fault in

&quot; some other incidental matter ; FOR it is a less

&quot;

fault,&quot; &c. Yet this, I think, is the plain

English of the Greek ET, drovurt^v !$* TO

TWI/ ~K.oi.rx rqv rt^ttnVj n xar oAAo &amp;lt;rJjap-

iXKTTOV TAP-X.T. A.

Victorius contends strongly, and, I think, with

much better reason, for vore^uv. lie says well

&quot; Nam qua adjunguntur videntur significare ita

&quot;

prorsus legi debere : duo enim genera pecca-
&quot; torum contraria inter se indicant. Utrorum
&quot;

igitur peccatorum id, cujus arguitur poeta,
&quot; videndum esse pnecipit : alterurn enim eorum
&quot;

genus faciliorem excusationem habet.&quot; p. 274.

NOTE 236.

P. igi. HAS NOT REPRESENTED THINGS

CONFORMABLY TO TRUTH-.

Oux A9. An
IwjTi/tAufl-iff very frequent in the

mouth of PLATO, to whom, undoubtedly, Aris

totle here alludes.
&quot; The Poets ought not,&quot; says

Plato, speaking of the representations of Hesiod

and Homer,
&quot;

to be permitted to tell us ? 0*

OTAE y AAHQH a
.&quot; They ought not,

arw ret Iv aVa, aAAa, ]M,aAAov, tironvetv wj

OTT*

a De Rep. II.
/&amp;gt;. 142. ed. Max.
B B 3
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OYT AAH0H Af-yci/raj, XT MjM*ff** TOJ?

pcLftpQis lo-9i b
. So again, of Homer s ace &amp;gt;unt

of the cruel treatment of the body of Hector by

Achilles, and of his sacrificing twelve Trojan

captives to the manes of Patroclus [//. $J]

fypTr&vrot, TXVTiX: OT
^]&amp;lt;ro^fi/

AAH0H ii&amp;lt;rOa.

And again, presently after ou 9 oVta
T&amp;lt;X,VT&amp;lt;Z,

OYT
AAH0H C

. To all which objections, as appears

from what follows, Aristotle s answer would have

been &amp;lt;m JJT

NOTE 237.

P. 191. SOPHOCLES DREW MEN, SUCH AS

THEY SHOULD BE J EURIPIDES, SUCH AS THEY

ARE.

The difference here intended, between the two

great Tragic Poets, seems to me to be rightly ex

plained by Dacier in few words: &quot;

Sophocle
&quot;

tachoit de rendre ses imitations parfaites, en
&quot;

suivant toujours bien plus ce qu une belle na--

&quot;

ture etoit capabte de faire, que ce qu elle faisoit.
&quot; Au lieu qu Euripide ne travailloit qu a. les

&quot; rendre semblables, en consultant davantage ce
&quot;

que cette merne nature faisoit, que ce qu elle

*
etoit capable de faire.&quot; p. 458. It is thus in

deed, that, by comparing different passages, we

shall

b De Rep. III. p. 160. He alludes particularly to the;

famous declaration of Achilles, Od. A. 487, which he im-.

mediately quotes ; with other passages of the same kimU

lbid.$\ 174.
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shall find Aristotle clearly explain himself. What
he here means by aXriQy, is

sufficiently clear from

the synonymous expressions, oo ctri c w, n

l$-iv, in this chapter, and
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;//,&amp;lt;?

xa9 r^f and,

w, in chapter ii. where he explains the different

objects of poetic imitation
a
. To these expres

sions are opposed another set of expressions,

which I take to be synonymous with each other

oix tlvou Set Ota? Set, here
;

TO jSsA-noy, and the

virtgsxpv, presently after;

Clip. XV . (SfAriowKf -n x#6
t^xasj fitXriovx? ruit mi/,

cap.\\
c

. All these expressions correspond to the

various expressions of, improved nature /# Zv//

nature ideal beauty, c. in modern writers.

The objection then, to which Aristotle here

points out the best answer, I understand to be

this
&quot; Your imitation is not trite, it is not an

&quot; exact copy of such nature as we see about us.&quot;

The answer is
&quot; No : but it is an improved copy.

&quot;

If I have not represented things as they are, I

&quot; have represented them as they ought to be.&quot;

A very different explanation of this passage

has been given by an eminent critic
; but, I con

fess, it appears to me to be irreconcilable with

Aristotle s expressions, clearly interpreted, as I

think they are, by comparison with each other.

According to that explanation, the answer of

Sophocles to the objection * aAnOn, and indeed

__the

a Transl. Part I. Stct. 3.
b Traml, vol. i. p. 146, 147.

* Part I. Sect. ^
B B 4
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the sense of the objection itself, are very different

from what Dacier, and, I believe, all the com

mentators, have represented them to be. The

explanation is this :

&quot; And this will further explain an essential

&quot;

difference, as we are told, between the two great
&quot;

rivals of the Greek stage. Sophocles, in re-

&quot;

turn to such as objected a want of truth in his

&quot;

characters, used to plead, that he drew men
&quot;

such as they ought to be, Euripides such as they
&quot;

Were. SopoxAn? I&amp;lt;PYI, a,vr&amp;lt;&&amp;gt; [*tv oust $i TTOHIV,

&quot;

Euftmliif $t, GIOI &amp;lt;n. The meaning of which
&quot;

is, Sophocles, from his more extended commerce
&quot; with mankind, had enlarged and widened the

&quot;

narrow, partial conception, arising from the

&quot;

contemplation of particular characters, into a
&quot;

complete comprehension of the kind. Whereas
&quot;

the philosophic Euripides, having been mostly
&quot;

conversant in the academy, when he came to

&quot;

look into life, keeping his eye too intent on
&quot;

single, really existing personages, sunk the kind
&quot;

in the individual; and so painted his charac-

&quot;

ters naturally indeed, and truly, with regard
&quot;

to the objects in view, but sometimes without

&quot;

that general and universally striking likeness,
&quot; which is demanded to the full exhibition of

&quot;

poetical truth
1

.&quot; Again after an illustration

of this meaning, by a comparative examination

of the Electra of Sophocles with that of Euri

pides,

d Comment, on the Ep. to the Pisos, p. 255.
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pides, the conclusion is
&quot; Whether this rcpre-

&quot;

sentation of Sophocle,s be not more agreeable
&quot;

to truth, as collected from wide observation,
&quot;

i. e. from human nature at large, than that of
&quot;

Euripides, the capable reader will judge. If
&quot;

it be, the reason I suppose to have been, that

&quot;

Sophocles painted his characters, such as, from
&quot;

attending to numerous instances of the same
&quot;

kind, he would conclude they ought to be
; Euri-

&quot;

pides, such, as a narrower sphere of observation

&quot; had persuaded him they were e &quot;

From these two passages compared, it appears,

I think, that by ox &* tlw such as they ought

to be the learned commentator understands,

such as they ought to be in order to possess
&quot;

that

&quot;

general and universally striking likeness, which
&quot;

is demanded to the full exhibition of poetical
&quot;

truth&quot; But a comparison of Aristotle with

himself, in the several passages above referred to,

seems to fix the sense clearly to that ideal perfec

tion, that poetic elevation and improvement of

nature, which may be said, rather, to exclude

such &quot;

general and universally striking likeness&quot;

of &quot;human nature at
large:&quot;

and this, I think,

was the very objection made to Sophocles by the

patrons of his rival.

According to the interpretation which I am

taking the liberty to examine, Sophocles is made

to answer the charge by denying its truth : for the

answer,
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enswer, as here stated, will be this You sayr

my representations are not tYue, and those of

Euripides are true. I deny this. You use the

term improperly. My representations are
&quot;

agree-
&quot;

able to truth&quot; because they are
&quot;

collected

&quot;

from wide observation, i. e. from human nature
u at large ;&quot;

those of Euripides are not agreeable

to truth, because they are representations, not of

the kind, but of individuals. The answer, as I

understand Aristotle, is very different. The

charge is not denied
{

,
or explained away, but

Admitted and justified. Sophocles says, &quot;Jf you
&quot; would have men represented as they are oio

* 4 tin you must, indeed, go to Euripides. I

&quot; have not drawn them so I never intended to

&quot; draw them so. I have done better I have

&quot; delineated mankind, not such as they really
&quot;

are, but such as they ought to be.&quot; Euripides

does not appear to have been charged, by those

objectors, with what may be termed individual

improbability of imitation, but with too close and

portrait-like delineation of general nature. In

short, the difference, which I understand to be

here intended, between the two Poets, cannot be

more exactly expressed, than it is by the ingenious

commentator

* The reader will observe, that in all the objections,

drawn from this source, the truth of the objections the

facts
&quot; this is not true&quot;

&quot;

this is neither true, nor as

&quot;

it ought to be,&quot;
&c. are all admitted. Oy aJvfa

AAA oia. &i. Ei & MHAETEPilS,
Jc OT |3fc?.Twv ft -v, AAA WTWJ ^ev.
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commentator himself, in the beginning of the

note to which I refer
;
where it is observed, [p. 253]

that
&quot;

truth may be followed too closely in works
&quot;

of imitation, as is evident in two respects. For,
&quot;

i. the artist, when he would give a copy of

&quot;

nature, may confine himself too scrupulously
&quot;

to the exhibition of particulars, and so fail of

&quot;

representing the general idea of the kind. Or,
&quot;

2. in applying himself to give the general idea,

(( he may collect it from an enlarged view of real

11
life, whereas it were still better taken from the

* nobler conception of it as subsisting only in the

&quot;

mind.&quot; Now, if we apply the latter of these

differences to the two Poets in question if we

say,
&quot; In applying himself to give the general

&quot;

idea, Euripides collected it from an enlarged
&quot; view of real life, whereas Sophocles took it

&quot; from the nobler conception of it, as subsisting
&quot;

only in the mind&quot; this will express exactly

what I take to be the sense of Aristotle.

To the support, which the common interpreta

tion of this passage receives from Aristotle him

self, may be added that which it receives, and, I

believe, is generally acknowledged to\receive, from

the Tragedies themselves, which are extant, of

the two Poets in question. That Euripides is,

in general, liable to the censure of particular

imitation of
&quot;

sinking the kind in the individual&quot;

I cannot say I have observed. But who can

read this Poet without observing the examples,

with
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with which he every where abounds, of that very
&quot;

general and universally striking likeness, which
&quot;

is demanded to the full exhibition of poetical
lfc

truth?&quot; In Sophocles, we find more elevation,

more dignity, more of that improved likeness, and

ideal perfection, which the philosopher expresses

by his ota, hi
Tr^o?

TO p&riov, &c. In Euripides,

we find more of the aAufk?, the opoiov, &c. we
are oftener reminded of the common nature and

common life, which we all see around us. And
if this, in conjunction with other causes

11

,
be

sometimes found to lower the imitations of this

Poet, beneath the proper level of Tragic dignity,

and to produce something of the xupuhu TJS

GoAoyjUi/, which Longinus
*

attributes to the

Odyssey, the fault is amply redeemed, perhaps in

those very parts, by the pleasure which results

from the closeness and obviousness of the imita

tion; certainly, in many others, by those precious

touches of nature, which must, at once, strike

every individual of every audience; such, if I

mistake not, as are much more rarely to be found

In Sophocles, and such, perhaps, as, after all that

we have heard about the beau ideal and improved

nature, can only be produced by an exact tran

script of nature, as it is; of what the Poet has

actuallyfelt himself, and actually seen in others.

The truth seems to be, that both in Poetry,

and in Painting, if the sublime be aimed at, ;the

Poet,

k Such as were mentioned in NOTE 33. vol. i.
J
Sect. 9.
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toet, and the Artist, must look up to the o* AEI

slvxi : their eyes may
&quot;

glance from earth to

heaven,&quot; and they may
&quot;

body forth the form of

things unknown&quot; But, if emotion and the pathe

tic be their object, they will, neither of them,

attain their end, unless they submit to descend a

little towards earthy and to copy with some close

ness that nature which is before their eyes. We
are told of Michael Angela, that

&quot;

his people are

&quot; a superior order of beings;&quot; that
&quot;

there is

&quot;

nothing about them, nothing in the air of their

&quot;

actions, or their attitudes, or the style and cast

&quot; of their very limbs or features, that puts otic

&quot;

in mind of their belonging to our own
specks*.&quot;

If this be the character of that painter s works, I

must confess, for my own part, that I should be

disposed to turn from them to those of the charm

ing artist, whose words I quote, where we see

human nature improved, but notforgotten. I am

very well content to be reminded of my own spe

cies, as he reminds me of them. But this, at

least, is certain, that such a character, applied to

a Tragic Poet, would be the severest censure that

criticism could pronounce*.

k Sir Jos. Reynolds * Discourses, &c. p. 170.
* The writer just quoted, among other excellent

observations on this subject, in his notes on Du Fresnoy,

allows, that, even in painting,
&quot; a dash of .individuality is

&quot; sometimes necessary to give an interest&quot;
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NOTE 238.

P. 191. BUT, AS XENOPHANES SAYS, &c,

Thus all the MSS. and editions. Victorms pro

posed AA a 2A$H raj s : and supported his

conjecture by the following fragment of Xeno-

plianes, preserved in Sext. Empiricus, to which he

supposes Aristotle to allude :

rs 9 K

Ei ya^ KUI roL pahiga, TTXOI rereXe^si/oi/

AV7&amp;lt;&&amp;gt; Opwq XK Ol$e, $OK& (5&quot; 7Tl 7?OUTI TSTVKTOtt*.

Few conjectural emendations invite assent by a

more remarkable union of ingenuity and proba

bility: and, as it appears to me, that, without

some emendation, nothing consistent or satisfactory

can be made of the passage, we need, I think,

have little scruple in admitting the reading of

Victorius as true, till manuscript authority pro

duces something better.

Xenophanes is here introduced, probably, be

cause he had written against the theology of

HOMER and HESIOD b
. The following lines areO

quoted from him by Sextus Empiricus :

YloiVrex,

* The sense is
&quot;

Concerning the nature of the Gods,
&quot; and of the universe, nothing ever has been, or ever

&quot; can be, dearly known by man. For should we even
&quot; chance to guess the truth, we cannot know it to be the

ft truth. All is mere
opinion&quot;.

k Dio7, Laert.lX. 1 8.
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eus Bttdipcay O^i^- tf
&amp;lt;

H&amp;lt;no&amp;lt;&i re,

OC^ eoA(K#t&amp;lt;u&amp;lt;rtv
ovethet xui

t|/0y&amp;gt; ea,

KAEHTEIN, MOIXEYEIN re, xa&amp;lt; AAAH-
AOY ADATEYEIN .

By alluding to those other verses, where he de

scants on the uncertainty and obscurity of all

inquiries relative to the nature of the Gods, and

asserts, that all, on that subject, is mere conjecture

and opinion, Aristotle seems, slily enough, to have

intended to make Xcnophanes answer himself;

and to excuse Homer s theology, even by the

testimony of one who had been most forward to

condemn it.
&quot; These may be opinions taken up

&quot;

at random, as Xenophams says ;
and his repre-

&quot;

sentation of the Gods may be the true : but,
&quot;

as he himself owns, these are matters not dearly
11 known. AAX a vxipn ra.St. Homer was there-

&quot;

fore right, as a Poet, in following popular
&quot;

tradition and belief
d

.&quot;

Aristotle also alludes here, without doubt, to

the objections of PLATO, De Repub. II. p. 150, &c.

ed. Massey.

I cannot forbear to mention one curious maxim

f Xenophanes about drinking, which we find in

some pleasant elegiac lines preserved in Athenaus.

It was his opinion, it seems, that no man had

drunk too much, provided he was able to walk

home without a guide.

e See the Poesis Philosophica of H. Stephens, p. 36. where

other fragments of this philosopher are collected.

d See REMARK 32. p. 467 of this volume.

VOL. H. B B 8
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Ou% u

e

j@&amp;lt;
Ktveiv &amp;lt;T OTTOOTOV p&v

o*W ANEY nponoAOY. ---

And what says the severe and moral PLATO on

this subject? He forbids young men this indul

gence, but allows it to old :
^f6t&amp;gt;? JV, x TroAuflw*;

roirotgonroiv
TON NEON

d?r;t&amp;lt;r(Ut.
Till the age

of 1 8, he allows no wine
; for, to drink it at that

time of life, he says, is
&quot;

adding fire to
jftre,

both

&quot;

in body and mind&quot;
TTV^

t-m
TTU^ o^TtuaK, ? TI

TO
&amp;lt;rw/xa,

KI rw 4/uj^nv. From 1 8 to
3&amp;gt;

a mode

rate use of wine might be allowed: ov ymo-Oai

T METPIOT. At 40, and after, it might be used

in ajolly kind of way ? TTK^IXV-wr

JW0u/Aa? AH0HN ytynir&a

&amp;lt;rxAifOT8
TO Tif v|/u^nf rO^, xaarrff af

ivTtQzvrot, yiyvopwov xai arw

For wine, says he, was given to man, as

f a&amp;gt;jt*axov
--- -

t7Ttx^oi&amp;gt;
r^f TS FHPXiS aur^ornT*,

De Leg. II. p. 666. cd. Serr.

NOTE 239.

P. 192. WHETHER WHAT is SAID, OR

DONE, &c.

I believe Victorius is right in referring this to

the accusation, or nriripv&amp;lt;rK,
which Aristotle, at

the end of the chapter, expresses by & (3xapt^.
&quot;

Arbitror autem rationem hanc pertinere ad for-

* mam earn, quam vocavit, w? |3x|3^*. Docet
&quot; enim nunc, si poeta arguitur, quod personam

&quot;

aliquam
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&quot;

aliquam induxcrit, qure quippiam dixerit aut
&quot;

fecerit, quod merito reprehcndi possit, aut spe-
&quot;

cietn habcat nocendi, quomodo illud defend!

&quot;

purgarique debeat.&quot; p. 278. It is true, the

word
j3Aa|3ff

ov docs not liere occur : but Aristotle

uses other words, as synonymous, at the conclusion

Of the chapter ; as, f^yfu^n, TTOW^X : and here,

the same thing is sufficiently indicated by the

moral expressions, /* xaAw?, and pauAo*. And

though this solution cannot, that I see, be consi

dered as arising from the application of any of

the three principles laid down at the beginning of

the chapter, yet it seems plainly connected, as I

have observed in the notes on the translation, with

what precedes.

NOTE 240.

P. 193. FOR THE SOLUTION&quot; OF SOME OB

JECTIONS, WE MUST HAVE RECOURSE TO THE

DICTION.

T
&amp;lt;?, TTgog rw Asifiv oguvTo.

$fi hotXvetv. So, un

doubtedly, the passage should be punctuated; not,

as in some editions, very absurdly, rot &amp;lt;T

TT^C? rw

Atiy, efarra J JWAut/ : of which the fair, and

only tair, translation would be &quot; Those objec-
&quot;

tions, which relate to the diction, we must solve

&quot;

by looking at thtm*\
n

Goulston, who adopts

this perverse construction, is lorced to supply :

&quot;

his

* &quot;

Quae vero ad dictioncoi pcrtuient, oportet inluentem

&quot;

solvere&quot; Ed. Cantab. 1785.

VOL. II. C C
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&quot;

his modis intuentem:&quot; and Heinsius has inserted

TW? in his text
;
on what authority, I know not.

But the true construction certainly is, ofuwct TT^
mv Xi^iv /. e. by having an eye to, or, considering,
&quot;

the diction.&quot; And so the passage was, long

ago, well explained by Victorius; who was fol

lowed by Castelvetro, Piccolomini, and Beni. -

Dacier, though he translates rightly, mistakes the

sense with those, whose translation is wrong. He

supposes Aristotle here to be suggesting answers

to objections against the diction. But the instances

might have set him right ;
none of them appearing

to be criticisms on the diction, but, all of them,

objections to the seme, though the answers are

drawn from the diction. Indeed Dacier seems to

have seen this, and is therefore forced to make the

diction, Ajy, include the thoughts, fwow ;
thus

confounding Aristotle s clear distinction
b

.

In this whole chapter, words are considered no

farther, than as they afford the means of obviating

objections against the sense.

NOTE 241.

P. 195. WHEN ON THE TROJAN PLAIJC

;HIS ANXIOUS EYE, &C.

The censure, here, is generally supposed to have

fallen on the word afyurae, and the absurdity of

making Agamemnon see the Trojan camp, and

the

b &quot; La diction a deux parties ; car elle comprend ordi-

** nairement les pensees & 1 expression.&quot; p. 468. note 27.
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the Grecian fleet, by night, and when he was

shut up in his tent. To this, Aristotle is under

stood to reply, that the word is metapkoricai; he

saw with iiis mind s eye. For my part, I v\ould

much rather confess, that I do not understand the

instance at all, than suppose the philosopher ca

pable of thus explaining away one of the finest

descriptive touches in the whole Iliad. The

entire passage is this :

HTOI or e$ irt^iov TO Tocaixov

X.U[ACX.(^V
TTVOCX, TTOXhot, T(X, KOCltTO

AvXuv Gvotyywv r evoTfyv, G^OC^QV r

11 K. v. n.

I can hardly think it possible for any man, of

the least taste, to read these lines, and understand

them to express merely the thoughts of Agamem
non. Mr. Pope, who has shewn so much taste

in making the most of all Homer s picturesque

descriptions
3

, has, in his translation, done ample

justice to this. Yet, in the note
b

, this cruel me

taphorical sponge is applied, without compunction,

upon the supposed authority of Aristotle ; though,

alter all, the evident corruption and deficiency of

this whole passage leaves it dubious, whether this,

or,

a See Dlss. I. vol. i. p. 46, &c.
b

//. X. v. 13. where, in the note, this explanation by

metaphor is given with seeming acquiescence. In Cl.irke s

Homer, too, it is adopted, and afyweie is explained,
&quot; animo videret : secum circumspectaret. Kara ^srapof

Aristot. Poetic, cap. xxv.&quot;

C C 2
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or, indeed, any other meaning, assigned, or assign

able, be the true one.

All, in this description, seems clearly literal

The verb, aft^no-ai,
is no where in Homer, I be

lieve, applied to mental vision. Still less is

Oaujuaf^ applicable to mere thought, or recollection.

And what, after all, is Agamemnon made to see?

Only what he might easily see, even as he lay on

his couch the Jires of the Trojan camp. Add
to this, the sense still more evidently literal of what

follows of his hearing the military music
c

,
and

&quot;

the busy hum of men&quot;

There are few descriptions in Homer, that, to

me, appear more beautiful than this little military

night-scene. Whatever may be supposed with

respect to Agamemnon, we, who read, are made

to see, and hear. But, take away the literal

sense, and you take away, with it, the whole

beauty of the passage. And, after all, what is

the difficulty? Agamemnon, though retired to

his tent, was kept awake by his anxiety. The

enemy was noi far off; and he apprehended

the design of some nocturnal incursion
d

. In

this situation, is it difficult to imagine, that he

might frequently rise, and look with an anxious

eye

c

Pope has expressed this, I think, in a very happy
line :

&quot; Hears in the passing wind their music blow.
*

a
AviTjWfVEEf avfysf CT%5b StdTOU, K? Tl jJ/AEV,

M 7TUS KM 5i VVXTCH |UVO&amp;lt;W7W&amp;lt; (JLaftwOcU. V. IOO, IOI.
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eye towards the Trojan camp, and towards the

ships? for this is all which the expressions, E2

TTiJW a
OfxriiE

ES n? i7oi here imply. Nor is

it at all improbable, that he might have these views

as he lay upon his bed, through windows, or

apertures, made perhaps for that very purpose.

The commentators seem to have thought only of

a modern officer, snugly shut up in a close and

comfortable tent, and disturbed by no fear, but

that of a sore throat, or the rheumatism. The

tents of the antients were mere huts, or hovels
e

.

The marquee of Achilles himself, as it is minutely

described by Homer f

,
seems to have been little

better than a cow-house.

As I have given the passage from Homer, the

reader may not be displeased to compare that

sketch with a far more finished and exquisite

night-piece, but of the same kind, by our own

great Poet.

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of

The hum of either army stilly sounds, [night,

That the fix d centinels almost receive

The secret whispers of each other s watch :

Fire answersJire ;
and through their paly flames

Each battle sees the other s umber d face :

Steed

&quot;

Trojanis temporibus, tent orla nondum erant lintea.

&amp;lt;f Achivorum KM&amp;lt;TIOI stipitibus lignisque constabant, vimine
&quot;

intertexto, humoque aggesta ; adeoque tugnria potius.&quot;

Heyne ad Virgil. jEn. I. Excurs. 16.

f
//. H. 449. Pope s transl. XXIV. 553, and the note.

VOL. ii, c c 3
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Steed threatens steed, in high and boastful neighs,

Piercing the night s dull ear
;
and from the tents,

The armourers, accomplishing the knights,

With busy hammers closing rivets up,

Give dreadful note of preparation
g

. Henry V. Act iv.

NOTE 242.

P&amp;lt; 195* Au^wi/ (rufjyywv 6 opafov. //. K. v. 13.

So Aristotle. In our editions of Homer, the

whole line is

Auhuv
(rvgiyyuv

r tvo-Tryv, opxoov r
etvQgwrFuyl

I cannot agree with those commentators who

take the objection here to fall upon the word

IVQTTW, which means, voice,
&quot; & ne se dit propre-

&quot;

ment,&quot; says Dacier,
&quot;

que des hommes.&quot; This

would be a mere verbal objection ;
for the mean

ing is plain enough. But Aristotle, as I have

already observed, is notjiere considering criticisms

on the diction, but, such criticisms on the Siuma,

or thoughts, as may be obviated by means of the

diction.

Farther; he is here shewing, how objections

may be removed by having recourse to meta

phor by saying,
&quot;

the expression is not to be

&quot; taken in its prdper, but, in its metaphorical
&quot;

sense.&quot; But Dacier s explanation makes the

objection to be, not the impropriety of the literal

sense, (for that was out of the question here),

but only the impropriety, or harshness, of the

metaphor ;

See REMARK 33. p. 467 of this vol.
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metaphor ; and the answer, according to him, is

no other, than a denial of the charge, and a justi

fication of the metaphor. And this will be equally

the case, whether we take Aristotle s quotation as

it stands o-vfiyyuv opK$ov or suppose him to

mean, a-vgiyyuv r
EfoTTTji/, as we read it in our edi

tions : except, that the former would be much the

bolder and harsher metaphor of the two.

So much then for, what the criticism was not.

What it was, must always, I fear, in the present

condition of the text, remain a problem. One

conjecture only occurs to me, and that, such as I

cannot take upon me to offer with any degree of

confidence. Perhaps Aristotle had, originally,

quoted, or meant, at least, to refer to, the whole

verse, as we read it; and the censure might be

pointed at the expression OMAAON r KV^UTTM.

The proper and derivative sense of
opa$&amp;lt;&

seems

to be that of a crowd, a multitude, a heap
*

;
its

secondary sense, by a common metonymy of

cause for effect, the murmur, or tumult, occasioned

by a multitude. So Hesychius : Opx$&amp;lt;&

(l.) A0POI2I2, (2.) OPTBOr. (l.) OXAOS,

(2.) TAPAX02. 2TPAT02, Vo ra, o&amp;gt;a.
Per

haps, then, some hypercritic might take, or chuse

to take, the word here in its primary sense, of

multitude, and ask, how Agamemnon could, by

night,

a In the Orphean Argonautlcs, v. H2
} J-a/wafoi OMA-

AOS, occurs, for a heap of sand.&quot; Jpollon. Rhodius

uses the word in the same sense as, 1. 347. IV. 198.

c c 4
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night, perceive and &quot; wonder at&quot; the multitude of

men ? QaypK^Ev opctSov uvQguTruv.
To this it would

be a proper answer, to say you mistake the

meaning of the word o^mSov : it is not used here

in its proper sense, of a multitude, but, in its me

taphorical sense, for the effect produced by the

voices and the bustle of a multitude. The cri

ticism, I confess, would be frivolous enough ; yet

not more so than many others, to which Aristotle

has condescended to furnish answers. It will

perhaps be thought a more solid objection to my

conjecture, that the word, OJUB^*, seems to be

constantly used by Homer in the secondary sense.

So. //. M. 471. B. 96. Od. K. 556 : Kivupeiw

J IT^WV OMAAON KAI AOTHON AKOT2A2. Nor

can I say, that I have found any instance in

Homer, of this word used in its primary sense.

The other sense may, therefore, appear too com

mon and established to have admitted of any dif

ficulty. But to this circumstance, a critic, disposed

to cavil, and furnished with sufficient authorities

for the primary sense from other authors, may

easily be imagined to have paid no regard.

NOTE 243.

P. 105. ALL, IS PUT FOR MANY .

TO
y&amp;lt;x.p

IIANTES, #im ra IIc/AAa, xartx. fAirot-Qopccv

tlfuroii.
The word, Tra*?, does not occur in any

of the preceding examples. But, says M. Batteux,

it is virtually contained in the first example

AAAOI
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AAAOI jaii/ fet 0eo Tf xa
&amp;gt;/??,

&C. for aAAot

means nANTE2 aAAti.
&quot;

Aristote tradu it AV&,
& non le ??tf.&quot; Dacier understands the passage

in the same manner. This explanation appears to

me forced and improbable. Aristotle says plainly,

TO TTUVTES --- tlfnrxi / . c.
&quot;

the &quot;word trams;&quot;

and I believe, with Victorias, Piccolomini, and

Heinsius, that some corresponding example is lost,

as the explanations of the other examples appear

to be likewise.

NOTE 244.

P. 196. AIAOMEN $t ei tv

OTK ATTOS o Zzu? ei

Tfi ENTHNini ENETEAAETO

De Soph. Elench. p. 284, t &amp;lt;/. DuvaL This clearly

confirms the common explanation, which makes

Hipplas substitute SiMp.**, the infinitive, (for JjJo-

/^va&amp;gt;,)
used imperatively, instead of $ifai*tv, the

first person plural of the present tense.

A very curious solution this. Jupiter tells no

lie. He only orders the dream to lie for him :

&quot; Ce qui est trts
different&quot; says Dacier;

&quot;

car

&quot;

alors le mensonge ne vient pas de Jupiter, il

&quot;

vient du
songe.&quot;

Dacier tells us also, that

this hemistich, which does not appear in our copies

of
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of Homer *, was altered,

&quot;

par unefraudepieuse&quot;

I cannot see any great piety in the fraud; because

nothing appears to be added to the impiety of the

passage by the words objected to, or to be taken

from it, by the suppression of them. If the words

were in Aristotle s Homer, they were probably in

Plato s also. Yet, in the passage at the end of

the second book of his Republic, where he alludes

to this part of Homer, he, very properly, takes

no notice of these words, but censures the whole

circumstance, of Jupiter s being represented as

sending such a deceitful dream : rw ra IJ/UTTI/IS

IIOMIIHN CTTO Ai&amp;gt; TW AyapE/Airovi
b

. The theology,

indeed, of this charming writer, was of a very

different complexion from that of Hippias, or of

Dacier. Koifa dx. o 0EO2

NOTE 245.

P. 196. To
[Atv OT xTa7ru0Tat

This correction, also, of Hippias, is somewhat

more explicitly mentioned, DeSoph. Eknch.p. 284.

The passage was censured as absurd, (w? aroirut

iifukorji) by those critics who read I. But what

the

a Instead of it, we read
Tfuttrtrt tie ia$e

7/.B. 15. See Clarke s note.
b
P. 154, ed. Mass. c

7^/V.
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, the absurdity was, we are not told by Aristotle.

His commentators tell us, that it consisted in first

calling the post
&quot;

dry&quot;
avov

*, and then saying
&quot; where it was rotfed by rain.&quot; I cannot say
I comprehend this. Are rottenness and dri/ness,

as Beni very well asks, incompatible? Nor is it

clear, what construction, or what sense, was given

to the passage, by those who read 2, instead of .

But the reader will hardly thank me for detain

ing him with a dissertation upon a rotten post.

NOTE 246.

P. 196. AND MIX D BEFORE UNMIX D.

Zugce, re T
Trgiv AKPHTA, [JWAAa-rrovTa xsAfuSa? :

for so the verse is completed, in Simplicius and

AthtncEiisJ] This seems the best and most au

thentic reading, and Dacier s the most reasonable

explanation. The meaning of the words, fwf&amp;lt;*,

fw&amp;lt;m/3oi/,
was matter of great dispute among the

antients themselves. See Plutarch s Sympos.

Prob. V. 4. M. Batteux, taking it to mean pure,

unmlved, reads, consistently with that idea, for

axfura, KEKPATO. But, that this word, whatever

it was, meant wtmuxd, seems plain from the pas

sage of Atheruevs, p. 423, 424, about T/ieo-

phrastus ; who, it seems, in a treatise on drunken

ness,

a The lines are

ErrxE |y&amp;gt;ov O.VQV, o&ov r ofyw ,
yT^&amp;gt;

air];,

H tyv@- t r&amp;gt; KtVWS, TO |WV 8 KXTlXTruQtTal

7/^.327,
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ness, adduced these very lines of Empedocles to

prove, that the meaning of fygoregov was, notpure

wine, but wine mixed with water.

The expression, ^aAAarroi/Ta xAu0K?, seems to

prove, as Dacier has explained it, that the second

verse was not intended merely as explanatory re

petition, in other terms, of the change described in

the first, but as descriptive of a contrary change ;

an interpretation which is somewhat supported by
the two following lines of the same Poet, on the

same subject :

AAAOTE (AM, (piXoryTi (ruvt^optv els

AAAOTE &amp;lt;T AT, &% IKOCS OI,

(pogevptva,

and, perhaps, still better, by the lines quoted by

Aristotle, Phys. Auscult. VIII. p. 408. The ex

pression MA0ON aOatfa-r ilvon is well explained

by Casaubon, upon Athena3us, p. 718,
&quot;

juaflo?,

&quot;

pro fjcufciray, aut in-fpvxeurav : didicerant esse9
l&amp;lt;

pro erant, vel solebant, esse,&quot;
&c. See also the

verses just referred to, in the Phys. Auscult.

where the same expression occurs MEMA0HKE

Of b*iurif and
&amp;lt;rui/6&amp;lt;r?,

and the ambiguity of

punctuation, as a source of sophistical argumen

tation, more may be seen, if it be thought worth

seeing, Rhet. II. 24. p. 580. De Soph. Elench.

p. 284, 288, 303, ed. Duval.

Poes. Philos. H. Sttph. p. 31.
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NOTE 247.

P. 197. To AMBIGUITY .

a, / . e. such ambiguity, as does not de

pend on the different senses of single words,

(which Aristotle .calls opuwpuz,) but on the dif

ferent senses, of which tico or more woi^ds are

capable, independently of their punctuation. See,

De Soph. Elcnch. I. cap. iv. which clears up his

distinctions, between $i^vr^t otpqifioXiot, c/*w*u-

piot, &c.

NOTE 248.

P. 197. WHATEVER is POURED OUT TO

DRINK AS WINE.

Upon V. 363 of Od. -Q. ( Xwvra? alOoTra oW
)

EustathlUS says runs iv, l^xXXovrxq * ? x^arjjoaf ;

and Gataker remarks, on occasion of the same

passage
&quot;

TO xtgav, sive
x^ac-os*, licet miscere

&quot;

proprie significet, usurpatur tamen simpliciter
u

uvTt ra, iyfttuv, xat SiSovon TTWUV pro infunderCj
&quot;

in calicem scil. sive cyathum, et bibendumpor-
11

rigere *.&quot; As a proof that the verb was so

used, without the idea of mLving, we meet with it

applied to mctar :

KEPASEE vexrctf) egvQpv.
Od. E. 93.

The Gods hardly drank nectar and water. But it

is even applied to pure water itself:

0up76 KEPAAA xara x^ar- re KOLI upuv.

i. e. pouring it over my head and shoulders.

Od. K. 362.

* See Clarke s Homer.
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NOTE 249.

P. 197. HENCE GANYMEDE, &c.

I have adhered, without scruple, to the trans

position mentioned in Mr. Winstanley s note
a

;

which had been proposed, I know riot by whom,
before Victorius published his commentary. Vic-

torius opposes it
; but, I think, without sufficient

reason. Piccolomini saw, and has well defended,

the necessity of it, which appears to me to be ob

vious. I would read the whole passage thus :

T&amp;lt;* &, XKTOI, TO IQ& rns Af^fwj
*

ou&amp;gt;v,
rov [forte,

TO] xfx^atju.jnivov,
cjj/ov (pavM tlvxi oQtv slpriTOii o

JJ 7TIVOVTUV OWOV. EjJ CUV TKTO yt V.tt.1 tOLTK

&amp;lt;po(&amp;gt;ot,v. Kai, XaAxta?, ra? TOV
ffdygo

This differs from Mr. Winstanley s arrangement,

only with respect to the words D &amp;lt;T dv rare

ye, &c. which appear to me to belong to the sin

gle example immediately preceding them in the

editions. The commentators agree, I think, in

making them refer to all the examples. But I can

not be persuaded, that Aristotle, after formally pro

posing the ()( A^wf, as a distinct solution, would

immediately say, that all the instances he gives

might

* Ed. Ox, 1780, p. 307.
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might as well be defended xara
ptTzpofotv. I un

derstand him to say &quot;though
this example,

&quot;

indeed, may also be defended by metaphor.&quot;

The expression confirms this : citi &amp;lt;T a i&amp;gt; TOTTO

Besides, there seems to be a pretty plain reason,

why this instance might be considered as a meta

phor, and the others not so. Nectar was the

nine of the Gods
;
and the resemblance was suf

ficiently obvious, to make the substitution of the

one for the other an easy metaphor. With the

other examples the case is different. Brass and

iron are indeed, each of them, species of metals.

But the common genus is too general to constitute

that obvious resemblance which is requisite to a

metaphor. Their likeness, to use the philoso

pher s own language, is not perceived by the genus*.

Oil and vinegar are both liquids ; yet the substi

tution of the one for the other would make a very

strange sort of metaphor ;
because they have no

other resemblance to each other, but as liquids.

Hence, Aristotle denominates such substitutions

not metaphors, but customary modes of speech ;

both because the resemblance is not obvious enough

for metaphor, and because, as the name implies,

they are common and established expressions,

however, in themselves, improper.

b See NOTE 183.
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NOTE 250.

P. 198. TliE MEANING IS, WAS STOPPED

ONLY, OR REPELLED.

Dacier supposes the critics to have objected to

the improbability of a long spear s remaining

fixed in a shield, like an arrow, or light dart.

I cannot so conceive it. The lines themselves are

the best comment here.

TOT Atvttao o

H&amp;lt;rai/ n

Tag duo, %aX/a^, ovo ^ evdoQi,

//. T. 267, &c.

The shield was composed of five plates ; the

two first, of brass
;

the two innermost, next the

body, (for that seems to be the sense of !i&amp;gt;Mf

a

,)

of tin, xawiTffoio
b

;
and one in the middle, of

gold; and there the spear was stopped : TH* f

lo-giro.
Now this might mean, stuck, or, was

fastened, in it
c

. But this, it was objected, would

have

2
It may, however, mean within the brass plates. If

so, we must understand the two external plates, on the

opposite sides of the shield, to have been brass, and the

two iron, within, and contiguous to, them. In either

case, the plate of gold will be the third and middle plate.
*
Meaning, I suppose, according to the IS- At|ewj. iron.

*
As, by the way, the same word clearly appears to

mean
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have been a manifest contradiction
; for Homer

had said, not only that the gold stopped it

Xfuo-* yap ^ujca&amp;gt;c but, still more expressly, that

the spear penetrated two of the plates, and that

the three others remained unpierced. But the

spear could not well be fixed, or fastened, in the

plate of gold, which was the third, without pierc

ing it. And thus the objection appears to have

been rightly understood by Victorius and Goulston,

NOTE 251.

P. 199. OF HOW MANY DIFFERENT SEN

SES, &C.

I may say with Victorius,
&quot;

hie locus valde me

torsit&quot; The words are these : TO St, weo-a^w?

ittfr^crou,
uh TTW? jftoXif ai/ TIJ uVoAa|3ot xonx, rw

Kr amxfu. In this passage, as in many others,

there is just glimpse enough of some meaning, to

mock a commentator with the hopes of discovery,

and to deprive him of the comfort of doing at

once, what, after all his efforts, he will probably

find himself obliged to do at last of abandoning

the passage as unintelligible. For my own part, I

do not see one clear and satisfactory sense, that

can be made of the words, without conjectural

emendation
;
and if we open that door, we shall

be,

mean in a similar passage, //. H. 248. But, there, it is

used with the preposition Iv.

*E| 3e Jia nrvxag fa6e &*?* %ta- Tjfij,

EN TJJ y iptioarn ivu 2XETO.

VOL. II, D D
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be, again, confounded by the number of different

screes which ingenuity may propose, with equal

pretensions to our acceptance.

Dacier translates thus :

&quot; Et le plus court

&quot;

moyen de se tirer de ces endroits, c est de
&quot;

prendre le loot dans un sens tout contraire a
&quot;

celui qu on lui donne ordinairement,** Piccolo-

mini and Beni understand it thus :
&quot; How many

* ;
senses a word admits ot~ may best be known by

&quot;

considering the significations opposed to it i&quot;

a sense preferable, I think, at least, to any other

that has been offered, because it certainly does

receive some support from the fifteenth chapter of

Aristotle s first book of Topics
*

; where he treats

of Hoinonyjny, or equivocation, and points out dif

ferent means, by which we may discover, what,

and how many, different senses a word will admit

of; and among these is the rule here supposed to

be alluded to ; i. c. that any single word must ad

mit of as many different significations as are

opposed to it. As, tor example, to the word acute,

we oppose,
naMtimg*

grace, sometimes blunt,

sometimes dull, or stupid. Acute therefore has, of

course, three different senses, corresponding to

those three opposite senses.

But though this explanation of the passage must

be allowed to give an Aristoidlc meaning, yet I

cannot think it a meaning that arises, fairly and

clearly, from the text In particular, the expres

sion,

\ P. 189. S Sfs:. 2, 3.
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fiion, KATA rr,v [sci

1

.
- for so it is sup

plied] KAT ANTIKPT, has, to me, a very

suspicious appearance. I much doubt, whether

Aristotle would have used th.; word aWixpu to

denote contrariety of meaning, or any thing but

local opposition. I believe he would have used

ivavTicv, or avTixsyuK/K ;
as he does constantly in

those parts of his logical works, where he treats of

contrariety, and of the opposite senses of words b
;

and \\here I have not found the phrase XT amx^u,
once made use of in that sense. However, as this

interpretation seems to be the least exceptionable

of any, and I see nothing better to propose, I have

admitted it in ray version : but I should certainly

not accuse any reader of being very fastidious,

if he preferred a blank to this, or any other mean

ing, that has been given to this dark saying.

Emendatory conjectures, indeed, have occurred to

me, as to others; but none of them plausible

enough even to impose upon myself.

XOTE 252.

P. 199. AUGUE FROM THESE PREVIOUS

DECISIONS OF THEIR OWX.

AUTO* KATAH&amp;lt;frIIAMENOL I cannot think

this word so free from all difficulty as Mr. Win-

stanley does. He says,
&quot;

Egregie dictum X*T-
&quot;

4&quot;i?
a
/* *&amp;gt;

ut sensus sit : hi perinde acjW/re?
&quot;

(/:

b See Topic I. 15, above referred to; and, II. 7, 8. tt

passim.
D D 2
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&quot;

quidarn deccrnentcs ratiocinantur,&quot; &c. But thfe

question is, whether the word will admit that

sense, or any other, than that of condemning^

passing sentence against, &c. which is not to

Aristotle s purpose in this place. The fair sense

of xaraij/flpjc-ajttffot &amp;lt;ruAAoyjo&amp;gt;Tat, is, if I mistake

not,
c&amp;lt;

they argue, or form their conclusion, after,

or, in consequence of, having condemned
&quot;

what ?

We must necessarily understand them to have

condemned, either the passage in question, or, the

opinion of others about the sense of it. But

Aristotle, in what follows, says plainly, that they

condemned the passage, or the opinions of others

relative to it, in consequence of their own precon

ceived and erroneous notions
;
and the idea of

condemnation, or censure, here, would be only an

awkward, tautological anticipation of the EniTI-

MflDIN, tx.v vTTEvavTiov y rtj KVTUV
olrj&amp;lt;m,

which fol-

lows. I think, therefore, that the proposed

correction of Heinsius, xaraSOpKra^vot, must be

allowed the praise, both of ingenuity and proba

bility.
In my version, however, I have contented

myself with making the best I could of that reading

which has the authority of all the manuscripts,

and all the Commentators, except Heinsius, on its

side. Victorius thinks the word will bear the sense

of &quot; cum sententiam tulerint
;&quot;

but %ie adds

&quot;

quamvis in pra^positionc, quae verbo -adjuncts
&quot;

est, vis insit contra alias idfaciendi&quot;
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NOTE 253.

P. 199-200. THE OBJECTION ITSELI^

THEREFORE, IS PROBABLY FOUNDED ON A
MISTAKE.

At* ajua^T^a $t TO
TrgofiXupci

ilx 1
EJ-J.

&quot; MetuO
&quot; ne hie locus corruptus mancusve sit.&quot; Victor.

To give these words any meaning that may not

easily be controverted, is, I believe, impossible.

I have made them say, what it seems to me most

probable that the author meant to say :

&quot; So far

&quot;

is this criticism from proving Homer to be
&quot;

wrong, that it is, itself, probably, founded on a
&quot;

mistake.&quot;

NOTE 254.

P. 200. TlIE IMITATIONS OF POETRY SHOULD

RESEMBLE THE PAINTINGS OF ZEUXIS- .

you 7TCf TO fitXTtov TO
yce,{&amp;gt;

siv.

Batteqx proposes this arrangement :

That the words, TOJ8T? $ tivxi, ,,
belong to the second, way of defending the impossi

ble, by referring it to the |3AT&v oi hi ct)&amp;gt;i 9 &c.

seems

a
So, at least, the passage is printed in the edition I use

of M.Batteux s Quatre Poetises, (Paris 1771,) not as

they are quoted by Mr. Winstanley, p. 309.

D D 3
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seems clear. Nor is it any objection to this, as

some have thought it
b

,
that Aristotle had before

mentioned the paintings of Zeuxis, as deficient in

the expression of the manners*. For it by no

means follows, from this deficiency of Zeuxis as to

manners, that. he did not represent 7r&amp;gt;o? TO j3Aroi/,

with respect to beauty, grace, dignity of form d

,
&c. :

and it seems to be this kind of improvement, in

painting, by which Aristotle, here and elsewhere,

illustrates the /uipia-i? j&A-noi/^ of poetry. Com

pare, particularly, cap. xv. ETTII & p/*jxnj in j

T^ay. far. &C.
e
.

The story of the manner, in which Zeuxis is

said to have collected the /BfAnoi/ for his famous

picture of Helen, is well known. See Cic. de

Invent. II. i. Pirn. Nat. Hist. XXXV. 9.

Bayle, art. ZEUXIS.

I agree, therefore, perfectly with Mr.Winstanley,
that the words, TOIXTZ? &amp;lt;J t\vtx,i Jjs? Z. lyg. should be

transposed : but I do not see, that any alteration,

farther than the mere transposition, is necessary.

I would read AAA&amp;lt;* KKI irgos
TO fisXnov \scil. n

iivou
\_scil. &amp;lt;$i]

oia

b See Goulston s version and notes.

e
Cap. iii. Transl. vol. i. p. 119.

d Zeuxis plus membris corporis dedit, id amplius atque

augustMS ratus, atque (ut existimant,) HOMERUM secutu^,

cui validissima quaeque forma, etiam in foeminis, placet.

Quintil. XII. 10. p. 627, ed. Gibs.
*

Trans/, vol.i. p. 146.
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NOTE 255.

P. 201. To OPINION, OR WHAT IS SAID TO

BE, MAY BE REFERRED, &C.

Tlgog
at

&amp;lt;pa&amp;lt;r,
ra aAoya :

\_SCll.
$ti ctvocyuv :] for SO,

I think, with Mr. Winstanley, the passage is to be

understood
;
and so it is explained and translated

by Castelvelro. The expression, a
pa&amp;lt;n,

or on*

&amp;lt;pa&amp;lt;7,
is u-ed by Aristotle as synommous with

$OK, and onx. Sow. Thus, oiat $AII xat AOKEI,

at the beginning of this chapter : and afterwards

But it will not, I think, be found possible to

give this passage a consistent sense, unless we un

derstand him to mean, what, as the text stands, he

does not expressly say, L e.
&quot;

By general opinion
11 we may excuse, not only the irAavov aVwaro*, but

11
even such things as are manifestly improbable,

&quot;

or absurd.&quot; As if he had written, TT^O? pact,

KAI ra aAoya. And thus Goulston has supplied :

&quot; Ad ea quse aiunt, [redigtmtur hac qua dixi
; ef\

&quot;

ilia, qua? sine ratione sunt.&quot;

NOTE 256.

P. 201. WHEN THINGS ARE SAID, WHICH

APPEAR TO BE CONTRADICTORY.

Tot &amp;lt;J IMriMtVTMC w? slprifAtva,
. TllC WOl ds, Wf

have distressed all the commentators ;

no sense, which they have laboured to force

p D 4 upon
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upon the expression, is, to my apprehension,

satisfactory. Heinsius corrected by transposition

Ta y Jj vTFsvtKVTia. elfipnot :

&quot;

Ea, qtiae tanquam
et

subcontraria dicta videntur.&quot; An easier and

more probable emendation, I think, would be

T $ rnENANTins

NOTE 257.

P. 201. AND IN THE SAME SENSE-.

The word is, utrotvrus :

&quot;

simili modo&quot; as all the

commentators render it. I cannot say I have been

able thoroughly to satisfy myself, as to the precise

meaning of the expression, from any thing I have

found in Aristotle s logical works a
. If,

&quot;

in the

&quot; same manner,
&quot;

does not mean,
&quot;

in the same
11

sense&quot; I confess I do not know what it means.

I understand Aristotle to say, that, if the subject

of the propositions, charged with being contra

dictory, be the same, and spoken of in the same

respect, we must still examine, farther, whether the

two propositions admit of a sense really and accu

rately opposite to each other
;
which cannot be the

case, unless the same words, in each proposition,

have exactly the same sense. And this meaning

seems to be supported by the following passage

from the treatise n^t Egpwtiaq : Kat Irw THTO

ANTIOASI2, (neillpc) x&amp;lt;%Tiz$(x.&amp;lt;ns
KOU aVo(pa(rf a&amp;lt;

W TOT AYTOT

* Sec DC Sophist. EUnch. 285, D. 287, E.
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X*T TOY ATTOT, pr&amp;gt;

OMnNYMHS Si
b
. That

is, as it is well explained in the analytical Sy

nopsis prefixed to Duval s edition :

&quot;

Affirmatio
&quot; & ncgatio opposita?, amtradkt\oncm faciunt.

&quot;

Oppositio est ejusdem, ck eodem, non hocno-
&quot;

nyme ;
nam accipi debent termini in oppositione,

&quot; EODEM MODO AC SENSU.&quot;

All that follows vis. wVf v.on aJrot/, r ?rfo?
a

avT Afyi, u* o atv ^i/j/* uVoOurai is either so

corrupt, or so darkly expressed, that I have only

to confess myself unable even to guess what

Aristotle meant to say. Commentators indeed

have explained, and translators have translated;

but I have seen no explanation that approaches

to satisfaction, nor any translation, but what is

cither unintelligible, or unwarrantable, or both.

I do not mean to except myself ; for I had trans

lated thus :

&quot; We must also consider the person
II who speaks, and whether the contradiction be
&quot;

to what he himself said, or to what any reason-

&quot;

able man would understand him to have saidV
But, to wave other objections, which, no doubt,

the learned reader will easily make for me, the

verb,

b
Cap. vi. p. 39. Elsewhere he expresses this

!XEV%- jUV yap Env avriQaiTif T aura KM iv-, MH ONO-

MAT02, AAAA nPAFMATOS. De Soph. Elcnch.

p. 285, D.
c

Alluding, as I supposed, to the former passage about

the verbal vTrevacsrioc, and Glaucous answer, viz. the con

tradiction is only to the critic s erroneous opinion, and

misconception, of the passage :
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verb, uVod&amp;lt;rd, will, I believe, by no means bear

this sense, of supposing, understanding virohatpw.

At least, dristotle seems always to use it in that

ofadvising, suggesting, &c. So Rket. 1. 9.7;. 533.

orai/ ITTCCWHV j3aA, ogtz
n olv TIIOGKDIO *

xai or&v

YIIO0E20AI, o^a n &amp;lt;x.v iirot,ivt&amp;lt;riKx.&amp;lt;;. Accordingly,

Goulston has given the word this sense in his

version :
&quot;

videndumque, an ea in re4 quod pru-
&quot; dens prtecepcrit, secutus sit.&quot; But, of what

force this circumstance is, or how it is to be ap

plied to obviate the charge of contradiction, I do

not see.

Being therefore obliged to reject the only version,

which seemed to me to offer any tolerable meaning,

I have left a blank in my translation.

NOTE 258.

P. 201. WHEN EXCUSED BY NO NECES

SITY, &c.

}w civotywi; a&amp;lt;rf, /xnSff fflKrnroii TW

. Such was the confused state in which

Robortelli found the text, which he, very ingeni

ously and solidly, rectified thus :

Qrav py oivoLyKv^q xv^q pyQev, wycryTctt
*

u&amp;lt;T7T(&amp;gt; EvgiTnSys
EN TW AIFEI *

TH&amp;lt;

u(T7re(&amp;gt;
Iv ru Ogesy TV MsveAaif.

Some MSS. for ALEUTS, give AiyuvTn, which,

as Goulston has observed, suggests the true read

ing Iv TU AIFEI, H TH*
Tro^fjot x.r. A.

2 By
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By the TEgeus, Robert- -Mi understood the cha

racter of that name, in the Jlft dca of Euripides.

To this Victorius very reasonably objected, that

the mode 01 expression, In ru Aiyu, seems plainly

to indicate a Tragedy so named; not a character

only in a Tragedy of a different name. But this

is no objection to Robortelli s reading, though it

is to his explanation &quot;of it. See the fragments at

the end of the Oxford Euripides, where several

passages of the JEgeus are quoted from Sto-

baeus, Sec.

NOTE 259.

P. 202. THUS THE SOURCES OF OBJECTIONS

ARE FIVE, &C.

This enumeration may seem, at the first view,

to be deficient ; for one of the objections was

Oux *Aj0ii :

f the representation is not conform-
&quot;

able to truth? But this, perhaps, may be

considered as falling under the charge of dhoyov.

For he, who accuses a Poet of departing from

nature, experience, and the oia u v, u *r, says, in

other words, it is improbable, incredible, absurd,

&c. Or, when this objection was relative to

truth of another sort to theological truth, as

violated by the poetic representations of the Gods,

it then came, properly, under the $\o.$tw ;
it was

of immoral and pernicious tendency. And thus

we find Plato objecting continually to the theology

of Homer ; sometimes, as not true OTK

AAH0H;
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AAH0H 3

; sometimes, as hurtful TOK a

BAABEPAb
.

The objections answered by considerations

drawn from the diction, (Sect. 5 .) appear to be all

reducible to one or other of these Jive sources.

NOTE 260.

P. 202. OR, OF IMMORAL TENDENCY.

: i. e. hurtful on account of their im^

moral tendency. So the word is used by Plato ;

to whose objections, and to the very language in

which he expresses them, Aristotle so frequently

alludes. Censuring the immoral tendency of

some of Homer s representations of his hero

Achilles, Plato says OuO oVi T*UT, aV fanfa
*

--- xxi
juji/ TO*? ye otxaxffi BAABEPA* The reason

follows . Trot? yoto IXVTUI (rvyyvupviv Ifyi, XOLXW QVTI,

li Oi Ofto!/ Ky^HTTTOgOl
- -

-.&quot; flit fVlXOC, TTOiVftOV TKff

TOJ8T8? /xu0?, /* V/J.IV TroXPv*!^ fU^f^EiaV fVTMTUffl T04J

cf, *iflftff. De
Jfr/&amp;gt;.

III. p. 176, e^/. Mass.

Compare the precept, c/). xv a
. about making

the character as morally good as possible : and see

NOTE 108. It is obvious however to observe,

that when the ^op^ta, the villainy of a character,

a See NOTE 235.
k See the passage from Plato in the next NOTE, where

both these expressions occur.

*&quot;

Trans!, vol. i. p. 143.
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is overcharged, it brings with it its own antidote.

Such characters as lago
b

,
or Glenalvon, can be

j3*a|3ff* to no reader or spectator. They excite

only pure and unmitigated disgust. Not all the

art of the Poet, or the charms of Poetry, can

cheat us into any degree of sympathy with them,

even for the moment in which they are speaking.

We feel, there, no such struggle between immoral

approbation and moral indignation, as Dr. John

son has described, in his observations upon the

different effects produced on the spectator, by the

villainy of Howe s Lothario, and that of Richard

son s Lovelace. The passage is so much to the

purpose of this note, so justly thought, and so

well expressed, that I am persuaded I shall
gratify

the reader by transcribing it.

&quot; The character of Lothario seems to have
&quot; been expanded by Richardson into Lovelace i

&quot;

but he has excelled his original in the moral
&quot;

effect of the fiction. Lothario, with gaiety
&quot; which cannot be hated, and bravery which
&quot; cannot be despised, retains too much of the

&quot;

spectator s kindness. It was in the power of
* Richardson alone to teach us at once esteem,

&quot;

and

b &quot; There is always danger, lest wickedness, conjoined
&quot; with abilities, should steal upon esteem, though it

&quot; misses of approbation ; but the character of lago is so
&quot;

conducted, that he is, from the first scene to the last,

&quot; hated and
despised.&quot; [Dr. Johnson, Note at the end

cf Othello.] Not so, Shakspeare s Richard.
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&quot; and detestation, to make virtuous resentment

&quot;

overpower all the benevolence which wit, and
&quot;

elegance, and courage, naturally excite, and to

&quot;

lose at last the hero in the villainV

NOTE 26l.

P. 202. OR AS CONTRARY TO TECHNICAL

ACCURACY.

Ila^a rriv ogQornTK, rnv xoira, n^vnv. Most of

the commentators understand the art of Poetry

itself. But, if I am light in the explanation I

have given, NOTE 233, of the expression, 7r&amp;gt;o?

#VTW rw Tf^vw, the sense of the expression here

must be the same. I understand Aristotle to

mean, the Tightness, not of Poetry itself, but of

other arts, which may be incidentally the subject

of the Poetry; and the words, I think, express

the source, or tl$&, as he terms it, of objections

relative to all faults xara
&amp;lt;ru/&amp;gt;t|3E|3]x0&amp;gt;,

as opposed

to those, which he distinguishes by the various

expressions of, a/*-nat xa0 IUTII/, &C a
.

The other interpretation of the words is fairly

liable, I think, to the following objections, l . If

we understand the poetic art itself to be meant,

then the objection to faults xar wppipw
to impossibilities and inaccuracies with respect to

other arts and sciences will be entirely omitted

in

c Lives of the Poets, vol. ii. 326.
* See NOTE 233.
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in this enumeration. This is very improbable,

considering how common a source of critical cen

sure this was. For while, on the one hand, the

extravagant admirers of Homer made no scruple

to assert, that his Poems contained the principles

of all arts and sciences
;
on the other, we know

how eagerly the Zoilists caught at every apparent

inaccuracy of this kind; and, particularly, with

respect to his geography. One instance, at least,

of this sort of cavil, we have in this chapter : the

censure of the passage,
Oi (T

*n*/*o^(^,
//. 2. 489.

fell on Homer s ignorance of astronomy
b
.

2. By the manner in which Aristotle here men

tions, first, the five sources of critical censures,

and then, immediately, the twelve sources of

Aua-? or answers, it is plain, I think, that he

means answers to those censures, and to all of

them. But this cannot be the case, if we under

stand essential faults in the Poetry itself,
or bad

imitation: for this admits of no answer, but a

direct denial of the fact. Whereas, if w e under

stand incidental errors in other arts, all will be

consistent; and every fault enumerated will find

its answer in some of the
Au&amp;lt;m?, which had been

pointed out in the preceding part of the chapter,

and are referred to in this enumeration. 3. If the

art here mentioned be the art of Poetry itself,

and

b For instances of such objections, both to the geo

graphy, and the astronomy, of Homer, the reader may
consult Strabo, passim,
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and the faults against that art be, as I understand

them to be, essential faults, faults which constitute

bad Poetry, x. c. in Aristotle s view, bad imitation,

this plainly implies, that the four other faults

enumerated are not essential, but accidental faults
;

XIX.TK &amp;lt;rvpp$w&. But, that such faults as impro

bability, and immorality, (aXoya, j3xap^,) which

had just before been singled out from the

rest, as ogQai iiriTipvxrets as the most solid objec

tions, and such as admitted of no excuse that

these should be considered by Aristotle as faults

merely incidental, not to be objected to the Poetry

itself, not affecting the merit of the imitation, J

xa0 EATTHN
dpctgrioii,

is what, as I have before

said, I cannot easily conceive .

The expression itself Tra^a rw o^ornret rw

xoirx T%VW, is indeed ambiguous ; and they, who

prefer the sense which I have rejected, will per

haps think it favoured by the similar expression,

clearly applied to faults against the art of Poetry

itself, in the passage, TTOT^WZ/ i?i TO
a,^ot.^rv\^.oi.,

rw
KATA THN TEXNHN, r KKT AAo

&amp;lt;rvppeGw m

The expressions, however, are not exactly the

same. There, it is, XT THN rt%vw
u

against

the art:&quot; here, KKTOC, fi^w. &quot;contrary
to the

rectitude of art.&quot; But Aristotle had before used

an expression, that seemed still more strongly

to point at the art of Poetry : rot,
TT-^O?

ATTHN

THN TEXNHN K^VVXTK : which, however, it, seems

necessary,

c NOTE 233.
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necessary, for the reasons given in NOTE 233, to

understand in the same sense, which I have here

given to Koe.ro, -rt%vw. But that passage, and

indeed this whole chapter, is, in its present state,

so full of obscurity and ambiguity, that every

interpretation which can be given must necessarily

be, in a great measure, conjectural and disputable.

All I can venture to be confident of is, that my
explanation of this passage is consistent with my
explanation of the other; and that either both are

right, or both are wrong.

NOTE 262.-

P. 202. THE ANSWERS, WHICH ARE TWELVE, &C.

How the different AUO-EK or solutions proposed

throughout the chapter are reducible to 1 2, and

which are the 1 2 that Aristotle meant, are questions,

which the defective state of the original renders

it very difficult, if not impossible, to answer, with

any certainty. And indeed the matter is of so

little importance, that it is by no means worth

while to enter into any examination of the various

modes of reckoning, by which different expositors

have endeavoured to solve the problem. Victo-

riuSj indeed, is so wise, as to give up the attempt.

It will be very easy however, and therefore, I

hope, not very foolish, just to enumerate all the

Auo-fK, which actually have been mentioned in the

chapter, in the order in which they occur, and

VOL. ii. E E then
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then to examine, by way of experiment, whether

they are any way reducible to twelve.

1. .TO7%an&amp;gt;EJ
7tt rztej, TK UT&amp;gt;I. i.e. The end of Poetry is better

answered, &c.

2. ara (ruiJ.@ej3w@-
- - - - The fault is incidental.

3. ota 3a, (or, /SEXTJCV)
- - - It is what is best, or what

should be.

4; -owe
&amp;lt;pavi, (or, oi 3bsi)

- - - It is according to . general

opinion,

5. out
r,v, ifjv (or, TJ E*%EV, or, aXnS&amp;gt;j)

to truth.

6. &amp;lt;r*OTToy aj TOV TT^arTovra, ^05 ov, ore, &c.J -
[Consider ctr-

cumstances^]

7. r?*TT&amp;gt;i
------ Defend, by the foreign sense

of the word.

8. METa&amp;lt;poa
- - - - - - - - by Metaphor.

9. Kara HfocrajSjav -------by Accent.

10. AiaifsffEi
--------- by Punctuation.

11. A/*PJOM - - - - - - - - by Ambiguity.

12. *ara TO 19- TK; AE&wf ----- by Customary speech.

13. IIocr%af av aniwvtis or, HO o^vv^iav by tliedifferent senses

of a awrc?.

[14. Txawtfoj
-

AWO-JJ]
------- [Glauco s answer.]

[15. ;*^-_, 7fa TO ax- yivsaQcti] [Probable, that many things

should happen improbably.]

[16. Ov TO auTO) y s
7Tfo$

TO WTO
? &c.] [The sme i/tzV/g

is not spo
ken of, or, not in the

same respect, 8cc.]

Here are, then, 1 6 different answers. Of these,

it seems, upon the whole, most probable, that the

12 not enclosed in brackets, are the 12 which

Aristotle means. My reason is, that in the begin

ning of the chapter, after laying down the three

distinct considerations, of the different objects of

imitation, the privileges of poetical language, and

the
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the distinction of essential and incidental faults,

he immediately, and
explicitly, refers to those

three principles, as sources of all the answers.

&lrt hi rot, ivnipyuoiTtx. EK TOTTUN iVicrxo-

iruvra, ATEIN. Now it will be found, I believe,

that the 1 2 answers above mentioned are drawn

from those sources, and that the four remaining
answers are not

But why these four, which evidently are pro

posed as answers, and seem to be distinct answers,

were not admitted in the concluding enumeration,

it may not be easy to shew. Perhaps, Aristotle

reckoned only as one solution, the two which he

assigns to the same objection, with an
&amp;gt;?,

or
TW&amp;gt;- re

kat, &c. This would throw out N oi

14, and 15,

which seem, indeed, to be mentioned only as a

sort of secondary or subsidiary answers. As to

N oi

6, and 1 6, he might consider them as one ;

both of them, in fact, saying the same thing, and

nearly in the same words i. e.
&quot;

circumstances
&quot; must be considered.&quot; Still however, taking

these together as one answer, that answer will be

supernumerary ;
and how it is fairly to be got rid

of, it is difficult to see : the more difficult, because

it is the only Au&amp;lt;n? furnished by the whole chapter

to the objection of immoral tendency, (AO$,)
upon which so great stress is laid.

All that seems tolerably clear is, that the 1 2

answers intended in the recapitulation are those

1 2, which are deducible from the three principles

E E 2 laid
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laid down at the opening of the chapter. In this

idea, which I had formed before I consulted any

commentator, I was glad to find myself supported

by Goidston, in his accurate analysis ;
where he

makes the 1 2 answers to be those here assigned,

and draws them from the three sources at the be

ginning of the chapter : viz. three from the first

source, (N
05

3, 4, 5,) seven from the second

the diction, (N
03

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,) and

two from the third source, (N
os

i, and 2.)

NOTE 263.

P. 203. IF THAT WHICH IS THE LEAST

VULGAR OR POPULAR BE THE BEST .

HTTOV ^OPTIKH. The word
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; O^TIXOI/

is used

in a number of different, and sometimes nicely

discriminated, senses, which cannot, all of them,

be expressed by any single word in our language.

Sometimes, for example, it is to be rendered by

extravagant, violent, charged, outre*, c. as in

the

a The Latin writers use tnolestus in this sense ; for

whatever is violent, overdone, laboured, affected, &c.

Thus Cicero, in the following elegant passage of his

Brutus: &quot; Volo enim, ut in scena,sic etiam in foro, noa

* eos modo laudari, qui celeri motu & dtfficlli utantur,
&quot; sed eos etiam quos statarios appellant, quorum sit ilia

&quot;

simplex, in agendo, verltas, non MOLESTA.&quot; i.e. w
tpofriw. cap. xxx. Again

&quot; Latine loqucndi accu-
&quot;

rata, ct sine MOLESTIA
diligens, elegamia: i.e. without

&quot; labour
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the following passage of Divg. Lacrthis about

Bion : w At KOH Gcar^ix- ,
xa TroAuf Iv TU ycAotu

i,
$OPTIKOT2 ovopouri XXTK TUV

TrfocypaTUv
b
^ /. e. extravagant, exaggerated, outres,

as ttayle has well explained it, art. BION, note [B],

where lie gives an instance of this extravagance

of expression in that philosopher, from Plutarch,

who calls it SOPTIKITTEPON c
.

Sometimes, applied to persons, it means trou

blesome, tiresome, &c. as in -/Elian TTOAUJ n

AaAwv, xai jFoxi $OPTIKO2. Var. Hist. XI I. 13.

Sometimes, insoloit, overbearing, c. as, in the

same writer, it is said of a famous courtesan, H
h w TnEPH^ANOZ **. hnus ^OPTIKH. XII. 63

d
.

Sometimes, again, and that very frequently, it

is used as synonymous with aWfufl^*, f3aauo-^,

popular, lotc, vulgar, &c. as opposed to what is

liberal, nfuicd, delicate, genteel, c. Thus Plu

tarch avAu0a? xopiSn xai 4&amp;gt;OPTIKA2 (

p. 216, ed. H. & And Plato o

w labour or
affectation.&quot; cap. xxxviii. Catullus, too, of

an affected grin ;----- ilia, quam videtis

Turpe incedere, mimice ac MOLESTE

Ridentem, catuli ore Gallicarii.

b IV. 52.
c v n ,.mv

p. 1371. ed. H. St. See also ths Timon of

Lucian, /^/. 5fW. p. 59. MX croi

i.e. (as the context shews,) with the extravagance of Tra

gic rant.

Jul. Poll. VI. 5.

E 3
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rw piv euro ruv ^npoiTuv ^ovnv $OPTIKHN nvot,

yytirou
&quot; The ambitious man looks upon gain

&quot;

as a vulgar sort of
pleasure,&quot; De Rep. IX,

/?. 254, ed. Mass.~3u\. Pollux describes a species

of dance called MoOwv, as, $OPTIKON o^y^a. xw

i/auTijtoi/
&quot; a vulgar and sailor-like dance

;&quot;
the

hornpipe, I suppose, of the Greeks e
. And thus

Athenreus, where he mentions, from Herodotus,

the curious story of Agarista, (the daughter of

Clisthenes, king of Sicyon,) and her suitors, says,

that Clisthenes rejected Hippoclides, \$uv $OP-

TIK.Q2 ifxwetiAtvn : because he did not dance like

a gentleman* : a charge, which, according to He

rodotus, seems indeed to have been pretty well

founded
;

for he tells us, that Hippoclides got upon

a table and danced upon his head*. But let us

return to Aristotle. This last sense of the word

Qopnxov appears to me clearly to be that, in which

it is here used by him. I cannot think, that by

fopTJxi, he intended to express, as Dacier, and the

commentators before him, explain it, the trouble

and expcnce of theatrical exhibition the number

of things wanted actors, scenes, dresses, mu

sic, &c h
. Of all the commentators I have seen,

M. Batteux

e And see Suidas, v. Moflwv.
f P. 628.

8
Tw&amp;gt; KtQahYjV Epi&amp;lt;r/x$

ETTI TV T^a^e^ay, TOI$ 2XEAESI

EXEIPONOMH2E. Herod. VI. p. 238. ed. H. St.

h &quot;

riTTov
&amp;lt;pog

Tim\ i. e. qua pauciotibus egct adjumcntis
t(

. extnnsecus
sumptis&quot; &c. Robortelli. &quot; Men gravosa&quot;

in t|ie same sense, Castefoctro. &quot; Manco carca e manccx
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M. Batteux alone gives, in a short note, what I

think the true meaning of the word in this place:
&quot;

$e&amp;gt;-nx-&amp;gt;, grossier, digne des mercenaires. Aris-
&quot;

tote, Politic. VIII. c. 6. oppose le spcctateur
&amp;lt;(

mercenaire & ignorant, po^-nx^, au spectateur
&quot;

honnete
; & le plaisir grossier, uVwu &amp;lt;po-nx, les

&quot; danses grossieres, x&amp;gt;jc-? (pogTiKUTtgas, au plaisir
&quot;

delicat, aux danses honnetes.&quot;

Aristotle himself will here be his best com

mentator, in the passages to which M. Batteux

refers.

Some sorts of rhythm, he says, $OPTIKnTE-

PAS ^o-i T? xpirff, (violent and vulgar,) 01 $t,

EAET0EPinTEPA2 5

. Again, in the next chapter,

relative to the musical education of youth, he

speaks of the pleasure of a popular musical au

dience, as a vulgar, illiberal, sort of pleasure.
&quot; The performer there,&quot; he says,

&quot; aims only at

the pleasure of the hearers,&quot; xou TUTK $OPTI-

KH2- cW^ a TflN EAET0EPHN x^vojusv tlvaa rnv

ifyzfriuv, (&quot;
such performance does not become a

&quot;

gentleman
k

,&quot;)
aAAa HTIKaTEPAN (the play-

ing

&quot;

bisognosa d aiuto.&quot; Piece/. Beni follows Robortelli.

Victoria* renders &quot;

importuna ct moles a&quot; but enters

into no particular explanation. Dacier &quot; la moins
&quot;

chargee, & celle yui demands le moins d y

alde & de
*

secours.&quot;

i p. 455, .

k In discussing, however, the question, whether boys
should learn Music practically, and play or sing them-

E E 4 selves,
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ing of a man who is paid for playing :)

BANAT2OYS fa (mechanics) wppaim

yo^ EATH2, ftOPTIKOS uv, pir&patMiiv ilutit rnv

ju,B&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;c!i&amp;gt;

. Ibid. p. 457, 8. In the next chapter

is the following passage, still more directly to our

present purpose, in which he expressly distin

guishes, as here, the two sorts of spectators, or

hearers; Dttrr*)? JITT, o pn EAETGEPOS KXI

nEJIAIAETMENOS, o h $OPTIKO, IK POUCUHTM,

xa* DTJTWV, xat AAwi/ TOWTUV, cwyKtiftw* . p. 459? ^^
The word occurs frequently in other parts of

Aristotle s writings, and seems generally, if not

always, to be used in the same sense
m

.

By pfTIXII, then, applied to Tragedy, I think it

clear, that he means only calculated for
&amp;lt;po/mxo

spectators ;

selves, Aristotle determines, that they should, and gives

this reason, that &quot;

it is a thing impossible, or, at least,
&amp;lt;(

very difficult, for those, who do ot actually practise an
&quot;

art, to be good judges of it.&quot; ^.456. It might be so

in those days. Modern connoisseurs, both in Alusic and

Painting, find no such difficulty.

1 So Plutarch, in the beginning of his Comparison of

Aristophanes and Mcnander, p. 1567, cd. H. S. To &amp;lt;DOP-

TIKON, pwriv, EV toyoij, xai OvptKKOv, xai BANAT2ON, us

env
Apio&quot;TOfavj, McvavSfw oie ada/xwj. Kai ya^, 6 (ttv AI1AT-

AETTO2 KOLI IAIX1TH2 big nv- xey

m Ethie. Nlconi. IV. 8. ^w/zoXp%oi xai QO^IKOI. And
I. 5, where he says, that, Ol IIOAAOI xai $OPTIKil,

TATOI, held the swnmum lonum to be
pleasure. See also

ftttjin,!, p, 584, A.
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spectators ; adapted to the entertainment of popu

lar audiences&quot; to the taste, as we commonly

express it, of the upper gallery, as opposed to the

refined and cultivated taste of men of reading

and reflection.

As far as I can judge, from a comparison of the

different senses of the word with its etymology ,

the common idea, which runs through and con

nects them all, is that of excess, or, perhaps,

more exactly, of offensive, disgusting, or burden

some, by excess, of some kind or other.

NOTE 264.

P. 203. As IF THE AUDIENCE, WITHOUT

THE AID OF ACTION, &C.

Jiff yap xx aiVSai/ojuwwi/, dv /*u ATTOZ n?O20H,

iroXXw xmffiv xwsvTui. This wound has been

sufficiently probed. When I found, that the

&quot; mcdica mamts&quot; of Mr. Toup had been tried

upon it, I looked, at least, for the
&quot;

salubrcs

&quot; Ambrosiaj succos, et odoriferam panaceamV
if not for the precious Dictammitt, that would

entirely heal it. He proposed to read dv pi

ATAO2 nPO2H b
. I should be very sorry to do

any

n Mr. Pope, probal ly without thinking of -Aristotle,

has almost translated him, where, in his preface to

Sliakspeare, he says
&quot;

It must be allowed, that stage-
&quot;

poetry, of all ethers, is more particularly levelled ID

4t
please the

populace&quot;

From 4&amp;gt;OPTO otnts.
* Jn. XII. 411.

* See Mi t Winstanley s note,^. 309 of his edition.
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any injustice to the emendation of so masterly a

Greek scholar ; but I am obliged to confess, that

I do not understand it.
&quot; The imitators have

&quot;

recourse to every kind of motion, just as if the
&quot;

audience were not able to understand, (or, to
&quot;

hcarj them, without the addition or accompani-
&quot; mmt of a

fate&quot; How any sense can be made

of this, or of any other fair version of the passage,

so corrected, I cannot discover. The emendation,

surely, requires to be explained, at least ; and if

Mr. Toup gave any explanation in his letter to

Mr. Winstanley, it is to be wished, that the

learned editor had communicated it to the public

in his note.

It is some comfort, however, that the general

meaning of the passage seems liable to little or no

difficulty ; and, accordingly, in that, all the com

mentators, I think, are agreed, however widely

they may differ as to the reading.

NOTE 265.

P. 203. LlKE BAD FLUTE-PLAYERS, WHO
WHIRL THEMSELVES ROUND, WHEN THEY

WOULD IMITATE THE MOTION OF THE DIS

CUS .

This is one of those antique curiosities, which

we stare at, without knowing very well what to

make of it. Ay AIIKON 3w pipfurQau. We should

think it very strange, if we were told of a flute-

player having occasion to imitate a
quoit.

But we

3 are
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are not to understand this of a mere instrumental

solo, but of a performer accompanying words

sung by a Chorus, (as appears from the mention

of the Coryph&uSj) and endeavouring, in an absurd

manner, to express them. The antient
AuAr&amp;gt;i?, or

Tibicc/i, was not, it seems, a mere sedentary per

former, like those of a modern orchestra. He

accompanied the Chorus with his person, as well

as with his instrument, and seems to have paraded

about the stage, in a pompous dress
;
to have made

a part of the Oi|/j?, or shew, and to have joined in

all the turns, and returns, and various evolutions,

of the choral dance. Hence the description of

Horace :

Sic priscas motunique et luxuriam addidit arti

Tibicen, traxitque VAGUSperpulpita vestem.

A. P. 214.

Lucian, in his Harmomdes, describing the requi

sites of a good AuA*)Tif, mentions, among the rest,

xo.i BAINEIN lv pu9/xw
a

. The great masters, no

doubt, respected themselves, and confined their

motion to the dignity of a sort of rhythmic strut

But Aristotle, here, is describing the tricks of the

fauXot or QOOTMOI performers. Such a performer

might have occasion, or rather take occasion, to

imitate the whirling or rolling -of a disc, if the sub

ject, for example, of the choral song chanced to be

the story of jlpollo and Hyacinthus-, which is

mentioned by Lucian in a long list of fabulous

subjects,

? P, 638, ed. &;/,
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subjects, enumerated as a part of the knowledge

requisite to an accomplished pantomimic dancer
b
.

Or, the subject might be taken from Homer,

Od.l. 186, &c.

KuAtejusi/oi. Dacier, in his note, translates this,

&quot;

rolling themselves upon the
ground&quot;

This

would be Qognxov indeed. Yet in this idea he

follows Victorius ;
who enters into a discussion, of

some length, to prove that xvxloptvoi can mean

nothing but rolling on the ground. Nor will he

allow the difficulty of doing this while they were

playing to be a sufficient objection. Certainly, the

usual and proper sense of the word is on his side.

But it was natural enough, surely, to apply to the

motion imitating, the term proper to the motion

imitated.

b De Salt. p. 933. ed. Ben. A modern dancer per

haps even M. Vestris himself would stare at the account

which Lucian gives in that treatise, of the accomplish

ments necessary to make a perfect dancer. &quot; He must
&amp;lt;f not only understand music, but poetry, geometry, and
&quot; above all, philosopJiy, natural and moral

; rhetoric, paint-
&quot;

ing, sculpture ; especially, he must have an excellent

&quot;

memory, and have all history at his fingers ends, from
* the creation of the world down to Cleopatra,&quot; &c.

Logic, indeed, Lucian confesses, is not absolutely neces

sary. But so great, he says, must be his knowledge, that,
&quot;

like Homer s Chalcas, he must know
&quot; - left ovTX) nx r

&amp;lt;rjo/j.wa, TT^O
T eovra !&quot;

All this Lucian professes to prove; but, as might well be

expected, some of his assertions are very lamely made

out, others slurred over, or entirely neglected. The

treatise,
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NOTE 266.

P. 203. AND PULL THE CoRYPHJEUS WHEIf

SCYLLA IS THE SUBJECT.

EAxoi/T? TOV Koovipziov. To imitate Scylla,
&quot;

naves in saxa trahentem,&quot; as Virgil has expressed
it

a
. But it is not easy to sec, how the performer,

at least while he was playing, could well spare
a hand for this operation. This was even worse

than what we call humouring a catch
; when, for

instance, a singer who is performing Purcelfs
&quot;

Fie, nay prithee, John&quot; thinks it necessary to

collar his neighbour.

NOTE 267.

P. 204. THE TRAGIC IMITATION, WHEN
ENTIRE.

H OAH
Tt^vri. Heinsius proposed, * AAAH

Tf^vw. But I believe the established reading to be

right. The whole art i.e. Tragedy, as repre

sented
; with all its constituent parts, and, as it

was said before, Knownx, pipxptn, For it might,

as Aristotle presently observes, be read, or recited,

like an Epic Poem ; and, in that view, the com

parison here made would not hold.

treatise, however, is, upon the whole, a curious piece;

and, though far from sufficient to give a clear and com

plete
idea of the pantomimic dance of the antients, yet it

affords more information about it, than is to be found,

I believe, any where else.

* JEn. III. 425.
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T^VH z. e. the Tragic art : for so he uses the

word, cap. i. not for the whole Poetic art, but for

a single branch of it : iv TKK; ilgypivous TEXNAI2

i.e. Epic Poetry, Tragedy, Comedy, c. So too

at the end of that chapter : ras h$o a? THN
TEXNflN. And, again, at the end of this chapter,

(as I understand the passage,) rn? TEXNH2
/&amp;gt;yw.

See NOTE 277*

NOTE 268.

P. 204. To HEARERS OF THE BETTER

SORT .

cara? ETHEIX**? : to which he Opposes (pKVhxs.

The word Hn*xff seems rightly explained here by

Dacier
&quot;

Its honnetes gens ;
c est a dire, les gens

&quot;

qui out eu une meilleure education.&quot; The pas

sage, which he quotes from Plato, is much to the

purpose of this chapter. 2wy^wpw Jii roye TOO-ZTOV

X.KI lyu TOI? troXXoi;, $w TW [AtKrwnv

U&amp;gt;) AVTOt TWV iTTlTV^OVTUV oiXXOf,
(TftsSoV tKtWW

jt*8&amp;lt;rv
xaAAifii/, -nrif TOTS BEATISTOT2, xsu

IKANH2: nEHAIAETMENOTS Tipru. De Leg. II.

p. 65 8.

Aristotle uses ivitiMs in the same sense, Etfi*

Nicom. IV. 8, p. l86, ed. JVllk. roiaura
&amp;gt;.iyuv

o% rw EH1EIKEI KAI
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NOTE 269.

P. 204. AND IN SINGING .

Ken $ia.$Q\,r*. There seems great reason to

suspect this word. For, what is the force of the

preposition here ? Some commentators, without

disputing the reading, neglect the preposition en

tirely, and render the word as if it were the simple

participle, afovrx. Others understand, singing

throughout :
&quot;

qui continentcr canit.&quot; GoulsL

But the proper sense of ^acTnv, would, I think,

be to sing dissonantly to sing out of tune, as,

AIApwmi/. And so the word is actually used in

the treatise npi Koo-^a, in Aristotle s works, and

opposed to STNaJW, as AIApwmi/ is to STMpw-
MIV : c-vpQtpopivQVy xoti

tiiotQi^ptvov &amp;lt;riwaJW,
KXI

AIAiAON a
.

&quot; The agreeing, and the disagreeing,
&quot;

the consonant, and the dissonant
b

.&quot; But as the

word cannot here be admitted, in that which ap

pears to be its only proper and warrantable sense,

I suspect, it might, originally, have been only

ctSovrx. Considering how frequently A and A were

confounded by transcribers, KAI AIAONTA might

easily be blundered into KAI AIAIAONTA. One

MS. reading is Siot&Ioovr*
;
where the AI, plainly

enough, arose from the AI.

The commentators understand from this pas

sage, that there were two sorts of rhapsodists ;

one,

a Tom. 1. p. 609.
b Harris. Phihs. Arrcrng. ^.47. .
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one, of those who recited Epic Poetry, and another,

of those who sung it. Whether this can be proved

from other passages of antient authors, I know

not. From this, it certainly cannot. Aristotle

says, KAI pavJ/wJai/Ta KAI iot,Qvrot,
c
. Whatever

the & Jw was, he is here clearly distinguished from

the
}ot^&amp;gt;u$uv

the rhapsodist.

That the rhapsoclists did not, in the strict and

musical sense, at least, of the word, sing the verses

of Homer, but recited or declaimed them only, we

may pretty safely infer, from what is expressly

said of Epic Poetry at the beginning of this work

that
&quot;

it imitates by words
only&quot;

without melody

and rhythm i.e. without music. This, indeed,

will not prove that Epic Poetry was never sung,

any more than what was said of Tragedy that

it imitates by words and music -will prove that it

was never recited, or read. Yet the least, I think,

that can be inferred from it, is, that Epic Poetry

was, in general, and for the most part, recited or

declaimed only ; and, consequently, that the rhap

sodists
t properly so called, being the established

performers

c This passage is much mistaken by M. Batteux, who

renders it,
&quot; Qu on peut fairs des gestes en recitant

&quot;

1 Epopee, -- - qu on pent meme chanter&quot; &c. Faire des

gestes, comes far short of IlEPIEPrAZE20AI (riipetms.

The KM which precedes the participle, pav^avro, is

omitted : and to produce his sense of SiaSbrra qu on pent

meme chanter, the Greek should be In
wtftsfw&eSett

KM 3i*AEIN.
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performers of Epic Poetry, as the actors
A
were of

Tragic, performed it always in that manner;
without

singirig, any farther, than as the tones of

loud and sustained declamation approach more

nearly to singing than those of common reading.

The earliest Lyric Poet-Musicians, indeed, as we
learn from Plutarch and Athenseus, used to sing

even the hexameters of Homer and Hedod, as well

as their own, to the lyre. But they, plainly, speak
of this, as of on antlent practice: rov Ttfvctvfyv,

KI0API1AIKHN TTOWW oi/ra vopuv, \]iymus,~\ xarz

vopov ixzrov, TOIS EIIE2J, roig taunt, xtzt TOIS

OMHPOT, MEAH irs^r^svrot, AiAEIN tv roi&amp;lt;;
etyca&amp;lt;rnr.

Pint. Did. de Alus. p. 2074, al II. St. And-

afterwards on $* 01 x0fwJxo vopti, *OI IIAAAI,

J EJlflN ffvviretvTO, T^acSc^ efahurt, &C. p. 2075.

So, too, Athenaeus :

&quot;

Chamateon, in his book

about Stesichorus, ;tat ptXu^MKi qwvi, a povov rx

*O/x&amp;gt;]^8,
aAAa v.&i HirioJa, xat Ao^jAo^a, &C. KAI

fj.&u /iQrt vixi
-&quot; were even

sung.&quot; p. 620.

It is not, however, at all improbable, that Ho
mer might be sometimes swig, in Aristotle s time,

and that this Mnasitheus, (of whom nothing is

known,) might be a performer in this way. But,

that this was a distinct thing from fottyuhet seems

pretty clear.

and Lwofifirai,
are continually joined to-

get i r.-. Sr-e Plato, in tliat entertaining dialogue, the lo,

to ft. i
i&amp;gt;

v&amp;gt;?. D. 535, E. and in a great many other

place;

F F
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NOTE 270.

P. 2O5. WHOSE GESTURES RESEMBLE THOSE

OF IMMODEST WOMEN.

The passage of Aulus Gellius, to which I re

ferred in my note on the translation, as a story,

both curious in itself, and confirming what was

there advanced, is this.
&quot;

Histrio in terra Gracia
&quot;

fuit fama&quot; celebri : qui, gestus et vocis claritudine

&quot; & venustate, caeteris antestabat. Nomen fuisse

&quot;

aiunt POLUM. Tragcedias poetarum nobilium
&quot;

scite atque asseverate actitavit. Is Polus
&quot;

unice amatum filium morte amisit. Eum luctum

quum satis visus est eluxisse, rediit ad quaestum
&quot;

artis. In eo tempore Athenis Electram So-
&quot;

phoclis acturus, gestare urnam quasi cum
&quot;

Orestis ossibus debebat. Ita compositum fa-

&quot;

bulae argumentum est, ut, veluti fratris reliquias
&quot;

ferens Electra, comploret commisereturque in-

&quot;

teritum ejus, qui per vim extinctus existimatur.

&quot;

Igitur Polus, lugubri habitu Electra indutus,
&quot;

ossa atque urnam a sepulchro tulit filii ; &, quasi
&quot;

Orestis arnplexus, opplevit omnia, non simula-
&quot;

chris neque imitamentis, sed luctu atque 1amends
&quot;

veris & spirantibus. Itaque, quum agi fabula
&quot;

videretur, dolor actitatus est.&quot; A. Gell.Vll. 5.
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NOTE 271.

P. 205. THE MUSIC AND THE DECORATION,
BY THE LATTER OF WHICH THE ILLUSION IS

HEIGHTENED, &C.

The Greek, here, in either of the two readings

warranted by manuscript authority, is unsatis

factory and suspicious, and the sense, consequently,

uncertain. The reading of the old editions is

]? ra? rJovas 7nrai/Tisu tt/xf. yirccrot, : which Vic-

torius renders
&quot;

per quam roluptatcs percipiuut
&quot;

evidentissime :
&quot;

&quot;

through, cr by means of,
&quot;

which, they perceive the pleasures most
evidently&quot;

Nothing can well be more harsh, or strange.

inravrai they perceive : IVho ? -- The spec

tators. To this mode of speaking, however,

I should not object ;
because this

ellipsis, of et

avO/jfcwroi, is frequent in both the Greek and Latin

writers
a
. Thus, in the beginning of this chapter,

xivsfTai. This answers to that very convenient

idiom, of which the French make so much use,

and which we so often find the want of on

s agite on appercoit, &c.
b
.

But,

* See Sanct. Mincrv. IV. 4. and Per fz. note 39.
b
According to Menage, the Fr. ON, is only a cor

ruption of homme ; and on dit, for example, was antiently

written,
u huom dit.&quot; And thus the Italian writers use

inm. Thus &quot;

quando uom se n
accorge.&quot; Tasso s

jAminta.
&quot; Uom dice.&quot; Petrarch, Son. 190, &c. And

thus the Germans use the word man : man fag!)t nien

say they say, &c. See Menage s Ossavaz. sopra

I Aminta.

f F 2
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But, the verb, ITTIS-WTOU, will, I apprehend, by

no means bear the sense here forced upon it, of

pertemng pleasure
c

;
or any sense, but that of

understanding, or knowing. Were I, therefore,

obliged to make some sense of this reading, it would

be this :

&quot;

per quam \(]ua efficiuntur] voluptates,
&quot;

norunt homines apertissime :&quot;

&quot;

the pleasures,
u which are produced through which, are clearly

&quot;

understood well known to all.&quot; But this, I

confess, is violent interpretation ; and, in parti

cular, I doubt whether the word ivx^yv; is ever

used, by Aristotle at least, as merely synonymous
to

pai&amp;gt;fv;
as evi.i.-nt to reason or understanding,

and opposed to doubtful. It always means, I

believe, evident, clear, visible, to the eye of ima

gination. Thus, cap. xvii. A & T? ^uOa? cru-

VIFCS.VOH on jwaTura ITPO OMMATUN Tdipevotr

s^w 7* e
M ENAPFEITATA OPUN, wWtg. HAP*

ATTOI2 riFNOMENOS TOI2 HPATTOMENOIS,

&c. These words seem to furnish the best com

ment upon the passage in question, and will

perhaps lead us to the most reasonable and least

exceptionable interpretation of it
;

for perfect

satisfaction is not, I think, to be expected, in the

present condition of the text. We ought, surely,

at all events, to adhere to the proper and clear

meaning of the adverb Iva.^yiFKra,, as used in the

passage just cited ;
where the word itself, and the

explanatory

/ ict. himself admits .this objei tion :
&quot; Verbum hoc

in&olens videtur in hoc siguificatu.&quot;
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explanatory expressions which accompany it, afford

a pretty strong presumption, that Aristotle, here,

meant to express the particular advantage which

Tragedy receives from the Oj/i?, or, from actual

representation*, as giving to the imitation the

greatest possihle reality of effect, and producing
the most perfect illusion in the spectator. Yet

this, it must be owned, is very obscurely expressed,
if it be expressed, by the Greek ; which, according
to the best reading, that of Victorias, and of many
MSS d

. will stand thus : KXI ETJ, pixgov p&amp;lt;f&&amp;gt;
rw

(*}s&amp;lt;rix.nv
KOH rw o^/iv E^SJ, &amp;lt;V ?i? AI HAONAI 2YNI2-

TANTAI
ivafyerotrix, : that is, according to the only

sense which I can find for it
&quot; and the decoration,

&quot;

or spectacle ; by means of which, the pleasures
&quot; we receive from Tragedy

e

,
are rendered more

&quot;

sensible,

* So the passage was understood by the editor of the

Ox. ed. without accents, 1760, who refers & fa to the

o^ig, and proposes this emendation : & jjj, (scil.

TH HAONH2 trvvtravrcu TA iva^rara
&quot;

per quam,
&quot;

vo/uptatis pars cvidentissima efficitur ; quippe qus oculis

&quot;

suhjccta est fidelibus.&quot; But I cannot think that Aris

totle would have written, & *HS, TH2 JJ^OVTIJ
--- .

d See Mr. Winstanley s edition.

e
It is, certainly, most natural to understand the plea

sures of the music and decoration to be here spoken of.

And so it is generally understood. But I cannot see how
the words will admit that sense: for the Greek does not

say
&quot;

by which the most scmible-and striking pleasures are

produced,&quot; but, by which the pleasures (i.e. some other

&quot;

pleasures,) are produced in the most sensible and

F F 3
&quot;

striking
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&quot;

sensible, striking, illusive,&quot; &c. But many ob

jections may, undoubtedly, be made. For the fair

and literal version would be this :

&quot;

by means of
&quot;

which, the pleasures reformed, composed, con-

&quot;

strutted, or constituted*, in the clearest and
&quot; most visible manner.&quot; I give, here, what I ap

prehend to be the only fair sense of the verb,

&amp;lt;rvvn-&amp;lt;z&amp;lt;rQai ; but it seems to be, by no means, the

proper word in this place, and probably is not the

word which Aristotle wrote. If any one IMS.

would offer me nAPiravrat, I would readily accept

it. JElian, describing the effect of a trumpet,

sounding suddenly, at the instant when a famous

painting was exhibited, of a warrior in the act of

rushing to the battle, says /*
rs %v TO pt\(&

yxxsTO TgM%v Jcat (pofitpo]/ xai l^zixwro ?i y^anpn,

xat o fpTiwTif l|3A7rTo, T8 /AsAs? ENAPFE2TEPAN

r-nv (poti/TKtriKv rx ixjSoyjCai/Tf^ m xai juxAAov IIAPA2-

TH2ANTO2 : i. e.
&quot;

presenting to the imagination
&quot; a still more lively and striking image

g
.&quot; But

again * yhvot,i t
is not what one would expect

here. To speak, indeed, of terror and pity, as

the pleasures of Tragedy, is perfectly agreeable,

both to the doctrine, and to the language, of the

author,
&quot;

striking way&quot; Ivaoysrara. To express the other sense,

Aristotle would probably have written, svtgytraTai
: Si y$

at atfyiraxeu ffwiravrcu wavcu.

{

\\c\..-coiiflantur-coagmcntantur. And, indeed, in

this sense, and no other, is the verb &amp;lt;rvnraff6ou used

throughout the treatise.

^ Var. Hist, II. 44.
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author, throughout
h

. But, it is not, properly, the

pleasure it is not the terror, or the pity that is

rendered more IvK^q ;
but that pleasure is heigh

tened by the action being rendered so.

Upon the whole, however, I see no other mean

ing that can be obtained from the words, without

still greater violence and improbability of inter

pretation. Dacier, Batteux, and Goulston, make

the assertion at tfovou, &c. relate to both music

and decoration. But it is, surely, quite unwar

rantable to give to SC H.S, the sense of, $C .QN,

or J* AIN. Besides that the music, however

great the pleasure it may afford, cannot, I think, pro

perly be considered as contributing to the Imfyuot,

or as heightening the illusion, of Tragedy. Vlc-

torius, who read ?w
n*s&amp;lt;nxn&amp;gt;

* TA2 OEI,
very consistently made ? refer to

pf&amp;lt;nxfl only : and

Castelvetro very properly observes, that,
&quot;

if we
&quot;

read rnv evj/ji/ le predette parole [i.
e. &amp;lt;? if?

f

i

&quot;

aJWi, K. T. A.] havranno rispetto alia vista
;

e

&quot; conteneranno la commendatione della detta

&quot;

vista, per la quale si constituisca il diletto piu
&quot;

manifestamente che non sifa per le parole ckW
&quot;

epopea.&quot; p. 690. He appears, I think, to have

understood the passage in the way I have pro

posed. But he mentions another reading, which

I have not seen noticed anywhere else Ep-

This had occured to me, formerly, as a

conjecture,

h See NOTE 277.
1 &quot; Alcuni testi leggono iwfycrara.&quot;

FF4
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conjecture, before I had seen Castelvetro s com

mentary. But it gives much the same sense, and

would remove no difficulty with respect to the

passage .itself ; though, as I shall presently have

occasion to observe, it might suit better with what

follows.

NOTE 272.

P. 205. IT HAS THE ADVANTAGE OF

GREATER CLEARNESS --- AS WELL IX READ

ING, AS IN REPRESENTATION.

ETTt ruv
\f&amp;gt;yuv.

-It seems rather strange, that, im

mediately after mentioning the ivzpyt? of the OvJ/s,

Aristotle should say
&quot;

Then, it has also the

&quot;

li/agyEff,&quot;
&c. It was this which induced me to

suspect, that for lirafytrara, in the preceding pas

sage, we should read lvEpyts-rot :
&quot;By

means of
&quot;

which, p. e. of the ovj/tsj the pleasures we receive

&quot; from Tragedy (those, of terror and pity excited

&quot;

by imitation, as he says cap. xiv *.] are rendered

&quot; moreforcible and
efficacious.&quot;

But the objec

tion is, perhaps, not of sufficient force to \\ arrant

a departure from the established reading of all the

manuscripts, ivetpytratT : and we may, well enough,

understand the author, as if he had said
&quot;

Then,
&quot;

farther, another advantage is, that Tragedy has

&quot;

this tvxpyii;, not only on the stage, and on ac-

&quot;

count of the O^K, but even in reading also.&quot;

That

-TYtV 0.710 AiS5 KM
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That a\ayt/wo-t is right, (not aWyvwpio-tt,) I

cannot entertain a doul)t. Nothing can be more.

evidently nonsensical than this distinction
&quot;

both

&quot;in the discoveries, and in the incidents
&quot;

as if

a discovery were not an incident.

The expression, iV* ru\&amp;gt; ipyuv, for, in representa

tion, acting, performance, &c. seems liable to no

difficulty. Thus, DC Rep. VIII. p. 455, Mov
IK ruv EPmN from what happens in the per

formance of such music b
. And see ibid. cap. vi.

throughout which, l^yx is repeatedly used for

musical performance ; particularly, p. 457, roc.

Quvparioc. KOC.I KtpiTTtz THN EPniN,
&quot;

surprising
&quot; and elaborate perjbrmancc&quot;

NOTE 273.

P. 206. ATTAINING THE END OF ITS IMI

TATION IiV A SHORTER COMPASS.

Dryden says of this passage
&quot;

It is one reason
&amp;lt;c

of Aristotle s, to prove that Tragedy is the more
a

noble, because it turns in a shorter compass;
&quot;

the whole . action being circumscribed within

&quot;

the space ef four and twenty hours. He might
&quot;

prove as well, that a mushroom is to be pre-
&quot;

ferred before a peach, because it shoots up in

&quot;

the compass of a night. &c.

If Aristotle had said, that Tragedy was the

more noble, because a Poet could compose a

Tragedy in much less time that an Epic Poem,

the

b See Diss. II. vol. i. p. 80.
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the simile would have been justly applied.

Dryden had, but just before, said, that &quot;

the effects
11 of Tragedy are too violent to be

lasting.&quot;
But

he did not give himself time to see, that Tragedy
owes this greater violence of effect to the shortness

of its
plan ;

that is, to its stricter unity, its more

concentrated and unbroken interest, its
&quot;

close

accelerated plot
a

;&quot;
to that aO^oov, as Aristotle

calls it, so essential to the purpose of Tragedy,
which is, to give the pleasure of strong emotion.

The Epic Poem is of too tedious a length, too

various and episodic, to produce that effect in the

same degree as Tragedy, which is read,, or seen, at

once, and without interruption.

But the case was, that Dryden, (who, as I have

before had occasion to remark b

, appears to have

taken his idea of Aristotle from French trans

lation,) wrote this in the preface to his translation

of an Epic Poem
c

; on the contrary, when he was

writing on Tragedy, he gave Tragedy the pre

ference
-
,

NOTE 274.

P. 206. HlS POEM, IF PROPORTIONABLY

CONTRACTED, WILL APPEAR CURTAILED.

MuapoK. Nothing is more diverting than the

explanation which some commentators give of this

word,
* Dr. Hurd s Disc, on Poet. Injit. p. 140.
b Vol. i. p. 281, note*. c Preface to the Mneld.
& t(

Though Tragedy be justly preferred above the

other&quot;!, e. the Epic Poem. Essay on Dram. Poesy.
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word, and its application here. The Poem, it

seems, is compared to the tail of a mouse, or a

rat, which grows less and less toward* ilu , end:
&quot;

versus extremum attenuata V I never heard,

that any naturalists have observed this property to

be peculiar to the tails of rats and mice. The

fact seems to be, that the words ^^ov, and ^Eia/w,

however their etymologies may appear to differ,

have both the same meaning that of cropped,

curtailed, tronque, as M. Batteux translates it.

*&amp;gt;

t. C. XKTO. TO
TfX&&amp;gt; lAAftTTWK fflOVU .

. p. 92, ed. De Pauzv.]To which is

opposed, JcAip^oap^ a long-tailed verse : o xaroi

TO TfA^ TrAfova^wv (ruAAaj3fj.

In the Rhetoric, Aristotle applies pus{&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;
to a

period that is too short, and disappoints the ear by

ending abruptly. The passage is curious for its

expression, and illustrates both the word itself, and

its application, here, to a Poem, which disappoints

the expectation of a reader in the same manner,

by ending before its time. Ati &, xat T xwAa, KM

rag TTtpiohs, fwrs MEIOTPOT2 ilvoti, pin MAKPA2 *

TO y.tv yet,(&amp;gt;
MIKPON

[i.
e. |tx8poi/] TrgotrTnot.uw

?roA-

Aaxt? 7TOjt TOV fafwmnt? avayxt] yotp, QTXV, in o^ui/

ITTl TO TTO^W, XiXt TO jWETpOI/ 8
ij^tl

tV IUTW ofa,

iraufl-apwa, OION, nPO2OTAIIN

hoe, TW ANT1KPOT2IN. Rhet. III. 9,

p. 592, ed. Duml.

* So Robortelli, Victorius, Goulston. &quot;

Appaia una
&quot; coda di

topo&quot;
Castclvctro.

&quot;

Venga ella a far appa-
&quot; rentia di coda di sorcio, col suo fine angusto&quot;

Piccol.
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NOTE 275.

P. 206. IF EXTENDED TO THE USUAL
LENGTH.

AxoXisQavTOi rw T p^rgx pm&i . Almost all the

commentators and translators understand an

swerable to the length of the metre. And this is,

certainly, the most obvious and unforced sense of

the words : for, had Aristotle meant, by ptrgov,

the standard measure, or length, of the Poem, as

other commentators understand it, he, probably,

would have rather said ru ra. MHKOT2 METP,n a
.

Mzrgov is so used in the passage given in the last

note : TO METPON iy^u Iv iavTu
ogx. If, however,

metre be the sense, (for, after all, the passage is

ambiguous,) the expression must, I think, be un

derstood as a short way of saying
&quot;

conform-
&quot; able to the usual length of Poems in that metre&quot;

of Poems in heroic verse. See what is said,

cap. xxiv. about the adaptation of the hexameter

to Epic Poetry : S&K MAKPAN &amp;lt;rvra&amp;lt;riv lv aAAw

wwcjwev vt TW ^ww. I cannot conceive that

Aristotle meant to say, that the length of the

Epic Poem was proportioned, or ought to be pro

portioned, to the length of the metre. Yet so

the commentators. &quot;Si Poeta secutus fuerit

&quot;

longitudinem, quas mstar videtur ejus car-

&quot;

minis.&quot; Viet. &quot;Si cum metri longitudine prove-
11

hatur&quot; Goulst. &c. It was not the length of the

hexameter
*
As, ftwsj b@-., cap. xxiv. and cap, vii.
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hexameter which made it the fittest measure for

heroic Poetry, but the nature of IhcJeet of which it

is composed ;
and on that account it was preferred,

as
r&amp;lt;r^coTaTGK xou ey^o/ffftroy rwv ptTguv. cap. xxiv.

The length of a verse is to be measured by the

times (xpvo) which compose it. Now the hexa

meter is but one third longer than the Iambic

trimeter
; their respective times being 24, and 1 8 :

so that the length of an Epic Poem would be

strictly proportioned to the length of its verse

TW TX //.ET3 pmet were it longer by one third

only than a Tragedy.

NOTE 276.

P. 206. DILUTED.

TJafij watery. Aristotle uses the same me

taphor in the following passage of his second

book De Republicd, where, opposing, the commu

nity of wives and children proposed by Plato
a

,

he very justly objects, that it would weaken the

bond of social union, by diluting the social affec

tions, and destroying

Relations dear, and all the charities

Of father, son, and brother .

Par. Lost, iv. 756.

Ev $e TYI noXet, Tyv OIAIAN

TAAPH yivwQcci, .
hoc, ryv xoivuviav rr

t
v

lieu

*
Rep. V.
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Kott vxiga Xtytw rov epov

b

, y viov,

viov.
fl&amp;lt;nre^ ya.f&amp;gt; piK^

xfiev, UVXl&amp;lt;r9yTOV 7TO* TTJI/ KftOUTlV,

ei KMI ryv o*&amp;gt;cg&amp;lt;07ijTa, ryv

TiJV aTTO TUV
CVOftOtTUV TVTUV-Jt.T.X. I Stop

there, because the passage is evidently defective,

though the sense is plain.

NOTE 277.

P. 207. AND, ALSO, IN THE PECULIAR

END AT WHICH IT AIMS .

Ka, m, TW TI?
Tpi&amp;gt;i? f^yw . The expression

is ambiguous. It may mean, either the end, or

business, of the Poetic art in general, or, that of

Tragedy of the Tragic art*. The latter, how

ever, seems, pretty clearly, to be the meaning : for

his expression rarci? rs hoKptget Tracn, KAI ETI

TW-TIIJ
Tip^&amp;gt;K Ifyw shews the author to be speak

ing, here, of a distinct advantage. But, if we

understand it to mean, that Tragedy answers the

end of Poetry better than the Epic, this cannot

be considered as an advantage distinct from those

enumerated before, which are, plainly, such as

contribute to the general end of Poetry that of

k He alludes here to Plato s expressions, who con

tended, on the contrary, that the bond of social unity

must be the closer, where all the citizens apa, (pQeyyavrai

- - - - TO. Toiade faparct, TO TE MON, xat TO OTK EMON.

p. 356, ed. Mass.
~

a See NOTE 267.
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giving pleasure of
interesting, delighting, strik

ing, Sec. Whereas, if the pccit/inr end of Tragedy
be superior to that of Epic Po::try, tliis, indeed,

is an additional and separate advantage. Besides,

the parenthetical insertion which immediately

follows Jet TAP, a TTIK Tup^Kirak nV&iw TTOIHV aJraj

(i.e. the U/MC and Tragic Poems,) AX TW *-

jMfvuv plainly implies, that the T^MIC icyov, of

which he had been speaking, was that of affording

the particular pleasure proper to the species. And

thus, too, the word igyov is used in other passages :

Tfyi*f tgyov, cap. vi. and cap. xiii.

The words, paAAoi/ T nAa? Tuyxavwet, present

a similar, but more embarrassing, ambiguity. Is

TA0, here, the end of Poetry, or the end of

Tragedy ? If we take it in the latter sense, Aris

totle will say, that Tragedy is superior, both be

cause its end the peculiar effect which it purpose*

to produce is superior to that of the Epic Poem,

find, because it attains that end more perfectly

than the Epic attains its end. But this Aristotle

has not proved, nor does it appear to be true. On

the other hand, if we understand TA&amp;gt; to mean

the end of the poetic art
b
, it is obviously true,

that, if Tragedy be superior in all those respects

which he had mentioned in its closer unity, its

brevity, its uagyf &amp;gt;,
its music, and its decorations

and,

b As it does in a similar expression, cap. xxv. which

favours the same sense here :
&quot;

ti wypc#w TS TE?UJ T*

J&quot;
/ . e . of Poetry in general.
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and, besides, (KO.I In) in the specific end at which

it aims it must, on the whole, be preferable to

the Epic Poem, as answering more effectually the

end of Poetry, by giving greater pleasure.

For, that this, in Aristotle s view, was the great

end of the art, and of all its branches, appears,

if I mistake not, evidently, from many other pas

sages of this treatise, as well as from that now

before us. Nor does he, any where, appear to

me to give any countenance to an idea, which

rational criticism has, now, pretty well exploded

that utility and instruction are the end of Poetry.

That it may indeed be rendered, in some degree,

useful and improving, few will deny; none, that

it ought to be made so, if it can. But, that the

chief end and purpose of Poetry is to instruct

that Homer wrote his Iliad on purpose to teach

mankind the mischiefs of discord among chiefs,

and his Odyssey, to prove to them the advantages

of staying at home and taking care of their fami

lies this is so manifestly absurd, that one is

really astonished to see so many writers, one after

the other, discoursing gravely in defence of it
d
.

^

c &quot; La verite qui sert de fond a cette fiction, et qui
&quot; avec elle compose la Fable, est, Que Vabsence d une

&quot;

personne hon de chez sol, cu qui n a point I ceil a cc qui
&quot;

s y fait, y cause de grands desordrts&quot; And again
&quot; Ces grands noms de Rois, de Heros, d Achille, d Aga-

&amp;lt;
f memnon, & d Ulysse, ne designent pas moins les

&quot;

derniers Bourgeois, ike. Du Poeme Ep. I. 10.

d
Piccolomim, in particular, p. 369, &c. of his Annot.

nella Poet. d^Arht. And the reader may see, if he has

5 any
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It is true indeed, that Aristotle, in his account

of Tragedy, mentions the correction and refine

ment of the passions, pity, terror, &c. as a useful

effect of Tragic representations. But he no where,

either in his definition, where we might surely

have expected him to be explicit, or in any other

part of his book, calls that effect the end of Tra

gedy. All his expressions prove, that his end,

both of Tragic and of Epic Poetry, was pleasure ;

though, with respect to Tragedy, he asserts, (by

way, as I have before suggested, of obviating

Plato s objections to it
e

,) that the pleasure arising

from it was so far from being pernicious, that it

was even useful ; so far from inflaming the pas

sions of men, that it tended, on the contrary, to

purify and moderate them in common life. When

the reader sees the expressions, to which I allude,

laid together, he will hardly, I think, entertain any

doubt upon this head. ra p*yir#?
cj

any stomach to see, the disgusting nonsense of Le Bossu

vpOH this subject, ch. ii. iii. iv. &c. of his first book. By

way of perfect contrast, he may then turn to the Disser

tation on the Idea of Universal Poetry, [Dr. Kurd s Her.

vol. ii.]
See also Dr. Beattie s Essay en Poetry and Afusict

fh. i. This absurd notion was also long ago combated

in a masterly manner by that fine and philosophical

writer, La Motte, in the discourse prefixed to his Odes,

P- 23 3 1 - _
e NOTE 45, p. 3.

of this volume.

This looks much, as if he would have assented to

the rational assertion of Eratost/icnes, which Strabo cotn-

v OL. ii. G G bats.
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1? Tgt*yu$ix, ^u08 f*[gi&amp;gt;i

ifiv, c. cap. vi. In &amp;lt;?

;

au-rn aVo
Tf&amp;gt;&amp;lt;xyti$ia&amp;lt;;

HAONH.
CY7/A xiii. a y^

Tratrav &amp;lt;Ja fyrtiv HAONHN a?ro T^ay&xna?, aAAa

THN OIKEIAN. Eirei ot rw aVo Af xa*
&amp;lt;?o|3a,

&amp;lt;Tj

fjupn&amp;lt;rtvs&amp;gt;
hi HAONHN 7ra^a(rxu^jv TOV -rroinrr.v

Cap. xlv. iV, wVTTf^ ^woi/ Iv
A?&amp;gt;,

now ryv OIKEIAN

HAONHN. cap. xxiii. TJV
&amp;lt;ty*v,

^ Jf AI HAONAT,
5tc.

c///?.
////. &amp;lt;Ti ya^ a r&amp;gt;5!/ ru^ao-aj* HAONHN

voisiv ATTAE, aAAa T&amp;gt;IV tlfityumiy.
/^/V7.

From all this it appears, I think, indubitably,

that the great tw/ of Poetry in general, was, in

Aristotle s opinion, to give pleasure; as Castel-

vetro, long ago, rightly contendrd.
&quot;

Color-o, che
&quot;

vogliono, che la poesia sia trovata pfincipal-
&amp;lt;c mente per giovare, o pergiovare e per dilettate

4&amp;lt;

insicme, veggauo che non s oppohgaod all*

&quot;

autorita d Aristotele, il quale, qui ed altrovc

&amp;lt;c non par che le assegni altro, che dlktto
;

e sc

&quot;

pure le concede, ulcuno giovarnento, glide concede

&quot;

per accidents; come h la purgations dctio spa-
&quot; vcnlo e ddla compassions per mezzo del/a Tra-
&quot;

gectia&quot; p. 505-

The pe-CH-liar end of Tragedy, he has expressly

told us, is to afford that pleasure, which results

from fictitious terror and pity : TJV aVo ixez xat

po/3 ^i pipmus r!JoMi&amp;gt;. What he regarded as the

peculiar end of Epic Poetry, I observe that he

has

bats, rniv wavra trroxafaSau YTXAFariAS, OT
AIAA2KAAIA2. Strabo, p. 15. Ana see the Diss. on

the Idea of Univ. Poetry, above referred to.
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has no where distinctly said. But from what he

has said, of the advantages which its plan affords,

with respect to grandeur, and variety, and the

admission of the wonderful and surprising
K
,
and

also of the superior richness of its language*, we

may collect, that his ideas on this subject accorded

with those of the best modern critics; and that

he held the end of the Epic Poem to be, accord

ing to the exact description of an eminent writer,
&quot;

admiration, produced by a grandeur of design,
&amp;lt;( and variety of important incidents, and sus-

&quot;

taincd by all the energy and minute particula-
&quot;

rity of description
I

.&quot;

This end, however, and these peculiar advan

tages, of the Epic plan, Aristotle has not, as I

have before remarked
k

, brought forward, to com

plete the comparison in this chapter: but he

plainly, and, I think, justly, considered them as

more than compensated by the closer interest,

more perfect illusion, stronger emotion, deeper

impression, and, in his view, more useful tendency,

of Tragedy. The Epic Poem loses in force of

effect,
what it gains in variety ;

in nature and

passion, what .it gains in grandeur and sublimity.

The very necessity, and the merit, of its variety,

and

*
Cap. xxiv. Trans/. Part III. Sect. 2.

h
Cap. xxii. adfin. and cap. xxiv. Aw %at y^uirug, &c.

Trans/, vol. i. p. 174, 175. and 180, 181.

1 Dr. Kurd s Disc, on Poet. Imit. p. 141.
*

Vol.i./&amp;gt;. 58,59.
G G 2
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and of the Irsia-o^ia^ ctvopoicig iieiuroSiois , are a

confession of its defects, as implying a too great

extent of plan, a feebleness of interest, a want of

relief. It seems, indeed, to be the great art of the

Epic Poet, to make us amends, by the striking

beauty of particular parts, for the fatigue and

ennui which unavoidably results, more or less, from

the whole. A strong proof of the superiority

of Tragedy, and of the justness of Aristotle s

decision, is, that every reader is most delighted

with the Episodes of Epic Poetry; with those

subordinate and more compressed actions, which

give us the very pleasure of Tragedy which

interest and affect us by exciting pity and terror :

with the meeting of Hector and Andromache, and

the supplication of Priam to Achilles for the body
of his son, in the Iliad ; with the love, despair,

and death, of Dido, the episode of Nisus and

Euryalus, and the parting scene between old

Evander and his son, in the -Eneid
m

.

But though, of all the pleasures which Poetry,

or Music, or Painting, can afford, the pleasure of

emotion deserves to be esteemed the greatest, yet

all

^

Cap. xxiv.
m Mn. VIII. 557, &c. particularly, from v. 572 to

584. I do not know any where a finer example of

natural pathos, heightened by the nicest selection of ex

pression, ami by such harmony of versification, as would

almost make nonsense pass upon the understanding tor

sense, through the recommendation, if I may be allowed

such an expression, of the ear.
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all those arts certainly afford considerable plea

sures of other kinds ; and, perhaps, to do full

justice to the Epic Poem, we ought not to charac

terize it by any one particular and principal plea

sure, but by that variety, which is peculiar to it,

and which comprehends, in some degree or other,

every sort of pleasure, that serious Poetry can

give&quot;. Whatever, therefore, may be decided

with respect to the comparative excellence of the

Poems themselves, we may safely perhaps assent

to the general decision of criticism, respecting the

comparative merits of the Poets, and allow, that

&quot;

the first praise of genius is due to the writer of
&quot; an Epic Poem

;
as it requires an assemblage

&quot; of all the powers which are singly sufficient for

&quot;

other compositions*.
*

Some writers give still greater latitude to the variety

of Epic Poetry. And indeed, if what should, or may, be

done, is to be determined by what has been done by the

best Epic Poets by Homer, Virgil, and Tasso, (for

Ariosto is a comic Poet,) it even admits, occasionally, of

some departure from rigid dignity, and of some approach,
at least, to the smile of Comedy, though not to the broad

laugh of Farce. See Lord Kaims, Elsm. of G iticism,

vol. i. p. 289, and the treatise U^i O/*r^s vonyreuf, P. 257,

vol. v. of Ed. Horn. Ernest.

* Dr. Johnson s Life o
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all those arts certainly afford considerable plea

sures of other kinds ; and, perhaps, to do full

justice to the Epic Poem, we ought not to charac

terize it by any one particular and principal plea

sure, but by that variety, which is peculiar to it,

and which comprehends, in some degree or other,

eotry sort of pleasure, that serious Poetry can

give&quot;. Whatever, therefore, may be decided

with respect to the comparative excellence of the

Poems themselves, we may safely perhaps assent

to the general decision of criticism, respecting the

comparative merits of the Poets, and allow, that

&quot;

the first praise of genius is due to the writer of

&quot; an Epic Poem ;
as it requires an assemblage

&quot; of all the powers which are singly sufficient for

&quot;

other compositions*.
*

Some writers give still greater latitude to the variety

of Epic Poetry. And indeed, if what should, or may, be

done, is to be determined by what has been done by the

best Epic Poets by Homer, Virgil, and Tasso, (for

Ariosto is a comic Poet,) it even admits, occasionally, of

some departure from rigid dignity, and of some approach,

at least, to the smile of Comedy, though not to the broad

laugh of Farce. See Lord Kaims, Elsm. of Criticism,

vol. i. p. 289, and the treatise UE^I O/nr^s Trowtuf, p. 257,

val. v. of Ed. Horn. Ernest.

Dr. Johnson s Life of Milton.

G 3
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might, perhaps, express the sense given by Dacier, without

using the word ronrrw, and that what he said might be

this: &quot;which escaped him [j.
e. Carcinus] for want of

&quot;

seeing the action^ as a spectator.
1

6 pn fyuvTa ilS [or

HSIIEP] foamy [sc. ovra] exav&mv. This is favoured by
the preceding expression, &quot;OPilN, XlflEP v

P. 124.
&quot;

9T(w2&amp;lt;ov never used but to signify a

child.&quot;]
Unless trrowfjoaws, as a term of endearment ;

as we often apply child to a grown person; a sense in

which it can hardly be used here.

P. 333.
&quot; One Tragedy at sack

different festival.&quot;}

And thus, I find, Menage understood. &quot; On ne repre-
&quot;

sentoit, chacun de ces jours-la, qifunpneme de chaqut
&quot;

fecit&quot; Pratique de Theatre, par D Aubignac, ii. p. 48.
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DISSERTATION I.

REMARK I.

Vol. I. page 54. THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPE

RIORITY OF VIRGIL IN TOUCHES OF THIS KIND.

I should have noticed Lucretius, v. 1369 1377 :

Inque dies magis in montem succedere sylvas

Cogebant, infraque locum conceclere cultis :

Prata, lacus, rivos, segetes, vinetaque laeta

Collibus, et campis ut haberent, atque olearum

Ca^rula distinguens inter plaga currere posset

Per tumulos, et convalles, camposque profusa :

Ut nunc esse vides vario distincta lepore

Omnia, quae pomis intersita dulcibus ornant,

Arbustisque tenent felicibus obsita circum.

which is much more landscape-painting than any

other passage in the Latin poets, that I recollect.

DISSERTATION
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DISSERT ATI ON II.

REMARK 2.

Vol.1, page 87. EXCEPT THE ACTION (IF THE
EXPRESSION IS ALLOWABLE) OF SPEAKING.

&quot;

Speaking is acting, both in philosophical strictness, and

as to all moral purposes.&quot; Paley s Prin. of Mor. Phil.

II. 286. 7
lh Ed.

REMARK 3.

Vol. I. p. 89, 90. note !
.

See Serre Essais sur les Principes de 1 Harmome,

p. 4647.
&quot; On peut en consequence concevoir que

cet ancien genre pouvoit fournir a la meiodie, surtout

a une melodic recitante, des intervalles que leur extreme

petitesse rendoit tres-propres aux expressions de moliesse

et de langueur, aux expressions de sentimens qui suppo-

sent dans Tame, et en consequence dans Forgane vocale,

une sorte tfinertie, un penchant a ne former que les plus

petits intervailes m61odiques, que 1 harroonie, qu une suc

cession fondamentale tres-naturdle puisse suggerer.
*

His tf
inertie&quot; touches upon my solution of Dr. Beat-

tie s question, which I gave in a letter to my friend the

Rev. Mr. Elmsall : i. e. a low-spirited man speaks in

small intervals, and minor thirds, and semitones, &c. for

the same reason as he takes short steps, and moves lan

guidly, &c.
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TRANSLATION AND NOTES.

REMARK 4.

NOTE 14. Vol. I. p. 264. MANDRABULUS.
&quot; Nomen - - - - Comcediam potius quam Tragoediara

indicat.&quot; Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 121. From Mv3f, stabulum.

This argument from the derivation of the name escaped

me.

REMARK 5.

NOTE 15. ibid. HEGEMON INVENTOR OF PA
RODIES.

My Translation inventor of parodies, wants either

alteration, or explanation, from Athenaeus. See Mr.

Tyrwhitt, p. 121. &quot; Quod Hegemo primus parodias

fecisse dicitur, nihil plus significat, quam eum hanc ludicrse

poeseos speciem primum seorsim excoluisse, et pro

acroamate in scena exhibuisse, &c.&quot;

REMARK 6.

NOTE 16. Vol. I. p. 266. THE DELIAD.

See the excellent note of Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 1 22.

REMARK 7.

NOTE 18. note c
. Vol. I. p. 275.

The observation of the Monthly Review, July 1793,

p. 243, about the inconsistency of my remark and my
version, is fair, and must be noticed.

REMARK
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REMARK 8.

NOTE 22. Vol. I. p. 281. MavSavtiv to discover.

See Euiip. Phoeniss. v. 48. and 50. tofind out.

REMARK 9.

Ibid. note*. Vol.1, p. 280. Mipovpevav and so Mr.

Tyrwhitt, p. 126.

REMARK IO.

TRANSLATION, Vol. I. p. no. HOMER ALONE.

My version, here, does not say all that Aristotle
says.

He says, Homer was not only, the only good Epic poet,
but the only Epic Poet whose poetry was dramatic.

REMARK II.

TRANSLATION, ibid. ONCE MADE THEIR AP
PEARANCE.

See Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 129. v.
yntfctQcamtnis. This

agrees with my idea of the word. Entrevoir.

REMARK 12.

TRANSLATION, Vol. I. p. in. ^ESCHYLUS FIRST
ADDED A SECOND ACTOR.

See Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 131. v. VTTOH(&amp;gt;ITUV .

Hesychius says the same, v. vnoxgniK, o EV TV crxwy

etTToxfivo/AEv-
where Salmatius corrects, vxoxfivopev- :

but, I believe, aTroxfivopsv- is right. He that answers

upon the stage.

REMARK 13.

NOTE 30. Vol.1, p. 294. ^ESCHYLUS ABRIDGED
THE CHORAL PART.

Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. i 33, quotes Philo^tratus, and takes

XOfxg for the odes themselves. Perhaps my pcntimento,

in the Addenda, was needless.
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REMARK 14.

NOTE 30. Vol. I. p. 294. I believe the passage may be

rectified by transposition.

I was not aware, that Dr.Bentley had so corrected this

passage in his Dissertation upon Phalaris, p. 263, 264.

REMARK 15.

NOTE 38. Vol. I. p. 320. THE RIDICULOUS, &c.

I should have mentioned Plato De Rep. L. V. p. 330.

(Ed. Massey.) where he says, nothing is ridiculous but

what is KO.KOV.

See the excellent note of Mr. Tyrwhitt, *H ?e xu/j.u$ia

srv, p. 137.

REMARK ]6.

NOTE 42. Vol. I. p. 337. On the whole, it seems not

improbable, &c.

I need not have altered [jufjwcns to
n*i,y;&amp;lt;7jN.

The phrase,

TS ffuvtivfr- eivai, escaped me. Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 141.

REMARK 17.

NOTE 44. Vol.11, y. 2.. Perfectly to exclude the inac

curacies, dec.

&quot;

Loquendi eadem quidem ratio veteri aevo frequen-

tata, ut sententia aliqua simul cum negatione contrarii

efferatur ; quod vulgo, ut multa alia prisci sermonis sim-

plicitati et infantis omnino communia, Orientis iinguis

proprium esse putant.&quot; Heyne s Opusc. Acad. Vol. 2.

p. 106. note
r

.

REMARK 1&amp;lt;S.

NOTE 45. Vol. II. p. 3. EFFECTING, THROUGH
PITY AND TERROR, &c.

I shouhl have observed, that in the expression KM

iMf KgaxTiXxis, Kai raii$ fvGxftxrtxxii;, the former alludes to

the Tragic music, and the purgation of Terror and

Pity, &c. ;
and the latter syQwesrutaus to sacred music.

REMARK
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REMARK 19.

NOTE 46. Vol. II. p. 26, 27. Not improperly compared
to our recitative.

That the Music to which its Iambics were set, was a

kind of Recitative, is supported by a passage in the

treatise of Philodemus
TLsgt MOTIXH;, discovered in the

Ruins of Herculaneum, (printed at Naples 1793) where

he speaks of that melody as /JOM.OV TV \afout miveryttan-.

Columna 29. p. 117.

REMARK 20.

NOTE 57. Vol.11, p. 39. T etwrw.

So ^Eschin.
Ilefi HaqantpeG. p. 257. Taylor. 8vo.

&EV TO* WOV7UV ElKSlVf U$ y OlfAlM, 9rp&amp;gt;UTOV/ (JUSC quasi

inhaerent ipsi rei. Viet.

Mr. Tyrwhitt s remark, that Aristotle is speaking of

the Sentiments^ not of the Diction or Language, is im

portant. p. 145. O&amp;lt;

REMARK 21.

NOTE 127. Vol. II. p. 181. THE DISCOVERY BY
THE SOUND OF THE SHUTTLE.

Mr. Tyrwhitt understands by xef&amp;gt;ti$,
the web, telam.

But the many passages about the musicality of the xepus

(shuttle) seem to be strong against Mr. T. and in favour

of my conjecture.

See Epigram of Antip. Sidon. Brunck s Aristoph,
Vol. 3. p. 141.

REMARK 22.

NOTE 138. Vol. II. p. 20j.P!ato says of a dog, &c.

And Theocritus, Ei?. xe. v. 80 82.

.Ei 01 xai tynsg uh vor^ov^ syfoQev wav
UTS x,?l W*txa,m{j&.\ are xai s*i,

TOI tymv rif etyifftv xsp Ttpn^
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REMARK 23.

TRANSLATION, Vol.1, p. 154. TOSSED BY MANY-
TEMPESTS.

Xsi/MurQeis, long-tossed, weather-beaten.

multum ille et terris jactatus et alto. /En. i . 3.

and, perhaps,

IloMM J oy V 7TCVTU TTO&tV O^lCl Od. A. 4.

REMARK 24.

NOTE 149. Vol.11, p. 223. THE LYNCEUS OF
THEODECTES.

Well observed by Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 151, about Abai

(the OTUidiov)
and Hyginus, fab. 170 and 273.

REMARK 25.

NOTE 153. note k
. Vol. II. p. 237. Afew ideas, even

roughly thrown cut,from an artist of genius.

&quot; The knowledge which an artist has of his subject

will more than compensate for any want of elegance in

the manner of treating it, or even of perspicuity,

which is more essential ;
and I am convinced, that one

short essay, written by a Painter, will contribute more tc

advance the Theory of our Art, than a thousand volumes

such as we sometimes see ; the purpose of which appears

to be rather to display the refinement of the author s own

conceptions of impossible practice, than to convey useful

knowledge or instruction of any kind whatever.&quot; Sir

Jos. Rcynolds s Disc. 15. Vol. II. p. 186.

REMARK 26.

NOTE 183. note b Vol. II. p. 283.

See Malone s Dryden, Vol. III. p. 411. He uses

this metaphor, probably without thinking of Homer.
&quot; His succeeding years afford him little more than the

stubble of his own harvest.&quot;

VOL. II. H H REMARK
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REMARK 27.

NOTE 214. Vol. II. p. 330. HOMER CAVE BOTH
THE FIRST, &,C.

Sir Jos. Reynolds savs of Titian &quot; He was the first

and the greatest master of this art.&quot; Vol. II. p. 50.

See Parkhurst s Gr. Lex. afyupa luavtx, large money.
Matt, xxviii. 12. op^xs ixavu a great number ol

people. Mark x. 46.

REMARK 28.

NOTE 216. Vol. II. p. 341. FOR, IN TH T S RESPECT

ALSO, THE NARRATIVE IMITATION IS ABUNDANT,
AND VARIOUS, BEYOND THE REST.

Mr. Tyrwhitt has given a good explanation of ntpmn,

p. 194.
* H*c vox non semper in malam partem acci-

pitur ; saepe autem earn ornatus abundantiam denotat,

qua? citra vitium surnma est.&quot; But he does not account

for the KA in his mode of explaining. His note docs

not satisfy me that all i? right. I think this one of my
best conjectural corrections.

REMARK 29.

NOTE 220. Vol. II. p. 344. BUT EPIC POETRY
ADMITS EVEN THE IMPROBABLE AND INCREDI

BLE, &C.

This passage noiv seems plain enough.
&quot; In Tragedy

the wonderful should be produced ; but Epic admits

better of the improbable, (by which the wonderful is

chiefly effected,) because there, we do not see the action.&quot;

Mr. Tyrwhitt s version seems right.
&quot; Ac in tra-

goediis quidem, id quod admirabile est, effingere oportet :

seel in epopceia magis licet id, quod praeter rationem est,

per quod maxime contingit ipsum admirabile, quia non

intuemur
agentem.&quot; p. 92.
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REMARK 30.

TRANSLATION, Vol.1, p. 185. TN THE MYSIANS,
THE MAN WHO TRAVELS FROM TfGEA TO MYS1A

WITHOUT SPEAKING.

For the discovery of the subject of this Tragedy, and

of the cause of the silence here censured, we are indebted

to the very curious and masterly note of Mr. Tyrwhitt.
&quot;

Telephum igitur avuntulos suos apud Tegeam occidisse

fortasse finxerat poeta, et illinc mutum in Afysiam rediisse.

Mos scilicet erat csedis alicujus reum mutum restare, donee

sacris quibusdam expiatoriis lustraretur.&quot; See the whole

note, p. 195, 197.

REMARK 31.

NOTE 224. Vol.11, p. 355. THE ABSURDITY is

CONCEALED UNDER THE VARIOUS BEAUTIES, &C.

Aoyov OJicrerfOj, H

Aia TOV adusKn ytvsaS

ot voravx ys (ux%onx

Tl (TO^ia ?

KAEOTEI
9rfayoj&amp;lt;7-a p.v6oi$.

Pind. Nem. Z.

v. 2934.
REMARK 32.

NOTE 138. Vol.11, p. 382. BUT, AS XENOPHANES

SAYS, &C.

a&amp;gt;.x OTN Qauri raJe. I am now clear that this

emendation, proposed by Mr. Tyrwhitt, is solid. I had

made it myself in MS.

REMARK 33.

NOTE 2-41. Vol. II. p. 386. WHEN ON THE

TROJAN PLAIN, &c.

Mr. Tyrwhitt seems quite right in his conjecture that

all the passages were from II. K. I think the objection,

H H 2 clearlv,
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clearly, was to the contradiction of saying, that all Godt

and men were asleep, and at the same time, that Agamem
non heard the noise of fifes, &c. and saw the fires, Sic.

This explanation gets rid of the solution of aS^rae,

as mental vision, and also removes all difficulty about

Spoibv, and the supposed objection to that line, considered

as a separate difficulty.

I must take the words apa o*e pcnv into my version.

His other conjecture, sravnj c/ts, is less probable.

REMARK 34.

NOTE 242. Vol. II. p. 392. O/Wbj seems to b*

constantly used by Homer in the secondary sense.

But see II. H. 307. and O. 689.

REMARK 35.

NOTE 245. Vol.11, p. 394. To pev OT

Alex. Aphrod. quoted by Mr. Tyrwhitt, p. 207, (and,

in Latin, by Beni,) makes the absurdity of 5 (where

rotted) to be, that part of the same post should be rotted*

and part sound.

The difficulty about accents (ibid.), and the passage of

Sophocles Elench. are curious.

REMARK 36.

NOTE 269. Vol. II. p. 431. AND IN SINGING .

I was wrong in saying that singing out of tune , was

the only warranted sense of %a%iv. See Mr. Tyrwhitt on

this passage. Also Theoc. EI& 5. 22
;
and Valckenaer s

note on E&amp;lt;3; 6. 15. But my conjecture is still good, I

think.

INDEX
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INDEX I.

OF POETS, CRITICS, PHILOSOPHERS, &c.

MENTIONED BY AUISTOTLE.

A.

- - Vol.i. page 111.157. 17-2.

AGATHO - - - --- i. 128. 147. 158, 159.- A Tragic Poet,

the contemporary of Socrates, Euripides, &c. A few

fragments only of his wrks remain, which confirm the

account given by antient writers of his style ; that it

abounded with ornamental refinements, and particularly
with antitheses. [See /Elian, V.H. XIV. 13. and Aristoph.

Thesmoph. v. 58, &c. and Kuster s note.] The following

lines may afford a pretty good specimen of his turn, both

of writing and thinking :

Arist. Ethic. Nic. vi. 5.

To
p.tt&amp;gt; Trctgegyov, l^yoi/ u$, vroiuptQx,

To a
x

Epyoc, us nragegyov, iy.Trovypibct,.

Athen. v. init.

See also NOTE 156. (vol. ii. p. 241.) Grotii Excerpta
tx Trag. &c. p. 437. Bayle, Art. AOATHOX. And Syden-
ham s translation of the Zv^iroerio* of Plato, (The Ban~

quet,} p. g, 10. 12-2, note 96.

ARIFHRADES ---- i. 173- He is known only by the

wretched piece of prosaic criticism there mentioned.

ARISTOPHANES ----------- i. 106

ASTYDAMAS - - - - i. 141. There were two Tragic Poets

of this name, father and son. The former is said to

have written not fewer than 240 Tragedies. Suidas : who
has also recorded his vanity, art. ZOUJTW tram*?.

C.

CALLIPPIDES --- i. 204. A famous Tragic actor. See

Plutarch, Apophthegm. IMCOH. p. 376, cd. H. St. From

the story there told, it seems probable enough, though,

I think, by no means certain, that the proverbial expres

sion, Te*ytK&amp;lt;&* flriDjix-, (STT
rut wag a| SEMNYNOME-
II H 3 NiW,
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NflN, Suid. and Hesych.) might, as it has been supposed,
have originally alluded to the vanity of this actor. In the

tii/mposium of Xenophon, when the buffoon, Philip, is

asked ETTI TU yfXwroTroinv y.eyot, (p^oi/in; ; he answers,
Axaioroy y , oloptu, v&amp;gt; KAAAinniAHZ o woxgiT?, o? YFIEP-
2EMNYNETAI er* ^Wrai vroAAa? x-Xawras xa9stt&amp;gt;. p.88o, t&amp;gt;d.

Lcunclavii. It seems much more doubtful, whether the

passages referred to by Dacier, in Suetonius, Tiber, cap. 38.
and Cic. ad Attic, lib. xiii, ep. 12, have the same allusion.

CARCINUS - - Vol. i. page 148. 151. Of this Tragic Poet

only a few trifling lines are preserved. What Suidas says of
him gives us no very high idea of his genius ; viz. that,
of 160 Tragedies which he composed, one only obtained
the prize in the dramatic contests.

.CH^REMON i. 104. 181. See NOTE n. (vol. i.

p. 254.) For the passage there mentioned, and other

fragments, the reader may also see Grotii Excerpta, p. 845,
and Sir William Jones s Poes. Asiat. Comment, p. 408.

CHIONIDES i. 107. One of the earliest and most
eminent Athenian Poets of the old Comedy. Suidas.

CLEOPHON ----- i. 105. 170. See NOTE 14. (vol. i.

P- 2(5 3-)

CRATES i. 114. He is said to have flourished

about 12 or 15 years before Aristophanes ; of course, in

the time of the old Comedy.

D.

DIC&OGENES i. 149. Tragic and Dithyrambic Poet.

Suid.

DIONYSIUS i. 105. See NOTE 12. (vol. i. p. 257.)
and the additions and corrections (vol. ii. p, 454.)

KMPF.DOCLES i. 103. 167. 196. The Sicilian Poet-

philosopher, contemporary with Sophocles. See NOTES 8

and 9 (vol. i. p. 248, and 249) and p, 196, note 4. He is

often quoted by Aristotle, and many fragments of his

Poetry are preserved in various antient authors. See Diog.
Laert. in vita : the Poesis Philosophica of H. Stephens, &c.

EpiciiAiiMifs i. 107. 114. of Syracuse, a philoso

phical and a comic Poet. The names of 40 of his Comedies
fire recorded, and a considerable number of fragments from

them, and some from his philosophical poetry, are extant.
See Grotii Excerpta, aud the Poes. P/tilos. of& Stephens.

5 EUCLID,
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EUCLID Vol. i. page 171. Of what Euclid Aristotle

speaks, it smns impossible to ascertain. Victorius says,
lie. is here railed the old I .iic/id, to distinguish liiui iVoiu

Euclid the philosopher, the disciple of Socrates, and foun

der of the Mi-gai-ic sect. [Diug. Laert in rilu.] lint as ihat

Euclid flourished, according to the common account, about

60 years before Aristotle, he might well enough be called

o
a.gxa.k ,

and there is certainly no improbability in sup

posing a cavilling logician to have been also a cavilling
critic. See Diog. Laert. and Bayle, art. EuCLIDE.

EURIPIDES - - -
i. 137. 140. 150. 153. 17-2. 191. 201.

G.

GEAUCO - - i. 199. Whether this was Glauco the

Tcian mentioned by Aristotle, Rhet. III. i, as Dacie.r

asserts after llobortelli, is very uncertain. I know not

why Goulston, in his version, calls him &quot; Glauco
Sopkista.&quot;

II.

HEGEMOV ----- i. 105. See note 15. (vol. i. p. 264.)

HERODOTUS - - - - - - - i. 127

HIPPIAS, of T/iasos - i. 196. known, I believe, only from
this mention of him.

HOMER i. 103. 105, 106. 109. 125. 147. 171.

177. 179. 182, 183. 186.

M.

MAGNES i. 107. An Athenian Poet of the old

Comedy, Suidas.

MNASITHEUS - - - i. 204. of whom nothing more is

known.

MYNISCUS i. 204. I do not know that he is any
where else mentioned, except by Athenajus, who calls him
&quot; the Tragic actor, Mymscvs,&quot; and gives him an honour
able place in his Memoirs of Gluttony, lib. viii. p. 344.

N.

NICOCIIAB.IS (or NICOCHARES) i. 106. In NOTE 16. (vol. i.

p. 266), I have, with Pacier and others, supposed him to

be the Athenian Comic Poet, contemporary with Aristo

phanes. [Suidas.] But this seems doubtful. Victorius

thinks, with some reason, that Aristotle added, o TJ

A&amp;gt;)Aaiit, in order to distinguish him from that Poet. And,
farther, he is here, instancing in narrative or Epic Poetry,
and the Deliad was certainly a poem of that kind. But no

such Poem is attributed to Nicochares the Comic Poet.

H H 4 PAUSOK,
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P

PAUSDv - . - - Vol. i. page 105. See NOTE 12. (vol. i,

p- 255- 257 6o).

PIJILOXENUS - - * - i. 106. of Cythera, contemporary with
Pl.ito

; a Tragic and Dithyraiubic Poet, famous for his

musical innovations, his jokes, and his gluttony. See
Dr. Burney s Hist, of Music, vol. i. p. 418, &.c. Mem. de

TAcad. den Inscrip. tome xix. p. 315, octavo. r But there

were several peisons of the same name, and, unfortunately,
of similar character, who appear to have been confounded
with each other, even by antient writers themselves. See

Perizonius, JEllun. F. Hist. X. 9.

PIIORMIS [PHOUMOS, Athen. and Suid.] i. 114. A Sicilian

Comic Poet contemporary with JLpicharmus.

PoLYGKOTUS- - - - i. 105. 11Q. See NOTE 12. (vol. i.

p. -255.) Pliny, N. Hist. lib. xxxv. cap. 9. /Elian,
F. Hi$t. IV. 3. where Perizonius points out, as some illus

tration of the passage of Aristotle, cited NOTE 12. vol. i.

p. 255j a picture of this painter, mentioned by Pausanias,
(in Pkocicis,) which represented the punishment of an
undutiful son in the infernal regions.

POLYIDES, the Sophist, i. 150. 153. does not occur, that I

know of, any where else. The title of Sophist seems suf

ficiently to distinguish him, if the name does not, (for in

some MSS. it is rie^vtjJoS,) from Polyidus the Dithyrambic
Poet, Musician, and Painter, mentioned by Diodor. Sicului,,

[lib. xiv.] and Etymol. Mag. voce ArAa?.

PROTAGORAS - - - - i. 161. See NOTE 165. (vol. ii. p. 256.)

S.

SOPHOCLES i. 106. 112. 141. 146. 149. 151. 158.

191. -206.

SOPHRON ----- i. 103. This famous Sicilian Poet was

contemporary with Euripides. He wrote Mimes, some for

male, and others for female characters, in the Doric dia

lect. Some very obscure fragments are preserved by De
metrius, Atheivdeus, &c. See NOTE 6. (vol.i. p. 244 to 247).

SOSISTRATUS i. 204. A rhapsodist.

STHENELUS - - - - i. i/o. See NOTE 194. (vol. ii. p. 304.)
Me is mentioned, I believe, only by Aristotle, and by

llarpocration, who records him as a Tragic Poet of the

age of Pericles, and say?, that be was accused of plagia
rism.

THEODECTES,
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T.

THEODECTES -- Vol. i. page 150. 154. A Rhetorician, of

Phaselis in Lycia; the scholar of Plato and Isocrates. lie is

said to have composed 50 Tragedies, and an Art of Rhetoric

in verse. He is frequently mentioned by Aristotle, Dion.

Halicarn. Quintilian, &c. His fellow citi/ens erected a
statue to his memory. See Plut. in vitd Alexandri, p. 1236,
fd. 11. $. Only a few trifling fragments of his works
remain.

TIMOTHEUS i. 106. See NOTE 17. (vol. i. p. 267.)
The famous Poet-musician of Miletus, contemporary with

Euripides. He was banished by the Spartans for im

proving a musical instrument by the addition of a few

strings, which they called &quot;dithonouring the antient Music,&quot;

and *

corrupting the tars of youth :&quot; Kvpcun ran T?
UKGCLS TU mu. The words of this curious decree are pre
served by Boethius. See Casaub. in Athen. p. 613, or

page tifi, 67, of the Or. cd. of Aratus. The reader will find

a full and entertaining account of Timotheus in Dr. Burney s

Hist, of Music, vol.i, p. 405.

TYNDARUS [al. PINDARUS] i. 204. An Actor, clearly; but

we know nothing farther.

X.

XENARCHUS i. 103. A Comic Poet, of whom the

reader may see a pleasant fragment in Athen. p. 225, de

scribing a curious trick practised by the Athenian fish

mongers to evade the law by which they were forbid to

pour water upon their stale fish in order to make them

appeal fresh. See Grotii Excerpta ex Trag. &c. p. 697.

XENOPHAXES i. I0i: The Colophonian, eminent in

the class of philosophical Poets, or, rather, poetical philo

sophers, about the time of Pythagoras. See NOTE 238.

(vol. ii. p. 382.) Diog. Laert. IX. 18. Bayle, art. XENO-
PHANES.

Z.

ZEUXIS i. 119. 200. The famous painter. See

the note p. 200, and MOTE 254. (vol. ii. p. 405).

INDEX
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INDEX II.

TO THE DISSERTATIONS AND NOTES.

A.

ACCENTS, no term applied to them by Aristotle but acute,
and grave

- vol. ii. page 261

ACHILLES, how characterized by Euripides, ii. 167. by
Homer, 168. by Plato, 169. by Dr. Jortia - - ibid.

ACTS, five - - no such division applicable to the Greek
drama - - -----

,
ii. 93

ACTORS, Greek, played female parts, i. 205, n, ii. 434.
contended for the prize in the dramatic contests, ii. 68, 69.

their influence over the Poets, 69. their dress and

figure
-------

340, and n.

ACTRESSES, not admitted on the Greek stage, i. 63, . 205, n.

A$va[Ata.
------- ii. 366, n.

AstKnj, AeixeTuc^ - - ii. 318, 319

./ELIAN, of descriptive imitation, i. 14, n. 54. his account

of the paintings of Dionysius mistaken by Dacier, 257.
of the infant state of painting, 285, n. quoted

- ii. 438

/ESCIIYLUS, not said by Aristotle to have diminished the

number of choral performers, i. 294. curious account of

his stage-improvements, 298. his chorus of 50 furies,

ii. 119. his Ocean riding on a Grifim, 120. his Prome
theus, 211. an expression of his illustrated, 290. his

diction -------- 324

AGATHO, a fragment of - - - - - ii. 242

Aic-^cv, its wide signification
- - - - i. 321

Atoms asroXoy^, to what books of the Odyssey that title

extended - - - - -
ii. 184 186

ApagrviJ.a.Ta,
- - - - ii. 108, 109

,
Aiistotle s sense of &amp;lt; -

-x ii. 397

Dithyrambic what i. 272
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A&amp;gt;oiXoy, Aristotle s definition of - - - ii. 283, n.

ANTIENTS, not to be read with modern ideas - - i. 224

Am*f, whether used by Aristotle to denote opposition of

meaning .... - - ii. 403

Avt^yac-ta, -----__ i. ogg

A7rc,v\a&amp;lt;;
- - - - - - - ii. 161

ATTO c-x^r/jf, o, or T &amp;gt;

- -V - *&amp;lt; Ili .r.^. i

ji. JQO

AHCHITECTURE, absurdity of classing it with the imitative

arts - - - - - - - - i. 92, n.

Ag^mxrorixq
- - - -

., ,
- r- ii. 255

Agyu. ptfyt
- - - - i. 186, n, ii. 356

AHIOSTO, unity of his Poem, of what kind, i. 126, n. 178, n.

i|/(t^j Atyet u&amp;lt;;
$n - - - - - ii. 351

ARISTIDES QUINTILIAXITS, his account of the Greek

A/*OI, i. 80, n. confirms a reading of Aristotle, ii. 260.

quoted, i. 228, n. illustrates Aristotle - ii. 253, 254

ARISTOPHANES, i. 301, w. (or Antiphanes) a fragment of,

ii. 42. ridicules the prolixity of the Tragic chorus, i. 295.
a fragment of, explained by a passage of Aristotle,

ii. 302, 303

ARISTOTLE, has no where said that ALL POETRY is imi^

tation, i. 35, n. in what senses he considered Poetry as

imitation, 36, 37. 58. takes no notice either of sonorous

or descriptive imitation, and why, 39, 40. 54, 55. infe

riority of that part of his work, which treats of diction, 55.
ii. 257, 258. how far he would have allowed an Epic
imitation in prose to be a Poem, i. 232. ii. 61. by no

means excluded verse from his idea of Poetry, i. 236. 289.
his preference of Dramatic Poetry, i. 58, 59. ii. 449.

451. has not fully stated the comparative merits of Dra
matic and Epic Poetry, i. 59, and n. held pleasure to be

the chief end of Poetry, ii. 448, 449. his doctrine of the

purgation of the passions by Tragedy, an answer to the

objections of Plat*, ii. 14. 16, his advice to the Tragic
Poet, to assist his imagination by action, in composing,
considered, ii. 198. scope of his chapter on Critical

Objections, &c. i. 188, n. free from an error common to

philosophical critics, ii. 56. his style often elliptic, paren

thetical, and embarrassed, i. 218. 279. ii. 58, 59. 157. 227,
and n. 237. 272.- does not assert, in general, that

Music is an imitative art, i. 91. his account of mvsical

imitation, i. 69, 70. -what he understood by
f he resem

blance of melody and rhythm to manners, or tempers,
i. 79 87. a musical problem of his corrected, trans

lated,
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lated, and examined, i. 82 87. his RHETORIC quoted,
i. 239. 329, and n. ii. 33. 69. 82. 106. 124, 125. 164, n.

166. 184. 198. 201. 210, n. (of the Ethic and Pathetic

Tragedy) 231, 232, n. 281. 284. 286. (of the language
of passion) 358, 359. 314. 316. 321.410. (of the dis

appointment of the ear by the abrupt conclusion of a

period) 443. explained, i. 272. ii. 263. translated, i. 280.

2J86, 287. ii. 297. 326, 327. 352. his ETHICS quoted,

1.278. ii. 48. 61. 68. 80. 97. 107, 108.283,^.430.
his POLIT. i. 70. 79. 81. 225, . 255. ii. 59.62. 422.

441. 445. METAVH-SS. i. 289. ii. 55. 81.. DE SOPH.
ELENCH. i. 264. 11.262.393. TOPIC, ii. 59. 268. 291.

37-2. 402. DE INTERPRET, ii. 272 275. 408. DE
MUNDO, 431. DE HIST. ANIMAL, ii. 137. PROBLEMS,

i. 82. 269. 271. 283. 294. ii. IOG. 244. 343

ARISTOXENUS, of the melody of speech, i. 77, n. of the

effect of passion upon it, 78, n. of the essential difference

between singing and speaking
- - ibid. ii. 92, n.

A%poHx, melody, not harmony, i. 314, n. ;\s&amp;gt;mxj
- 314

A/x&amp;lt;ma,
or Melodies, of the Greeks, not the same with

their Toi/o, or Modes - - - -
i. 80, n.

ATHENIANS, their immoderate fondness for dramatic exhi

bitions ...... ii. 53, 54. 339

AUDIENCE, Athenian eat and drank during the perform
ance - ..... ii. 339, 340

AULUS GELLIUS, his story of Polus the Tragic actor, 11.434

B.

BACH, C. P. Eman. his choral recitative - ii. 89, n.

BACON, Lord - - - - - - - ii- 34

BATTEUX, his explanation of Dithyrambic imitation, i. 212,

213. of Aristotle s dramatic KaOa^crK
- ii. 1116

BEATTIE, Dr. his mistake with respect to a passage of

Rousseau, i. 7, n. his Minstrel, 18. of the relation

between musical sounds and mental affections, 71, n. his

objections to the principle of resemblance to pathetic

speech in pathetic music, considered, 88, n. on the power
of association in music, 90, n. 225, n. of the difference

between moral and poetical perfection, 105, n. bis ac

count of a passage of Plato, 240, n. his explanation of

Aristotle s account of the ridiculous, 323. his just ana

lysis of the character of Homer s Achilles, ii. 170. on
the language of Tragedy .V - - - - 324

BEAUTT,
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BEAUTY, size and strength essential to it, according to the

ideas of the antients, ii. 4751. male and female,
Aristotle :, idea of it &amp;gt;-

- - - -
48, 49

BEGINNING, middle, and end Aristotle s definition of thsru

applied and illustrated - ii. 41 47

BELL, the sound of it affected by its swinging
- i. 20, n.

BEN i, his commentary on Aristotle quoted, ii. 51. 234. 56*, n.

BAa|3*go
- - - -

-,&quot;*, ii. 411,412
BLACKWELL - - - - -

.

- - i. 65, n.

BOILEAU, a famous imitative line of his examined, i. 11, .

quoted ------, ii. 84. 302, n.

Bossu, Le, called, with little reason, Aristotle s best inter

preter, ii. 75. 131. misquotes Aristotle s text, i. 35, n.

his idea of Episodes, examined, i. 3 1 5, 3 1 6, 3 1 7, 3 1 8, n. his

mistaken notion of Aristotle s simple fable, ii. 74. his

absurd interpretation of x^ra ^61, 131. his defence of

Homer s mean words, 302, . his idea of Homer s pur

pose in composing his Poems - -
448, 449, n.

BRUMOY, his indiscreet way of vindicating the antients from

the charge of Tragi-comedy, i. 306. his apology for the

bloody exhibition of Oedipus in Sophocles
- ii. 84

BURGESS, Mr. - - - his rational account of Homer s

language
- - ii. 309, n.

BURKE, Mr. ... -
. ii. 198, 199

BURNEY, Dr. of the power of instrumental Music, i. 75, n.

of the old German Comedy, ii. 121, n. his translation

of the hymn of Dionysius to the Sun, 293, n. of the

melody of the antient declamation - - 26, n.

C.

CALLIMACHUS, his hymns - - - - i. 211

CAMPBELL, Dr. his explanation of Aristotle s account of the

ridiculous, i. 323325. of metaphors converted by fami

liar use into proper terms ... - ii. 478

CASAUBON, Isaac i- V, &quot;

39&amp;gt;
n -

CASES --i. 164, n.

CASTELVETRO, a transposition of his adopted, ii-32, 33, n.

conjectural emendations of, 198. 249. a curious illustra

tion of his, 281. his explanation of aXoyo&amp;gt;
in cap.xxiv.

3^5) n._of y pip, 356. his commentary quoted,

i. 38, n. 341, n. ii. 69. 311. 330. 439. 450.

CATULLUS &quot; -
ii.^i,&quot;-

CBCIUA,
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CECILIA ii. 242

CII^REMON, his poetical character, i. 254, 255. his Cen
taur -_--__-. {fad.

Xahs-TTuu/w, not used transitively, nor synonymous with

ogy^so-Oai
------

ii. 203 208

CHAUCER - - -,,..-*. ii. 116, 117

Xst/^amu - - -.-,- ii. 203. 205, and n.

CnoEPHon/E - - - the Tragedy of that name men
tioned by Aristotle, (vol. i. p. 150.) probably not that of

./Eschylus
------ ii, 188, 189

CHORAGI - * - - - i. 138,77.

Xof&&amp;gt;
^taAEx-m - - - - - -

ii. 89

CHORUS, antient dramatic, its gradual extinction, i. 159, .

its prolixity, 295. persons of, speak of themselves in the

singular number, even in the Odes, where they sing

together, ii. 95, n, its visible number sometimes filled up

by the admission of mutes, 98. its entrance, a shewy and

expensive part of the Greek drama, 97. in what sense

required by Aristotle to be a sharer in the action - 244
- - - - - - ii. 131

- -
ii. 134

CHROMATIC, and Enharmonic, melody of the Greeks, imi

tative of speech
- - - - - - i. 76

CICERO, i. 233, n. 272. ii. 70, n. 420, n. his account of

the ridiculous, agreeing with Aristotle s, i. 327.-
- his ora

tions, compared with those of Demosthenes, illustrate

Aristotle s distinction of the rhetorical and political

styles, ii. 38, n. of poetic enthusiasm, or genius, ii. 210.

illustrates a passage of Aristotle - - ii. 264

CIRCUMFLEX accent, calledgrcEe by Aristotle, ii. 262, and .

whether distinguished, in his time, by any appropriated
term ------- 263, and n.

CLARISSA - - -
, ii. 103.242

CLEOPHON, his poetical character - i. 263. ii. 301

COMEDY, Old and Middle, what we call Farce, i. 292.
their object was the laughable in general

-
326, 327

COMEDY, usual intricacy of its first scenes, 11.41,42. a

disadvantage of it, compared with Tragedy
- 42

CONDILLAC -
*-&quot; .:-

-
,v .&quot;&quot;.

&quot;

&quot; 2O) n

CONTESTS, Dramatic, of the Greeks, their variety, ii. 339,340

CRESFHONTES,
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i, of Euripides, the discovery in it, in wha 4
. view

admired by Aristotle ii. 129, 130

CRITICISM, philosophical, a common mistake of, i. 8, n. ii. 56

CYCLOPS of Euripides, a singular circumstance relative to it,

i. 311, 312

D.

DACIER, his mistake relative to the Old and Middle

Comedy, i. 335. his strange assertion relative to the

constant observation of the unities of time and place in the

Greek Tragedies, 342. his idea of Aristotle s simple

fable, ii. 74. his absurd explanation and false translation

of a passage in Aristotle, 131, 132, and n. his absurd ac

count of the number of Greek Tragedies performed in a

day, 334 336. says the Iliad may be read in a day,

337 338

D ALEMBERT - i. 68, n. makes Architecture an imi
tative art --___-_ ^2, TZ.

DANCE, Pantomimic ----- i. 226

DANCER, Pantomimic, his necessary accomplishments, ac

cording to Lucian - ii. 428, n.

DANTE, his description of the mingled sounds of his In

ferno
- - - - - - - -

i. 18

D AUBIGNAC, of perfect dramatic conclusions, ii, 46, and n.

DEMETRIUS, (IIc^ ^.) i. 307, aiid n. ii. 31, n. 89, n. of

the analogical metuphor -
289

DESCRIPTION, when imitative, i. 13. not to be confounded

with expression --__.. oG

DESCRIPTION, imitative of visible objects, i. 13. of sounds

15 21. of mental objects, immediate, or by their sen

sible effects, 22 27. not all exact and minute descrip

tion, imitative - - - - - 41, 42, n.

DESCRIPTION, local and picturesque the remarkable inferi

ority of the antients to the moderns in such description

stated, and its cause conjectured
- - i. 4454

j, Jiaeud, complication
- - - ii. 221, 222

DIALOGUE of the Greek Tragedy, to what sort of melody it

\vas probably set - - - - - - ii. 26

AK*EI -.__-_- 11.312

DICTION, Tragic, ii. 321, 32-2, a.nd n. Aristotle s idea of its

perfection, 326. sketch of its history in his Rhetoric, 327
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*, origin of that expression
- - ii, 255

DIDEROT, ii. 243. of the Andria of Terence, 44, n. illus

trates a precept of Aristotle, i. 152, n. of the difficulty of

planning a drama - - - - ii. 34

DIGNITY, modern Tragic, not to be found in the Greek

Tragedy
- - - 1.299 3 11 - 11.31.82.148

DIOGENES LAERTIUS, of the Tetralogies
- - ii. 333

DIONYSIUS, of Halicarnassus, his account of the regularity
and simplicity of the old Dithyrambic, i. 270. of the

melody of the Parode in the Orestes of Euripides, ii. 89, 90

DIONYSIUS, the painter
-

1.257

DIONYSIUS, a fine passage of his Hymn to the Sun, ii. 293

DISASTER - - - - - - - - ii. 81

DISCOVERY, of Joseph by his brethren, i. 132,7*. of Tele-

machus by Menelaus, in the Odyssey, ii. 183. in the

Choephorce of ^Eschylus, examined, 186. 188. between

Merope and her son in the Cresphontes of Euripides
Aristotle s view of it, 120, 130. its effect upon the

audience decribed by Plutarch - - - 130

DISCOVERIES, various, in the Odyssey i. 180, n.

DITHYRAMBIC Poetry, how imitative, 1.209214. not

orignally so, but of a simple form, in regular stanzas, and

set to the simplest melody, 269. how it became imitative,

refined, and complicated
----- 270

DOCERE fabulam
------ ii. 255

DOG, a philosophical animal, according to Plato - i. 283

DOMENICHINO - - - in painting, practised a precept of

Aristotle - - - - - - - ii. 199

DRAMATIC, or personative, Poetry, imitation, in the strict

sense of the word - - - - - 1.31,32

DRAMATIC SYSTEM of the antients, upon a large scale, ii. 340

DRUNKEN men, exhibition of them on the stage, an improve
ment of ./Eschylus

------ i. 298

DRYDEN, misrepresents Aristotle, i. 281. ii. 441, 442. read

him only in translations - i. 281, and .

Du Bos, his absurd idea of the declamation of the antient

Tragedy, ii. 19, 20. his strange explanation of a passage
of Aristotle - - - - - -

-27,&quot;.

ECIIO&amp;gt;
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E.

ECHO, of bound to sense - - - -
-1.31,11.

H^rj ---.. . 253. ii. 329
. ii. 354

&amp;gt;

Aristotle s definition of it,
- -

ii. 37-2

EMENDATIONS conjectural, suggested, of ARISTOTLE, i. 83.

226.231. 280,71.294. 327. 328.336. li.g. 59.67. 161.

166. 174. 203. 241. 249. 280. 288. 314. 319. 3-29. 342.
360. 366, 367. 398. 406. 408. 431. - 438- of ^ESCHYLUS - - - - ii. 290, n.- of ARISTIDES QUINTILIANUS - 11-254- of PLATO ... -. .

1.234, w.--of PLUTARCH -
ii. 105

EMPEDOCLES, his two physical principles of friendship and

strife, i. 196, n. a quotation from him explained, ibid.

his philosophical Poetry, 248. his diction allowed by
Aristotle to be Homeric - 250

- - - - - -
-1.44,77.

11-436

ENHARMONIC intervals of the Greeks ---- imitations of

speech,
- ....... 1.76

EPIC Poem, Aristotle s rule for the length of it, considered,
ii. 331 339. what was his idea of its proper end, 451.
iis merits and defects, compared with Tr;\gedy, 451 453.

now and then approaches to the ludicrous -
453, n.

EPICHARMUS, philosophized in Trochaics, i. 249.-his ludi-

v crous description of the voracity of Hercules -
304, n.

ETmtxfta, - - - - - - ii. 162 and 164, n.

EPISODE, in what senses used by Aristotle, i. 315 318.
ii. 216, 217. how it came to signify an incidental and

, digressive story, i. 318, 319. Epic and Tragic, their dif

ference - - - -- - - i. 3i8

EPITHETS, negative, frequent in the Greek Poets -
ii. 295

EPOPOEIA - - -
difficulty of admitting Aristotle to have

proposed the application of that term to Mimes and

Dialogues,
- - - - -

1.241 244

ERATOSTHENES, his just idea of the end of Poetry, ii. 449, n.

ERNESTUS, his interpretation of two words in Homer,
i. 21,71. ii.so

VOL. n. Ii ES^
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E9&- Xi|e 5
- ......

&quot; 398

H9j, dispositions, tempers - - - - - i. 70,11.

H8-, Hhx ----- in what sense applied by Aristotle to

Tragedy, i. 155, . 11.231. opposed to tra.^ and saGu-

m- ..... ii. 3i,. 226, and n.

EUBULUS, fragment of a Comedy of his - - ii. 138

EUCLID, illustrates Aristotle -
&quot; -

..

- ii. 265, 266

EupviK,
- * -

: .;;
* - -

:

- - 11.209

EURIPIDES, Aristotle s censure of his Choral Odes, i. 158, n.

a passage of, proving the. licentiousness of antient

painting, 256. sometimes familiar, and Tragi-comic,

301. 303. 305. 307. his Prologues, 329. i9^ of his

Tragedies, ii. 31. did not observe the French rule,
&quot; de 11e pas ensanglanter k Theatre&quot; -8 5. a passage in his

Jp/iig.in Taur. considered, loi,n. his powers not confined

to emotions of tenderness and pity, no. two line passages
in his. Medea and Electra, no, 111. his character of

Achilles, 167. his Tragic cavern, 202. his diction, and

Aristotle s character of it, 326. in what sense said to

have drawn men as they are, 374 380. imitated common
nature more closely than Sophocles

- - - 380

EXPRESSION, redundant, an instance of it frequent in the

Greek writers - - - - - ~ u- 2

EXPRESSION, Musical, considered as imitation by the antients,

and why, i. 6976. how assisted by words, though by no

means dependent on them - 72

F.

FABLE, double, of Aristotle, not to be confounded with onr

double plot
....... ii-113

FICTION, imitation - - - - - - i. 27

FISTULA PANIS. See SYRINX.

FLUTE, antient, (AwX-)
- 1.225, n.

FLUTE-PLAYERS, antient - 11.426 428

FONTENELLE, InsPlatonic idea of instrumental Music, i. 74, n.

his Pastorals, 246. of Hercules in the Alcestis of

Eurip. 305. his Rejlcxions snr la Poetique, ii. 60. his

idea of .ZEschylus, 21 1. of sublimity, -212, n. his strange

notion of Homer s dialects - 306 309

FOOTE -_---. ii. 209, and n.
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G.

CODS, Heathen, well characterised in three lines of Xeno-
phancs .... .

,i. 3 33

GOLDSMITH, his description of village sounds in a summer s

evening--..- - i. 18

GRAVINA - - - - i. 3-2, wj his vindication of the

Jphigenia of Euripides against Aristotle s censure of
inconsistence ------ ii. 155, 156

GRAY, Mr. - - - his fondness for Racine, ii. 1 13. his

dgrippina,
&quot;&quot;

* - . . . ibid.

GHEEK language, its comprehensive brevity of expression,

52, 53

II.

HANDEL --- -----i. 89

HARMONY, said by Aristotle to have no expression, 1.84.--
that assertion not true of the harmony of modern counter

point, 86, n. what to be concluded from it with respect to

the Music of the antients - Hid.

HARRIS, of sonorous initiation in a line of Virgil, i. 6, n. of

the imperfection of such imitation, 10, n. imitation of

speech overlooked by him in his account of imitative. Musict

69, //.go. of the difference between rhythm and metre,

108, . a translation of his considered, ii. 39, 40, and n.

an explanation of his questioned, 75, 76. his version of

the words in which Aristotle defines Trs^Trere**, 79. his

just remark concerning a difficulty in translation, 210.

of naturalized metaphors - . - - 278

HEINSIUS, his excellent comment on Aristotle s rule relative

to the goodness of Tragic manners - ii. 13-2 134

HELEX, her talent of vocal mimicry - - i. 63, n.

HERCULES, - - - his comic, jollity in the Alcestis of

Euripides, ii. 304 306. extravagant description of his

voracity
------ 304, n.

HERODOTUS - - - - - - ii. 422

HEYNE, ii. 219. 330. 3^0, &quot;.- his just idea of imitative ver

sification, i.Q, n. his explanation of Mtrx.a.h& , applied

to the Tragic Poet----- ii. 255, n.

HIPPIAS, his Jesuitical theology
- - - - ii. 393

I i a HOEBES,
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HOBBES, of Lucan, i. 182, n. of probable fiction, ii. 350,11.

HOGARTH, i. 261. his Analysis of Beai /y
-

ii. 237, n.

HOMEK, called the best of Painters, i. 14, n. his description
. of the sinking of the nightingale, 21. his touches of local

description how improved r.nd finished by Pope, 46 50,
and . --absurdly embellished by his translators, 64, n.

his description of the vocal mimicry of Helen, 63,;?. --hymns
attributed to him, narrative, 211. parodied bv the, an-

tients, -264, 265. called by Pluto the jirst of Tragic
Poets, 313. his descriptions of female beauty, ii. 48. a

fine passage in his Odyssey, 183. remarks on the original
division of Ins Poems, 184. 186. his use of the verb

^aAcTpaumn, 204 206. his ^- ipo/s &-, &c. how defended

by Uoileau, 302. how best defended, ibid. absurd notion

of his dialects, 307. his Poems regarded b} Aristotle as

too long, 337, 338. his ficlions, in what sense compared
to the logical sophism &amp;lt;$ consequent^ 347 352. his per
fect knou ledge of all arts and sciences, ridiculed by Plato,

364. a patfuge of, considered, and vindicated from meta

phorical interpretation, 386 389. passages of, consi

dered, 317 320. 400, and . his inaccuracies in geo

graphy, astronomy, &c. censured by the Zoilists, 415. his

hexameters, and those of Hesiod, sung to the lyre by
Tcrpander, Timotheus, &c. - 433

HORACE ii. 146, n. his Odes sometimes dramatic,
i. 211, and n. his expression sometimes taken from

Aristotle - - -,. -.
- - - ii. 367

HOWES, Mr. his explanation of the &ir\r, &amp;lt;rvra,o-n
- ii. 113

HUME, his objection to Aristotle s doctrine of tl*e unity of

fable - - - ., r -
;

: - - ii. 54,55

HURD, Bishop, his masterly vindication of the Italian Poets,

and the genuine privileges of Poetry, i. 183, n. quoted,

290. his explanation of Aristotle s precept relative to

uniformity of manners, examined, ii. 141 148. his vin

dication oi the Jphigenia (in Aulis) of Euripides, con

sidered, 151 157. his explanation of the difference

between the imitations of Sophocles, and those of Euripides,

considered, 375 381. of the language of passion, 358.
of the end of Poetry, 449, n. of the proper end of Epic

Poetry --------451
HuTCHEsO-N , Professor, accounts for the power of Music over

the passions from resemblance to passionate speech, i. 77

HYMNS, narrative - - - - - - i. 211
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I.

IAOO - - - - - - -
ii. 413, and n.

IAMBI, tie Poems so called, acted ... ii. 62

!* ii. 330, 331

IMITATION, strictly so c;illcd, what r sonti;il to it, i. 4.
not applicable to Poetry in any sense, that is not inde

pendent on metre, :}6,n. Aristotle s solution of the pi; a-urc

arising from it, 280, -281. a singular application of Aris
totle s doctrine on that subject

- - ii. 84, 85

IMITATION, Poetic (or by vords,) various and confused ac

counts of it, i. 56, n. 58. extended by some to tlmt general
sense, which comprehends all spetc/i, 33. 41, n. among the

antients closely connected with personal - - 6vi

by sound ._-___ 5 j.^

by description ..... i 2 27

byAction - - - - 2731
by personation, 31, 32. mixture and various coin*

bination of these different species
...

33, 34

by resemblance af verbal sound and motinn, its im

perfection, 6, and n. 10, n. how produced by the best

Poets, 8, and n. 40. not imitation in a strict and proper
sense ---.. .

9. 1 1

&amp;gt;

fictive, distinct from descriptive, 27,28. neither of

them, strictly and properly, imitation, 30. descriptive, not

noticed by Aristotle, and why ... - 54,55

IMITATION, Musical, synonymous to expression, with the

antients, but opposed to it by modern wiiters, i. 69, and n.

IMITATIVE ARTS, confusion arising from that general de

nomination applied to Poetry, Music, and Painting, iu

classing the arts, i. 91, 92. absurdity of extending it to

Architecture -
,
- - - - -

9-2, r/.

INCIDENTS, how considered by Aristotle as arising, or not

arising, from the action itself - - - ii. 194, 195

JOHNSON, Dr. of Shakspeare s hasty conclusions, i. 156, n.

of Thomson s diction, 187, n. of the unities uf iiin^ and

place, 344. of the Tragic language of Addison and

speare, ii. 31, n. his censure of Mr. Gray s Agripping
213. ot the characters of Lothario and -,13.

of the
ijf

tct of the character of Iirgo on the SJVH

ibid, n. of the merit of the i. pic Poet - -
45;?

JONSON, Ben, prolc .ue to the pnpj et-shuw of IIc:&amp;lt;

L&amp;lt; ;-iuler in his Bart/tolonicn-Fnir -
-

1 i 3 Ju .
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JOUTIN, Dr. his character of Achilles - - ii. 169

JOSEPH, and his brethren, story of - - -
i. i

];&amp;gt;,
n.

IPHIGENIA (at Aulis) of Euripides incon&istcnce attributed
to her character by Aristotle, considered - ii. 151 157

ISOCRATES ii. 209, n. of the privileges of Poetry, and
the importance of verse to its effect -

&quot;

- - 360

K.

KAIMS, Lord, his assertion, that harmony has &quot; no relation

to sentiment examined, i. 84, n. of the risible, 3*24, 325.
his just character of Kacine - - - - ii. -212

(P tfira7 6a - - - -
,
-

.

ii. 403

?&amp;gt; (7ra6/x.aTw)- - considered, ii. 3 19. a passage
relative to it in Aristotle s Pulit. examined and trans

lated . ,r
- - - 5H

fi^civcv (oj o/^a)
- - - - - -

.
- ii. 291

, Kt^cta-oti,
to pour out - - - - - ii. 397

- ii. 343----- ii. 308, and n.

-, what, ii. 85. example of it - 99 1O4

, the dance so called - i. 249, n.

-, the ornamental &quot;word
- - - what probably meant

by it - - - - - - - ii. 295 -298

Kvgc (owl**), its sense - - - ii. 278, -279

L.

LA FONTAINE ------ ii. 355, n.

LA MOTIE, i. 58, w. combats the notion, that instruction is

the end of Poetry, ii. 449, n. his account of Homer s

diction - ...- - -
3O1

LANDSCAPE, no technical term equivalent to it in Greek or

Roman writers - - - - - ,
A i. 52

LANDSCAPE-PAINTING, not practised, or not cultivated, by
the Greeks, i. 51. its effect on the general taste for pros

pects and rural scenery
- \- ,

;
&amp;gt;

- 53, 54

LANGUAGE, natural - - - not always simple and familiar lan

guage
- - - - - - - - ii. 3-2-2, n.

A|K, in what sense applied by Aristotle to the Parade of

the Greek Tragedy, ii. 8892. and Aty&amp;lt;r6a, sometimes

applied to recitative, or such singing as most resembles

speech - - - - - - -21.88
- - - - - - - i- 47 &quot;

LITTLE
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LITTLE IMAD ----- i. 178, w. ii. if&amp;gt;i

4&amp;gt;Xo,
not always prose

- - i. 234

,
how used by Aristotle, i. 236. and by IMiito,iY* rf./i.

the tpcakvtg or dialogue part of Tragedy, 205. ii.
;

sense in Aristotle s analysis of diction in \ /.era/, 258, 259

LONGINUS, of the inequalities of Sophocles, i. 303. of

the Odyssey, ii. 31, . illustrates an expression of

Aristotle - - - - - - - 359

L.UCAN, UVT& & oAa ayu^trau . - - i. l8.2, H.

LUCIAN, of descriptive imitation, i. 14, n. 16, . of the pan
tomimic musical accompaniment, 2-21. of the comic

masks, 3-27, n. of the dress of the antii-nt Tragic- actors--,

ii. 340, n. of the requisites of an accomplished panti-
mimic dancer - - - .,,..- -

4-28, n.

LUDIUS, of the Augustan age, the first landscape-painter upon
record - - - - -

-_ .

- 1.5-2

Avtri, denouement, development
- ii. 321, ^91

M.

MADNESS, enthusiasm, of every kind, frequently so denomi

nated by the antients ii. 210. an 1 ,;.

MAFFEI, mistakes Aristotle - - - - ii. 129, 130

MANDRABUMJS, a Poem of Cleophon - 1.264

MANNERS, (or character}) little of them in the Tragedy of

a polished age
- - - - - - ii. 30, 3 1

--
Tragic, in what sense required by Aristotle to be

good, and why; the rule intended as a compromise with

Plato, ii. 131 136. Aristotle s precept relative to their

vniformily, how to be understood 141149

M*0i*, i. 280 288. a particular use of that verb, ii. 396

MARGITES - i- ^9*

MAKKI.AVD, his manner of defending F.uripidi s i

Aristotle s censure of his Iphigenia
- - ii. 157

MARMOKTEL, M. mistakes Aristitle, ii. 108, M. 134, /i.

quoted
- - V - - - - so i .

MARSYAS- - ^ &quot;

MARVELLOUS, the dramatic ... it. ill, 119

MASKS, of the Old Comedy, caricatura* - - 1.327

Ii MASON.
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MASON, Mr. his excellence in imitative description of sounds,
and particularly of musical sounds, i. 16 2i. example from
his Caractacus, 17. his idea of Tragic language, ii. 322, .

a fine example from his Caractacus of the simpler lan

guage of Tragedy ------ 3-23

MATRON, a famous Parodist i. 265

Mv^anrj, ii. 158. of the Trench opera, described by Rous
seau ---...._ ibid.

MEGALIOT.S -* &quot;

-&quot; .&quot; -&quot;&quot;. - ii. 276
Mf&amp;lt;ov - ----

j.j.
. _ ii. 443

MAiox -.. ~T
.;-..,&amp;gt;,-

. . .&quot;., .

-* &quot; ii. 102, 7?.

MF.LODY, pathetic its imitation of the tones and inflections

of impassioned speech, i. 88 90. such imitation par
ticularly remarkable in Pergolesi, Purcell, and Handel, 89.

denied by Dr. Beattie 88, n.

MKLOPOEIA, what
&quot;

^ - - * - i. 117, n.

MA&amp;lt;&-, used in three different musical senses - ii. 25, n.

MENAGE ------- ii. 435, n.

MENALIPPE, curious story of i. 145, n.

MENANDER, anecdote relative to the antient Chorus in a

fragment cf his - - - - - - ii. 98

MEIIOPE. See DISCOVERY.

Micro*, whether used by Aristotle to denote the circumflex

accent ------ ii. 261 267

Mrrufiaffis (of Tragedy,) what - - - -
ii. 74

METAMORPHOSES, of Ovid unity of that Poem, of what
kind _____--]. 126, a.

METAPHOR, Aristotle s principle of the pleasure we receive

from it, i. 282. various ways of guarding it, according
to Aristotle - .... ii. 294, 295

the a?!alogical, or proportional, what; and how it

differs from .the metaphor a specie adspecitni, ii. 282 -288.

.instance* of it from Aristotle and Homer, 285, 286,
ami ;/.

METASTASIO, his Esfrat o dclla Poctica d /iristotile - i. 343

MICHAEL ANGELO, how characterized by Sir Jos. Reynolds,
&quot;ii. 381

MILTON, a circumstance in hi description of the sound of

a bell, i. 20. his excellence in imitative description of

sounds, and particularly of musical sounds, 16 -20. his

account of Aristotle s purgation of the passions by Tra

gedy, ii. 18. prologue of his Comtis, not more excep
tionable than those of Euripides

- - - 97
MIMES,
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MIMT.S, of
S}&amp;gt;/iru&amp;gt;i,

i. 244 246. not, probabk, of th

licentioi s c;i-t 01 tlu Rnui.ui tiifl - -
245

MiMicitv, vocal, itsanlHjiiity, i.6i,. 218. two remarkable
insUu,. of it ircoydi d by lioiin r

MOM sirs, (pojTix ii. 420, n.

MnNronuo, Lord, of the style of Cicero s oratior

pared \vi.h that of his rhetorical and philosophic-ill works,
ii. 38, n. [where add to the references, ro/.

iii.y*.
^

of Homer s language -----
.jo

MoHOLOOUES, of the Greek Tragedy, whether set to reci

tative, or air -.-.. ii. 37, og

MOOR, Prtycsior, his erroneous explanation of Aristotle s

z(*6&amp;lt;xg&amp;lt;rij

- - - - - - - ii. 8, n.

Mof&amp;gt;a., species , - - - - 1.289

Mmf . - - - - -.: ..; 11.442

Music, its whole power reducible to three distinct effects,

i. 6G. how far it ran laise ideas, 67, 68. 73, n. in what
senses regarded .is imitative by the moderns, 68. and by
the un lien s, 69. ideas and language of the antients, on
this subject, wounted for* 69 76. its power over the

passions, what, 72. that power accurately expressed by
Aristotle, 72, n. doe* nr.t depend on Poetry for its ex

pression, 73. ai;d n. its separation from I oetry, by whom
complained of, 74, ti. allowed by Aristotle to have ex

pression without words, 74, n. 83. its power of affectiug
resolved by some writers into a resemblance, more or less,

to the too of speech, 77. 88. the analogy of its me

lody and rhythm to those of speech, 76, 77, 78, and n. 88.

impropriety of calling it an imitative art, according to

the modern ideas of musical imitation, 91. an antient

divisioB of it into three kinds - - - - ii. 6

Music, Anticiit, its improvements, like those of the modern,
treated as corruptions

-
. -

.
-

fc

i. 270, 271

Music, Dramatic, of the Greeks, strictly imitative - 5.76

Music, Instrumental, its power, i. 73, . a peculiar pleasure

arising from the very indcterminateness of its expression,

74, n. of the antieiits, 76. in what sense considered by
Aristotle as imitating manners and characters - 262, 263

Music, Pastoral, affecting by association, i. 224, and n. 225

Mrsic,J
/J -

G/, almost uoh-ly cultivated by the (ir
ceks, i-
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N.

NICOMACHUS, Painter - - - - - j. 259

NIGIITINGALF, her singing characterized by Homer -
i. i

NOMES, not essentially distinguished from Dithyrambics by
the objefts of their imitation i. 267. 271, 272

NOVELS, a good apologetical motto for them, ii. 242. im

probability often unreasonably objected to them, 242, 143

O.

OBJECTS, rural, in what manner usually described by the

antients, i. 45, n. examples from Theocritus^ Virgil, and
Plato .- - ibid.

OLYMPUS, his sacred Music - ii. 11, and n.

&quot; 391

- ii. 145, 146

OPPIAN - - - - - - - ii. 371

OnJ/i?
- - - - - - - -

1.117, w.

ORCHESTRA .____ i. i$g, n.

Slffavrui;, eodem scnsu -
ii. 408, 409

P.

PAINTING, the three styles of it mentioned by Aristotle

applicable to modern artists - - - i. 259, 260

PAINTINGS, indecent, allowed in the temples of some hea
then deities - - - -- - _ i. 256

PANTOMIME, modern, Aristotelic analysis of it, ii. 120, 121

Roman------ ii. 122, n.

PARABASIS, of the Greek Comedy - - - i. 330

ifecfK^cvct^y i. 297

n* iirtpiwv, (a consequent,) the logical sophism so called,

what, ii. 347. how applied by Aristotle to Homer s

management of fiction ii. 347 352

PARODE, of the Greek Chorus, to what kind of melody it

was set, ii. 88 91. a specimen of that melody from

Dionysius Halicarn. 89 91. of the Orestes of Euri

pides, ibid. always sung by the Chorus either at, or soon

after,
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nj /cr, their first entrance upon the stage, 92. 95. 97. was
sometimes in the regular Lyric form, of Strophe and

Antistrophe
- - - - - -

95&amp;gt;
?

PA ROW i.s, a favourite species of humour with the Athenians

specimens of them - ii. 264 266

PASSION, the natural Poetry of ii. 358

PASSIONS, purgation of, by Tragedy, considered, ii. 3 -19.
how far tbe irequent exercise of them, hy, works of ima

gination, may tend to moderate and refine them in real

life - 15 1 8

ria9u - -
^-. ,..-

-
.

&amp;gt;

. ,f ,

8l

Ua.^fj.etTot,, used by Aristotle as synonymous with nS, ii. 8,n.

PATHETIC, - not attainable, either in Poetry or

Painting, without close imitation of nature and real

life ------ ii. 38 1, and .

PA u sox, a licentious Painter - - -
&quot;

i. 955

PERGOLESI -------, i. 89

Iligio&S rj^a - - - - - - -
i. 339

n^TTETsia, Revolution, what - - ii 77- confounded

with the /AETao-n, or change of fortune, common to all

Tragedy 7479
nspTT

- - ii. 341

PETRARCH ------- ii. 291

i. 276278
- . 289

ii- 104106. 240

ii. 445

PIIILOXENUS, the Poem of his, alluded to by Aristotle, not

a drama ------- i. 268

PHORCIDES, The - - - - - - i. 155-

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;.jmr.&amp;lt;^

ii. 420425
PICCOLOMINI, his version and commentary quoted, ii. 78.

139. 175. 190. -284. 289. 304. 317. 355- an objection
of his removed ------ 298

PINDAR, instances of the dramatic in his Odes, i. 211, and n.

an Aristotelic passage of - - - ii. 355, 356

PLATO, his description of the banks of the Ilissus, i. 45, n.

his idea of Poetic imitation, and in what it differed from

that of Aristotle, 60. his objections to it, 57, n. 63, n.

coincides with Fontenelle as to the want of meaning in

instrumental Music, 74, n. resolves musical expression
into
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into resemblance of speech, 79. his division of Poetry
into three kinds, 210. 275. uses Xoys? iJ/iXtf? in the sense

of Aristotle, for words without music, 234, 235, n. his

idea of Poetry stripped of metre, 230,, 240, and n. his

dialogues dramatic sometimes acted, 247, and n. attri

butes to Music the imitation of manners and characters,

261. his idea of Comedy agrees with Aristotle s, 326,
and n. his objection to Tragedy, ii. 14, 15, and . calls

Homer T^aywJWo*-, and Epic Poetry, Tragic, 117, n.

his idea of the danger of exhibiting bad characters in

Poetic imitation, 132. 135, 136, and . his character of

Achilles, 167. 169. familiar to him to speak of all

enthusiasm as a species of madness, 210. his account

of Protagoras, 257. his address to the Tragic Poels, 363.
in what manner he exposes the notion of Homer s ac

curate knowledge of arts and sciences, 364. his whimsical

argument to discredit Poetic imitation, 365, n. con*

tinually reproaching the Poets with violation of truth,

373, 374. 411, 412. his idea of the use of wine, 384.
a fine passage in him, vindicating the truth and immuta

bility of God, 394. of the immoral tendency of Homer s

fictions, 412. quoted, i. 216, n. 283. ii-47. 64. 430. 445,

446, n.

PLAUTUS, and TERENCE, their way of supplying the imper
fect conclusions of their plays

- - - - ii. 45

PLAUTUS, of Poetic fiction----- ii. 356

PLATS, Chinese, their length
-

,- . ii. 334,71.

FLINT, the Elder, no landscape, or landscape-painter, men
tioned in his account of Grecian artists and their works,

i.5i,52. his account of Protogenes
- - 260

FLINT, the Younger - - i. 52, n. 53,71.

PLUTARCH, of vocal mimicry, i. 62, n. of the paintings of

Dionysius the Colophonian, 259. rails at musical corrup

tion, 271. ii. 105. of two different ways in which the

Tragic Iambics were sung, ii. 21. 27. of a musical revo

lution, 69. his account of the theatrical effect of the

discovery in the Cresphontes of Euripides, 130. quoted,

26, n. 73. 433
POET-PHILOSOPHERS - - - - - - i- 248

POETRY, imitation, in a strict sense, only when dramatic or

personatiie, i. 31, 32. to be considered as imitative only in

four senses, 32. whence, originally, denominated an imita

tive art, 57 65. not read, in general, by the Greeks, but

heard, 63, 64. absurdity of supposing instruction to be its

chief end, ii. 448. its end, according to Aristotle, to give

pleasure
- 448 449

POETRY,
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POETRY, Theological, of the Greeks, did not exclude fictitm

ad invention - -
i. 210,211

POETS, Greck Tragic, obliged to conform to the taste of the

people, 1.309, and n. compared with Shakspeure, 311.
ii. 30, 31. originally actors also, 20 1. 255. the great
number of their productions

-
340,341

rn
/xi/*t)&amp;lt;r/,

never used by Aristotle for ^i/xucrOt

simply ..... . 1.251,252

) no*Tx.d-, (*O) rieAmxwt - - ii. 36, 37

POLLUX, Jul. --- u passage about the Syrinx, or Fistula

Pants . i. 220, 221, 222, and n.

POLUS, the Tragia actor ----- ii. 434
POLYGNOTUS - -!. 255

POPE, his improvement of Homer s local and picturesque dc~

scriptions, i. 46 49, and n. ii. 387. his Pastorals, i. 246

POTTER, Mr. his explanation of Aristotle s censure of the

choral odes of Euripides, i. 158, n. his opinion of a

passage of Aristotle considered, ii. 149, 150. of the dis

covery in the Choephorcc of ^schylus
- -

189,71.

noa5&amp;lt;nj
- - ii. 40, n.

n.^far.pa.rot, critical - - - - - - i. i 88, .

PROLOGUE, Greek, Aristotle s own account of it, 1.329, 330,
and n. the two different kinds of it expressed, and ex

emplified, by Terence, 332. the narrative, 332. its his

tory and revolutions -
333, 334

PROLOGUE, of the Greek Comedy, not different from that of

Tragedy
- ..... 1-329331- of the French Opera

- - .- - i. 334

PROSPECT, (or FYeu;,) no single Greek or Latin term equiva
lent to it - - - - - i. 53, n.

- - - i. 16-2, n.

}
-

.

- - - - i. 295, 296

PROTAGORAS, singular history of him - - ii. 256, 257

PROTOGENES - - - - i. v:0o

YA6 - f
.

- -
&amp;gt;. 234236

PTOLEMY, of descriptive, imitation -
i. is,.

PURCELL - - - -
-

- f \- 89
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Q.

QUINTILIAN, of y/9@- and grafl-, ii. 31, n. his character of

Euripides, 38. of Zeuxis, 50. illustrates a passage of

.Aristotle, 264, 265. of the use of metaphors, 303. of the

dictioH of Euripi tts .---- 325, n.

QUIXOTE, Don, his idea of translation i. 281, n.

R.

RACINE ------.. ii. 212

RAPHAEL -.-..- 1,259,260

Pa^p* - - - - - - -
ii. 162

READING not a general practice with the antients, as

with us----- 1.63 65, and n. ii. 18

RECITATIVE, of the Greek Tragedy
- - ii. 26, 27

RECITATIVE, Choral ----- ii. 89, n.

REYNOLDS, Sir Joshua, quoted, i. 126,7?. 258,71. 260; ii. 381.
of individuality of imitation in painting

- ii. 38i,.

RHAPSODISTS, i. 65, . recited, or declaimed, only
- ii. 432

RHYTHM ------ -
i. 108, n.

RICHARDSON, his Lovelace - 1.184,0. 11.413

RICHARDSON, the painter, i. 259, 260, and . describes the

paintings of Mich. Augelo and Raphael in Aristotle s

terms -------- 260

RIDDLE, Greek - - ii. 306

RIDICULOUS, (The)
----- Aristotle s account of it

defended .-_.--
3.3-20 327

ROBORTELLI, his commentary quoted
- - ii. 129, n.

RONDEAU i. 283

ROUSSEAU, misunderstood by Dr. Beattie, i.7,n. attributes

all expression in Music to imitation, more or less percep

tible, of speech, 77. of the effect of passion in melodizing
the voice, 78, n. his inconsistence in asserting that

harmony has no expression, 84, n. his absurd idea of the

theauical declamation of the antients, ii. 19. a Platonic

writer, 135. agrees with Plato in his objections to dra

matic imitation - - - - - - l $6

RUBENS .
* i- 260
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S.

SAMPSON AGONISTES - - - - -
11.44

SATAN of Milton, - - his manners
%^ra&amp;gt; according to

Le Bossu . - . . . _ ii. i-ji

SATYR, and SATIRE - - - - - i. 112, n:

SATYRIC Drama, probably much shorter than the serious

Tragedy - - - -
(

- , ii. 336, n.

SCALIGER, J. C. of descriptive imitation, i. 12, n. his notion

of Poetic imitation - - . - - - -.41,71.

SCALIGER, Joseph .-._.- ii. 182

SCENERY, painted
- - - . - - - 1.298

SCENERY, dresses, music, &c. how Aristotle meant to extend
to them his precepts respecting the manners, and improved
imitation, of Tragedy .... ii. 170 172

Eppj/Aara XE|EW?, Jigures of speech, what Aristotle maant by
them, ii. 250 255. 271 whence denominated a-^jr.^a.r,
orJigures

- - - - - - - 253

SCULPTURE, of the antients, sometimes coloured, i. 216, n.

Ztj/AHof
------- ii. 178 180

SENTENCE - - - no Greek word exactly synonymous
to it

- - - - - - - ii. 259, 260

SENTENCES, significant, and assertive, a. distinction of Aris

totle s logic
----- ii. 259. 273

SHAFTSBURY, Lord, his extravagant encomium on the Greek

Tragedy, i. 310. his misrepresentation of Aristotle, ibid.

his explanatory translation of a passage of Aristotle, ii. 52

SHAKSPEARE, ii. 31. 50. 389. neglected the conclusions of

his plays, i. 156, n. ii. 45, and . his Caliban, i. 184, n.

ii.35i. compared with the Greek Tragedians
- i. 311

SHERIDAN, Mr. his Critic - - - - -
,

ii. 71

SHUTTLES, antient - .... ii. 181, 182

SIDNEY BIDDULPH - - - - - ii. 103

SIFFLET de chaudronnier - - - -
.. .

i. 220

SINGERS, of the modern Italian, and antient Greek, Opera-~
their similar influence over Poets and Composers, ii. 69, 70

SINGING - - - - in what essentially different from

speech
- - - - r .

&quot; i. 78, n. ii. 93, n.

XxXqgoTut
- - - - - - - ii- 163, 164

SOCRATES, not fond pf the country, and his reason, i. 45, n.

SOPHISM, Poetic, of Homer s fictions, explained, ii. 347352
SOPHISTS,
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SOPHISTS, their critical cavils - - - - ii. 67

SOPHOCLES, sometimes familiar and Tragi-comic, i. 301,

302. 307. his scenes ot altercation, how characterized

by a Comic Poet, 30-2, n. his prologues, 3-29, his descrip
tion of Oedipus tearing out his own eyes, ii. 83. did cot

observe the French rule,
&quot; de nc pas e-nsanglanter Ic

Theatre&quot; ii. 83. his diction, 325. in what sense he
&quot; drew men as they ought to be&quot;

- 374 380

SOPHRON, i. 244. imitated in an Idyl of Theocritus, 246

SOUNDS, imitative description of - - -
i. 15 21

SPENSER --- defects of a famous stanza in his Faery
Queen - - - %*. ,- - - i. 19, n.

STra^a^-, fcafA- - - i. 276 278

ZaaoTte -

, r 1
. T - ii. 6l, 62

STASIMON ---- in what sense &quot; without auapcesls and

trochees&quot; -_.- - - - - ii. 98, 99

STEELE, Mr. his Essay on the Melody, $c. of Speech, i. 88, n.

STHENELUS, insipidity of his language, how represented by

Aristophanes
- ii. 302, 303

STRABO, of Homer s mixture of truth with fiction, ii. 348.

of the end of Poetic fiction - 372

STROPHE and Antistrophe, set to the same melody, i. 269, n.

SURPRISE, heightens passion
- ii. 73, and n.

SYRINX, or Pipe of Pan, i. 219, 220. a South Sea instru

ment, 220. two different instruments of this name men

tioned by Jul. Pollux, 221, 222. its tone characterized in

the Homeric hymn to Mercury, 223. doubts and con

jectures concerning the instrument of this name mentioned

by Aristotle - -.,.. - 2202-25

T.

TALE OF ALCINOUS ii. 183186

TERENCE - - 332. . 45

TERROR Aristotle sems to have thought it sometimes

pushed to excess by the Greek Tragedians
-

ii. 127, 128

TETRALOGIA, Tragic, the dramas that composed it performed

on different festivals - - -
&quot;

- -
&quot; 332

~ 33C

THEOCRITUS, his 15th Idyl, an admirable example of the

close and natural delineation of common life, i. 246. his

description, Idyl 7, not of the landscape kind - 45 &amp;gt;

*

THEODORUS, the Tragic actor, his voice - i. 62, n.

THEOPHRASTUS, of the effect of passion upon the melody of

speech, i. 78, ?. of the dance called xogfol 249, n.

THOMSON,
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THOMSON, fills up a sketch of Virgil ii. 292, 293
-

i. -287, n.

TOUP, an emendation of his considered - ii. 425, 426

TRACKING of Sophocles - i. 343

TRAGEDY, not distinguished, originally, from Cowcdi/, i. 308,

309, and n. its end, according to Aristotle, ii. 1^7, 1-28.

its effect does not depend upon our ignorance of n-

trophe, 223. its different species, 224. not jx rfcd/i/ se

parated from Comedy in Aristotle s time, 233. bow much
its effect depends on the fable, 248, and . Aristotl

ference of it to the Epic Poem considered - 43 i. 43 -i

TRAGEDY, French - -
i. 310, n. ii. 31. 8-2. 212.3111

TRAGEDY, Greek, the lyric, exceeded the Dialogue, part of

it, before /Eschyhis, i. -297. its short diahgouc, or
r&amp;lt;^o-

fAt&amp;gt;6, [See Jul. Pollux, iv. 17.] 300. whether sung
throughout, ii. 19 28. what parts of it most likrlv to

have been spoken, 24. absurd to attribute to it the d&amp;lt;

of the French stage, 82 85. vain attempts of Dai-ier,

Brumoy, &c. to divide it into Jive acts, 94. its diction,

299 301. 321. observations on the progress and im

provements of its diction - 324326

TKAGEDY, the infernal
- - -

. ii. 233 235

TRAGEDIES, Greek, not to be represented as correct and per
fect models, i. 310. their inequalities, and intermixture of

low and comic dialogue, 300 309. ii. 233. their popular
and Tragi-comic origin may be traced in them, i. 308,

309. 332. on what occasions their length uai^lit be

limited by the magistrate, ii. 54. 337. said to have been

sometimes played by the /tovr-glass, 54.. conjecture as

to the number performed in one day, and to one am!

at the Tragic contests, 331 341. of very different

lengths
- - - - - -

336, n.

TRAGI-COMEDY, Greek - - ~- - 1.303 309

TRANSLATION, Don Quixote s notion of it, i. 281, . some
times unavoidably paraphrastical

- n. &amp;gt; 10,211

TROCHAIC tetrameter, how characterized by Aristotle, 1.249.

313. though a sutyric measure, does not occur in the

only satyric drama extant - - - - 312

TZETZES, John - - - - - - -ii. 181
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U. V.

VALCKZNAEU, of the Mimes of Sophron
- - i. 244

VALERIUS MAXIMUS, his account of theatrical riots at

Rome ------ --i. 227

VATRY, Abbe, his presumptive proof that the Greek Tragedy
was sung throughout ii. 22, 23

Y*
?K -

.-&quot;

V ii. 445

VELLEIUS PATERCULUS, of Homer - - - ii. 330

VERSE, the difference between it, and well measured prose,
less with the antients than with us, i. 233, and n. essential

to Poetry in the general opinion of the antients, 238, 239.
ii. 360, 361.- included in &quot;&quot;Aristotle s general idea of

Poetry ------ i. 239. 289

VICTORIUS, his commentary quoted, i. 38, n. ii. 57, 58, n.

230, 231. 370. et passim.

VILLANY, atrocious, its effect in Tragedy, ii. 412, 413,
and n. -Plato s and Rousseau s idea of the exhibition

of it - - - - - - - ii. 136

VIRGIL, i. 6, n. 22. 25, 26. 45, n. ii. 291, -292. 452, n. his

ear, i. 9, n. his description of a plough, how far imitative

description
------- 44, n.

VIRTUE, (*fT*j,)
- - - its extensive signification in antient

writers .
- - - - - i. 277, 278, and n.

ULYSSES - - - ridiculous story of his feigned mad
ness, i. 125, n. his comic cowardice in the Ajax of

Sophocles, 307. was the subject of many dramas, comic,
as well as tragic

- - - - - - ii. 192

UNITIES, strict Dramatic, of time and place, have no autho

rity from Aristotle, i. 337341. nor from the constant

practice of the Greek Poets - 341 344

UNITY of time, a remarkable instance of its violation in

Sophocles - - - - - * i. 343

UNITY of Fable, Aristotle s distinction between that, and the

unity of Hero, defended - - * ii.
54&amp;gt; 55

VOLTAIRE, his censure of the Oedipus Tyrannus, as prolonged

beyond its proper end, ii. 46. mistakes Aristotle, 130.
- - - - * -255
- -..- - -

.
409&amp;gt; 410
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W.

WARTON, Dr. - - - - i. 211, n. ii. 84, 85. of a stanza in

Spenser
- - - - - - - i. 1 9, .

WAUTOV, Mr. his censure of the prologue of
Comus -

ii. 97, and n.

WIXCKKLMAN, Abbe - - - - -
i. 51, n.

WOMEN, Aristotle s character of them - - ii- 137

WOOD, Preface to his Essay on the Orig. Genius of Homer,
quoted

- .... . j. S4) n ,

WORDS, obsolete, to what class of Aristotle s poetic words

they are to be referred .. - -
&quot;.316

X.

XENOPHAXES, fragments of, ii. 38-2, 383. his idea of mo
derate drinking

- - - - - - 383

XENOPHON - - - - - - - ii. 48, n.

Z.

ZEUXIS - - i. 200, n. ii. 50. 405, 406, and n.------- ii. 395

THE END.

London : Printed by Lake Hansard & Soni,

near Liucoln s-Inn Field*.
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